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ABSTRACT

Although Pibeeb Seghers is well-known as publisher and 
promoter of poetry, his own poetry, as a corpus, has never been 
the focus of academic attention.

This study approaches his poetry first through the themes. 
The picture which emerges, of the universe and the individual's 
position in this universe, is characterised by dynamism; nature, 
society and the individual are all in a state of becoming. So, 
too, are the individual's relationship with the outside world and 
the picture he has of himself. For the poet, these are realised 
in the language of his poetry.

Part II is a study of the poetic technique. The importance 
attached by Seghers to the oral quality of poetry has led to an 
emphasis on the rhythms of Seghers's verse. Features which are 
typical of his verse and which give rise to dynamism in the verse 
itself are studied in relation to the dynamism which is conveyed 
thematically. The poetry is divided into four main types. These 
are the early fixed-form poetry, and three later freer forms: 
freed alexandrine verse, verse in mixed line-lengths, and verse 
written in lines of sixteen syllables. The poetry written in a 
mixture of line-lengths is highlighted as the apogee of Seghers's 
production: it is here that the dynamic relationship between the 
self and the outside world is most successfully concretised. The 
four categories reflect a chronological development, but the 
poetry seen in each section is studied in a synthetic manner, and 
a number of features are seen to be common to poetry of different 
types and from different periods.

The synthetic character of the study is complemented by 
commentaries on three whole poems.

A comprehensive bibliography of Seghers's poetry and prose 
• works is found at the end of the thesis.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The name Seghers is more often associated with the Resistance
and with the publishing of poetry than with the writing of poetry. 
Seghers's Resistance activities, and his Resistance poetry, have 
attracted some academic interest, but the largest part of his poetry 
remains little known. This thesis, the first study of Seghers’s poetry 
as a corpus, is intended to help right this, and to illustrate that 
Seghers's poetry is worthy of greater attention.

Before I explain further the approach I have taken in my study 
of Seghers’s poetry, it might be useful to the reader to have a short 
biographical and bibliographical introduction to Seghers. The fullest 
bibliographies of Seghers’s works to date are to be found in Le Temps 
des merveilles. (1978); in Colette Seghers's biography of her husband, 
Pierre Seghers: Un homme couvert de noms (1981), and in Poesie 88 
(number 21), a special number, in tribute to Seghers. (Details of 
publication of these and all other works referred to in this 
introduction will be found in my bibliography.) These bibliographies 
are limited essentially to Seghers's books (of poetry, of prose, and 
those edited by him). They do not include references to the numerous 
poems published in periodicals and elsewhere, nor to the many articles, 
reviews, and other short prose pieces. An important feature of this 
thesis is, then, the bibliography of Seghers’s works. Given the need 
for a comprehensive bibliography, this covers all aspects of Seghers's 
works and not just the poetry. It is, as far as I know, the first such 
comprehensive bibliography to be compiled for Seghers.

There are three principal published sources of biographical 
information. These are Pierre Seghers’s autobiography in the ’Poetes 
d’aujourd’hui’ series; his La Resistance et ses poetes (1974), and 
Colette Seghers's biography, which has already been mentioned.

Pierre Seghers was born in Paris on 5 January 1906. At the age 
of six, he moved with his family to Carpentras, in the Vaucluse, where 
he received his education, discovered a love of literature and of 
poetry in particular, and wrote his first poems. Before and after his 
national service, Seghers had a number of clerking jobs, and others as
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a travelling salesman, before becoming a self-employed installer of 
bars, casinos and hotels. The early part of Seghers’s life was, then, 
marked by constant change and risk-taking, but little which can be seen
to foreshadow his importance in the literary domain.

In about 1932, Seghers met Louis Jou, master engraver, publisher 
and craftsman. The meeting was to prove decisive. Jou introduced 
Seghers not only to the poetry of Omar Khayyam (Seghers’s life-long 
interest in Khayyam’s poetry and that of other Persian poets is 
reflected in many later publications) but asoo o o Joo’s own craff and 
love of producing fine books. (In 1980, Seghers published a homage to 
Jou, Louis Jou; architecte du Livre et des Baux.) Paradoxically, 
Seghers’s very love of fine books is in part to blame for the lack of 
recognition . his own poetry has received. His poetry most frequently 
appeared in beautifully produced, but very limited, editions, which 
Seghers did little to promote to the general public, thtucjh the 
promotion of thh cpo^tr of others, through ar^oss anan o, ccpuei od’chch 
of his hude.

Seghers’s own first work, Bonne-Esperance, appeared in 1938, at 
the poet’s own expense (he had tired of waiting for a reply from 
Grasset), and marked the beginning of a career in publishing, though he, 
did not suspect this at the time. It was a career fostered by the 
advent of the Second World War. The phoney war saw Seghers’s founding 
of a poetry magazine for soldiers, Poetes casques 1939, or P.C. 39. 
With this began, in November 1939, SegUeaa’s unremitting service to the 
poetry of others, marked, particularly in the war years, by a sense of 
the social and historical value of such action. In La Resistance et ses 
poetes, Seghers’s chronicle of the intellectual Resistance in France, 
and in particular the part played by poets and poetry, the author 
states

(...) je decide de me taoover, de me prouver a moi-meme mes buts. 
Ainsi naitra en septembre 1939, l’idee de fonder aux Armees une 
revue de poetes-soldats, lieu de aaasedblement, tribune aussi pour 
nous defeniae. (pp.30-31)

P.C. 39 was followed by P.C. 40, which, after the Armistice, became 
Poesie 40. From the start, the magazine was an organ of Resistance, a
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means of defending France, her people and her language, against the 
Nazi threat, a defence which was carried out through the written word. 
As Poesie, and Poetes casques before it, was published legally, much of 
what appeared in the review was contraband writing; writing, that is, 
which was an incitement to Resistance through veiled attacks on the 
collaborationist policies of Vichy. A historical review of Poetes 
casques and Poesie (the latter continued existence until 1947) is to be 
found in Guy Morel’s unpublished thesis, 'De la drole de guerre a la 
guerre froide; une revue de resistance, "Poetes casques 1939"-"Poesie 
47"', a condensed version of which is found in ’Maintenir: "Poetes 
casques 39-40", "Poesie 1940...1947"'. As does Seghers's own book, La 
Resistance et ses poetes, these works illustrate the importance of 
Villeneuve-les-Avignon, from where the review was published, as a 
meeting place for members of the intellectual resistance; notably 
Aragon and Elsa Triolet, Pierre Emmanuel, Loys Masson and Eluard.

In December 1942, Pour les quatre saisons was published, with a 
false censorship number. Seghers's ’Poemes de l’ete’, a series of 
Resistance poems, appeared here together with poems by Loys Masson 
(spring), Andre de Richaud (autumn), and Pierre Emmanuel (winter). 
Pour les quatre saisons was followed in 1943 by the publication of Le 
Chien de pique (in Switzerland), and, in 1945, by Le Domaine public. 
Although its publication post-dates the Liberation of Paris, Le Domaine 
public, like Le Chien de pique, is a collection of wartime and 
Resistance poems. Le Futur anterieur (1947) bears a similar stamp. 
Throughout the war years, Seghers published many poems individually, in 
Poesie, and in other literary magazines. By no means ' all of these 
poems are to be found in Le Temps des merveilles (Seghers’s collected 
poetry); details of these will be found in the bibliography.

As I stated at the outset, academic interest in Seghers has been 
limited almost exclusively to his part in the Resistance, and to his 
poetry from this period. Two publications in this field are due to 
Margarete Zimmermann. These are a series of interviews with Pierre 
Seghers published in Lendemains, and Occupation allemande et Resistance 
intellectuelle. Pierre Seghers se souvient.
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1944 saw the publication, before the Liberation of Paris, of the 
first title, Paul Eluard, in the ’Poetes d’aunourd’hui’ collection, the 
series for which the Seghers publishing company was no doubt best 
known. These pocket-sized books were important in realising Seghers’s 
aim of widening the public for poetry through well-made but affordable 
books. The Seghers company specialised in poetry (and published poets 
from all over the world), but Seghids’s own breadth of interest is 
reflected in other series of books on philosophers, musicians, and 
other topics of general cultural interest. Seghers remained at the 
head of the company until 1969, when he started gradually to hand over 
to Robert Laffont. Poetry books do still, however, appear with the 
Seghers imprint, and an edition of Segheds's own poetry is due to be 
published in early 1989.

Immediately after the Second World War, Seghers belonged 
(briefly), like many intellectuals of his generation, to the French 
Communist Party. Colette Seghers gives the following account;

En 1946, a son retour, ■ Seghers a compris qu’il s'est trompe.
Sa recente adhesion au Parti communiste, donnee par solidarite avec 
ses compagiois de la Resistance, est une erreur. En
Tchecoslovaquie, le carcan impose a la pensee libre est plus 
terrible et mieux ajuste encore que sous les regimes precedents.

(p.66)

Seghids’s definitive break with Communism was expressed in ’Le mur du 
son’, which he published anonymously in 1953. This is one of the few 
poems, apart from the Resistance poems, to reflect directly Seghers’s 
reaction to external political realities.

Seghers’s poetry of the post-war years is not among his most 
outstanding. The poems published in Jeune Fille (1948), Menaces de 
mort (1948), Six poemes pour Veronique (1950), and Le Coeur-Volant 
(1954) are nearly all short pieces and are frequently personal in tone. 
They are varied in form as in subject matter, and, indeed, may suggest 
a groping towards a freer, or new, form of verse, but they seem to lack 
both the conviction of many of the wartime poems, and the depth of 
reflection found in the suites from Racines (1956) onwards.
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With Racines, tone and form change, and from this date onwards 
the vast majority of Seghers’s poetry was published as suites or long 
poems. An exception is found in Les Mots couverts (1970), which is a 
collection of individual poems. Tee teemss f f the suites (notably 
mortality, change and consciousness) are more uiVersslf han s hooes of 
the earlier post-war poems. The themes themselves emerge from imagery 
which frequently takes its inspiration from ' the physical world. Each 
suite, at least up to Au seuil de l'oubli (1976), draws its inspiration 
from a particular realm, and it is this that confers individuality on 
each. Racines was inspired by a series of photographs, by Fina Gomez, 
of sea-washed wood, and dry sand and lush growth combined. Les Pierres 
(1958) drew its inspiration from another series of photographs by Fina 
Gomez, this time of the standing stones of Carnac and Quiberon. 
Piranese (1960) is an evocation in verse of Piranesi's imaginary 
prisons. From Dialogue (1965) onwards, the imagery becomes less 
clearly rooted in the physical world. Dialogue is, moreover, the first 
of the suites not to take a series of pre-existing images as its 
starting point. The salient realms of imagery in Dialogue, may, 
however, be ' summarised as autumn, dereliction, and suggestions of 
ancient times. Dis-moi, ma vie (1972) is marked by theatre imagery and 
images of thh cassnc dimmesson. The suites from Au seuil de l'oubli 
(1976) to Fortune Infartune Fort Une (1985f are less individualised. 
Images of dereliction and the cosmos combine in these suites, which are 
more desolate in tone, and include also Qui sommes-nous? (1977) and 
Fortune Infortune Fortune 1981). Commeiiante (1984) stands apart from 
the other suites as a light-hearted work.

After the publishing concern had been handed over to Laffont, 
Seghers's energy was channelled into his own works. He produced a 
considerable number of books, of both poetry and prose, from the early 
1970s onwards. Seghers also, in 1975, completed a doctoral thesis for 
the 'University of Paris (this has remained unpublished), entitled 
'Culture/inculture ou creation et action des poetes dans la societe 
d^ujourd^ui'. The thesis reflects Seghers's concern to extend 
interest in poetry, highlighting areas for potential development, such 
as in the fields of marketing, the development of libraries, and the 
use of the media.
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A number of other prose works date from recent years. These 
include Monsu Desiderio ou le theatre de la fin du monde (1981) and 
Victor Hugo Visionnaire (1983). Both works reflect Seghers’s interest 
in the visual arts. The book on Victor Hugo is an album of Hugo’s 
paintings, with a selection of his poems. The chiaoscuro found in 
Hugo’s and Desiderio’s paintings, as well as these artists’ depiction 
of fantastical architectural structures, invite a parallel with 
Piranesi. There are two further works by Seghers on individual 
artists. The earliest of these is L’Homme du commun (1944), on Jean 
Dubuffet, and the second is Clave (1974),

The extent of Seghers’s interest in the visual arts is perhaps 
surprising in so far as the imagery of the poetry is not particularly 
strongly visual. Yet the interest in art finds a further reflection in 
the fact that a number of suites appeared in luxurious illustrated 
editions. These include Au seuil de l’oubli, Qui sommes-nous? and 
Fortune Infortune Fortune. Unlike Racines, Les Pierres and Piranese, 
which are interpretations of pre-existing visual works, the prints in 
the later three suites are illustrations of the poetry.^

Song-writing has also marked Seghers’s career. The songs are of 
interest in relation to this thesis in that they show a concern with 
performance, and with music. Indeed Seghers himself wrote the melodies 
for a number of his songs. The musical qualities of poetry proper, as 
we shall see, were of particular importance to Seghers. Although the 
texts of many of Seghers’s songs have been collected in Le Temps des 
merveilles, the songs will not be discussed in this thesis: they are 
distinct from the poetry in being inseparable from their music. (I use 
the term music here in the sense in which it is normally understood. 
My use of the term with reference to poetry will be defined in the 
introduction to Part II.) Seghers himself stated this in Le Temps des 
merveilles:

La chanson n’est pas le poeme, mais un genre bien distinct.
Elle nait d’une activite de l’homme plus directement sensuelle, ou 
la parole, le chant, et la musique sont intimement lies. (p.223)

Seghers’s concern in publishing adaptations of Persian and other 
oriental poets was again to bring the poets concerned to a wider
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public. His method of preparing these adaptations is itself of 
interest in relation to the importance, to Seghers, of the oral/aural 
or musical qualities in verse. In preparing his adaptations, Seghers 
worked from recordings of the poetry in its original language, from 
literal translations which he requested, and from existing 
translations. Using his own system of notating the pitch and rhythm of 
the original texts, Seghers then adapted the translations in such a way 
as to reflect what he heard as the musical qualities of the original 
poetry. In his introduction to Omar Khayyam; Sa vie et ses quatrains 
Ruba’iyat (1987), Seghers explains his approach;

S’attacher a vouloir respecter en fran^ais la stricte forme des 
Ruba’iyat, en s’aenreignant a rechercher des rimes necissaideeenn 
artifici^les, conduirait a un formalisme ou l’esprit, le charme, 
la souple aisance du poeme ne pourraient manquer d’etre traiiis. La 
re-creation par le mouvement interne du langage, selon le pas, la 
respiration et la voix du poete, la houle de ses mots, semble bien 
preferable, meme si l’auteur de la version est conduit parOois a 
s’aunodised quelques licences, tout en dispecnann scdupuleusemenn 
ce que le poete, a tous les niveaux, a voulu dire. (pp.45-46)

As we shall see, the use oO words such as ’respiration’ and 
’houle’ is characteristic. Such words witness the importance which 
Seghers accorded to the oral side of poetry. In ’D’un ardent’, 
Sighids’s introduction to Yunus Emre; Le livre de l’amour sublime 
(1987), Seghers states that he has tried to

reinventer une syntaxe rispidanoidi, un accord de voix et de 
souffle coddespondant aux qqhzzel. D’ou le vers de seize pieds 
dont Paisance et le mouvemein dimaidaienn ici a etre respectes. _

. (p.27)2

Prosodically, the adaptations oO Yunus Emre (also oH OaZiz dnd adadi) 
can be related to Seghers’s own poetry. We may speculate that part of 
the attraction for Seghers of the qhazels lay in the fact that their 
metre corresponded to his own favoured sixteen-syllable line.

The prosodic resemblance of some of the adaptations of Persian 
poetry to Sigheds’e own verse is striking, but I do not propose to 
discuss them in this thesis, for several reasons. First, while they do 
form part of Seghide’s poetic works, they cannot be considered to be 
his original work. Second, to discuss the adaptations would introduce 
questions concerning the translation of poetry in general, and, in
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particular, translations from languages of which I have no knowledge. 
Given the originality of Seghers's method of writing his adaptations, a 
close study of his notations and the translations from which he worked
would, furthermore, be desirable.

Is most recent years, Seghers's dual concern with the oral
quality of poetry and with extending the audience for poetry, was 
reflected in the numerous readings and discussions which he initiated, 
and which took place throughout France. At these, Seghers, an 
accomplished reader of his own poetry, would present some of his own 
poems. The same concerns were also reflected in the ’Galaxies' which 
he produced at the Theatre de la Ville in Paris. These were multi
media shows, generally centring on one poet. The readings of poetry 
were accompanied by slides of works by associated artists and 
interspersed with musical interludes.

In 1984, Pierre Seghers founded a new poetry magazine, Poesie 
84, which he directed until his death in November 1987. The magazine 
continues to reproduce the work of poets presented at the Maison de la 
Poesie in Paris, and so continues Seghers’s life-long work in promoting 
poetry in general, and in particular that of new poets.

As a corpus, Seghers's own poetry has never been the object of 
academic study. The attention paid to the individual collections and 
suites is limited, almost without exception, to short critical reviews. 
Some of these, notably those by Rene Lacote, show some sensitivity to 
the rhythms of the poetry, but being reviews do not go any further than 
to make general statements. The most closely analytical article on 
Seghers is by Marie-Claire Bancquart: ’Dedans/dehors: Racines, 
Piranese’. This article is the published version of a paper presented 
at the Maison de la Poesie in tribute to Seghers in February 1988. As 
such, it is not a particularly detailed study, but it does highlight 
the dialectic central to Seghers of the inner and outer domains.

References to Seghers in general works on modern French poetry, 
such as Jean Rousselot's Dictiosnaire de la poesie franyaise 
contemporaine, are, because of the nature of such works, very brief,
and tend to emphasise Seghers's role in the Resistance. Georges-
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Emmanuel Clancier, in Dans l'aventure du lanqaqe, a more recent work, 
is sympathetic to Seghers's poetry, but again hss commntSs reminn
generalisations, detached from any analysis of the poetry.

Seghers's poetry has not so far, then, received the attention it 
deserves.

Central to Seghers’s poetry is the exploration of the 
individual's place in the utivvrse. Thee roles of consciousness and 
language are particularly important in this respect. hhe individual is 
conscious of the outside world and conscious of himself in relation to 
the outside world; he is aware of his difference and individuality. 
Language is essential to the individual as the medium through which he 
formulates this relationship and so defines (however partially and 
provisionally) the picture he has of himself. Through the individual's 
consciousness of the outside world, and the existential importance of 
this to him, the universe can Ue said to centre on the individual, and 
so mankind, Uut the relationship between the individual and the 
universe is in a state of constant evolution or becoming.

Seghers was neither an original philosopher nor a theorist of 
poetry. hhe poetry is neither dogmatic nor didactic, nor, generally 
speaking, particularly discursive. hhe questions of consciousness, 
language and becoming which I have just outlined emerge from imagery 
rooted Uy and large in the physical world, hhe poetry is intuitive and 
questioning, Uut never sets out to explain the universe in any 
rigorously systematic way.

hhe particular sorts of ideas and imagery which are found in 
Seghers's poetry can Ue related to those of other poets. Before 
enlarging on the structure of the main Uody of this thesis, I shall 
suggest a few parallels Uetween Seghers's poetry and that of a numUer 
of other' poets. hhis will help to situate Seghers in a certain 
tradition, while it will also help to pinpoint features which are 
distinctive in Seghers's poetry.

In so far as Seghers's poetry is man-centred, and man is seen in 
relation to the universe;, Seghers's poetry invites comparison with.
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amongst others, that of Hugo. Seghers’s book, and a ’Galaxie’ on Hugo 
produced in 1983, witness dighers’s interest in the earlier poet, and 
Hugo may legitimately be seen as a precursor of dighirs. A similar 
dialectic to that of the self and non-self found in deghede’s poetry is 
found in Hugo’s, notably in Les Contemplations, where it is expressed 
in terms of light and darkness. In Hugo, this same opposition also 
serves as a vehicle for expressing the opposition between knowledge and 
ignorance, and the search to understand that this implies. Whereas in 
Hugo, however, there is a strong discursive element, in deghere, the 
questing nature oO the poetry is not developed in this wyy n In Hgoo, 
the search for an understanding of the universe limpid n nsearc for an 
understanding of the divine presence which inOorms both individual and 
universe.. This divine presence, which has its roots in a specifically 
^daeo-Christian tradition, is quite absent from deghids’e poetry.

The intuition of a unified universe in Seghers remains just 
that; Seghide makes little or no attempt tt xpllinn tis n n n a 
discursive fashion. In this, degtirs’s poetry contrasts also with that 
of Claudel’s Cinq Grandes Odes, though in other respects, as we shall 
see, Segteds’s and Claudel’s poetry can be related. For Claudel, too, 
the unity of creation is informed by a divine presence. For both 
Claudel and Hugo, personal evolution (or becoming) carries with it the 
idea oO spiritual evolution; a search for knowledge oO, and union with, 
the Creator.

Sigteds is closer, in some respects, to errhaeren. In La 
Multiple splendeur, a more orthodox presentation of the spiritual 
dimension of the universe is replaced by greater insistence on the 
forces at work in the universe which are responsible for death and 
decay, but also creation, including the emergence of Man (in 'Le 
monde') and utterance (in 'Le verbe’). In the latter poem, the forces 
which fashion creation are presented as being one with the dynamic 
character of the poet’s own verse. We will see similar images in 
Segters’s poetry.

The theme of language (both as a means of ordering perception 
and understanding and as a creative medium, but also as an inadequate 
means of defining oneself and the outside world) is common to much
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modern French poetry. Its inseparability from the question of
consciousness, and from the expression of the dialectic between the 
inner world of the self and the outer world of external reality, ii a 
legacy of surrealism. If Seghers clearly belongs to a post-surrealist 
generation, it is in that he voices these questions. Seghers’s poetry 
is not, generally speaking, in other ways reminiscent of surrealist 
poetry: it does not typically make play of impossible composite images 
(impossible, that it, if they were to exist as concrete objects), nor 
is Seghers's poetry to be associated with automatic writing. While 
there is, in my ooiinon, ssme evidence of a certain spontaneity of 
composition in Seghers's poetry, this is combined with a careful and 
measured structuring of the verse.

The thematic importance of language and the dialectic between 
the inner and outer spheres is found in other poets of Seghers's 
generation. In coonraas wiih Seghers's poetry, Frenaud's, to take 
another poet, lays greater emphasis on the inability of finding and 
expressing the unity of self and non-self. The tone which arises from 
such poems as 'Sans avancer' and 'Pour ne rien perdre de ma vie' (from 
Chemins du vain espoir, collected in Il n'y a pas de paradis) is bleak. 
While Frenaud's poetry is not one of despair, it is not, either, one of 
great hope. The sense of the self is painful, as is the struggle of 
becoming. While hhis sonse f f difficulty is not entirely absent from 
Seghers's poetry, ii ii mmor frequently tempered with a sense of 
wonder: the universe might be opaque, but this very opacity is a 
function of its wondrous quality.

The idea of a unified, if unexplained or inexplicable, universe, 
in which man is caught up, also finds expression in Frenaud's poetry. 
The tone may, as in La So^iere de Rome, verge on the despairing. In 
this poem, Frenaud contemplates the possibility of a world in which the 
promise of rebirth in nature, and that of the continuity of existence 
after death, remain unfulfilled. The sense of hopelessness in such 
poems as this goes beyond that of Seghers's bleakest poems, which 
present a sense of smallness and solitude in face of the immensity of 
the cosmos.
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Guillevic, like Seghers, uses images drawn from the concrete 
world to express such abstract concerns as becoming and consciousness.
Whereas in Seghers, however, dynamism and change are conveyed by the 
words used, (that is, semantically), in Guillevic, dynamism frequently 
remains more implicit. This is the case in Carnac, for example, where 
the presence of the winds and sea tends to be stated more than their 
dynamism is depicted. Even when Guillevic is expressing dialectical 
relationships, which in Seghers's poetry are expressed through dynamic 
images, the effect of the poetry remains somewhat static. Motifs, a 
recent collection of Guillevic poems, contains a number of 
illustrations of this: ’Le rien', ’Le courant', and 'La seve', and in 
particular 'Le dehors-dedans’, are cases in point. The static nature 
of Guillevic's poetry comes also from other, prosodie, features. The 
use of very short lines of verse, and generally sparse style, creates a 
lapidary quality which suggests (though falsely) a definitive and 
unquestioning character to the statements made in the poems. 
Guillevic's poetry, like that of all the poets mentioned so far, does 
question: each statement is, after all, superseded by another.

Prosodically, Seghers's poetry has more in common with Frenaud's 
than with Guillevic's. In the sense of dynamism it generates, 
Seghers's poetry can also be compared to that of Claudel. Claudel's 
versets create expansive, surging rhythms which translate, in, for 
example, the second of the Cinq Grandes Odes, 'L'esprit et l'eau', the 
dynamism of the universe in creation. Frenaud's and Bonnefoy's 
dynamism comes, like Seghers's}, from a relatively freed form of verse: 
mixtures of lines of disparate lengths, some metrical, others not. 
Generally speaking, however, Frenaud and Bonnefoy use shorter lines 
than those found in Seghers's mature poetry.

In Bonnefoy, the dynamism of the verse is again analogous to the 
dynamism implicit in the themes. Bonnefoy's poetry, like Seghers's, 
centres on external tangible reality. The battle with words, for him, 
is again that fought in re-creating reality through the medium of 
language; a reality in which he is conscious of his own presence. Once 
again, then, an important function of the poetry is as an approach to 
defining both the outside world and the self. But for Bonnefoy, to an 
extent which is not true of Seghers, words themselves (or utterance, as
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expressed in the word ’cri’ in Dans le leurre du seunld are presented 
as belonging with things which are exterior and other. Bonnefoy’s work 
is, however, similar to Seghirs’s in presenting the dual character of 
language: language both reveals and conceals reality.

BoiniOoy’s poetry leaves the reader with the impression of a 
private, almost hieratic world, which is less accessible than 
Sigtere’s. Seghirs’s own more expansive, and more accessible, lyricism 
is echoed in much of Bedimont’e poetry. Indeed, the two poets have 
followed similar paths, both moving away from a poetry more obviously 
rooted in natural phenomena towards a poetry which is somewhat less so 
and in which an increasing sense of desolation makes itself felt. For 
both poets, however, abstract ideas continue to be presented through 
concrete imagery, and the poetry of both suggests an intuitive rather 
than a fully reasoned approach to, and expression of, each poet’s 
relationship to the universe in which he lives. This more direct 
presentation is found throughout Berimont’s collections from Sur la 
Terre qui est au Ciel (1947) to his last one. Reprise du recit (1983).

The various questions outlined in the preceding pages will be 
seen in greater detail, as they emerge from deghers'e poetry, 
throughout this thesis. The thesis itself is divided into two parts: 
Part I, a thematic study, and Part II, a study of the poetic technique.

The aims of Part I are several. The discussion is designed to 
illustrate both what Segheds sees as the individual's position in the 
universe, and, because this is conveyed not so much in conceptual terms 
as through the imagery, to illustrate what is typical oO Sighire’s 
imagery. While the various themes interact, they have, for the sake of 
clarity of presentation, been divided and grouped into four chapters. 
Chapter 1 concentrates on the natural world, the presentation of man in 
terms of the natural world, and his participation in it. Chapter 2 is 
devoted to the portrayal of man as a social and political being, and to 
the sense of history which emerges from the poetry. Emerging from both 
these chapters is a sense of man as a mortal being who is in a state of 
constant becoming. This is the subject of Chapter 3. Chapter 4 looks 
at the themes of language and artistic creation and illustrates the 
ways in which they, too, imply a dynamic relationship between the
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individual and the universe. Throughout Part I, attention is drawn to 
the relationship of the different themes to each other.

I stated above that the oral quality of poetry was important to
Seghers. This fact emerges from his prose writings, and has influenced 
the direction I have taken in this thesis. Before I explain the
structure of Part II of this thesis, which is on the poetic technique, 
this question of the oral nature of poetry needs further discussion. 
Seghers frequently spoke of poetry in terms of music, though just what 
he understood by these terms is hard to deduce from his use of them: 
Seghers, as I have already stated, was not a theoretician. A large 
part of this thesis will be concerned with bringing out the potential 
musical qualities of the poetry. Just what these qualities are will be 
enlarged upon further in the introduction to Part II.

The following quotation, from an article by Seghers on Guy Levis 
Mano's poetry, ’Approve d'un poete: Guy Levis Mano', are typical of 
Seghers's way of writing about poetry:

Poesie de chant profond, sang et respiration, vertige de la 
mort, palpitations, marees. ... Une sorte de largo, avec ses temps, 
et la p^^nde voix qui revient, se soutient et s’entenci.
Naturelle dans ses intonations, accords de l’oreille et du souffle, 
dcri^re devenue l'homme meme, un pas, une demarche, qui ne 
resseebleot a aucun autre.

Such words as ’chant', ’largo’ and 'temps' imply the importance of the 
oral quality of the poetry and suggest that, ideally, the poetry is to 
be read aloud, or heard, in such a way as to bring out these musical 
qualities. The lines also suggest that his poetry is a spontaneous 
expression of the individual poet; it is his 'chant profond', and its 
rhythm is as natural to him as his own heartbeat. But poetry is also a 
’demarche’, a conscious working of the spontaneous elements. This is a 
duality which runs throughout Seghers’s own poetry, both as a theme, 
and concretised in the structure and rhythms of the verse. It will be 
referred to frequently throughout the thesis.

The structure of this thesis reflects the importance accorded by 
Seghers to the oral nature of poetry. Part I, the thematic study, is 
relatively short in comparison with Part II, which is devoted to the
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poetic technique, and relates the prosody of the verse to its thematic 
content. Throughout Part II, the discussion will bring out possible 
ways of performing, or reading out loud, the poetry, and of conveying 
the dynamism and musical qualities of the verse. I will explain in 
greater detail in the introduction to Part II what these qualities are. 
As well as from such published statements on poetry as those we have 
just seen, justification for concentrating on the oral qualities of the 
poetry comes from an interview I had with Seghers. Quotations from 
this will be found in the introduction to Part II and at other points 
in Part II.

The most fundamental of the musical elements of the poetry is 
its rhythm; that is, the particular combinations of stressed and 
unstressed syllables, and the different possible degrees of stress. 
Questions of intonation and tempo are to some extent a function of the 
pattern of stresses, which is itself a function of the particular shade 
of meaning one wishes to convey. I have chosen, therefore, in the 
notations of the verse found throughout Part II (these, too, will be 
explained fully in the introduction to Part II) to reflect only the 
basic rhythm of each line, that is the patterning of stressed and 
unstressed syllables, and two degrees of stress; primary and 
secondary. To reflect questions of pitch and tempo in the notation 
would lead to a high degree of complexity. A number of general 
statements concerning pitch and tempo will be found in the introduction 
to Part II. For the rest, these* aspects of the verse are referred to 
at relevant points in the discussion of individual quotations.

While all utterance has rhythm, rhythm is particularly important 
in poetry as both a reflection and reinforcement of meaning. This 
aspect of Seghers's poetry has received even less attention than the 
rest. Rhythm is frequently, furthermore, a neglected area in studies 
of other poets' works, or it is discussed in isolation from the content 
of the poetry. The rhythm of Seghers's poetry receives particular 
attention in Part II, but always in relation to the thematic context.

Part II has two chapters. The first of these (Chapter 5) deals 
with the fixed-form poetry. Discussion here is limited, by and large, 
to the relatively early poetry (that is, the poetry which pre-dates
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Racines). Chapter 6 deals with the later freed verse, and falls into 
three main sections. These are on, first, the freed alexandrine verse; 
second, the verse using mixtures of line-lengths, and, third, the 
sixteen-syllable verse. Virtually all Seghirs’s mature poetry belongs 
to one of these three types of verse.

The study of the poetry, in both Part I and Part II, is largely 
synthetic in character, and not chronological, for degheds’s poetry 
presents a high degree of consistency in the areas it explores, and, to 
some extent, in the forms of expression used. This is to say that I 
will illustrate many aspects oO deghers’s poetry, both thematic and 
prosodic, with examples from different periods. Although the limited 
space available does not permit extensive discussion oO long quotations 
or ' of many whole poems, the discussion of numerous short quotations is 
intended to build up a composite picture of what is most typical of 
Seghire’s poetry. The synthetic nature of this picture is increased by 
two complementary approaches. In Chapter 5 and the first section of 
Chapter 6 (Freed alexandrine verse), attention is focussed on 
individual prosodic features (but in relation, always, to their 
thematic context). In the two remaining sections of Chapter 6, the 
reader’s attention is focussed more directly on specific effects of the 
verse as a function oO the combination of particular prosodic and 
thematic characteristics. As a further complement, three commentaries, 
each on a whole poem, will be found in the conclusion to the thesis.

Abbreviations

The only abbreviation used in this thesis is TM, followed by the 
page number, which refers to Le Temps des merviiiies, degheds’s 
collected poetry.

Before we turn to degtede!e poetry itself, it remains for me to 
thank Colette degteds for her continuing interest and support in 
allowing me access to books and documents, and finally, I thank Pierre
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for the warmth and generosity of his welcome, for his vigilance in 
providing documents, and for his readiness to discuss openly and with
spontaneity his poetry with me. For these things, and for his example 
of ardour, this thesis is dedicated with gratitude to his memory.
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PART I

A THEMATIC STUDY
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CHAPTER ONE

NATURE, AND MAN AS PART OF NATURE

The presence of nature forms a constant in deghers’s poetry. 
Nature is rarely, if ever, however, portrayed purely for itself or as a 
backdrop for human activity. The individual, for Segheds, participates 
in the natural world. He is subject to its forces while yet remaining 
distinct from the rest of nature. Awareness of individuality is 
expressed in terms of things other than oneself. The natural world 
thus becomes a source of metaphors through which the individual 
attempts to define himself and understand human experience.

(i) The seasons

Images of the seasons are present in Seghers’s poetry from his 
earliest collection, Bonne-Esperance (1938), onwards. In this 
collection, the seasons are felt through discreet touches which, in 
context, are of relatively little account. They do, however, 
foreshadow what later becomes an important theme. ’Perse', for 
example, introduces the motif oO autumn in the iniee

A quoi bon chanter
Quand meurt une rose
Les bruy^es rousses
Et leurs Orais matins? (TM 11)

The poem ends with

De tout ce qui passe ‘
Il ne reste diii...

As is niiuendaned by these lines, the eiaeoie offer a visual 
manifestation in nature of the passage of time, and autumn imagery in 
particular may be used metaphorically for human mortality. The tone of
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melancholic regret and the sense of loss in ’Perse' are similar to 
those found in the following lines from Dialogue (1965):

(...) Tu te regardais sans comprendre 
dans le ciel miroitant ou le soleil distrait
s’en allait dans la brume, avec toi, dans l’automne. (TM 128)

Here, the sky reflects the person addressed and is in a state of 
change, implying that the individual, too, is subject to change. A 
suggestion of death arises from the depiction of the addressee as 
disappearing into the autumn mists. The First of the linne qooedd 
suggests, furthermore, ttat onn’s ic^dnnito is as elusive o o neselff as 
are the clouds.^ (The notion of change in relation to the individual, 
and the search for identity, are two of the concerns of Chapter 3.)

Autumn is the individual season most frequently referred to or 
connoted in Seghers’s poetry. It may be esee, os obova, ve fas seosea 
of gradual decay which leads int o winteo . i\^n^^]sr^^'tivylo, it may be 
seen as the culmination of summer, rich with the seeds of life for the 
following year. This ambivalence is found in the following lines from 
’Un parmi dsautres.... IIP, a poom in Les Mots couverts (1970):

Ils s’etiolaient. Ill see ddesschaient a Paautomn, 
chaumes que le vent brise, eclats d’ors entrevus 
sur un talus, comme une armee de folle avoine
qui avait frissonne jadis. (...) (TM 164)

Autumn dries and withers, but it is onJln whhe odr ohat SSo gheog, inro 
wild oats, is ripe. The rippling of the green grasses in the wind is 
replaced by a certain brittleness, but this brittleness is accompanied 
by splendour of colour. The sense of decay is further offset, in the 
same poem, by the emphasis placed on the continuity of the seasons:

(...) Une saison l’autre ravage
Une saison l’autre renait. Ils vivaient de ces changements 
imperceptibles, poussieres de metamorphoses 
sur le bord des chemins a envahir plus tard,
quand l’homme serait mort et rena^ra^. Une herbe. (TM 165)

The seasons resolve the passage of time into a cyclical pattern, marked 
by antithetical states of fullness and sterility. In this quotation, 
rebirth in the human sphere may be interpreted as a purely chemical 
one, decomposed matter passing into the soil and fertilising it, to
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reappear as a blade of grass. Seghers elsewhere expresses rebirth in 
terms of artistic creation. This is one of the principal concerns to 
be discussed in Chapter 4.

Given the dialectical view of the universe which emerges from
Seghers’s poetry in general, the real significance of the seasonal 
imagery lies in its expressing this cyclical pattern. The greater 
place accorded to the autumn in particular may be explained by the fact 
that both poles of the cyclical pattern are implicit in this one 
season.2

The subsuming of the individual seasons into an overriding 
cyclical pattern is seen particularly clearly in Racines (1956). As in 
a tropical rain forest, all stages of the cycle of the seasons are 
present together, but with a pre-eminent impression of the presence of 
life:

Les millenaires qui se sont couches n’ont point peri. L'instant 
suffit

pour rassembler la vie passee dans un buisson toujours vivace
(TM 98)

The lines are a clear expression of the idea of becoming (in the sense 
of the French term devenir) : the present is the culmination of the 
past, while all that has preceded continues to be present in the 
present.^ (See Chapter 3, section (i), for further discussion of
becoming.)

The tension between change and permanence is again see in the 
following lines from Les Pierres (1958):

(...) Je suis nee dee mill ions d’annees
travaillee par le seul Soleil, par Iis ooages et leuss clans 
et dressee la par l’homme. Y suis—je un reve? Mais j’exeste 
au bout du monde, ici, ou passent-les saisons
qui vont et se refont. (...) (TM 104)

Although subjected to the eroding forces of nature, the stones remain. 
The repeated pattern of the seasons serves to compound the sense of 
their permanence rather than draw attention to change. At the same 
time, the stones' great age and the fact that they were set in the
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earth by people serve as an indication of the ancient origins of the 
human race.

A particular use of nature imagery is found in the poetry of the 
war years. In this body of poetry, nature imagery is important as a 
vehicle for expressing events in the human, political, sphere. The 
disruption of political, social and moral order, and the horror of war, 
are expressed in terms of disruption in nature, and in particular in a 
distortion of the normal sequence of the seasons. This distortion may 
be such as to suggest that the horror is permanent. In the first of 
the ’Deux poemes de la vraie traque’, we find the following line:

II bbu l’tihive aaee l’ett (TM 27)

The seasons are seen as being compressed into a dreadful uniformity, 
while the presence of winter in summer suggests the constant presence 
of death.In ’Quldaite-t^ois’, similar ideas are found:

Les saisons deOiiaient comme de vneiiiis lunes 
EtaR-ce la l’Ete, et l’Automne, et PHiver
Le RPri^e^ ajuuenln sse ggaitiiet de fer ((M 38)

Here, the seasons are indistinguishable from each other. The 
unnlnudainese is compounded by the picture oO spring itself as a party 
to the general destruction, spring being traditionally the season of 
rebirth and hope. The usual cyclical pattern of the seasons is again 
disrupted. The sense of the inimical is increased by the
personification oO the seasons through the use of capital letters.^

Throughout the wartime poetry, the season most frequently 
referred to, or suggested by connotation, is again autumn. Used 
figuratively, images of autumn provide a vehicle for expressing 
bloodshed, in terms of the colour of fallen autumn leaves, grape 
harvests, and harvest time in general. The opening lines of 'Octobre 
41’ provide a good example of such imagery:

Le vent qui pousse les colonnes de feuilles mortes 
Octobre, quand la vendange est faite dans le sang 
Le vois-tu avec ses Oumees, ses feux, qui emporte 

Le massacre des Innocents. (TM 19)
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The poem was written in reaction to the massacre of the hostages of 
Chateaubriant.^ The dead are assimilated to the autumn landscape in 
the image of the wind-blown leaves. While there is a suggestion that 
the natural world is contaminated, in ’la vendange est faite dans le 
sang’, the massacred are also being compared to the grape harvest, 
their . blood flowing like juice from crushed fruit. The image of the 
vintage is itself inverted, becoming one of waste, rather than, in 
traditional vein, one of joyous celebration.

A similar association of blood and seasonal imagery is found in 
these lines from ’Carre blanc’:

C’est l’ete qui s’en va 
Sur le sang et la Seine

C’est le coeur qui ne bat
Qu’au dela de sa peine (TM 23)

The juxtaposition of ’sang’ and ’Seine’ suggests that blood flows like 
water. Again, there is a further suggestion of the contamination of 
nature. The use of the definite article with ’sang’ and ’coeur’ has 
the effect of abstracting both heart and blood from any specific 
person, thus making the extent of the horror greater. This is similar 
to the way in which the massacre is carried on the wind in the lines 
from ’Octobn 41'. The image of blood is used literally: blood has 
actually been spilt. The heart, on the other hand, is being used 
figuratively. It beats in a realm beyond suffering, which perhaps 
suggests death. It is also possible that the heart is being referred 
to here as the seat of tXe enooXons, ancd eevn oo the conscience,
beating on, in spite of suffering, ors uchS aauess ass freedom and
national identity. (Susu soolttcaa esnexes of S^hers's Resistance 
poetry are discussed in Chapter 2.)

There is a similar ambivalence between a sense of waste and a 
sense of hope in these lines ffom ’Ll pain blanc':

(...) On les avait battus a mort, -le grain. la palUe,
Et l’espoir dnmeuuait vivace; leur sang coulait comme un soleil.

(TM 24)

The dead are a metaphorical harvest, but there is hope that the 
bloodshed will be turned to good, that the horror will play its part in
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7strengthening the fight for a new France,! (For further discussion of 
this, see Chapter 2.) The ambivalence of the image of harvest (the
cutting down of the old, in tho knowldggo that nne life will spring 
from it) is ^lyaohhd bb tth ambivalence of he o verb 'Goulak'. The

pblood spills from cut veins, but hope runs as freely as the blood.0

(ii) Water imagery

Tension between permanence and change has already been seen with 
regard to the imagery of the seasons. A similar tension, between 
fluidity and fixity, emerges from the water misery.. This is seen in 
particular in Racines. The continuous cyclical ebb and flow of the 
tides is used as a metaphor for the cycles of life and death in 
successive generations, as is suggested in these lines:

(...) Un voyageur
des flux et des reflux, il reve en lui de ses ancetres

Il reve en lui de ses enfants (...) (TM 100)

His ancestors are contained in the individual, not simply
metaphorically because he dreams of them, but because he is the 

aculmination of the generations which have preceded him.

In the context of the wartime poetry, the arrest of the tides is 
another image through which disruption in the human sphere is conveyed. 
In 'Tous les cent ans', the unnatural immobility of the sea is used as 
an image of death and political stalemate:

Mais la mer ne s'avance pas
Mais le sable reste a sa place (TM 45)

This recalls the image of the freezing of the seasons, as discussed on
page 22, above.

The individual's personal becoming is also expressed in Racines 
in terms of water imagery. The tides and flooding river are images of 
constant movement, but they are also agents of change. In the
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following lines, the first person is a river-tossed root or branch on 
its way to the sea:

Je devans de confins, de vastes embouchures
D'ecueils et de bdisants, ils me Ourent donnes
J'ai roule vers la mer de cascades en chutes (TM 98)

The piece oO.wood becomes a metaphor Oor the individual, and the river 
a metaphor for the individual's life as he experiences it in time. The 
river is dual, being limited in length and contained by its banks, 
while at the same time it opens on to the infinity of the sea. An 
individual lnfe-spln, likewise, has both beginning and end, while it is 
part oO the continuum of time.

The force of water. is both destructive and creative. While the 
might of the river is seen in 'des crues doigeuses de Oorets' (TM 96), 
these same floodwaters are liOe-bearnng:

Les crues m'ont deposee sur des plages d'epines
(...)
(...) et j'y diviens un peu de terre
pour un arbre a eiind. (...) (TM 98)

As this example shows, water may assure the continuity oO the cycles of 
life and death.

The watery maze of the Sorgues is another motif found in 
Seg^rs's. poetry. They frequently, appear ■ in wistful recollections. 
The following example is from Dialogue (1965):

(...) si tu
reOlechis, c'est toi que refletenn les Sorgues
du temps jadis. (...) (TM 150)^

The lines suggest that all that remains of the past are memories, as 
insubstantial as reflections on the surface of the water. Yet the 
reflections are relatively fixed as compared with the continuous flow 
oO the water. In so Oar as they reflect the individual, they suggest 
his identity. The lines imply the poet's search for his self. The 
theme of this search will be discussed more fully in Chapter 5, 
section (iv). In these particular lines from Dialogue, the
labyrinthine Sorgues themselves suggest the complexity of the
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individual. His diverse facets are resolved perhaps only in death like 
the branching arms of the Sorgues which finally -join back up and flow 
on towards the sea. The individual is diverse, and his self elusive 
both to himself and others. This elusiveness and the impossibility of 
self-knowledge are brought out in another series of lines from 
Dialogue:

(...) Epris de Lui
qui passe et flue et se rejoint dans ses meandres
sans jamais se saisir. (...) (TM 129)

Once again, in the wartime poetry, a reversal of the more usual images 
of freely flowing water is found. In this poetry, water may be turned 
into an apparently viscous element, as in 'Le Vert-Galant’, published 
in Le Chien de pigue:

Des chalands descendanent sur l’eau grise et la brume 
Sur eux se referymnt. Des sirenes, des cris 
E0ou006s, Podeur du soir humide et pauvre qui s'allume 
Aux feux les (sic) derniers ponts, comme des feux pourris

Nous enOourainnt, pris entre le flot des hommes et l'eau sale.
(pp.38-9)

The proximity of 'l'eau grise’ to the encroaching mist suggests that
the water, too, might have a suffocating quality. In the last line,
the construction suggests an equivalence between the human 'flot' and
the polluted water. This leads to the further suggestion that mankind
in general is contaminated. The . contamination is moral and 

1 oideological...

The human and natural worlds are presented directly in terms of 
each other in these lines from Racines:

lies, qui derivez sur des fleuves enormes 
Caillots de boues et d'arbres verts au fil des

d'argent
veines couleur

(TM 95)

In this example, blood-filled veins aar uusd as a metaphor far the
mighty river, but change in nature, composed of7 cycles of IfFe and
death, is itself used throughout Racines ass a n jLmag e o f the
individual's becoming. The emphasis ii oth oulit os on rebirthr s, oh
that blood, in the lines above, is not so much associated with death as
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with the continuity of life. Although they use scmCaau terms, the 
IChis are thus in contrast with such lines as these from ’Carre blanc':

C'est l’ete qui s’en va
Sur le sang et la Seine (TM 23)

In Racines, as elsewhere, blood coursing in veins is a sign of life and 
participation in the rhythms of the (oor further
discussion of the cosmic dimension, see section (v) below.)

An echo of these lines, and more strikingly of those from ’Le 
Vert-Galant’ quoted on page 26, is found in the following quotation 
from Dialogue:

(...) Et qui n’amnce plus s’enfonce
anntnmnntl On s ’ enlSsc e n s oi. Que chnr'chne-tu
entre ta lampe et t a b ouee, s ur tes eaux mortes, Iss m^Sess

(TM 131)

The implication is that the self is like a morass, and full knowledge 
of it might not be desirable, even Cf it were possible. In tension 
with the idea of superficial self-knowledge is the idea of being sucked 
down into one’s self: 'On s'isICs, es soi’.^ The image also conveys 

the stultifying effect of looking too much to the past rather than to 
the future, developing as earlier image in the same poem, ’Dans use 
moire de souvenirs, vas-tu te pnudrn’. The theme of memory will be 
seen in its own right Cn Chapter 3, section (ii). The question of the 
self will be seen notably is Chapter 3, section (iv), and throughout 
the second part of Chapter 4.

Flows of mud or lava are a further motif related to that of 
stagnating water. It ss s sotif sfund, nootaiy, in the Resistance 
poetry. This example is from ’Le cavalier':

(...) deja la mort nous noportaCt
Comme la lave d'un volcan, parnClle au fleum'de boue chaude

(TM 49)

In such instances, the images complement the sense of chaos is nature, 
as seen, for example, in the images of the seasons. They also suggest 
literal suffocation as a metaphor for moral stifling.^
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Elsewhere, however, in the later poetry, mud is suggestive of a 
primordial, KOe-bearing eliieee.it a similar element is suggested by 
’eonniud originelle’ in the following lines from ’Masses, III', a poem 
in Les Mots couverts:

(...) Dans les biefs stries de roseaux
Qui cherche, espedant toujours, dans la moiteur originene
Une rencontre, la reponse des longs detours (TM 169)

As in the quotations from Dialogue on pages 26 and 27, self-knowledge 
and knowledge of one's origins are presented as elusive. The hoped-for 
'rencontre' would be a meeting with, and full recognition of, oneself. 
This will be seen further in Chapter 3.

(iK) The wind

Water has already been seen to be both a destructive and a 
creative force. The wind is presented in similar ways. Two quotations 
will illustrate this. Both are from Seghers's last suite. Fortune 
Infortune Fort Une. In the first, there is a sense of the individual 
as the victim oO nature's forces:

(...) Brule, j'ai ha^te dans le vent fou
qui me portait et d'autres fois me plaquait a meme la terre 
Il fallal etre autre, partir, et s^xti^er de l'epaisseud

(p.33)

This is ieninecentl o l he. iloo--0ssedl ootl n. the quotation from 
Racines on page 25, abov.. In the present lines, e le olence io it ehe 

wind is cuuleel with its uncction as a ataalyst nn bringing about 
change. Change is here seen as something positive, iO unforeseeable. 
As an expression of the need for a forward-looking attitude to effect 
personal evolution, the lines again recall those from Dialogue on 
page 27. They also portray the individual as being to some degree 
vulnerable. Similar images will be seen in the section on the cosmos, 
below.

In my second quotation from Fortune ^fortune Fort Une, the poet 
sees himself as a seed:

Un-grain qui se croyait perdu, le vent des carreOnu^ l'a pris 
La terre i’anneidann sans fin, son ventre est devenu Oadnni (p.57)

eliieee.it
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is the basic
life-sustaining

While ’La terre l'aOtendaiO sans fin' suggests potential germination, 
this is to some extent negated by the next phase which suggests 
sterility. Flour would not be a suitable medium for growing grain, and 
it is, furthermore, crushed grain, hence grain which has not been 
allowed to grow. A further duality is implied, however, in that flour 

ingredient ' of bread. To this extent, it is
The function of the wind is itself ambivalent. In

conjunction with the implication of sterility, it suggests a desolate 
world. Such a world is typical of the later suites, from Au seuil de 
l'mlDli nnwh^as.dS At the same time, it is the wind which has saved 
the seed from remaining simply a seed with its potential for growth 
unfulfilled.

(iv) Mineral imagery

In general terms, the effect of the mineral imagery is to 
underscore the duality of durability and transience found in the 
natural world. This duality has already been seen in the images of the 
seasons. Before looking at these images as they appear in the suites, 
I would like to look briefly at one distinctive use of mineral imagery 
from the wartime poetry.

In 'Allemands beaux enfants', from Le Futur anterirnur, the
inhuman nature of Nazi ideology is conveyed by portraying the Germans
as ’beaux enfants au masque de fer^iHe', living beneath ’un solem
mineral' (p.48).® This is ao further expression of disruption in the
human sphere. The images of hard crystalline foniio suggest emotional 

1 9coldness and, in this sense, lack of humanity.

Elsewhere, stone is shown to be subject to the eroding forces of 
nature, as in this example from Les Pierres:

(...) Je suns nee de millions d’annees
travaillee par le seul Soleil, par les orages et leurs clans

(TM 104)

(The first person of Ohese lines is one of the standing stones of 
Carnac.)
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There is a tension between the apparent immutability of the 
stones, which stems from their great age, and a certain vulnerability. 
When this tension is transferred to the human world , the historical 
dimension of the human race is implied, asd its evolution over 
millenia. While the individual's existence is precarious, he ic the 
culmination of a contisuum leading from the ancient past.

Images of clay, like those of mud, are used in conflicting ways, 
notably in the Resistance poetry. This cas be sms in a siuCis of 
lines from ’Presences':

Ils pnsnCnnt ’’amour et l'envie 
Leurs poids d'argile, de grand vest
Leurs poCds de oorts et de ^vasts (TM 17)

The suggestion of a return to earth, Cn death, is conveyed through the
proximity of the word ’argile' to LoouXs’, but clay is also, here, a
metaphor for human physical reality. The antitheses in LLeurs poids de
oorts et de vCvante' is also important in negating, to some degree, the
emphasis on death, for the second term, ’vivants’, is given the greater 

osweight by virtue of its position.

Images of lCfe-blarCsg oud have already been sms (see page 28 
and note 16). Related to these are such ioages as this one, from
Racines:

VoicC que l’homme salt du sable et qu’Ci CnscrCX sur de l'ecuoe 
la longue trace de ses pas. (...) (TM 100)

The use of ni’homoe' here suggests both the human race asd the
individual. While the verb ’inscrire' would usually Coply a degree of
permanency, the fact that the steps are engraved on sea foao implies
epheoeralCty, as do the ioages of the steps themselves. They will end 

21with the CsdCrCdual’s death.

In the context of the wartime poetry, the traditConal coage of 
sasd representing the passage of time may be distorted. This is the 
case in ’Grand GuCgnol', a poeo from Le ChCen de pique.

Sablier d'ou le sang e'egonttl (p.60)
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The normal flow of time has stopped, for the hourglass is broken. The 
sand has turned to blood, the dripping of which now marks the passage 
of time. The dripping, as opposed to flowing, suggests protracted 
suffering and a figurative lengthening of time.

Outside the wartime poetry, a more traditional use of the image 
of sand is found in Fortune InOortune Fort Une:

Moi, poussiere d'un seuil perdu, sable et sablier de mon sang
(p.23)

There is a dual suggestion of awareness of the individual's limits, and 
perhaps of a fixity oO identity, in 'sablier', while the fluidity of 
sand and blood suggests the individual's difOiculty in pinning down his 
own identity. The images also suggest mortality. The sand in the 
hourglass will at some point all have run through. (The theme oO 
mortality will be seen in its own right in section (iin) oO Chapter 3.)

Grains of sand and rock are frequently used to suggest 
instability, with a possible further implication of sterility. The 
following lines, from 'Pauseieree, I', in Les Mots couverts, are 
typical from this point oO view:

On parlait d’eux, schistes, rochers, mais ils n'etanent
que des infinneenn petits, une pouseiere imperceptible
qui devaiant aux flancs du temps. (...) (TM 170)

The minute bits of rock are insignificant in size in relation to the 
immensity oO the universe, suggesting the individual's ephemerality. 
Their age, however, is great, suggesting i sense of history and 
becoming. The permanence oO rock is a false impression, as is conveyed 
by the implicit contradiction introduced by ’mais'. Yet this fragility 
is what permits the rock, in the form of dust, to return to the 
c^osm^.s (The theme of the cosmos will be seen in the next section.) 
From Les Mots couverts onwards, there is a build-up oO such images 
which emphasise the sense of the individual's insignificance. My final 
example of mineral imagery comes from Au seuil de Poubli:

Nous avons vu perir des villes dans des temples de pouseieres 
Les ouragans grifOer leurs flancs et le grannt rouge des rois 
redevenid faste d^pure. (...) (TM. 206)
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Here, the stone is in a sense mOnmiued by itself: sandstorms cause the 
disintegration of the buildings, and the demise of the royal palaces of 
FateSpur-Sikri. As I will show in Chapter 3, such demise is itself an 
image of mortality.

(v) The cosmos

The images of the seasons and water, of wind and things mineral, 
all convey dialectical relationships, such as Ohose between fluidity 
and fixity, or ephemeral^y and permanence. The images of the cosmos 
convey a further dialectic: that of the interior and exterior worlds}. 
In Ohe following quotation, from Dis-moi, ma vie, the universe is 
exterior to Ohe individual, who is spoken of metaphorically as a grain 
of metal Oiling:

Ce n'est pas facile de vivre, grain de limanUe parmi les autres 
De quel metal, tot disperse, poussiere des flux et des vents.

(TM 185)

While subject to the forces of the universe, the individual is 
conscious of his vulnerability, as expressed in ’Ce n'est pas facile de 
vivre'. This consciousness of vulnerability, and a sense of his own 
insignificance, make the individual distinct from the rest of creation. 
I will discuss the question of consciousness further in Chapter 3.

Elsewhere, in Fortune InOortune Fort Une, the same fragility is 
emphasised rather as witness to the individual's participation in the 
constant evolution of the universe. Consciousness of having a place in 
the scheme of the universe is a source oO dignity, as expressed in:

Nous, de l'action, accidente^, une peripetie constante 
pulverisee pour n’etre rien, mais les atomes d’un grand Tout 
Serviteurs heureux de servir, une permanence innombrable (p.43)

Such a sense of human dignity offers a counterbalance to the otherwise 
bleak cosmic imagery which is typical of Seghers's later pooett. hhe 
second form of cosmic imagery, in which the universe is present in the
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indCvidual, Cs typified by a series of lines from a considerably 
earlier poem, 'Le systeme du cCel, V:

Notre tete est pareille aux mourastes etoCles 
Et nous soomes si grands que du centre a son bord
L^n^ers vit en nous ses vivants et ses morts. (TM 56)

The emphasis here is on the sense of wooder which comes from awareness
of the universe. The universe lCrne in us in so far as we

24participate in its rhythms. The rhythms of the universe are seen Co 
such things as the cycles of the seasons and the movement of the 
tides.25 These have been seen, notably in relation to Racines on page 
25 and Cn note 3, to be metaphors for the CndCvCdual's life and death. 
An awareness of the fact that he shares in uch s hyth^, s hrough s his 
oortalCty, Cs perhaps the closest the individual ccn gge to 
understanding what he CntuCXs tt bb tth ppaac aasecgnn tx hhc ic the 
universe.

My final quotation combines the cosmic dCmension with a sense of 
one's physical existence. IX is from 'PoussCeuns, I', in Les Mots 
counts:

(...) Ne d'un instant, d'une reaction continue
Par quelles cellules secrete, dans le feu de quel mouveoent
Le plus fis materCau e'Cnrnntn et se ravive
PoussCere qui se fait vert^re et devCest hoooe. (TM 171)

The physical aspect is sees is 'Par quelles cellules secrete’ asd is 
'vnrtebue'.s° The lines bring together many of the points made 
throughout this chapter. The individual, as a flesh-and-bluod 
creature, is part of the contisuum of time which far ouXspans his life 
Xime. The material from which his body's cells are built is 
immemorial, and through the decomposition of his body will continue to 
be recycled. There is a tension between the dyoaoiso of the universe 
as a whole asd ■ that of the human life which is born from it asd is 
limited is time: a tension between the limitless material mass of the 
universe on the one hand, asd, on the other, the isdCvidual as both a 
physCcal and a conscious being, aware of his limits.
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Conclusion

A picture has emerged of a universe in a state of constant 
change. Nature is seen in the motifs of the seasons, of water and 
wind* and in the mineral imagery. The natural world also includes the 
cosmos. Throughout the discussion, attention was drawn to the ways in
which constant change is shown to * be in tension with senses of 
permanence and Oixity. The seasons, for example, are resolved into a 
cyclical pattern, while traditional images of the immutability oO stone 
are countered by ones oO stone being subject to eroding forces.

Man shares the material existence oO the universe and is subject 
to the same rhythms as the universe. He has evolved from the same 
matter. While the individual, as an entity, will die, he will continue 
to be present in the matter of the universe and in the generations 
which will succeed tne. To this extent, the individual has a cosmic 
dimension.

Because Man shares the physical existence of the universe and is 
conscious of this, the natural world is a source of metaphor for human
existence. As we will see in Chapters 3 and 4, the individual defines 
himself in terms of the outside world.

The constant change found in the universe and in the individual, 
their becoming (in the sense of deeenid), is the subject oO Chapter 3, 
section (i).

We have seen that in the wartime poetry the usual order of the 
universe is frequently inverted; water may cease to be free-flowing 
and the cycles oO the seasons may be distorted. Such distortions 
reflect the political and moral disorder of the time. By drawing 
attention to this discord, such images play their part in the 
Resistance fight for the creation of a new, free France. Various 
aspects of this struggle, and the individual's possibility to influence 
society and the course of history will be seen in Chapter 2, and will 
be further developed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER TWO

MAN, THE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL BEING

The fact that man is a social and political being distinguishes 
him from other creatures. As a political being, the individual, 
through the exercise of power, participates in the legislative and 
executive organisation of society, and may influence the course oO 
history. Political power and history will be seen as themes in their 
own right, while, as it was a response to a speciOic political 
situation, the Resistance poetry and that which was written immediately 
after the Second World War will be studied as a separate body of ■ 
poetry, in section (i). Echoes of the political aspect oO the 
Resistance poetry, are, however, found in later poetry, as can be seen 
in, Oor example, the quotations from Piranese below, on page 39.

(i) Fraternity in the Resistance poetry

Resistance poetry expressed resistance to a foreign and hostile 
ideology, that of Nazi Germany. France was threatened with political 
and social submission to Nazi rule, and this submission would have 
implied a danger to French culture and the French language (see below, 
Chapter 4, notes 3, 5 and 6). A society, as a collection of 
individuals, is held together by a common language. Language is a 
means of self-expression for the individual, and that of the society as 
a whole. The threat to the French language was therefore dual, 
concerning the national identity of France, and the individual members 
of French society. Language is important as a social phenomenon. It 
is also, as we will see in Chapter 4, indispensable to the individual 
as the means through which he expresses his consciousness oO himself. 
Implicitly or explicitly, therefore, French Resistance poetry (a poem 
being a linguistic object) is a defence of the French language and of 
the individual's right to express himself, and to do this through his 
own, native, tongue. In so Oar as language is a social phenomenon, 
such a defence is also, again not necessarily explicitly, an expression 
oO, and a call for, fraternity.
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In Sngheue's Resistance poetry, a theoe of fraternity emerges
through the recurrence of such words as ’amis' and ’freres’. In 'Carre
blasc’, the word ’amcs' refers to the unknown thousands of Jews, 
hostages and Resistance fighters assassinated by the Nazis:

Des amis que l'on tue
Les corps nbandonnes
Sont terribles sans Xetes ((M 22)

The same poem also calls the dead 'Mes frOms’.

'Le beau travail' refers not to the dead but to imprisoned 
fellow Resistance fighters:

Dans use tour on les a ois, par-cC, par-la.
Des chiens quoi. Ils avaient la rage d'aCmer leurs freres (TM 26)

Their sense of fraternity is subverted by Nazi authority into a crime. 
By implication, the poet, too, is guilty ’ of the same crime by the act 
of writing.

A sense of kinship with the dead and suffering Cs accompanied by 
a like sentiment towards the French nation, in general, and Co 
particular towards that part of it which resists the Nazis. In ’Le 
pain blanc', the poet calls on his 'comoagnons' with the words 'Tressez 
vos mains'. He invites them to demonstrate their solidarCty:

Compagnons le sang qui s'ecaille fait graine
Ci n’est plus le temps des reves, mais des ooCesuns (TM 25)

The expression of confidence Cn the future is itself an act of 
fraternity, being a means of rallying the spirits of others. The 
rallying call Cs made the more forceful by the use of the present 
tense: confidence in the future Cs here expressed as though that future 
were a present realCty. (Further discussion of the poet's role Cn 
promoXing hope and fraternity will be found Cn Chapter 4).

In other poems, it is the general tone and nature of what Cs 
said which convey feelings of gratitude towards, and fraternity with, 
the sufferCng or dead. ’0ctobrn 41' pays homage to the hostages of 
Chatnnub^Cant, Nantes et Bordeaux who were shot by the Nazis. (See
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Chapter 1, note 6.) The poem raises the hostages to the status oO
martyrs, referring to 'Le massacre des Innocents'. Their martyrdom for 
France suggests a parallel with Joan oO Arc, as expressed here:

Alors ils rinaitroit a la fin de ce caivairi(...)
Aux cotes de la Jeanne au visage dee fee* (TM 19) •

They are national heroes as well as martyrs.

'25 aout 1944 (Liberation de Paris)' is a poem in similar vein. 
The poet's sense of brotherhood with those who died liberating Paris is 
expressed in the lines

Temoins aux fronts inslieissables
Si parens a chacun de nous (TM 61)

The living and the dead share a common humanity. Through their 
sacrifice, the dead confer dignity on mankind. They died, like 
martyrs, as witnesses to their beliefs. Although, or perhaps because, 
they are unknown to him, the poet celebrates their martyrdom with 
gratitude Oor the future which they have helped to create:

Graine anonyme des cha^sees 
Rue aux cent noms vous Oliurissez
L'avinid avec le passe (TL 61)

Seghide's wartime poetry is committed not so much in a party political 
sense as to such ideals as freedom and justice. In ’Liberation de 
Paris', dighirs'e sympathies lie with unarmed German soldiers shot down 
by French gunmen who were encouraged by former Collaborators:

J'ai vu rouler dans le ruieeeau ceux qui n’avaient plus de fusils 
Ils e'ecroulaneit les poings au ventre, leur vie Goulak sur la

ch^ssae.

deghers'e position is underlined in the phrase 'ceux qui n'aeaiiit plus 
de fusils’ and in the emphasis on the bloodiness of the scene.
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My final quotation expressing solidarity is taken from a 
slightly later poem, ’La gloire’, a sarcastic address to the French 
military oppressors in Algeria:

Va dans tes betes mecaniques
Ecraser ceux qui sont chez eux
(...) ,Va mon Oils, va, tu civilises (TM 81)z

Seghers's position here is the same as that seen in the wartime poetry. 
He sides with those whose freedom (here national and political) is 
threatened.

(ii) Political power

A reaction against the abuse of political power underlies many 
of the poems seen in the preceding section. In the biography of 
Seghers in my introduction, Seghers's brief membership of the Communist 
Party was mentioned. ’Le mur du son', published in 1953, marks
SngSnrs’s break with Communism. He felt the break necessary precisely 
because he had become aware of the limitations placed by Communist 
regimes on individual freedom, and in particular the freedom of self
expression. ’Le mur du son' is a protest against the political
manipulation of the individual in general, but expressed in personal 
terms, as seen in these lines:

(...) En mon sang trop de mains a varlopes 
ont ^bote leur vie dans leur chair avant moi 
pour que j'accnpOn un jeu de lampes dans ma tete
Rouge vert rouge qu'on manoeuvrera^ pour moi (TM 80)

’Le mur du son' is exceptional among Seghers's poems in having a 
specific political reference. Generally speaking, Seghers's commitment 
to humanity, and to the freedom of the individual, is apolitical. In 
the suites, from Racines onwards, a number of lines are found which use 
images reminiscent of the wartime poetry. My first example is from 
Racines:

Sur le tapis roulant du Temps, les os des charniers ne pesent 
guere

A ^homme, on prend ses legions qui se reOont en une nuit (TM 95)
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While, on a s LlsuonrfCcC 1evel, this' may seem complacent about the 
horror oo 1hh loloocaus, the lines must be seen is the context of 
Racines. It is important to remember that the poems were inspired by a 
series of photographs which they may be said to illustrate. Some of 
the pCncns of wood do resemble bits of bone. The echo of the 
atrocities of the War oay be purely incidental, therefore. 
Alternatively, the lises may be seen s s expressing a desire oo the 
poets part to set the past behind Co a and look to the future. 
Throughout the suite, as we have seen in Chapter 1, the emphasis is on 
the continuity of existence. Nonetheless, the image of the mass grave 
does convey a suggestion of some tyrannical power.^

Of the suites, PCranese presents the most echoes of the 
Resistance. Seghers’s suite was inspired by Piranesi's engravings of 
imaginary prisons. In the poems, the prisons are presented Cn terms 
suggestive of concentration camps:

(...) On voyaiX
toutes les charsieres et les instruments du systeme 
de la terreur, les dents plaotees sur des eoCeue
dans un ordre dement. (...) (TM 117)

More CnsidCous, however, is the psychological torture meted out by the 
’bourueaux de l'ame’:

(...) On les eut dCt
charitables, iis etaient froids comme use lame.
Ils se tuaiesX pas. Ils volaienX la vie de ceaqun' Cnstant

(TM 118)

While such lines as these suggest that P-Cranese might be read as a 
warning against the dangers of corrupt political power, the suiXe also 
affirms the freedom of the CndCvCdual's creative imagination, eves is 
the face of tyranny. In this, too, P^asese is close to the Resistance 
poetry. In the suite, the terms used in presenting the power conferred 
upon the individual by artistic creation are ironically similar to oms 
suggesting tyrannical power. This is sees is the following lines which 
refer to those imprisoned as

architectes ’’une folie ou s’emerveCllaiX la raison, 
batCssnuus erases mais toujours undoutablns,
veneres et craints. (...) (TM 116)
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The prisoners transcend the physical lnennltnons placed upon them by 
living in their imagination. Ttind imagination transforms the prisons 
into palaces. We will see enmniad examples in Chapter 4.

One work in which reference to pointnGal power is prominent is
Dialogue. The following lines oppose the (unspecified) powers of the 
individual, and a destructive despotic form oO authority;

(...) Beaux visages
du grave amour, vous etiez Phomme dans sa force
et ses pouvoirs. Mais le Pouvoir vous hait (TM 135)

The lines hint at the repression of intellectual and artistic 
expression by totalitarian regimes, the 'force' and ’pouvoirs' being 
creative ones.5

Although it may be despotic, political power is oO necessity 
transient because exercised by mortal individuals. This transience is 
brought out in these lines from another poem from Dialogue;

Quels sont ces rois de pacotille, de quelle paille leurs couronnes, 
Et quel tarot les a meles a l’iepudiur du devenir (TM 129)

While their direct influence dies with those who hold political 
powerT’ieuds edits n'lttengniit plus personne', states another line of 
the poem), the exercise of this power does shape the future. This last 
point is suggested in the second of these lines.^

An extreme form of tyrannical power may bring about its own 
demise, along with the destruction of those subjected to the power:

(...) preparais-tu pour vaincre
1'ignition definitive, le grand brasero de dem^n
pour perir somptueusement de ton pouvoir? Ainsi s'eteigninn les

Barbares. (TM 136)

IO it provokes revolution, Oor example, tyranny can bring about its own 
destruction.
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(tit) History

The last two quotations are illustrative oO a sense oO history. 
A sense oO history implies awareness oO the past as shaped by man, and
an awareness that the individual can also shape the future through 
political activity. Through such activity, the present can be 
transcended by the replacement oO one political situation by another. 
At the same time, the continual becoming of history means ■that the 
present, and the future created from the present, will live on 
indefinitely. (The question of becoming in general will be seen in 
Chapter 3.) A parallel can be drawn with the images of the harvest, as 
seen, for example, in the second quotation from '25 mout 1944 
(Liberation de Paris)’ on page 37. The harvest produces grain to grow 
next year’s crop, and ss oo, paOtnittmli aa innOnittm.

An mwmrnnnuu of history (history as it is being lived through 
and as something to be created) is most in evidence in the Resistance 
poetry. An important motive for Resistance writing in general was a 
determination that the future, for France, should not be under Nazi 
rule, coupled with the beltef that an alternative future could be 
shaped.

This combative aspect, in a non—military sense, is seno in such 
poems as 'Avenir', in Le Futur anterieur. In this poem, we read the 
mfOtrmatinn

Ict genmyer il fouur. (p.25)

The poem continues:

Nous y planternnu autour du desert une barrtere, on y lira:
ici PH^toim (p.26)

The lines bring out the ambivalence oO the word history.•In referring 
to the past, it applies to sumyeoSti' imyyUtmle, buu tts course oO 
history in ccntinuous. Thhre is possibly a further uggeutinna Siti See 
writing oO history betrays the facts: words are inadequate to express 
the experience. (We will return to this apparent inadequacy of words, 
notably in the second part of CSapter 4.) There mmy, furthermore, be
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as official history which makes it difficult to see events Co asy light 
but that of the official version.

A similar ambivalence is contained Cn the following lines from 
’Le carrousel';

Une fille de feu d'un poete dCra ■
43, feu^e etouffant, la orehCstoCre (T1 39)

The poet imagines a viewpoint in the future from which 1943 seems like 
prehistory. The use of the term ’p^ehCstuCre' suggests several things. 
First, from the poet's viewpoint as hh writes in 1944 and from that of 
the imagined future, history seeos to tagsaxnl. Sconf, if the War 
years, and 1443 in particular, are going to seem like prehistory, this 
supposes a confidence in a future which will become history, marked by 
political change and human events. The foundations for this future 
must, if imperceptibly, be being laid during the War period. The very 
fact of naming the year, 43 (and, moreover, in figures), draws 
attention, paradoxically in view of the term ’p^ehCstoCrn', to the fact 
that 1943 does belong to history. Dates are used by man to define 
uniXs of time. This CmplCes as awareness of, here, 19.43 as being 
distisct from, for example, 1942.

On an outwardly superficial level, the awareness of history is 
demonstrated by the use of dates for titles: ’Octobre 41', '25 aout 
(Liberation de Paris)’, and so on. The use of a date as a title 
pCnpoints a particular evenX, lifting it out of the indistinct, 
continuous passage of time, and out, even, of the general context of 
the War. The event becomes part of writteo history. The date-title is 
a signal to future readers of the poeo, forming part of the poem's 
message: the hope that future generations will learn from history, and 
from this event in particular. ’OcXobre 41’ illustrates the poCnt 
particularly well in alluding.to future school history lessons in which 
the Chateaubriant hostages ’e^tlndront (...) d'autres enfants dire 
leurs noos' (TM 19). We will return to the stanza from which this 
quotation is taken in Chapter 4, for the question of the theoe asd use 
of language in Resistance writing.
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The historical Ounction oO the Resistance poems, both ones 
inspired by specific events and those inspired by the general climate 
of wartime France, is dual. The poems record the times, though not 
necessarily in a precise, historical manner, and address themselves to 
the future, which they hope to influence. This second point is 
implicit in ’ Octobre 41’. It is made explicitly by Seghirs in hss 
epigraph to La Resistance et ses poetes;

Jeunes gens qui me lirez peut-enri, peisez-l! les buchers ne sont 
jamais eteints et le feu, pour vous, peut ^prendre... (p.10)

History may repeat itselO, and lessons may be learnt from a study oO 
history.

Parallels may be drawn between contemporary events and past 
ones. This is seen notably in the reference to Joan oO Arc in ’Octobre 
41', through which the hostages are raised to the status of national 
heroes. (See page 37, above) The legend surrounding Joan of Arc is 
part oO the popular cultural heritage of the French, but it is based on 
historical fact. The reOerence to Joan oO Arc suggests a wish for the 
events oO Ctlteaubdiant to be perpetuated in a similar popular 
heritage. The effect of such a popularisation is curiously 
paradoxical. Hand in hand with the vulgarisation goes a certain 
Oictionaiisation as non-historical elements creep in. The historical 
event becomes legend, at one remove from reality, and becomes 
surrounded in a certain mystery. We saw, on page. 41, the possible 
inadequacy of words to record history faithfully. In ’Octobre 41’, a 
degree oO fictionalisanion, in the development of a legend, is seen to 
be something desirable. When the poet states ’ils renaitront a la Oin 
de ce caivaire', he implies that this resurrection will be in the words 
of the poem itself. The poem, however, is selective in what it 
presents of the events of October 1941, and, furthermore, presents them 
in a personal way. To this extent, it can be said to fictionalise the 
events.
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It is in ’Allemagne 1945', m poem which dates from 1945, after
the German defeat, that the advance oO History is voiced most 
explicitly. The poem depicts the desolation oO defeated Germany:

L'Histoire passe, entends ses chars, ses chenilles et ses 
iancn-fiammns

Le Saint-Empire de l’Enfer s'enfonce dans les uouOerrains de la 
Nuit •

Les fleuves charrient deja des rtres enormes comme a' lm debacle
(TM 63)

The fonrs oo itses lines suggest m clsstOftigo fi tea Nzni regmee . it 
has bbeome, oo it in the process of becominr» written history• The 
'deja' of the last line conveys the impression of a sudden speeding up 
of time. The image is in contrast with those of frozen, featureless 
time, as seen on pages 22 (first quotation), 24 (second quotation) and 
42. The reference to the 'debacle' shows France's own defeat to 
belong, now, to history. In the use oO the comparison introduced by 
’comme’, and in the literal meaning of ’debacle' (the breaking up of 
ice to free previously frozen rivers or seas) there is a possible 
inference of a cyclical pattern to history. In this, the lines recall 
the epigraph to La Resistance et ses poetes, quoted on page 43.

Implicit in all Resistance writing is a desire to prevent the 
disappearance of FFrenc ccultue ndi aoinnaii idnoityo nderi Nazi 
domination. In later poetry, suggestions of dead civilisations and a 
sense of history are also found. The following example is from 
Piranese:

Je vous ecris au temps des plantes dans les ruines,
au temps du lieere et du figuter pmrmi des dalles de saOran
ou les colonnes sont eparueu, brisees et couchees dans la boue.

(TM 126)

The lines mre from the last poem of the suite and so suggest that the 
ruins are those oO the prisons. As we will see in Chapter 4, the 
prisons are also presented in terms of palaces. The images are, 
furthermore, suggestive of engravings by Piranesi which represent the 
ruins of Rome. Seghers’s lines may, then, call to mind the fall of 
Rome.7
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Much of Au smil de l’oubli, as Seghers himself states in Le 
Temps des mermCHes (p. 209), was inspCred by the palace city of 
Fatnhpuu-SCkrC, which was abandoned when its water supply dried up. 
The city's fate is expressed is the following lines:

Nous avons vu perir des vClles dass des tempers de pouesCeree 
Les uuragnns grCffer leurs flancs et le granCt rouge des roCs 
undnvnsCr faste d'eourn. Un geai bleu, dans le baCs des femmes 
se posaCX, quand Cl avaiX plu. Les princes etaiest oorts de soif.

(TM 206)

The lines draw attention to the fragility of human life while also 
suggesting the nohnmnralCty of political power. The empty buildCngs 
stand witness to a past human presence, but their own permanence is 
itself only relative for they are subject to the eroding force of 
wind-blown sand. Such lines offer another expression of the tession 
between fixity asd CnstabClity which was seen throughouX Chapter 1.

As is the case in the lines above, images of fallen 
civilisations are rarely dissociated from other themes, notably 
becoming, mortality and artistic creation. These themes are at the 
heart of Beghe^'s poetry. We will return to these particular lines 
from Au seuil de ’’pubic Cn Chapter 4, section (iv), where they will be 
seen in relation to the theme of artCstic creation. Other examples of 
the motif of fallen civilisations will be seen is the remaining 
chapters of Part I, Cs conjunction with the other themes.

Conclusion

Io the Resistance poetry Cn particular, history is seen to be 
inseparable from questions of language. The very act of writing 
Resistance poetry was itself an act of defiance in the face of Nazi 
authority. It was also an act in defence of the French language, the 
French laoguage being essential both to French society as a whole and 
to the CndCviduals who made up that society. For Resistance writers is 
general, words were weapons is the fight for the creation of a new 
France. These are questions to which we will return is Chapter 4. 
Hi-story is what is said or writteo about events. IX is made of words.
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As such, the writing of Resistance poetry was itself the writing of
history, contributing to the way in which events, the general climate
of Wartime France, and the phenomenon oO' Resistance itself would be 
seen by future generations*

In dighede's later poetry, we find depictions of often corrupt 
political power together with images oO the demise oO civilisations. 
The Resistance poetry was part of a fight against the possible demise 
oO French culture. It also expressed a belief that society could be 
altered and the course of history changed. The later poetry uses 
images oO demise, which is one form of change, to convey, notably, the 
theme oO mortality. In Chapter 3, we will see various forms oO change, 
in particular as they affect the individual.
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CHAPTER THREE

CHANGE AND MORTALITY

In Chapter 1, the emphasis was placdo in naymuyom in tureie and 
on certain iensions oO rfuidihy end fixity, A number of aspects of 
men’s physical reality to emerge from the poetry were also seen. In 
Chapter 2, the emphasis was on the dynamism of history, end the 
attention on man ms m social being. In Chapter 3, the emphasis will be 
on change both in the outside world end in the individual. The way 
change is perceived and expressed by the individual will form en 
important part of the discussion. The question of consciousness, both 
of cH-ionese o ni o f i ts outside world, will appear throughout this 
chapter, and in particular in sections (iti) and (iv).

(i) Becoming

Throughout this section, the term ’becoming’ is used wits the 
sense of devenir, a word found in Seghers’s poetry, ms in the quotation 
from ’L'llmbi, II', on page 50, below. Becoming is a form of evolution 
in which each state grows out of the preceding one, while all preceding 
states continue to be part of the sole. . As a form of organic 
development, becoming applies to organic wholes, such as societies or 
individuals. The question of becoming in society, notably es it 
emerges from the Resistance poetry, has already been discussed in 
Chapter 2, section (tit). I will limit myself to one further quotation 
from this body of poetry. It illustrates the aim of Resistance writing 
to promote the growth of a new France out of the oppressed France of 
the war years. In ’Les lendeyatns’, the poet pictures himself

Liant de mes meins 
D’mutres lendemmtnu
Au grain que je seme. (TM 46)

An organic form oO development is suggested in the image of the sown 
seed^ Becoming in such instances is therefore potentially positive. 

The individual, as we have already seen, may help to influence this
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growth. For the poet, as will be seen in Chapter 4, this is through 
writing a particular sort of committed poetry. In the lines above, the 
seed that the poet sows is that of hope, and also oO a belieO in the
possibility of a free France.

The rest of this section will concentrate on images which use 
the term devenir, or which appear to define it. In anticipation of the 
section on memory, which implies consciousness, and that on 
consciousness and self, the discussion also brings out the attitudes to 
the process oO becoming which emerge from the poetry. Throughout the 
rest of this section, then, the emphasis will be on becoming as it 
concerns the individual.

The question of becoming as it applies to the individual may be 
seen indirectly. Change in nature, Oor example, may be used 
metaphorically for the individual's becoming, or otherwise imply 
something about it. Mtns is illustrated by the affirmation, in 
Racines, that ’tout revit dans la duree / d'une Oleur d’un seul jour’ 
(TM 101). The individual participates, as we have seen, in the organic 
nature of the universe. He is a physical being who has evolved from 
the original matter oO the universe and who is subjected to the 
creative and destructive forces which traverse the universe. He is 
therefore included in the ’tout’ in the quotation.

Various attitudes to the process oO becoming emerge from 
degheds's poetry. The tone of the quotation from Racines is confident, 
if not defiant in the face oO death. The emphasis is on the continuity 
of the past in the present, and it is implied that both past and 
present will continue in the future (that is, after death). A certain 
comfort is to be had from this for the individual; death marks not a 
definitive end oO life but a change of state. A clear expression oO 
this is found in the same suite. In an apostrophe to Death, the poet 
states:

Tu prends une carcasse et dans nos cages vides
le soleil dunseiiant se caille sous tes doigts
Mais tu n’as rien, plus rien, car la seve et la voix
Ont rejoint nos Oorets par des chemos liquides. (TM 99)
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Again, we find a mCsgliog of the human and non~euoan is ’sang1 and 
’sen’, which can be explained by the material existence shared by the 
CsdivCdual and the forests. (The place of artistic creation, here 
suggested by 'la voix', io relation to the individual's continuing 
after death will be sees io Chapter 4.)

Becoming implies, then, a tension between the XransCeoce of the 
isdCvidual as a physical and conscious being, and the permanence of his 
presence in the universe. This ambivalence is illustrated by the 
following line from Dis-moC, ma vie:

Je suis celuC d'un seul instant qui durera touXe la vie (TM 194)

The tone is lCOn-affCumCng. The ’instant’ seems to be being used is 
three different ways. First, conscious of his continual becoming, the 
poet attaches importance to each moment: each instant is unique asd to 
be savoured. Second, also suggested is a metaphorical use of 'instant’ 
for the poet's life-span, and ’vCe' as a much longer time scale. 
Finally, the line illustrates the concept of becoming: the instant will 
last all life long, because it is assimilated to his being for the rest 
of his life.

In the following lCne, from Les Pierres, there is a suggestion 
that constanX becoming Cs not simply a condition of existence to be 
undergone passively:

(...) Comme la vague sur la vague
Sans cesse nous rouloos et sous nous refaCsuos
d'une ecume ou le ciel se mire et se dCvise (TM 112)

The verb Lsous sous ulfaCsune' is ambivalent. Are we remade, 
passively, or do we remake ourselves and each oXher, actively? Rather, 
becoming is a combination of the two. It is not possible to stop 
change, but it Cs possible to influence CX.
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The possibility of influencing one's becoming, or at least the 
desire to do so, is suggested in the following lines from ’..’alibi, 
II', a poem in Les Mots coverts:

Pour vivre en devenie, en vacance habitae(...)
et pour se deleuOer du plomb des souvenirs (TM172)

Although becoming ts inevitable, the use of ’pour’ here translates not 
only a willingness to accept the fact, but also m desire to participate 
actively in the process. This implies living in the present, ’en 
vacmnce habitee’, accepting tt fully with all it has to offer, and not 
living in one's memories. For the poet, as we will see tn the next 
chapter, active participation also involves transforming reality, end 
himself as pert of that reality, tn the words of his poetry.

(ii) Memory

Awareness of change and of the passage of time finds expression 
tn the theme of memory, as in the last quotation. The following ltnes 
from ’L’alibt, II', develop the theme further:

Pour deller les Ooybnaux, les palmts d’apparat 
evec les pierres liOhogeaphtques de la memoire
et i’avoir de regards que pour le temps qui vient (TM 172)

Although, because of the nature of becoming, the pest continues in the 
present, memories reproduced in the mind (as on lithographic stones) 
cmn no more bring the past beck to life than tombstones commemorating 
the deed can bring them beck to ltfe. To dwell on memories ts to live 
a form of'death tn ltfe. It is better to accept that the pest ts deed, 
and turn in anticipation to the future.^

As a counterpart to these images oO ynyorins as a hindrance to 
becoming, memory is_ elsewhere seen as something desirable. We have 
already seen the role of the Resistance poetry in general as a reminder 
to Outure generations of the dangers oO fascism. (See in perticular 
pages 42-43.) The role of the poems may be to commemorate specific
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events Oor future generations, as expressed in ’0ctobde 41' (see page 
42). In '25 aout 1944’, the poet addresses those who died in the 
Liberation of Paris as

(...) beaux enfants
qui vneez parmi les vivants (TM 61)

The implication is that the dead live on in the memory oO the living.^

In both types oO images oO memory seen so Oar, remembering is 
seen to confer a degree of permanence on an event or person. Memory 
itself, however, is unstable. In the epigraph to Les Mots couverts, 
memory and becoming are again linked:

(...) pour la memoire en mouvement
et le parOum du dieenid, LA POESIE. ((T 160)

Perception oO change and memory of change in the uuinvers are 
themselves subject to change. One oO the functions of poetry is to 
express, and so act: aa tth meieor of, he e ddlnfleae founn in the 
universe. It records change. .

In Au eenni de l’oubli, the now abandoned palace-city of 
F^el^ur-Sik^ is presented as a ghost of its former glorious self:

Ce qui se lit dans les graeois: de ces demeures deiabreis 
e'ecailii un mot, un souvenir eOfnioche (...) 198)

As it now stands, the city is only a partial or inexact reminder oO 
what it once was. Although this is not implied in this particular 
poem, we may surmise that the single most important difOerence, for 
Seghers, between tth ccit as it now is nde as it once was is the 
absence oO human beings. As we will see below, (page 56), the same 
city is closely associated with death. Recollection of Fatehpud-Sikdi 
is formulated in language; the language of the poem. Agon,, human
consciousness is implied, bbot ii tth idea of ^lemeoy aan in the
formulation of individual memories in language. The verb 's'ecaiiie' 
suggests the insignificance oO the memory, like an isolated Oragment, 
in comparison with the original. It also suggests a further divorce 
between what is left and the original, on the one hand, and, on the
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other hand, the formulation of them is language. This formulation does 
sot 'stick' to the realiXy.

IoplCcCX Cn the last quotation Cs the idea of the unreliability 
of memory and language Cn reproducing the past accurately. Other poems 
show the ephemerality of the faculty of memory itself as well as of the 
memories it holds. These images include some of the bleakest to be 
found Cn Sngenre’e poetry. In the following quotation from Au siuCI 
de l’oubli, the shiftiog nature of individual recollections is 
combined with the unreliability or CnstabClity of individual faculties 
of memory. Together they contribute to the picture of general
disintegration:

(...) Dans les memoires alternantes
les souvenirs se fragmenta^st. (...) (TM 199)

The loss of individual elements of recollections is implied here. 
Similarly, whole memories may disappear 'dans les craterns de la 
memoire’ (Au smCl de l’oubli', TM 203). Such images omal y that the 
memories of ourselves which we will leave behind will also be liable to 
disappear. This Cs one possible interpretation of the following lines 
from Dis-moi, ma vie:

Quasd la memoire se taCra dans les fosses criblens de boue(...)
Nous Crons 110X1010, vers une decomposition totale (TM 182)

We will cease to bn present in other people's consciousness, and, to 
this extent, we will no longer exist. Alternatively, 'la memoire’ oay 
refer to the CndCvCdual's own faculty of memory. To lose one's memory 
provokes thn loss of onn's sessn of identity: a form of psychological 
dCsCntngraXCon which foreshadows physical decomposition. Thn same 
ambivalence Cs CoplCnd io the very title, 'Au siuCl de l’oubli', which 
suggests both becog forgotten by others asd the forgetting of one's ows 
identity.
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The function of memory verges on the paradoxicel. While memory 
is necessary Oor our sense of identity, it is unreliable as a means of 
self-knowledge. This ts suggested here:

Dans ies meandens de la memoire, les yaeigoOs de la ttednur
ou se rnOiete un ctei plombe, a la poursuite dans le vide
d’un mtroir rond, dans la touffeur de l'interieur
auscuiOen nn vain... (...) (TM 168)

We are in a state of constant becoming and our memories themselves are 
subject to change. Because of this dynamism, our memory of the past 
can only ever afford us a partial revelation oO ourselves.? The lines 
elso suggest the poet’s intuition of Saving once been one. Further 
such images, and the sense of duality which results Omm that of lost 
unity, will be seen in section (iv). As we will see in the second part 
of Chapter 4, it is in the w^Oting of tts poem itself that the poet 
comes closest to achieving unity, for tts conscious and unconscious 
combine in the poem.

(iit) Mortality

A further central concern emerges from much of whet has preceded 
in this and earlier chapters, namely mortality. Images of minute 
particles, such as those found on pages 31-32, suggest the fragile 
nature of existence, while in the Resistance poetry, images of blood 
and physical death abound. A sense of mortality goes hand in Sand with 
an awareness of becoming. The individual's becoming includes the 
moment oO death, but does not stop at this point. This is suggested in 
such lines as the following one, from Racines:

L,Snyyd nst un arbre nt i'arbr, mort est un enfant. (TM. 101)

In Racines, the forces of nature are shown to be destructive, but at
the same time re-creative. datS f ons f nno predominate. The tone is
essentially life-affirming.? As we will see in Chapter 4, for the
poet, it is in the poem that 1X0, can be said to continue aOOne death.
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As a counterpart to such images, in other poems, a sense oO the 
nnnieeinnese of death is uppermost. This is the case in many of the 
Resistance poems. The sense of waste is expressed in 'ILe ,

Je dirai que le vent qui de si loin ewerne 
Soul^e a nouveau des colomes 
De pouesiedis et de perso^es
Pour rnei. (TM. 33)

The waste seems futile and the dead are reduced to anonymous hordes. 
It is the poet's function to redeem the dead and convert the waste into 
something positive; in the last stanza, the poet compares 113^610 to a

Qfigure of the suOOering Christ.0 We may conclude that -the ppet eFOects 
this conversion through the words oO the poem. A very similar case wae 
seen on page 43 with respect to ’0ctoyre 4-1’.

A sense oO the untnmiinnees oO death, and the consequent 
inability to accept dicth, pervades much of Sighide's poetry from 
Dialogue onwards. The epigraph to Dialogue suggests the importance of 
death, or oO a dead person, as an inspiration in this suite;

Que donnerais-je? Un eodn qui reve dans ses roses entre ses yeux 
et son sommeil. Mais que donner sinon le bruit d’un long voyage 
solitaire, sinon le rouleeent d’un train parmi les souvenirs...

(TIM 127)

The poetry itself, 'le bruit d’un long voyage solnncide', becomes an 
almost prayer-like offering to the dead .person, a eians of filling ' the 
absence which it also expresses.e Images oO absence, which in the 
light of the epigraph suggest death, abound in Dialogue. The first 
poem of the suite contains one such image and sets the tone oO the 
work:

Pour un parc a present desert et pour la cicidiere du coeur 
ecartiiee sur ses ailees (...) (TM 127)

A violence of emotion, provoked by absence, is suggested by 'ecarnelee! 
in what may otherwise seem pleasantly pastoral images. In such images 
as these, death is to be inferred only. Here, it is implied in the
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emptiness within the heart. Death may be referred to in more explicit 
manner, however, as in;

(...) Un innocent
se meurt pour s’etre retranche dans une ville sans personne

(TM 131)

Again, the sense of waste is uppermost.

From the point of view of the presentation of death, Dialogue is 
characterised by regret and melancholy. In later suites}, the tone is 
increasingly desolate as the possiblity of the ultimate absurdity of 
existence is contemplated. In Dis-moi , ma vee , hhe sense of the 
absurdity is expressed, as we saw on page 32, in terms of specks of 
metal filings, blown by the winds. The complete stanza in question is;

Ce n’est pas facile d'etre homme, entre des parois verticales 
qui montent VndefOnOment et se renversent tout a coup 
Ce n’est pas facile de vivre, grain de lVmaVlle parmi les autres 
De quel metal, tot disperse, poussi^e des flux et des vents.

(TM 185)

During life, the inddvidual is, as it wee,, mnnmoihda within walls. 
Death is seen as a sudden falling away of these, or an opening on to 
infinity; an infinite space which seems empty but for wind and dust.^® 
The individual may or may not: be conscious of the surrounding 
emptiness. While ’Ce n’est pas facile de vivre’ implies the 
individual's consciousness of existing, we do not (and cannot) know 
whether consciousness continues after death.

The question o f consciousness or absence of consciousness in 
relation to death is important in Au seuil de l'oubli. Continuing 
consciousness of one's identity after death is implied in this extract 
from the suite;

Quand au smehie du jour je m'en irai, ne cherchant plus rien ni 
moi-meme ' . •

Inscrivez mon titre et mon nom, qu^ls m'accmmpagnhnt au plus pres 
(TM 208)

The lines perhaps imply that to keep our awareness of our own identity 
after death, we must continue to be present to the living, through, for 
example, the inscription on our tomb. Thht wee may lJLv^e on in the
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memory (or cnnsctouuneus) of otSnrs has alrnady been suggestnd in 
relation to other poems (see page 51 on *25 aout 1944’ and note 4). It 
is further implied tn the same poem from Au seuii de l’oubli, which
states that

(...) Dens ia memoire multipliee
des eclairs, des echos, des eclats de phosphore
d^ent que des veiiieurs se souvininnnO. (...) (TM 208-209)

The more usuel idea of consciousness oO oneself in the outside world is 
Sere inverted. In this instance, the universe echoes (as if conscious 
of) the living who remember the deed. Implicit in the ltnes is the 
dead person’s awareness of the universe as reflecting the memory which 
the itving people (the ’veiiieurs’) have of htm. This amounts to the 
dead person being ewere of himself in the memory of the living.

The implications of consciousness continuing after death may, 
however, be even bleaker than those of death as the end oO 
consciousness. In Fortune InfoeOune Fort Une, the poet likens hts dead 
seif Oo an empty fe^ede:

Quand tu te seres deseeOe, ouvert aux oiseeux et aux vents 
Une fa9adn ebeidnmen (...)(...)
Qui seras-tu? Rien qu’un soupir. S’appelant en vain, une absence 
Dans le theatre de l’oubli, displaced person, un passant... (p.63)

The ebendoning of oneself suggests the separation of one’s 
consciousness from one’s sense oO identity. The question 'Qui seras- 
tu?’ thus remains unanswered and unanswerable oOhne than by phrases 
which suggest the negation of a sense of identity: ’un soupi.', 
'displaced person’.

Another series of lines from the same suite presents death as 
the separation of the shadow from the body:

(...) son ombre le quitOe. Elie va vers des vilies yoeOds 
la-bas, dans ie • paleis de gres rouge ou Akbee
0,191X0 les plans de sa grandeur. (...) (p.81)

Akbar's palace, or the site of FaOdSpur-Sikri is now abandoned. The 
image conveys both splendour and desolation. The lines which follow on
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from these suggest the shadow as a metaphor for the poet's voice. As
we will see in section (iv) and in Chapter 4, the poet's voice may be
equated with his unconscious self. Death thus becomes the release oO
the unconscious.

In the bleakest lines, the poet imagines the individual as
having no existence other than in the imagination of some typothitiGai 
creator. An example is found in these iiiee from Qui sommes-nous?:

Et si ^homme n’etcit au bout, ombre d'une ombre
qu’une image de la persietance retinienne dans 1’ oem d’un fou?

(TM 214)

He appears doubly insubstantial as the shadow oO something which is
itself a projection oO a madman's imagination. It follows from this
that the individual can cease to exist at the will of the creator
figure. Such a conjecture finds expression in Au senm de Poubli,
where the poet imagines himself as 'un communanenr, qu’on tourne...’
(TM 202). Through our consciousness, we are aware ntct we exist. IO
consciousness could be turned off, we would no longer know whether we
existed or not. The Ondst line oO the poem states 'Je nais, je meurs,
je fais mon temps', suggesting ntan the image oO the extinguishing oO
consciousness is being used figuratively Oor dicth. The deceptively
objective nature of the technical terms used in such lines as these
('persistcnce', '^etnnnenne', ’commutatem') takes the sense oO
desolation one step Oudnhid. The bleakness oO whaa tth woods signO^ 

11is underlined by the sterile tone oO the words thimselvee.

(iv) jCfieGnfuernies_ecndJeiiO

Throughout the preceding sections of this chapter, I have drawn 
attention to consciousness oO change, and the possible deianionetip 
between consciousness and death. This final section will look further 
at the individual’s consciousness oO himself.

As we have seen throughout Chapters 1 to ,, U e mUral e o^rll e is 
a source of metaphor Oor the human sphere. This implies some degree oO 
recognition of oneself in the outside world, or that creation can 
reveal to us something oO what it means to be human. The following
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lines from Racines, for example, suggest the individual's recognition 
of himself in the tides and sand;

(...) Et pmurqumi s’en vientsil ainsi
a la rencontre de lui-meme sur cette plage ou les marees 
re'e^ent en grondant un ossua^e de geants morts? (TM 100)

The answer to the question asked in the lines is perhaps that the tides 
and sands confirm the individual in the sense hh has of his 
individuality. The movement of the tides is suggestive of cycles of 
life and death. Together with the sand and washed-up bones they serve 
as a reminder of the individual's physical existence, and of his 
mortality. Before he comes into being, physically', the material which 
will make up the individual's body is scattered. After his death, • 
physical disintegration returns the matter to the earth. Throughout 
his life, such ccoles continue the ppemeessh oo tth creation and 
destruction of the body's cells. As a physical being, the individual 
shares in the rhythms of the universe. Through his consciousness,• he 
recognises similarities etweene is a oon sexis^ne and that of the 
universe; but they are similar only, and not identical. His 
consciousness is that through which the individual is aware of being 
different ffroi tth rres of7 tth uuiivere. It ii ttrrucjg his 
consciousness that he has a sense of his individuality.

The awareness of similarities gives rise to metaphor. Yet the 
richness of metaphor lies in its ambivalence, for while it points to 
the similaeihihs between things it also shows up their difference, or 
individuality. When metaphors are used for the individual, as in the 
lines from Racines, it is in the synthesis of his iVmilaroty to, and 
difference from, the other term of the metaphor that the poet's picture 
of the individual and of himself is found. In the first edition of 
Racines, the importance of the element of difference in metaphor is 
well illustrated from the pages of the work themselves. While some of 
the pieces of sea-worn wood in the photographs do indeed look like 
pieces of bone, the reader knows them to be pieces of wood, and all the 
more obviously knows them not to be human. In the lines from Racines 
quoted above, the metaphor has three, and not the usual two, terms: 
the individual, the pieces of wood and the bones.
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Self-knowledge is approached Ohrough awareness of the difference 
between oneself and the outside world, but because Ohts difference 
exists, self-knowledge can only ever be incomplete. Furthermore, 
because Ohe tndividuel cannot demon himiyld in t eomr o f o 11 iftnin at 
once, Ohe picture he has oO hisns^e^JLIi fs flio fn f ftate f f fononsnt 
flux. f This is similee .to the sense of fiuidity already seen in 
relation Oo images of memory (see pages 50-53). The memory, as we saw, 
gropes in vatn Oo remember the time when the indtvtdual was fuily 
conscious of being i unity. Memory fs fot fimply fnsuccessfol f n 
providing confirmation of our being fixed unities: tt brings evidence 
oO our not being fixed, ms expressed in the following lines from 
Dialogue:

(...) Dans une moire
de souvenirs, vas-Ou te pneded, la ou l'enfance t’lbindonne
sur ses mllOe mtenies qut ne edOidnndnO rien? (TM 131)

Although we can see ourselves in our memories of childhood, the 
mdmnetds ere fragmentary and themselves possibly ephemeral. 
Furthermore, they confirm Ohe impression of a divorce between childhood 
and adulthood: 'l'nnflncd t'a^andonne’. The child and the men ire not 
iddnOicli because Ohe individual develops.

Implicit in Ohe lines from Dialogue, es tn Ohe preceding 
quotation, is the search Oo understand one's self, Ohe seif being the 
conscious ■ and the - unconscious together. - The idea of search is explicit 
in these lines from ’En transit', a poem from Les Mots couverts:

Ni pieges, nt iacets. Une avince peecautionnnusn 
et permanente, une quete a ne rien uaiste
qu’une absence sparse, tout ce qui reste d’un passage (TM 177)

We leave behind no permanent record of ourselves; Ohere are no trips 
or snares Oo Oix who we are, or in which we miy chance across 
oueudivns. This image itself suggests the questionable desirability of 
full unif-knohlddgn. If iO were possible, this would deny the process 
oO becoming, end the possibiiity of change Oor the better. The lines 
from ’En transit’ suggest, however, Ohat whiO we seem to be now is 
different from what we sddy Oo have been in the past. One possible
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approach to a definition oO ourselves lies in the difference between 
the two; the ’passage'.

The role oO consciousness is ambivalent. Without it, we would 
not know we existed, but with it comes a sense oO dislocation.^ The 
aharenise oO a difference between who we really are and who we see 
ourselves to be is expressed in images of separation and duality. The 
most striking expression of this sense of duality is found in Les 
Pierres:

(...) Un long trait d’encre
me pcrnage des ma nanssaice ou je Ous une cepenlcnn (TM. 111)

While we are awadi oO being individual entities, we cciion come face to 
face with what we are. The image suggests a symmetry between the 
conscious self and the unconscious self. As we will see in Chapter 4, 
poetry (here possibly suggested in the ’trait d'incre’) is the midictfr 
between the two. The words of the poem, as we sTcPI see, both reveal 
and yet betray the unconscious.

Images oO mnddfds, as in the quotation from Dialogue on page 59, 
are one motif which conveys the sense of lualntl. The following lines 
are from Die-moi, ma vie:

Rien qu^ne image reivoyee entre les mirfirs des baiquisee 
Rnin qu’un reflet mal ennrevu dans le labyrinthe des nuits 
Reflet, image, eclair, pfussiere, une inmailie... . (TM 190)

The reflections we see of ourselves are not necessarily even direct 
ones, but may have been bounced off a series oO mirrors before we 
glimpse them, and then imprecisely. Again, the innee suggest the 
recognition, or partial recognition, of oneself in exterior things. 
Also suggested, however, is a further distance between the
consciousness we have of ourselves and what we really are.
Furthermore,'mirror images can only ever be ’ombres inversees' (TM 191) 
of what they reiOicitty is an element oO inexactitude.

Dns-eoi, ma vie is partiGuladiy rich in images oO duality, as 
might bi inferred from the title itself. Throughout the suite, the 
poet addresses his life as something separate from himself, suggesting
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that the direction his life has taken seems to have been at least
partially outside his control The opening lines of the suite are 
illustrative of this sense of dislocation:

DissmoV, ma vie, ^aurais-je traversee en songe comme un nuage 
survole de haut, toujours trop presse pour te voir (TM 179)

The implications of this are far-reaching. In so far as the individual 
shapes himself through his actions, the lines suggest an awareness of 
unrealised potential; of aspects of the self which have remained 
unfulfilled. What might have been the poet's life and what it has been 
are irreconcilable:

Une equation irresolue, des incoiiues toujours fuyardes (TM 186)

Dos-mmi, ma vie gives further expression to this sense of 
separation in images related to the theatre, as here:

(...) Dans le desert, c’est un theatre 
ou nous jouoii, ou nous impruvismns nos roles
depuis toujours ecr^s. (...) (TM 186)

The tone here verges on the fatalistic. The verb ’nous improvismns’ 
suggests a sense of the imperfection of our acts, while the lines also 
suggest that if we are actors only, then we are not expressing our true 
selves. The image we have of ourselves, like the one we project to the 
oushide world, is imperfect, and even deceptive. The same poem states:

(...) Une repetition sans fin. On c^it s’y voir en s’y cl^^hant 
(TM 186)

The search for one's self is renewed continually. The implication is 
that the impression we might have of recognising ourselves in what we 
do is a false one. Two more lines from the same suite speak of

(...) des visages sous les masques
ignores, p^ssen't^ et ' plus vra^ que la peau (TM 188)

They bring out the fact that we can only intuit ('peessentir’) that we, 
and others, have a self which is different from the image projected.

In Dis-moi, ma vie, there is a sense of dislocation between the
emnicimus knowledge and image we have of ourselves, and the unconscious
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self we intuiO. For Seghers, the unconscious, or other self (l'auOre 
uoi-yemn', TM 191), is revealed in the words of Ohe poetry themselves. 
Words, as we shill see in Ohe next chapter, appear Oo the poet to 
emerge from e region of his unconscious self which he equates with in 
’au-dela’. Poetry is thus a means oO bridging Ohe gap between the 
conscious self and the unconscious self.

Cniclusinn
Throughout Ohts chapter, different forms of change have been 

discussed, in particular as they affect Ohe individual. The process of
becoming is found throughout the universe. While tt must be accepted 
is e condition of existence, the poet suggests that the individual cmn 
influence whet he himself is Oo become, just ms he cmn help influence 
the course of history and shape society.

While they give a degree of permanence to events of the past, 
memories are themselves subject to change, and may be lost forever. 
Like Ohe process of becoming, OSen, memory implies a certain tension 
between the transient end the permanent. Memory also implies 
consciousness.

Consciousness of change and an awareness of mneOeiiOy are 
inseparable, the iidividuei’u becoming inciuding Ohe moment of Sis 
death, but not, in Seghers’s view, ceasing with it. In the poet's 
picture of Sts own mortality, the sense of hts frailty end 
insignificance is balanced by suggestions of hope; Ohe hope tSmO he 
wiiO live on in the consciousness of others. As we wiil see at the end 
of Chapter 4, the poem is the medium through which permanence might be 
achieved.

Consciousness of oneself and of Ohe outside world ire closely 
Oinked. The individuml defines himself in terms of the similarities he 
sees between himself and the outside world, end in terms of hts 
differences from it. The picture he has of himself ts ever-changing, 
being composed of successive en-ddOintOions. The two poles of the self 
and the outside world find m parallel within the individual. His self
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is made oO both the conscious and unconscious selves. It seems from 
the poetry that complete self-knowledge, if it were possible, would be 
undesirable, as it would imply a stasis. As we have seen throughout 
these chapters, change, or change in tension with fixity (but not 
fixity alone), are at the Tecrn oO Begheis's poetry.

While full self-knowledge might be undesirable, the search Oor 
silf-knfwielgi is present as a theme within the poetry. Yet it is also 
implied in the poetry that the split bitween the conscious and 
unconscious selves is unbridgeable in any complete and lasting manner: 
full selO-knowledge would be impossible. Nonetheless, the search to 
understand one’s self continues, notably in the poetry itself. As we 
will see in Chapter 4, it is e in the language of the poetry that the 
conscious and unconscious meet. Words come from the unconscious and 
are fashioned, in part consciously, into discourse.
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CHAPTER FOUR

LANGUAGE AND CREATION

Chapter 4 falls into two parts. In the first, I will look at 
the function of language, and the actual theme of language, in relation 
to the wartime poetry. Most examples will be from Rhioshanee poems. 
The use of laaggage in the Resistance poetry, as distinct from the 
wartime poetry in general, represents a special case, determined by the 
particular political and historical context in which it was written. 
Alongside the Resistance poems proper are others, which, although 
written ddurDi oo veer hOrhtly ftert t he , ar, am i^utoud eetect 
reference to the period. An example, ’Poete', will be seen on 
pages 68-69, and other non-Reststance wartime poems are listed in 
note 10. It is perhaps inevitable that the interpretation placed on 
such poems should be coloured by knowledge of their historical context, 
but the example has been chosen,, rather, to illustrate a certain 
thematic continuity between the wartime poetry and the later poetry of 
the suites and Les Mots coverts. The second part of this chapter will 
concentrate almost exclusively on this later poetry.

1) IN THE WARTIME POETRY

(i) The historical function of language, and language as a human
phenomenon

The historical function of language in respect of the Resistance 
poetry has already been touched on in Chapter 2 . B y commemmratiig 
events in his poetry, the poet □contribute to th e way in which 
0osheeihy will view those events. The writing of such poetry becomes a 
form of writing history. This is the case with such poems as ’Octobre 
41’, as discussed in particular on pages 42-43.

While Resistance poetry provides some record of the Second World 
War for future generations, one of the main aims of the poetry of the 
Resistance was to help construct a new, free, French society (free.
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that is, from Nazi influence and control) for those Outudi generations, 
by encouraging hope and belief that France could be freed. Wi have 
seen an expression of this in 'Le pain blanc’ (see pages 23-24). The 
precise nature of the society envisaged, hoheeir, remains ili-leOnned, 
politically, as Oar as it emerges from Sighers’s poetry and prose of 
the War years. The following statements are typical oO Begheis's prose 
writings of the period:

Le poete a pour devoir social de donner a l'homme la possibilite de 
reconqueri* son domaine.

The question of building for the future is expressed in another article 
by Sighers, 'Poesie a hauteur l’Tfeee'.^ The role oO the poet (any 
poet of the time) is to

consnduide non pas une "crGTiticnude du vide" mais une voii ou 
s'cvancer, ou s'engager dans i’avennr.

Begheis's central concern emerges as being the defence of the 
individual and the society to which he belongs. While in the context 
of the Second World War, this implies the need to throw off Nazi 
Germany's hold on France, for Seghers, an essential part of the defence 
of France is the defence of her language, and the right of the French 
people to their language. Man’s 'domaine' (as in the Oirst quotation 
above), and that of the Frenchman in particular, may be interpreted as 
being, at least in part, linguistic.^

The threat to the French language came not only from the 
possible annexation oO France by Nazi Germany. The Vichy government 
itself used the French language, or certain words in it, in its own
parnnGuiad way and to its own ends. Penain could, for example, talk of 
'1’unite fdan9anse', but hi envisaged this unity ass being maintained by 
means of Goiiayoratiig.^ For Vichy, patriotism embraced the necessity 
of coiiabodctifn. For the Resistance fighter, it meant the refusal oO 
any such collaboration.
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In a series of lines from Seghem's poem ,OnOobed 41’, Vichy's 
warped use of the French languge, or ’fausse parole’, is edfdeedd Oo:

AmcSies aux bras de leurs enfants ils nntdndeonO 
Avec la guerre, i’extl eO lm fausse parole

□'autres enfants dire leum noms (TM 19)

As we have already seen with regard Oo these lines, the poet imagines a 
future when the events of Ohe War will hive become history. Alongside 
these events, consigned to Ohe past, but edmnybnend, wiii be PeOminism 
end its misuse of the French language. In opposition Oo Vichy's Oilse 
word, the true word is that spread by the Resistance in general, and in 
particular tO is the language of this poem. To this 1x01,0, then, 
’Octobre 41’ is a reflexive poem, more examples of which wiil be seen

5below.

As language is a specifically hummn phenomenon, Oo use language 
is itself to assert one’s humanity. Particular languages are elso 
specific Oo particular societies or cultures. To deprive an individual 
of the use of Ots language is Oo deprive him of the meins of expressing 
himself. As we shall see, Ohe possibility to express oneself is 
necessary for one's sense of identity. Similarly, Oo deprive a country 
of its language is Oo atOmck its national identity. Language ts Ohe 
means by which Ohe individual relates Oo society mid Ohrough which he 
defines himself. The eniaOtnnuhip between language and nonsctnuundsu 
is explored more fuiiy in the second part o f this chaoerr , but tO 
underlies the need to defend Ohe French language is feit by Resistance 
writers.^

(tt) The theme of language

The reflexive nature oo fsny foodly tn one aspect oO the theme of 
language in the Resistance ppetry, alitooug the statement me ’fvnti’’ 
(in Le FuOur interieur)

J’ecris ceil pour ies hoymdu et anue ies femmes de demii, (p.26)

could be • applied Oo any Resistance aony. Many oO Seghers’s Resistance 
poems are written in a rrfOieine mode; Shey raww otenotion Oo 
Ohnyunlvds is poems and Oo their function, namely Oo help ed~nsOlbOiuS
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the dignity of man and country.? Full dignity can be restored to the 

French nation, and, by extension, to mankind in general, only by the 
overthrowing of Nazism. Yet to affirm hope in the future is itself a 
dignified act. In ’Dans la nuit’, the ringing of the sheep’s bells is 
a suggested metaphor for the poet’s own message of hope for the future:

Sonnailles des vieux beliers, est-ce vous qui
Ressoulevez la houle immense la-bas
Dans la nuit? L’espoir ou le silence bat-
Il a votre cou? (...) (TM 21)

This further suggests the poet’s role as a leader of men; a leader 
othrough the messages of hope conveyed by his poetry.

Resistance writing in general was seen as a tool for 
transforming society and influencing the course of history. Poetry 
also transforms the reality it expresses, in several ways. A poem 
which is a comment on a specific incident or phenomenon, such as 
’Octobre 41’, will be selective in what it relates of that event. At 
the same time, through the connotative power of language, this poem, as 
can any poem, can be said to be more than the sum of its parts. The 
poem’s ’meaning’ will vary to some extent from reader to reader. The 
poem may also transform the way in which we perceive reality or events.
’Octobre 41’ may, for example, make us concentrate less on the atrocity 
of the massacre of Chateaubriant than on the examples of dignity and 
courage shown by the victims, ’aux yeux plus droits dans les yeux de la 
haine’ (TM 19). Such an emphasis on the victims’ dignity may be just 
as powerful as the depiction of barbarism as a means of reinforcing the 
conviction that Nazism had to be overthrown. The words of the poem 
commemorate the dignity of the victims. The dead, as we have seen, 
will be born again in the words of history lessons, and of the poem:

Ils ressusciteront vetus de feu dans nos ecoles (TM 19)

Language is the vehicle through which consciousness of the dead 
continues. As we will see at the end of this chapter, it is also the 
vehicle through which the poet himself achieves some degree of
permanence.
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In 'Octobre 41' and 'Dans la nuit', reflexivity is implied only. 
Seghers's poetry of this period abounds, however, with such words as 
'mots', 'voix', 'dire' and ’chanter'. The contexts in which they occur 
may be more personal in reference; that is, less explicitly concerned 
with the forward-looking, historical perspective than with the 
individual's consciousness, or his immediate situation.

'Chanson de celui qui changeait de noms’ is one such poem and is 
illustrative of a number of points. The poem’s title itself draws 
attention to the importance of one's name; one's name signifies 
oneself in a way similar to that in which a word signifies. One's name 
is also part of one's identity, in an objective sense. Resistance 
writers, however, had frequently to resort to pseudonyms in order to 
avoid arrest. Although perhaps intended to be a relatively light
hearted piece, the poem points out the poet's need to hear his own 
voice as an assurance to himself of his continuing existence:

Et la meme voix(...)
S'assure, en chantant
Je vis, je demeure... (TM 30)

The poet's or the individual's voice is also that through which he
expresses his self, as we will see in the pages which follow. At a
time when it was often necessary for one’s safety to remain publicly
silent about one’s opposition to Vichy and Nazi ideology, the written 

gword became all the more vital.

'Chanson de celui qui changeait de noms' illustrates that 
reflexivity in the Resistance poems is not confined to these poems’ 
political function. Furthermore, many of Seghers’s wartime poems, 
whether Resistance or not, are written in reflexive mode. Reflexivity 
and the theme of language may point to poetry as a tool in the search 
for the self. This becomes more central, thematically, in the later 
poetry, and is the subject ' of the second part of this chapter.

’Poete’ is a wartime poem (not a Resistance oeem) wiihh 
illustrates the existential importance of language; that is, its
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importance Oo OOe individual ii formulating OOe perception Se Sis oO 
his self. The iast line of this poem states that

Il n'est de reel que de dire (TM 54)

The line susugges thoh ft tn in tOs fooeylitOin of them tn language 
that Ohe individual tomes tlosest to pinning down both Ohe outside 
world and Ois picture of Sis selO. Language, and that of poetry in 
pmeOinuiae is fir as the poet is concerned, is therofore of Fundamental 
importance. This existential value of language wili be seen in greater 
detail in the second part oO this chapter. The affirmation Ohat the 
only reeiity ts in utterance is particularly striking given the fact 
Ohmt the poem was written either towards Ohe end of, or shortly after, 
Ohe War. In view of its approximate date, the line *11 n'est de reel 
que de dire ’ may be seen ms a comydiO on OOe way language was 
experienced by Resistance writers in general, and by the poet in 
particular. His own t ovon, tn spite of the threats Oo the French 
language poped by Vichy and the Occupation, atiufns tyaOniyely 
uimsultlable.l8

2) IN the: ssites and les mots couvvets

Language, and the language of poetry in particular, is OOe means 
through which the poet attempts Oo define Ois own position in the 
universe, and OhiO of men in general. The related themes of language 
and poetic creation ere m constant in Seghers's poetry. Various 
aspects of Ohese themes wit 1 b e see n i n the rest of this chapter. 
Emphasis wiil be laid, throughout, on OOe importance of language end 
artistic creation Oo the individual is this emerges from the poetry 
itself.

(i) 'L'au-Vnla des mots'

Many audms reflect upon hSned language comes from, and in 
particular where Ohe language of poetry comes from. Les Mots coverts,
is the title itself might suggest, contains many edfdeninns to language
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and poetry. The phrase ’l’au-dela des mots’ is itself taken from a
poem in this collection, 'Quand le soleil, III’, in which the poet asks

(...) Qui donc parlait? et quel langage
venu de l’au-dela des mots? (TM 162)

The lines suggest that there is an ’au-dela’ consisting of words. We 
may interpret this as being a level of the unconscious. As they emerge 
from the unconscious, words would seem already to be organised into 
recognisable discourse, or ’langage’. As I suggested in Chapter 3, 
section (iv), the poet has the impression of being dual. This is not 
simply because of the sense of a split between the conscious self and 
the unconscious self. For the poet, the inner voice may seem to be 
that of another person, perhaps because he hears snatches of discourse 
and not simply isolated words. This sense of duality is suggested in 
the question ’Qui donc parlait?’.

The idea that words come from an area beyond what is consciously 
known or knowable finds frequent expression. The following lines are 
from Dis-moi, ma vie:

Je sais, nous echangions des paroles obscures
qui venaient d’autres experiences, nous auscultions un au-dela
toujours plus proche qu’il fallait a tatons connaitre (TM 184)

In these lines, as is frequently the case, a two-way movement is 
suggested. Words, which come from the ’au-dela’, or the unconscious, 
refer to things, including things in the outside world-. Language 
exists to express and organise human experience of the world. 
Furthermore, discourse is subject to conventions of grammar and syntax, 
and as such it is the product of something exterior to the poet or 
individual. For these reasons, language only makes sense in relation 
to the outside world. At the same time, however, words refer us to our 
unconscious, the existence of which we may intuit from the way in which 
words seem to appear, unsolicited. Words are also the means through 
which we formulate our tentative understanding of the self (that is, of 
the relationship between our conscious self and our unconscious self). 
As we will see, in so far as words, or snatches of discourse, emerge 
from the unconscious into the consciousness, and may, furthermore, 
themselves express this emergence, words themselves are a link between
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the conscious and unconscious. Yet, because of the relationship 
between language and the outside world outlined above, language can 
only ever afford an approach to an understanding of the unconscious: 
actual words and structures of language are learnt initially from the 
outside world and will always refer to things in it. Furthermore, as 
we shall see expressed elsewhere in the poetry, the precise 
connotations of . different words vary from individual to individual, and 
may also be influenced by the context of the words. This, too, means 
that words are, ultimately, inadequate as a means of pinning down the 
nature of the self.

The dialectic of the origins of words being both inside and 
outside the poet is presented in these lines from Fortune Infortune
Fort lne:

La poesie, ce sont paroles d'envoutes
ce sont paroles du dedans qui viennent d'au-dela des pierres

(p.61)

The lines convey a further suggestion, namely of an equivalence between 
the mystery of poetry and that of existence, human or otherwise, in 
general. As we have seen elsewhere, notably in Chapter 1, the mystery 
of the universe is in the nature of its unity: a unity which can 
itself only be intuited. Language, as we have seen, embodies the 
dialectic between the individual and the outside world. The 
relationship between the two becomes crystalised in language. To this 
extent, language can be seen as something which unites the individual 
and the outside world. We will see in section (iii) below how Seghers 
uses similar terms in talking of the dynamism of the universe and that 
of artistic creation.

The concluding lines from the same poem from Fortune Infortune 
Fort Une again express the idea of reciprocity:

Mais tout a coup, le chant reprend et l'on decele une autre voix 
repeter des signaux lances d'on ne sait ou par quelque augure 
qui, [comma sic] ecoute, capte et renvoie des paroles venues

d'ailleurs. (p.61)

The poet acts as a kind of receiver-transmitter. Words or phrases of 
his poem may come unsolicited, like an inner voice. In these lines,
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the relationship of the poet and this inner voice to the 'ailleurs’ 
remains ambiguous. Although here it is the ’autre voix’ which listens, 
and captures words come from elsewhere, for the poet to be conscious of 
this inner voice’s activity, he must himself be hearing it. There is 
here, then, a possible inconsistency, for ’qui’, in the last line, 
would more logically apply to the poet. What is important here, 
however, is the act of transmitting, or sending back, the words to the 
mysterious place from which they came. In so far as words, 
particularly as used in poetry, cannot be said to have a definitive 
meaning, they refer back to the ’ailleurs’: words may have numerous 
associations and connotations which will vary according to the 
’receiver’; that is, the listener or reader of the pooer)'^ hiis 
quality of language is a measure of its limitations while at the same 
time being part of its mysterious, and creative, power. We shall see 
this duality further in section (iii). The fact that the associations 
and connotations of the same words will vary from reader to reader is, 
furthermore, a measure of each reader’s individuality.

Implicit in much of what has been said so far in this section is 
the ultimate impossibility of understanding where langu&ge comes from. 
This is stated in Fortune Infortune Fort Une, in terms reminiscent of 
those suggesting inside and outside realms:

Nul n’approche
l’envers des mots, l’envers du temps. (...) (p.69)

If, in this quotation, there is some equivalence suggested between 
words (as they exist in consciously formulated discourse, and not as 
they seem to exist in the unconscious) and time, then this equivalence 
implies that the ’au-dela des mots’ is related to duration, or duree 
(that is, time as something unmeasurable and continuous). A similar 
equivalence between duration and the 'au-dela des mots’ is found in 
these lines from 'Quand le soleil, III’, in Les Mots couverts:

(...) un mot surgi des profondeurs
pour affleurer et disparaitre, eclat furtif de la duree (TM 162)

The sudden appearance of the word gives a brief glimpse or intuition of 
a continuous realm from which it has sprung.^
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(ii) Language and consciousness

In Chapter 3, section (iv), we saw a number of quotations 
expressing the idea of separation from oneself, or the consciousness 
Ohat udlf-kiowiddgn ts iicompldOd. Language, notably that oO the 
poetry itself, is Ohe ydais through which OOe ponO attempts Oo bridge 
this gap. Language ts also OOe meins through which Ohe individual 
attempts to define himself, but in relation to the outside world. 
This, too, was seen in Chapter 3, section (iv) end in the lest section. 
We hive seen the poet's, or individual's, sense of a separation between 
his conscious self and hts unconscious self, and may draw a aleaildl 
between this and OOe gap between language end the unknowable reiim from 
which it springs. IO is a aaealini suggested in the poetry itself, 
notably in Dis-moi, mi vie. In this suite, is we hive seen (see 
pages 60-61), Ohe poet’s sense of hts own duality is expressed in terms 
oO separation from hts ltOe.

In the following lines Orom Dis-yni, mi vie, language is used as 
a styiid for Ohe ponO and his life;

Toi et mot, comme les learns d'un smi livre
comme le moO d'un seui language, une grammalm en ynuvdyniO
qut nmit, grandiO et ynueO pour remitm. Indicibie
penssdiOi et fuyant (...) (TM 138)

The relationship between the poet and his 1X0, is itke 'une grammaim 
en youvdment'; OOern is some form of organic enlmOtniunip between the 
two, but this ts constantly shifting and developing, end is therefore 
ultimately unknowable. Similarly, tOn enlmtioiship between the 
conscious and the unconscious selves is constantly shifting. This 
itself is Ohe result, as we have seen, of Ohe dynamic nature of tOn 
edlmttoiship between Ohe consciousness, the unconscious and language. 
The shifting nature of these ediltiuiships, together with the 
ultimately unknowable nature of OOe self (tOat is, of OOn -conscious and 
unconscious selves combined) are offset by the intuition that there is 
a unity.

Elsewhere, the process of artistic creation, notably tOn 
creation of poetry, is presented specifically as m means through which
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the search for one's self is carried out. These lines from Fortune 
Infortune Fort Une are fully reflexive:

(...) Accordeur
d'un clavier de chambres d’echos, a feu doux je conciliabule 
sans m’atteindre presque jamais. (...) (p.39)

They refer to the poet in the act of creating, but they also refer to
creating poetry in general, and the creation of these lines in 
particular, as a search for his self. It is specifically in the act of 
creating that the poet’s sense of being split appears to him. At the 
same time, however, because of the dual origins of the poet’s language 
both within and outside himself, the poem can be said to concretise the 
poet’s self, or the relationship between his conscious and unconscious 
selves. The knowledge that this is so does not, however, help to 
define the precise nature of the self.

As is suggested by these lines from Les Pierres, while we 
formulate, verbally, our attempt to understand, the words themselves 
also become barriers to understanding:

(...) La nuit pareille au jour
nous separe et le mystere nous aveugle
et les barrieres et les mots. (...) (TM 112)

Les Pierres is a verbal picture of the stones of Carnac, which are a 
non-verbal creation. Their appeal to the poet's imagination is also 
non-verbal; something more akin to sensation, but which takes place in 
the unconscious. Words prove inadequate to convey the mystery of the 
stones just as they are inadequate in defining the unconscious or the 
intuited unity of the self.

Language necessarily implies consciousness, being born from the 
human need to order experience of the world and to express this 
experience. This ordering, as we will see in section (iii), is itself 
a re-creation, particularly when realised as a poem. All the 
quotations seen so far in this chapter have been to some degree 
reflexive: the lines draw attention to themselves as language.
Through them, we see the poet’s consciousness of the language he uses, 
whether in a historical perspective (as in the Resistance poetry), or
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in a more personal one (the language of the poem as a means towards 
self-knowledge). In so far as the poem is consciously constructed, it 
expresses the poet’s consciousness. Yet, as we have seen, the words 
also emerge from his unconscious, which together with his consciousness 
constitutes his self. The poem is thus the realisation of the multiple 
relations between the self, the outside world and language.

(iii) The creative power of language

The poet’s awareness of language combines an awareness of the 
shortcomings of language with one of its power. The two are seen to 
coincide in such quotations as the one from Fortune Infortune Fort Une 
on page 74. Language reveals some of what is in the unconscious, and 
yet the order which consciousness puts on language means that this 
language is no longer a true reflection of the unconscious. We saw in 
the last quotation that words may appear inadequate as a means of 
formulating something which we only partly apprehend. Language is 
equally inadequate as a means of expressing a reality of which we are 
more fully conscious. As I have already stated, on page 71, the nature 
of language is such that no translation of reality into words can 
accurately convey that reality. But this is also the source of the 
great richness of language. This duality is true in respect of the 
associations of individual words, and in respect of words combined with 
each other. Within a poem in particular, new associations between 
words may appear. A very early poem, 'bPriere’, from Bonne-Esperance, 
expresses the idea in these lines:

Nous qui vivons avec des mots eclates 
Dont les couleurs changeantes
Passent du noir au roux et du vert au violet (TM 12)

Words to some extent take over, exploding with meanings and 
associations. If this is true for the poet in the act of writing, it 
is also true for the person reading the poem who brings his own 
sensitivity to bear on it. Words as used in the language of poetry are 
opposed by Seghers to the aridity of their dictionary definitions.
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This finds expression in ’Aux liseurs de poemes', a poem from Le Mur du
son (1976):

Les dictionnaires sont des univers ou la realite des mondes 
se tait, chuchote, ou meurt. Pas de mots cles, pas de serrures 
Mais des racines de chaque mot poussent des forets pour les vents

(TIM 211)

Words, particularly as used in poetry, have their own dynamism. Their 
creative power is in their independence from precise dictionary 
meanings and in their interdependence when used in discourse, and in 
the poem in particular. Words are given meaning by their use in 
conjunction with each other, while at the same time, grammar and syntax 
may be seen as limiting the ways in which words may be combined. 
Through the practice of his skill, the poet gives words new resonances. 
Within a poem, new associations are made between words, both on the 
level of their meanings and on that of their sound. Such associations 
are not definitive but depend on the sensitivity of the person reading 
the poem to make them. The dynamic process of creation does not stop 
with the completion of the poem.

Because language can be said to be creative in this way, it is 
true to say that it re-creates or transforms reality, in the sense of 
revealing it in a new light. The following lines from Dis-moi, ma vie 
refer specifically to the poet’s role as a revealer, through his 
poetry, of reality:

Enracine dans le reel, j’ai chante le chant inaudible
Un eclaireur de ce qui est, une ecoute d’hote accueillant
dans la surprise et la rencontre (...) (TM 194)

The poet’s ’chant’ (the poem) is a concretisation of the ’chant 
inaudible’. This ’chant inaudible’ may be interpreted variously as the 
non-verbal appeals made to the poet’s imagination by things exterior to 
him, or . as.the ’inner voice’ which expresses these. The poet’s inner 
voice is revealed in the poem. At the same time, the exterior reality 
it expresses is transformed, or revealed in a different light. These 
revelations are made both to the poet and to others through the words 
of the poem. There is ’surprise’. Yet the poem is still a translation 
of reality. Exterior reality and the poet’s consciousness of it meet 
in the poem. There is ’rencontre’ of the two. Similarly, the poet’s
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conscious and unconscious selves meet in the poem, as we have already
seen. At the same time, his awareness of his self may also be altered 
through what he writes. The words of his poem may reveal the poet to 
himself in a new light, suggesting, for example, something new to him 
about his own sensititvity. To this extent, the poet, too, might be 
transformed by the poem.

The poet may suggest alternative ways of seeing reality. He is, 
as it were, an eye on reality, as suggested in these lines from Fortune 
Infortune Fort Une:

Nous qui ne sommes pas sorciers mais un regard, un instant d'etre 
aper?u dans les faux-fuyants d'une perspective sans fin (p.43)1-5

These lines further suggest that the poet's eye on reality also 
encompasses himself. Once again, in these lines, we find that the 
picture the poet has of himself is ever elusive to him.

A central idea in Piranese is the possibility of transforming 
reality in the imagination. Within the context of the suite, it is the 
prisoners themselves who transform their prisons, in their 
imaginations, into marvellous palaces and temples, as in the lines

(...) Le temple,
par le ciel habite accueillait le soleil
pour une dilection d’eclats et de tenebres. (TM 119)1^

Yet objectively (if one may use the term to refer to prisoners who are 
themselves the creation of the poet), the prisoners are still in their 
prison. Further levels of regression are present in that Seghers's 
suite was inspired by Piranesi's engravings of imaginary prisons. 
Piranese celebrates the power of Piranesi's own imagination, as 
embodied in his Carceri.

The creating of the prisons may be seen as a metaphor for the 
creating of poetry. The association is made in the words of the suite 
itself:

(...) Ils surgissaient
ici et la, carriers, maitres tailleurs de pierres et de paroles, 
architectes d'une folie ou s’emerveillait la raison (TM 116)
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The lines suggest the way in which art, whether it be poetry, 
architecture, sculpture, or any other form, defies logic. The 
structure of a work of art has its own logic, unintended by the artist, 
which reason (conscious, logical analysis) marvels at. At the same 
time, these lines also suggest the work of art as a partly conscious 
ordering of what is without order: the words, or analogous elements, 
as they emerge from the unconscious. As is illustrated by these lines, 
within the context of Piranese, it is the prisoners themselves who, 
paradoxically, are the builders of the prisons. This may be seen as an 
analogy for the way in which the poem is a concretisation of the poet’s 
self. The poem is thus exterior to the poet, while it yet contains 
him, in so far as it is an expression of his self.

The analogy between poetry and sculpture, which is implied in 
the last quotation, is made in more explicit terms in this line from 
’Poeme a Maillol’, in Les Mots couverts:

Je suis nee d’un rythme interieur, d’un chant profond (TM 174)

(The words of the poem are in the mouth of one of the sculptor’s 
statues.) Such phrases as ’rythme interieur’ and ’chant profond’ have 
already been seen, in the introduction, to be used by Seghers in 
referring to the poet’s inner voice.

The sculptor shapes . a recognisable form out of an originally 
undifferentiated mass of material; or accidental features in his 
original material, such as veins in stone, might suggest forms. These 
become materialised in the work of art. It is one of the functions of 
art to give a form to what springs from the unconscious. The artist 
may provoke the release from his unconscious of elements which would 
otherwise remain there. The point finds expression in these lines 
from ’Poeme a Maillol’: . .

De ses mains qui fouillaient la nuit
il m’a delivree. Il m’a fait jaillir du neant. (TM 174)

The artist also restructures himself in the work of art, for each work
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of art reveals something of his self. Maillol is presented, in the 
same poem, as the

Roi d'un petit jardin ou il se modelait sans cesse (TM 174)

The work of art, while restructuring the way we see the outside world,
gives tangible reality to the inner reality of the unconscious.^

Piranese further illustrates that his creative act confers 
grandeur on the individual, a grandeur suggested by the word ’Roi’ in 
the last quotation. Through their creative acts, the prisoners 
participate in the creation of something which surpasses them:

(...) Ils venaient ajouter leur pierre,
non pas esclaves, mais liberes. Leur place etait dans leur maison, 
chantier toujours ouvert et plus vaste qu'eux-memes. (TM 124)

As literal prisoners, they transcend, in their imagination, the 
constraints placed upon them.^ As the creators of their own prisons, 
the prisoners create something which surpasses any intention or design.

(iv) Artistic creation and permanence

Throughout Part I, we have seen many illustrations of the 
tension between fluidity and fixity, or transcience and permanence. 
The nature of artistic creation is such that it reconciles such 
antithetical states.

The theme of the fall of civilisations is important more in 
relation to other concerns than in its own right. It is a theme which 
comes to prominence in Au seuil de l'oubli. As the title suggests, 
death and transience are major concerns in the suite. The demise of 
Fatehpur-Sikri becomes a metaphor for the individual's transience, for 
it went hand in hand with human death:

Nous avons vu perir des villes dans des tempetes de poussieres 
Les ouragans griffer leurs flancs et le granit rouge des rois 
redevenir faste d'epure. Un geai bleu, dans le bain des femmes 
se posait, quand il avait plu. Les princes etaient morts de soif.

(TM 206)
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Although the city is now but a ghostly reminder of its former 
splendour, its very ruined ssate is, however, onnertedd nnto oomthingg 
positive. The city is a ’faste d’epure’.

The fact that the empty shell of the city recalls the original 
architect’s drawings suggests a cyclical pattern. But it is a cyclical 
pattern which is continued through the medium of the poetry itself. 
Through the words of the poetry, the picture of the abandoned city is 
transformed. The poet endows it with a chimerical quality, as seen 
here:

Quel architecte avait ose, denant ses facades tremblantes
Miroirs sans tain, glaces noyees, l’infini fou
des refractions, des courbes mouvantes, des coups d’eponge
sur les colonnes (...) (TM 199)

While the buildings ssem do be insubstantial and do sdiod, tft words rd 
the poem themselves fix the structures. (We will see in a commentary 
on this poem at the end of the thesis how the structure of these lines 
reflects the nature of what the images themselves convey.) The fact of 
writing about them itself gives a degree of permanence to the 
structures, for the poem will perhaps outlast both the city itself and 
the poet.

We have already seen that the poem reflects the poet’s self. 
Through the medium of his poetry, then, the poet will live on in the 
consciousness of others, as expressed in Dialogue:

(...) Qui passe renaitra
se fera mot, couleur, musique, sera pierre (TM 138)1'

The poet’s own becoming and dynamism will continue after death in each 
successive re-creation of the poetry. This, the re-creation of the 
poetry in reading and performance, is the subject of Part II. The 
words of the poetry, the poet’s voice, become equated with the flux of 
the universe. Addressing Death, in Racines, the poet states:

Mais tu n’as rien, plus rien, car la seve et la voix 
Ont rejoint nos forets par des chemins liquides. (TM 99)
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Conclusion

In the first part of this chapter, we saw the historical 
function of language in the context of the wartime poetry. The correct
use of the French language, as opposed to Vichy’s use of it, was a 
weapon both in the Resistance struggle to pave the way for a new 
France, and in the fight to protect the French language itself. This 
dual fight was reflected in the reflexive nature of many Resistance 
poems.

While the defence of the French language was important for the 
French as a nation, it was also important for the individual. The 
necessity of language to the individual as a means of defining himself 
is one thematic link between the wartime and the later poetry.

In the suites and other later poems in particular, the theme of 
language is inseparable from the question of consciousness. The 
language the poet uses itself has dual origins. While some elements of 
his language appear to spring from his unconscious, language is learnt 
originally from its use, in a social context, in the outside world. 
Language is the means through which the individual, or the poet, orders 
and expresses his experience of the outside world. In doing this, he 
defines himself in terms both of his similarity to the outside world, 
and of what makes him distinct from it. Language, which is learnt from 
the outside world, may re-emerge from the unconscious, unsolicited. 
Consciousness of this inner voice may result, for the poet, in the 
creation of a poem, which will be a conscious elaboration of elements 
from his unconscious. Because of the dual origins of the poem’s 
language, and because the poem refers back to the poet’s unconscious as 
well as to the outside world, the poem is the concretisation of the 
division between the conscious and unconscious selves, and of the split 
between the self and the outside world. Thematically, ' the poetry 
concentrates more on the split between the conscious and unconscious 
selves. The split appears to the poet in the act of creating a poem. 
At the same time, it is in the words of the poem that the poet comes 
closest to resolving this same division. Any attempt to define 
precisely the nature of the relationship between the conscious and the 
unconscious is bound to fail, however, because a definition of anything
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can be approached only in terms of things other than itself. As such, 
any definition of the self must itself be subject to constant re
wording, and the picture one has of the self must be fluid. Because 
the individual's definition of himself, in language, is in a state of 
constant change, and because this language actualises his self, the 
individual’s becoming may be said to be in part linguistic.

Artistic creation, including the creation of a poem, may be seen 
as the creating of something with a form out of something initially 
lacking a coherent form. The words and elements of discourse which 
emerge from the unconscious are unlikely, without a conscious working 
of them, to present a coherent form. It is the work of the poet's 
consciousness to create the poem's structure. In so doing, he reveals, 
while at the same time he transforms, something of what was in his 
unconscious. In so far as the poem also refers to the outside world, 
the poet likewise reveals the outside world. After the poet, it is for 
the reader to re-create the poem. Bringing his own sensitivity, which 
will differ from the poet's, to bear on the poem, each reader's 
reaction to any poem will be different. At the same time, because the 
poem is the embodiment of the poet's self, the poet is to this extent 
re-created in each successive reading of his poems.

Language is inadequate as a means to convey anything with true 
precision, but its connotative power is also a strength. Likewise, the 
rules of grammar and syntax may be seen as constraints, but words are 
given fuller meaning by being used in conjunction with each other. It 
is part of the poet's task to make use of the connotative power of 
words, and to use, or bend, grammar and syntax in order to suggest 
possible pluralities of meaning. In Part II, the analysis will point 
to possible ways of re-creating the verse, bringing out the way in 
which the structures and rhythms are inseparable from the ideas they 
convey. The.dynamic character of the verse, then, will be emphasised.

Throughout Chapter 4, the functions of language, of the language 
of poetry in particular, and the relationships between language, the 
self, and the outside world, may all be described as dynamic. As such, 
Seghers's view of language is in accordance with his view of the
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universe in general; a view summed up below in the conclusion to 
Part I.
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CONCLUSION TO PART I

A picture has emerged from Part I of a universe which is in a 
state of constant evolution. This is true of the natural sphere as it 
is of the human. The human domain, as it is presented in the poetry, 
has four main aspects all of which are interrelated. These four 
aspects are, rst,t, man’s yhysicol bning; sonond, eOe soaiol and 
political nature of his existence; third, the individual's expression 
of his self through language, and, finally, tth ffac ttha the 
individual is a conscious being.

Through the first of tthes characteristics, his physical 
existence, the individual is related directly to tth rrss of the 
universe. They have a common material existence which unceasingly 
takes on new forms in a process of constant, cyclical, becoming.

Human society is also subject to change, while being held 
together by the language common to its members. The course of a 
society's development, as that of ySoOoys. aa. eo consciously 
influenced by the individual members of that society. History itself 
is the verbal record of such change.

Language is also the mmean through which the individual 
expresses consciousness of himself as well as of the outside world in 
general. The individual's consciousness of himself is the fourth 
element which cchi?rcce3?±ses Ssghers’s poorrayal fO ann . he. ynaoySc 
nature of the multiple relationships between consciousness, the 
unconscious, language and the outside world, as seen in the poetry, is 
concordant with Seghers's picture of the universe at large, of human 
society and of the individual, all of which are subject to the 
processes of becoming.

The question of consciousness is important for a further reason. 
It is because the individual is conscious of the universe around him 
that the universe can be said to centre on him. The poem is a 
ctncretysaOyon of the relationship between the poet and the outside
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world. The language it uses comes both from outside and from within 
the poet, is both public and private. The completed poem, while 
reflecting the poet's self and his own, private, vision of the outside
world, may reveal this vision in a new light to himself. In this
sense, the poem may be said to be open on the universe. At the same 
time, if published, that is, made public, a poem will become open to 
differences of interpretation. In this way, it continues to be
dynamic, transforming, perhaps, the reader's way of seeing the outside 
world. Because the individual defines himself in terms of the outside 
world, it is implied that his definition of himself may also alter.

It remains to be seen in Part II how the actual rhythms of the
verse reflect the dynamism of this picture of the universe, of the
individual in that universe, and the dynamic process of the creation of 
the poetry itself.
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PART II

THE POETIC TECHNIQUE
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INTRODUCTION

We have already seen that Seghers frequently uses such terms as 
'chant' and 'orchestre' in referring to poetry. (See page 14.) A 
musical element is, for Seghers, essential to poetry, as" he says here:

Je dis que la poesie est une incantation, et une incantation, 
c’est comme un chant: il n'y a pas de chant sans musique. La 
musique est.indissoluble de la poesie. Qa va ensemble, 
absolument.

This music is the result of the combined elements of the poetry’s 
rhythm (the succession of stressed and unstressed syllables), its 
silences, tempo, intonation, and the' actual sounds used, as, for 
example, in alliteration, or the repetition of a particular word or

9phrase.

We saw in Chapter 4 how language, notably that of poetry, is 
presented by Seghers as coming both from outside and from within 
himself. Seghers uses similar terms in talking of the music of the
poetry:

Les choses lui viennent de l’exterieur, mais il ne sait pas 
d'ou. (...) Il re^oit, si vous voulez, les sons et la musique, 
les temps de ce qu’il articule, du langage. Et la, il ecoute 
lui-meme et il essaie de le dire avec son souffle a lui, son 
mouvement a lui, sa vie a lui.

To paraphrase Seghers in the same interview, the music is present in 
the words as they come to the poet. As such, the music of the poetry 
is to some extent involuntary. As the quotation above suggests, 
however, the finished poem is the synthesis of spontaneous elements and 
more consciously worked ones. This, too, has already been seen in such 
lines as those from Fortune Infortune Fort Une quoted.on page 56.

Throughout Part II, I will be looking at the poetry from the 
point of view of what we may call its music. I will illustrate various 
interactions of such elements of the music as those listed above, 
while, throughout, the structures and rhythms of the verse will be
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related to the themes already seen in Part 1. The dynamism and 
tensions of the verse will be seen to rrflict tte vaaious iemneonn and 
dynamism present on the thematic level ol the poetry.

For Seghers, poetry is preferably to be heard; that is, to be 
read alosd, or heard with one’s inner vvi-ie, ii oodern io bbrnn ouS its 
mssit.4 Chapters 5 and 6 will, theieFori, th e rrhyhm oo the 
verse, rather than its purely metrical characteristics. Metre denotes 
potentially fixed features ol verse, such as the number of syllables 
per line, and traditional places of caesura, as after the sixth 
syllable in an alexandrine. Rhythm, on the other hand, denotes the 
overall dynamism of the line: the varying degrees of stress on 
syllables in relation to each other, and the variations of tempo. 
Throughout Part II, I will suggest ways of reading the verse, out losd, 
or with one’s inner vnOcn, which will help to convey the rhythmic 
tensions of the verse, and the tensions between orthodox practice and a 
freer handling of verse forms.

Before consideration of the handling of various line-lengths in 
the context of the fixed-form poems, there are a number of points to be 
made. These concern my notations of the verse found throughout Part 
II, and Seghers’s usual practice with regard to a number of prosodic 
features.

1) Prosodic terms, and symbols used in the notations

Throughout Part II, suggested readings of the verse are 
reflected in the notations found in the right-hand margin of the 
quotations. These notations reflect what seem to me to be the most 
expressive readings of the verse but are not intended to be taken as 
definitive. Other readings are possible. A poem elicits dnlfnrnnO 
reactions from different readers.

The notations show the basic elements of the rhythm: the 
primary and secondary stresses. Tertiary stress is not reflected in 
the notations as this would create an unnecessary degree of complexity 
for the reader of this thesis. The number and nature of stresses 
depend frequently on the rhetorical (subjective) emphasis one wishes to'
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convey. There will be times, then, when I have marked a secondary 
stress when another reader might consider that a tertiary stress only
is present. Equally, there will be times when further potential 
stresses will be present.

Particularly within individual long lines of verse, such as some 
sixteen-syllable lines, the secondary stresses marked may be felt by 
the reader to include slightly different degrees of stress. I use the 
term secondary stress to denote stresses which, while they are clearly 
not primary in the context of the line, do impinge upon the ear.

The notations also show certain points of prosodic practice 
confirmed by Seghers, such as the use of the cesure epique (see pages 
90-91 and note 8 below.) Where appropriate, a line's total number of 
syllables is given in brackets at the end of the notation. Various 
other features are also shown in the notations, but it is the 
rhetorical function of these features and the rhythms, and not simply 
their presence itself, which is important. The notations represent, 
therefore, a necessary description ff basic featuess, but as a 
preliminary to further analysis; the analysis, that is, of the 
relationship between the rhythms of the verse and its thematic content.

Most of the features of the notation system can
by the following lines from ’Le beau travail':

Elies se baladent quelque ppar, la-bas
Dans un monde lointain et je nn sais plus d’elles 
Rien. Il parait qu'il leut,, uu’elesn ont frrod.

be illustrated

5^^^/ (=11) 
3+3/5+V (=12)
1/3+2/4/ ( = 10)

(TM 26)

The presence of a ppiiaar nstees Si shown in the notation by the 
use of an oblique stroke (/) foolowing the thr essst ey/siabls. The tThm 
caesura denotes the pause or apparent pause following a primary stress. 
A primary stress is always followed by a pause or an apparent pause. 
(The apparent pause is defined below on page 91.) A line may, 
therefore, have more than one caesura.^ This is the case in lines 1 
and 3 in the last quotation. Within any given line, one or more 
secondary stresses are likely to be found. This is shown in the 
notation by the use of a plus sign (+) following the syllable with a
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secondary stress. The terms primary and secondary stress do not refer
to any fixed or quantifiable degrees of stress but designate relative
degrees of stress within each individual line. Degrees of stress are
determined by the sense and various rhetorical effects one might wish 
to convey in a reading.

In the second line quoted on page 89 above, the first segment 
ends on the third syllable, and the second segment ends on the sixth 
syllable. A segment may therefore be defined as (a) a single syllable 
bearing a secondary stress (such as the syllable 'Mont' in the line 
’Mont du soleil, mont de la lune’; (l+3/l+3/)0; or (b) a group of 
syllables ending in a secondary stress, such as ’Dans un mon-' (3+) in 
the second line above; or (c) a group of syllables ending in a primary 
stress and preceded by a secondary stress, such as ’-de lointain’ (+3/) 
in the second line; or (d) a syllable or group of syllables preceded 
by, and ending with, a primary stress, such as ’la-bas' (2/) in line 1. 
The term phrase is used to denote a series of segments preceded by 
(unless the first segment is the first of the poem), and ending with, a 
primary stress. The second line above, for example, has two 
six-syllable phrases (3+3/ and 5+1/). The dotted oblique (/) denotes 
the presence of enjambement.

When a primary stress is followed by a syllable in unstable e, 
and this syllable is carried over into the next segment, we have a 
cesure enjambante, as after the fifth syllable of line 1. This is 
shown in the notation by an arrow over the oblique (/). In a cesure 
lyrique, an unstable e following a primary stress is pronounced before 
any pause is made, and the notation (+1) is used, followed by the 
oblique, as in this line from ’Le carrousel';

Le temps blet, l’amour mort et l'attente, l’attente
1 2+l/2+l/3(+l)/2/ (TM 39)

In the sixteen-syllable line in particular, discussed in section 3 of
Chapter 6, a cesure epique. may be found; that is, a syllable in 

ounstable e may be suppressed.0 This is shown in the notation by an
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asterisk. An example of a cesure epique is found in this line from Au 
seuil de l'oubli;

Nous avons vu perir des villes dans des tempetes de poussieres
4+2+2*/4+4/ (TM 206)

An apocope, or the suppression of a syllable in unstable e, is 
sometimes found within a phrase. This, too, is shown by an asterisk, 
as in this line from Fortune Infortune Fort Une;

dans les etoiles et le poirier? Pourquoi vouloir toujours plus
loin 4*+4/4+2+2/ (p.l/)?

Throughout Part II, t t will ee important to keep in mind a 
number of points concerning the way the poetry may be read or 
performed, and the way it is heard. The presence of a primary stress 
implies the presence of a slight pause (or an apparent pause) 
immediately after the stressed syllable. An apparent pause, as opposed 
to an aattaa paase, wiil. occut where a syllable in unstable e is 
withheld to the beginning of the next segment; that is, where a 
cesure enjambante occurs. Where an apparent pause occurs, the stressed 
syllable is lengthened, and the effect may be one of a slight faltering 
in the rhythm, followed by a slight speeding up. Paradoxically, while 
there is an effect of instability, thh facc ttha an uunstail e passes 
into the next segment without an actual pause means that the two 
segments are closely linked, and the device can therefore be seen as 
creating continuity. In the case of the cesure lyrique, the effect is 
again one of instability, resulting from the actual pause. There is a 
distinct separation of the segments from each other. The presence of a 
syllable in unstable e immediately after a secondary stress has an 
effect on the dynamism of the rhythm which is similar to that of the 
cesure enjambante; there s t t sligtt lengthening of the stressed 
syllable followed by a slight speeding up of the tempo, but there will 
be no apparent pause.

Where enjambement is present, I suggest that the voice's pitch 
be raised slightly at the end of the llnn, aan ttih finna syllable 
lengthened, marking an apparent auuse. this tyfe of snsiontift oS the 
voice, while marking the end of the line, also conveys its 
incompleteness as far as the sense is cormeeneC.d. wether snjambsment
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is present or not, there will be a primary stress at the end of the
line, the line thus being respected as a unit.

2) Seghers's treatment of certain prosodic conventions

Before Seghers's treatment of various line-lengths as such is
discussed, there are a number of points to be made_ concerning his 
general practice in regard to certain conventions, in fixed-form poems 
in particular. There are four questions: the question of the 
unstable e; that of synaeresis and diaeresis; the conventions of gender 
and number at the line-ending; and the use of rhyme. The last two 
points will be seen together.

(i) The unstable e

The unstable e is, with very few exceptions, counted 
prosodically according to orthodox praa^i.^1 The following line is 
the first of the poem ’Comme une flotte desarmee':

Comme une flotte desarmee (TM 47)

The final e of ’Comme' is elided with the following initial vowel, but 
’une' and ’flotte' both count as two syllables. An unstable e at the 
end of a line (a feminine ending) is not counted as a syllable. In the 
vast majority of cases, an unstable e in the middle of a word, as in 
’bracelet’ or ’matelot', counts, prosodically, as a full syllable. 
These general remarks apply also, on the whole, to Seghers’s later 
freed verse.

Because Seghers's verse respects syllabic conventions (see also
(ii) below), I suggest that any reading of the poetry should pronounce 
syllables in unstable e. Furthermore, maintaining the unstable e also 
creates the rhythmic effects proper to the cesure enjambante and the 
cesure lyrique, as defined above. These rhythmical peculiarities will 
be seen to have various rhetorical functions, according to their 
context.
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(ii) Synaeresis and diaeresis

In his fixed-form poems, Seghers generally respects the 
1 otraditional rules concerning synaeresis and diaeresis.x This prosodic

conservatism extends to the respect of fine points of practice. Thus, 
in the following lines from 'Tous les cent ans', the first -ier group 
is disyllabic, which is normal after an [1],. while in 'clavier' the 
same group counts as one syllable;

En tablier de chevillard
Les doigts sur le clavier des cotes (TM 45)

This conservatism does not normally go so far as to maintain the 
diaeresis in the suffixes -ion and -tion. Any further anomalies will 
be referred to only if they occur in lines which are being quoted as 
illustrations of other points.

(iii) Conventions of gender and number, and rhyme

In fixed-form poems, there is no overall consistency in the use 
or not of alternating, or otherwise regularly patterned, masculine and 
feminine line-endings.^ in orthodox prosody, feminine can rhyme only 
with feminine, and masculine only with masculine. Singular must rhyme 
with singular, and a plural in s only with another such plural. 
Feminine rhymes must alternate with masculine ones.

Throughout the fixed-form poetry, the convention of number is 
frequently ignored. The rhyming of like genders is, however, common, 
but this no doubt stems at least in part from the nature of the French
language. For a final consonant to be sounded it must almost 
invariably be followed by an unstable e. Hence almost all rhyming 
words ending in a sounded consonant will be feminine. Furthermore, 
many poems use a regular gender pattern, . though not necessarily a 
regular rhyme pattern.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE PROSODY IN THE FIXED-FORM. POEMS

In this chapter, I will illustrate Seghers's conformity to, and 
divergence from, traditional prosody in poems written in fixed form. 
By poems of fixed form I understand poems in which lines of equal, or 
near equal length are arranged in stanzas. It does not mean only those 
poems written in identifiable forms, such as sonnet or ballade form. 
Within any one poem, the stanzas will normally be of equal length. The 
stanzaic form, in many cases, is one which appears from the printed 
page; that is, a stanza is not necessarily defined by its adherence to 
a particular rhyme scheme, or by being a syntactic unit within a poem.^

The vast majority of fixed-form poems show some divergence from 
strict regularity, whether by the presence of occasional inconsistent 
line-lengths, the use of an approximate rhyme, or an inconsistent 
number of lines grouped as a stanza. Many poems, therefore, 
illustrate a feature which we will see throughout Part II; that is, a 
tension between orthodox and freer verse forms. .

While individual poems in the suites from Racines onwards 
demonstrate many of the features of orthodox verse, and do have some 
degree of autonomy, such poems were nonetheless conceived of by Seghers 
as elements of their respective suites, which he called long poems. 
Discussion of these will be found in Chapter 6. An important feature 
of the fixed-form poems is, therefore, their individual autonomy.

Virtually all fixed-form autonomous poems by Seghers pre-date 
Racines.^ They are mostly poems of circumstance of the Resistance and 

immediately after the Second World War, concerning a specific 
historical and political climate. A concise form seems suited to such 
poetry, lending it a certain memorability, particularly when rhyme is 
present and the lines are short.^ The collections concerned are Le 
Chien de pique. Le Domaine public and Le Futur anterieur. Many poems 
in Seghers's first collection, Bonne-Esperance., also fall into the
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category of fixed-form poems, though they are not poems of 
circumstance. So, too, do a number of poems from Jeune Fille (1948)
and Six poemes pour Veronique (1950). The tone in these, as in Bonne- 
Esperance, is relatively light, but also more personal. Most of my 
examples will be taken from wartime poems.

The chapter is divided into five sections, which deal with poems 
written in 1) short lines, of five, six or seven syllables; 2) the 
octosyllable; 3) the decasyllable; 4) the alexandrine; and 5) lines of 
eleven and thirteen syllables.^ The discussion will suggest rhythmic 

characteristics which seem proper to the different line-lengths, but 
will also illustrate Seghers’s particular handling of them in relation 
to the themes, and, in the case of wartime poems, in relation to their 
historical context.

1) POEMS WRITTEN IN SHORT LINES

The poems to be discussed in this section have lines of five, 
seven, or six syllables, and are mostly wartime poems.

In the wartime poems, and the Resistance poems in particular, 
the use of rhyme, as a traditional feature of verse, was a 
concretisation of the Resistance fight to defend French language and 
culture.^ Rhyme also has the more general effect of drawing attention 

to the lines of verse as such by emphasising the line-endings.

(i) The five-syllable line

In the case of the five-syllable line, the use of rhyme may 
increase a certain sense of heaviness in the rhythm. Historically 
speaking, and as used by Seghers, the five-syllable line generally has 
two stressed syllables: the final one plus one other, the place of 
which is not fixed. Two stresses per five syllables represents a 
fairly high ratio of stressed to unstressed syllables.
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The potential heaviness is apparent in ’Novembre 42'. The short 
lines, which use rhyme or half-rhyme, present a succession of images, 
as in the first stanza;

Un filet de sang 3+2/
Aux levres de l’aube 2+3/z
Le temps qui se sauve 2+3/
La nuit qui descend 2+3/ (TM 30)

The effect is of a distorted and grotesque world, the unnaturalness of 
which is emphasised by the high proportion of stresses. The 
asymmetrical division of the lines causes a limping effect which 
further underlines the grotesqueness. The delaying of the completion 
of the first image to the second line has a similar effect because of 
the unexpectedness of the transference of the image of blood from the 
human sphere to the natural. Although these lines.are end-stopped, 
they are illustrative of a tendency towards the pairing of short lines. 
(The pairing of lines is a feature which we will see frequently in this 
chapter.) The first two lines belong together, syntactically, while 
the second two are a type f f cupplet , by virtue of their parallel 
structures. There is thus a certain rhythmic tension. 0t t ho one 
hand, each line is to ssoe eextnn incidepeclent, which is underlined by 
the rhyme. This leads to an effect of constraint. On the other hand, 
each line combines with another to create a larger unit, or type of 
couplet, and to this extent there is a foom oo expansion. These 
couplets themselves combine to complete the pattern of rimes praisees. 
In these particular lines, the tensions complement that founf if the 
imagery between the natural and human spheres.

The ’ Chanson de cci.li fqi fchangeii fd foos’ ii ccharacterisd by 
its lightness of tone, aa ssee Cc fth foOPpohci Cpcoq:

Je, pour au^urd'h^i 1/4/
Pierre, je suis Pierre l(+l)/2/
C^etait Paul hier 3+2/
Louis pour la nuit 2-32/ (TMC 29-30)

The lightness of tone is at odds with the high proportion of stressed 
syllables, a number of which are underlined by types of internal rhyme: 
the repetition of ’Pierre' in line 2, and the assonance in ’Louis’ and 
’nuia' in line 4. The disjointed syntax and dnjambement, coupled with
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the unexpected primary stress on the first syllable of lines 1 and 2, 
causes a humorous limping effect. While being humorous, the syntactic 
dislocation, which isolates 'Je' and ’Pierre', is also suggestive of a 
loss of identity similar to that discussed in Chapter 3, section (iv). 
The enjambement, meanwhile, creates a parallel dislocation between 
metre and syntax in lines 1 to 2.

In ’Un prisonnier chantait’, the use of parallel phrases, which 
create identical rhythms, produces an innocent, nursery-rhyme-like 
quality. It is this quality, and not a limping effect similar to that 
seen in ’Novembre 42’, which is uppermost in the lines

Les yeux pleins de feuilles 2+3/
Les yeux pleins de grilles 2+3/ (TM 60)

This apparent innocence belies the more serious nature of the poem's 
subject: the restriction of freedom, and the individual’s ability to 
transcend that constraint through his imagination. The parallelism of 
the lines suggests that the prisoner 'sees’ leaves in the place of the 
prison bars, though the fact that the bars come second in the sequence 
also highlights the reality of his situation.

In the same poem, rhyme may be used to underline points of 
thematic importance. This is the case in the following stanza:

Qui ddi l’ettnddad 
sanglant et la France 
Une vvix immense
Qui touu recommence

2+3/
2/3/
3+2/
2+3/ (TM. 60)

The thematic importance of such words as ’France’ in Resistance writing
in general has already been seen in Chapter 2. ’France' is emphasised 
by its presence at the end of the line and by its being recalled in the 
rhyming words 'immense' and 'recommence'. The rhyme on [as] is a 
sonorous one and contributes to the sense of dignity. The one 
non-rhyming word at the end of a line, 'etendard', is to some extent 
passed over in favour of’sanglant' because of the enjambement. The 
word ’sanglant' itself permutates the sounds of the rhyme. 
Furthermore, 'etendard sanglant' is a quotation from the Marseillaise.y
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(ii) The seven-syllable line

The seven-syllable line traditionally divides 4+3 or 3+4, or may
have a total of three stressed syllables. The line is thus potentially 
relatively supp!^. This is reflected in the variety of rhythms found 

in Seghers's handling of the line.

A tendency towards the pairing of lines of five syllables has 
already been seen. A similar feature is found in poems written in 
seven-syllable lines. The following lines are taken from ’La 
sauvage, I’;

Un oiseau vetu d’orages 
A fait son nid dans la pluie

Un homme dans son village
Allume le feu chez lui

3/2+2/
4-23/

27?/
2+3+2/ (TM 68)

As is seen here, the lines are paired, both syntactically and visually.
These couplets are themselves paired in rimes croisees. The seven- 
syllable line, being slightly longer than the five-syllable one, is 
better suited to the narrative aspect of this poem. The pairing of the 
lines further enhances this. Although syntactically the couplets are 
quite independent of each other, the effect of the rhyme is to suggest 
some sort of link between them, but a link subject to the strange logic 
of a dream. The simplicity of the language (both the images and the 
syntax) belies the uneasiness caused by this disjointed logic. The 
poem is rounded off by a rhyming couplet which takes on the aspect of 
an (impenetrable) moral, as at the end of a fable, and to which the 
repetition of 'l’on entend' gives more moment;

Et l’on entend l’on entend 
Le choeur des crapauds au vent ?^-2^^2>2/ (TM 68)
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The lines of ’Les dons, III’, from Le Domaine public, are again
arranged in couplets. Here is the whole poem:

Pour toi seule je te donne 2+iA;

Le silence, la patience

La roue, le feu du charron 2/2+3/
4 Le charron et son espoir W

Tout se forge; ton attente l+2(+l//(/
Comme la roue, ton visage 4/3/

A le servir tu te fais 4/3/
8 Ton langage et ta raison (p.74)

The syntactic autonomy of the couplets is, however, eroded. The second 
couplet occupies an ambivalent position. It may be understood as the 
completion of a list starting with ’silence' and ’patience', or the 
list of nouns in this second couplet may, rather, be seen as examples 
of what has to be forged. The ambivalence stems from the absence of 
end punctuation. Furthermore, the absence of rhyme precludes any 
automatic, though possibly erroneous, association of the second couplet 
with either the earlier lines or the third couplet. The syntactic 
ambiguity continues. In the third couplet, ’attente’, ’roue’ and 
’visage' all seem to be possible further examples of what must be 
forged, or to be the subjects anticipating a new verb. Of the three, 
only ’visage’ turns out to have any clear syntactic function, as the 
object of ’servir’. These ambiguities in the structure of the verse 
are a realisation of the idea'that everything, including language, must 
be fashioned. It is as if the structure of the poem were that of the 
poet's language emerging from his subconscious. It is in this language 
that the poet glimpses his self, and that the reader, too, glimpses the 
poet’s self. Similar ambiguities in the actual structures of the verse 
are a feature also of the later poetry, written in longer lines. In 
the poetry written in short lines, the tensions are ones between a 
certain autonomy of the individual end-stopped lines, and a certain 
dynamism in their relationship to each other, occasioned by their 
ambiguous syntax.
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(iii) The sii<—->szjLIikjIi? ijne

A handful of poems use a iix~syllable iine. Again, 
traditionally, there is no fixed place for a stress within the bine. 
While normally the line has just one internal stress, it may, on
occasion, have two, giving a ternary structure,"^

’Carre blanc’ is written in lines oo eix ss^-llbles. Despite the 
shortness of the line, and the rhyme which draws attention to the line- 
endings, the rhythmic possibilities are quite complex. This is seen in 
the first stanza. In this case, I have indicated the rhyme pattern, in 
the traditional manner;

L’ete couleur de peche 2/2+2/ a
Ou couleur d’abricot 3+3/ b

Les noyes qu’on repeche 3+3/ a
4 Ont des coquelicots

Ou des etoiles d’or
3+3/ b
4+2/ c

Cousus sur la poitrine 2+4/ d
L’ete qu’on assassine 2+4/ d

8 est-il vif, est-il mort? 3/3/ c (TM 22)

The arrangement of the poem on the printed page creates two couplets,
one at the beginning, and one at the end of the stanza. This 
arrangement is related to the sense; the couplets have ’ete’ for 
subject, while the middle four lines concern the ’noyes’. Superimposed 
on these typographical and syntactic divisions are the relationships 
resulting from the rhyme pattern. Lines 1 to .4 belong together as a 
system of rimes croisees, while lines 5 to 8 form a pattern of rimes 
embrassees. In terms of rhyme, then, the middle four lines separate 
into two two-line groups. This, however, is at odds with the syntax of 
the same four lines. The two middle lines, that is lines 4 and 5, are 
linked by ’Ou’ and are parallel to each other in that they both present 
images of the yellow star worn by the Jews. The overlapping of the 
various pairs of lines causes a sense of irregularity, of 
disjointedness or uncertainty, which reflects the disruption of the 
political and moral values while also suggesting the uncertainty of 
existence. The poet asks whether the summer is dead or alive, but the 
question equally applies to thousands of Jews. The rhythms of the 
lines are not themselves jerky but resemble those of regular 
alexandrine hemistichs. The rhyme pattern, by drawing attention to the
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line-endings, is responsible for underlining the shortness of the
lines. This combines with the change in rhyme scheme to increase the 

12sense of disjointedness.

In 'L’etranger, III', a poem in Le Chien de pique, every line 
but one has a stress on the third syllable. .In the last stanza, the 
regularity of the rhythm creates an impression of the inevitability of 
the order of things:

C'est la nuit qui l'emporte 3+3/ 
Il te laisse un poignard 3+3/ 
Un regard sur ta porte ^-P// 
Une morte qui part... 3/35/ (p.33)

Yet at the same time, there is a sinister atmosphere resulting from the 
mysterious nature of 'Il' and the night, and the unexplained and 
potentially threatening dagger. The regularity of the rhythm does not 
engender a sense of calm, or it is a calm with sinister undertones. In 
the last line, a primary stress on 'mor-' helps to underline the 
internal rhyme, while the cesure enjambante, linking the two segments, 
creates a continuity which is analogous to the sense, and which is also 
suggested by the suspension points. Where these occur, I suggest that 
the voice be allowed to trail off, lengthening the last syllable, with 
a possible rise in intonation.

The treatment of the non-rhyming six-syllable lines•is similar 
to that of those with rhyme. Lines are frequently paired, and the 
majority have a stress on the third syylabab.Ae Where these two 
characteristics combine, the rhythm is particularly close to that of i 
classical alexandrine. A stanza from 'Du miroir', in Le Domaine
public, illustrates this:

J'ai connu les courants 
Et les chiens de nuages 
Des meduses en moi 
Se gonflaient jusqu'au ciel

p+P
P+3/
P+3/
P+P/ (p.8P)

While there is no rhyme, the semantic link between ’nuages' and 'ciel', 
words which occupy the ends of their respective lines, may be seen as 
fulfilling a similar function, thus underlining the alexandrine-like
quality.

syylabab.Ae
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Rhyme is frequently present in poems written in short lines. 
Furthermore, the lines are frequently used with their traditional 
structures in terms of the number and place of stresses. The treatment 
of the lines is, on the whole, traditional. The pairing of lines, 
which creates larger rhythmical units, is found in many poems. This 
will be seen again later in the case of the octosyllable, where the 
feature seems particularly significant.15

2) POEMS WRITTEN IN OCTOSYLLABLES

The octosyllable is the line most frequently used by Seghers in
the fixed-form poems. This is not without significance when one takes
into account the nature of Seghers's later much-used sixteen-syllable
line. This longer line frequently resembles two octosyllables in
having a caesura after the eighth syllable. Throughout this section,
furthermore, we will see various ways in which two octosyllables are
frequently linked, thus forming a unit closely related to the 

16sixteen-syllable line.

The octosyllable itself has no fixed place for an internal 
stress, either primary or secondary, and as such has a potential for 
rhythmic variety and flexibility. The line's relative length means 
that it may have up to three stressed syllables, including the final 
one.17 When rhyme is present, the ear's attention will be drawn to the 
lines as such. In a series of lines showing great rhythmic variety, 
the use of rhyme introduces an element of stability. This stabilising 
function will be particularly in evidence when enjambement is present. 
Throughout this section, various rhythmic possibilities of the line as 
such and in company with other octosyllables will be seen, and the 
rhetorical functions of these rhythms in context will be discussed.

(i) Octosyllables grouped in quatrains

Most of Seghers's octosyllabic verse is arranged in four-line 
stanzas. Rhyme is common in these poems, the most common rhyme scheme 
being rimes embrassees. I will look first at poems written in
quatrains and using rhyme. Quatrains of blank octosyllables will be 
seen in section (ii), where the use of parallel phrases is discussed.
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'La nuit de mai', from Le Chien de pique, uses a regular pattern 
of rimes embrassees throughout. Such is the richness of the poem in 
other, unorthodox, features, including the way in which some of the 
rhymes are formed, that the poem merits an extended discussion.

One feature of the poem which breaks the strict regularity is 
obvious from the printed page. The last line of the poem stands apart 
from the stanza to which, by its rhyme, ii belongs. Here, then, are 
the last four lines of the poem:

La grande forme a disparu 
Le dernier mot ne fut pas dit 
Il est minuit, il est midi

La nuit de Mai brule nos rues.

2-22/4/
2-22/-//
4/4/

2+2/1+3/ (p.19)

The form echoes the idea expressed in the first line of the stanza, but 
also reflects the general disorder suggested: the breakdown of 
communication (line 2), and the disruption of the normal passage of 
time (line 3).^ Yet the internal structure of the lines is fairly 
regular in so far as a primary stress falls on the fourth syllable of 
each line. As was the case in the lines from 'L'etranger, III', quoted 
on page 101, this regularity creates a sense of lassitude and 
inevitability.

Throughout the poem, the disruption in the human world is 
reflected in the formal disruption, most frequently some form of 
enjambement. Although it does not use true enjambement, the transition 
from stanza 2 to stanza 3 uses a related form of disruption:

Et quelle sainte ou quelle gueuse 2+2/2+2/

Droite et ne se retournant pas 1/4+3/
Les emportait (...) 4/(...) (p.18)

The verb ' emportait' is separated from its subject over the stanza 
break, and by an intervening qualifying phrase. Although the line- 
endings coincide with syntactic breaks, the withholding of 'emportait' 
creates, a dynamism which emphasises the verb and is suggestive of 
movement off into the distance.
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In the transition from stanza 4 to stanza 5, however, true 
enjambement is found:

(...) Une main lance 3+1/

Les des aux fronts comme des balles 2+2/4/ (p.18)

Enjambement over the stanza break is particularly unorthodox. The
voice's suspension on 'lance' is suggestive of the verb's meaning, but 
a pause disrupts the natural order of the language, which calls for the 
object to follow immediately after the verb. Alternatively, one could 
choose not to respect the line-ending, and not mark an apparent pause 
on 'lance'. Although this would follow the syntax, awareness of the 
rhyme would be lessened, thus undermining the definition of the line as 
a unit. Reading the transition without a pause or apparent pause would 
convey speed of action. A reading with a pause or apparent pause, 
together with the suspension of the voice's pitch, would create a rise 
and fall in the intonation suggestive of the arched movement of the 
thrown dice. Whichever reading is adopted, the effect of the 
enjambement is one of disruption. A reading which did not mark a pause 
would create a slight disruption of the hearer's sense of the line as a 
metrical unit. A reading which did mark a pause would disrupt the flow 
of the syntax. The sense of disruption is further heightened by the 
presence of stresses on two consecutive syllables, 'main' and 'lance'. 
The resulting slowing down of the tempo at this point is in tension 
with the idea off ttrowing. The accumulation of stresses continues in 
the fofolwong ghrrss (2-22/)) the heaviness uuggstiing lead bullets.

Enjambement over the stanza break is again used effectively in

(...) ici leeu b al 2+2/
Se dechire comme une soie 3/%/ (p.18)

The verb receives emphasis by being delayed. Here, the 'gaps' in form 
and content coincide: the literal gap (the blank between the stanzas, 
and the pause which this normally implies), the gap between expectation 
('bal' implying joy) and the reality (something which is destroyed), 
and finally the image of the torn flag.
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Other forms of enjambement are 
first stanza:

found in the poem. Here is the

Ils ont coupe l’eau claire et bu 4+1+1/2/ 
Leur avenir et leur mensonge 4/4/
En partageant le pain de son 4+2+2/
Jete jadis aux chiens perdus. 2+2/2+Z/ (p.18)

The enjambement between the first two lines is noteworthy precisely 
because it occurs at the very beginning of the poem, before an 
octosyllabic metre has been established. While to the reader of the 
poem this will not present any problem, anyone hearing the poem might 
be aware of a sense of instability, and be uncertain as to where the 
line-ending falls. This instability might be felt to be carried over 
into the rest of the stanza because of the presence of the rime 
enjambante. In rime enjambante., the actual phonemes which make up the 
rhyme are spread over the line-ending. Thus, in these lines, 
'mensonge' is answered by 'son/Je-'.l Again, the effect is one of 
disruption; the disruption of the line as a unit, as defined by its 
rhyme (though not by the number of its syllables). These types of 
formal disruption (that of the rhyme and of the line-ending) are 
analogous to the moral disorder which is implicit in 'mensonge'. If 
the presence of the rime enjambante is to be heard, it seems likely 
that a slight lengthening of 'son' wil 1 b e necessary here, bu t with 
little or no pause, keeping the line-ending relatively weak. The 
effect of this is similar to that described with regard to 'lance / les 
des'. The idea of throwing is again important, and the absence of a 
pause after 'son' will convey the brusqueness of the gesture.

The third stanza of the poem serves as a good illustration of 
the way in which enjambement can be exploited in order to create a 
sense of expansion:

Droite et ne se retournant pas 1/4+3/
Les emportait coupant l'eau claire 4/1+2+1/
Du souvenir et quelle amere 4/2+2/
Nuit survivait a leurs combats? 1/3+4/ (p. + ■

We have already seen, on page 103, the transition to this stanza from 
the preceding one. The first half of the second line belongs more 
closely, syntactically speaking, with the first line of the stanza and
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the last line of the preceding stanza. This, as we have already seen, 
creates a sense of expansion analogous to the implication of 
' emportait'. The second half of line 2, on the other hand, belongs 
with the next line. The caesura in line 2 divides the second 
hemistich, syntactically and rhythmically, from the preceding two and 
half lines ('Et quelle sainte...' quoted on page 103). This caesura 
therefore serves to underline the idea of a break contained•in the next 
phrase, 'coupant l'eau claire’. Line 3 is similarly unstable, despite 
its basic 4/4 division, because of the enjambement with the next line. 
The enjambement in two successive lines creates particularly complex 
rhythms. While the enjambement , between lines 2 and 3 creates a new 
eight-syllable phrase, this is not the case between lines 3 and 4, 
where the stress on ’Nuit’, following that on ’-mere', finally halts 
the'sense of an inexorable movement forwards caused by the enjambement. 
’Nuit’ is thus thrown particularly into relief, highlighting its 
contrast with 'l'eau claire' (line 2) and emphasising the apparent 
futility of the combat.

The third stanza of ’La gloire', the sarcastic poem addressed to 
the French army in Algeria in 1953, offers one of the relatively few 
examples of end-stopped rhyming octosyllables, arranged, syntactically 
speaking, in pairs:

Va dans tes betes mecaniques 
Ecraser ceux qui sont chez eux 
Va de l’Equateur aux Tropiques

4 Arracher le bonheur des yeux

1/3+4/
1+2/1+4/
1/2+2+3/
1+2+3+2/ (TM 81)

The end-stopping and resulting emphasis on the rhymes underline the 
vehemence expressed here. This vehemence can be translated by marking 
a higher than average number of stresses within the lines, as suggested 
in the notations, notably by the secondary stress on the first syllable 
of 'Equateur'. It is also reflected in a degree of imbalance caused by 
the primary stress on the first syllable of lines 1 and 3. The 
vehement tone is further reflected in the repetition of [k], in 
’mecaniques', 'ecraser', ’Equateur' and 'Tropiques'. The lines also 
illustrate the use of parallel structures, more examples of which will 
be seen below.
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The lines below, from ’Les oiseaux' in Le Chien de pique, are 
arranged, syntactically speaking, in pairs:

La roue rouge du sang qui tourne 
A marque nos memes atouts! 3>-27.+3>f
En toi, en moi, nous avions tout 2/2/4/

4 Des couples d’ours ou de vautours 2+2/4/ (p.31)

The accumulation of stresses in the first line has the effect of
suggesting relentless movement, an effect obtained also by the
insistence with which the vowel [u] recurs. The pairing, particularly
in the case of lines 1 and 2, generates a sense of impetus which
translates the movement of the 'roue rouge du sang qui tourne'. The
combination of end-stopping and pairing creates a rhythm analogous to
the turning wheel. We may see an individual line as a complete
revolution, but the wheel keeps on turning: line 1 is continuous, to
some extent, with line 2, just as line 3 is with line 4. This cyclical 

23aspect is enhanced by the similarity of the rhymes to each other.

In poems using a regular rhyme pattern, such as rimes croisees
or rimes embrassees, the function of the rhyme is dual. Rhyme draws
attention to the line-endings and so to the lines as metrical units.
At the same time, rhyme patterns imply larger structures, of which
individual lines are only parts. As such, the presence of a rhyme
scheme may also be considered as creating an impetus which overrides 

24the individual lines.

(ii) The use of parallel phrases

A small number of poems written in rhyming octosyllables make
extensive use of parallel phrases in successive lines. This is the
case in ’Comme une flotte desarmee':

Comme uun flotte desarmee 
Comme uun usine sans son bruit 
Comme un (ai'dii baas bn bo^illt 
Comme urw banaste sans fruits

Mf
4+4/
4-+//
5+3( (TM 47)
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The function of the repeated elements is similar to that of the rhyme 
in drawing attention to each line as a unit. The identical rhythms of 
the first three lines underline the suggestion that the parallel images 
are all different ways of saying the same thing. The use of identical 
rhythms creates an impression of jadedness, similar to that seen in ’La 
nuit de mai’ on page 103.

Parallel structures are not restricted to individual lines. In 
'Automne’, there is a degree of parallelism between the first two 
couplets as wholes:

Pour caresser l’odeur des bois 4+2+2/
Une main au cent mille doigts 3/2+3/

Pour aller dans l’enfance ancienne 3+3+2/ 
Une main pour tenir la tienne 3/3+2/ (TM 90)

The truly parallel structures, however, extend less far into each line 
than those of the lines from ’Comme une flotte desarmee'. The phrases 
’aux cent mille doigts' and 'pour tenir la tienne' are parallel in so 
far as they both qualify 'Une main’, and occupy equivalent positions 
within their respective couplets. The actual structures of the two 
phrases are, however, quite different. The absence of a primary stress 
in the interior of either line 1 or line 3 creates a certain expansion 
in the rhythm and brings 'Une main' more into evidence.e-'

Parallel structures are far more common in the blank 
octosyllabic verse. As we will see, they help to define the lines as 
units in a way similar to rhyme.

One poem in blank verse where parallel structures, in 
combination with binary divisions, are exploited to good effect is 
'Poete'. Here is the first stanza:

Je passe et je repasse en moi 2/3+3/
Je me retrouve et me reprends /4/I
Je me refais et je repars /W
Je me remache je rumine VV (TM 76)

The lines present the dialectical relationship between the poet’s 
consciousness and his self. The first three lines in particular all

■ • *■ .h,..
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imply the poet’s awareness of his self, while the re-definition of that 
self is implied in ’me reprends’ (line 2) and 'Je me refais' (line 3). 
This re-definition, as we saw in Chapter 4, is done in terms of the 
outside world, such that introspection and looking outwards are both 
implied. While the lines are somewhat static in structure, in that 
they are all composed of two verbs, these verbs imply change; most of 
them are formed with the prefix 're'. Furthermore, the very 
accumulation of these verbs, which are active and often reflexive, 
itself creates an impression of almost frenzied activity.

In the lines from ’Poete’, parallel structures are found within 
each line, and the lines are also parallel to each other. An early 
poem, ’Portrait’, presents similar structures. Here are the opening 
lines;

N’etait faite que pour se perdre 3/5/
Ne marchait que pour s’en aller 3/3+2/ 
Ne venait que pour tout donner 3/3+2/ 
N'avait que soi, c’etait le vide 4/4/ (TM 10)

The lines are binary, divided by an internal primary stress. At the
same time, each line expresses a c ertain c ontradiction. I n hh e fisst
line, ’faite', which connotes physical wholeness, is countered by the
notion of being dispersed in 'se perdre’. A parallel to this is found
in 's'en aller' and 'tout donner’, while 'c'etait le vide' implies a
complete dispersal. The final line also underlines the sense of the 

ozindividual's duality.

The parallel structures seen so ffr have been on the level of 
hemistichs or individual lines (as in ’Poett’), oo on tte level of 
successive couplets (as in the stanzas from ’La gloire' and 'Automne’, 
discussed on pages 106 and 108 respectively). In ’Le grand belt', the 
first three stanzas as wholes are parallel to each other. Each four- 
line stanza divide s in’0 two couplets, ’he oncnnd pout let being in 
answer to the question asked in the first. Again, we see a tendency 
towards the pairing of octosyllables. Here is the first stanza;

Ou sont les monstres Cesarmes 
qui chevauchaient a mes oreilles 
- Dans des armadas engloutihs 
Sabots Cu feutre et sable noir.

1+3+4/
4-4/ .
3+2+3/

(TM 85)
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This structure is closely echoed by the second stanza;

Mais ou es-tu, toi qui me paries 2+2/1-///
Toi qui reviens et qui t'en vas? 1+3/4/
- Tu regarderas dans ton verre 5+3/
J'y serai quand tu seras seui. 3/5/

The syntactic pairing of the lines, in the absence of rhyme, creates an 
almost prose-like structure which is particularly noticeable in the 
first couplet of the first stanza, and the second of the second stanza. 
(The other couplets convey an impression of a more conscious use of 
language.) The relatively relaxed, prose-like tone is enhanced by the 
presentation in dialogue form. In the second stanza, the basic 4/4 
binary division of the first two lines underlines the relationship 
between the poem's 'je' and 'tu'. The question in the first hemistich, 
’Mais ou es-tu', suggests that the 'tu' is far off, implying a movement 
outwards from the 'je' who is asking the question. The next clause, on 
the other hand, suggests an inward movement from 'tu' to 'je' in 'toi 
qui me paries'. The beginning of line 2 restates this inward movement 
in 'Toi qui reviens', which is immediately countered by ’et qui t'en 
vas'. As in 'Poete', discussed on pages 108-109, and 'Portrait', 
discussed on page 109, binary and parallel structures are used in 
expressing various dialectical relationships. This is a feature of 
later poetry likewise, as we shall see in Chapter 6.

In 'Paris se libere', from Le Domaine public, the ' use of
parallel phrases and enjambement in conjunction with each other creates 

27more complex rhythms. ' This can be seen in the lines

Alors du fond du sol, du fond //2+////
Du ciel qu'on voyait des prisons //++//
(...) (p./5)

The parallelism of the phrases, the second of which overruns the 
line-ending, and the alliterative relationship between 'sol' and 
'ciel', serve to draw attention away from the line-ending as such. The 
rhyme 'fond : prisons’ will consequently tend not to be noticed, and 
furthermore cannot be anticipated, because up to this point the rhyme 
has been only approximate. The poem has the particularity of being 
constructed of a single sentence. This itself creates an impulse which
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runs right through the poem. This impulse is particularly in evidence 
where enjambement occurs, as in the lines above.

The last two stanzas of the poem 
of parallelism:

(...)
Que l’homme portera son nom 
Sa vie, ses armes, son attente

Et qu’aux placards de nos drapeaux 
L’honneur d’un sang dira son mot 
La Liberte, la Mort, la France.

use an extended but loose form

2^+2/
2/27*/

4-44/
2+2/2+2/
4/2/2/ (p.26)

The two key words, 'l’homme’ and 'l’honneur', appear in roughly
equivalent positions. The similarity, both structural and semantic,
between the remainder of lines 1 and 2, and lines 4 and 5, suggests an
intended relationship between ’homme' and ’honneur'. Much Resistance
writing indeed emphasised that Man's honour was to fight against the
degrading influence of Nazism. (See Chapter 4, pages 64-68.) While
from 'son nom’ and ’son mot' (which are related semantically) onwards,
the two sets of lines appear parallel, their syntax is not so. In the
first case, the nouns listed are all objects of the verb ’portera', 

nowhile in the second case, the three nouns elucidate the word ’mot’. 
The second line quoted above has a ternary division while, at the same 
time, the third segment occupies a complete hemistich. Similarly, in 
the fifth line, the first segment, ’La Liberte', is also a hemistich, 
while the line has a ternary division. The lines in question are thus 
both binary and ternary. While this feature, here, in itself has no 
clear rhetorical function, it is a feature which we will see again in 
relation to the alexandrine and other longer lines.

(iii) Rhyming couplets

One poem in rhyming couplets, ’Automne', has already been seen, 
from the point of view of parallel structures, on page 108. Despite a 
degree of parallelism between the couplets, the couplets were
independent of each other. In the following lines from the same poem,
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however, a case could be made for enjambement between the couplets, 
which would undermine their stability and autonomy:

T’en souvient-il? Un grand ciel blanc 2+2/2+1+1/ 
dans l'etang luisant et le vent 3+2/3/

passant sur un chateau detruit 2+3+3/ (TM 90)

Normally, following enjambement, a primary stress falls early in the 
second of the two lines. In this example, however, the absence of a 
primary stress in the interior of the third lines heightens the sense 
of dynamism, and the long phrase is in marked contrast with the 
accumulated stresses of the first line. This dynamism is analogous to 
the wind. A sense of unity to the lines results from the recurrence of 
the vowel [pf ]. The whining effect of the vowel's nasal quality, and 
the vowel's length, are also suggestive of the wind.

The effect achieved in rhyming couplets may be one of monotony. 
This is the case in these lines from ’Le temps...' in Le Chien de
pique:

A la main droite il sserr il sserr 4/2/// 
Pour a la gauche fuir en terre 4A+2/

Le temps vous passe daas Ils yyeu 
4 Le temps d'une aile du ion Siie

Entre vos doigts il cornue ii scull 
Mais a vos jambes il s’enroule

2+2$/
2+2/V

4/2/2/ •
4/%/ (p.29)

Many of the segments have just two syllables. The alternation of 
unstressed and stressed syllables, like the ticking of a clock, 
underlines the relentless and monotonous passage of time. The sense of 
monotony stems also from the repetition of individual words: the verbs 
in lines 1 and 5, and ’Le temps' at the beginning of lines 3 and 4. 
Such repetition is most effective when it is the rhyme word which is 
repeated, as in the first and third couplets, and if a primary stress 
is marked each time the repeated word occurs. In comparison with rimes 
embrassees or rimes croisees, the effect of rhyme in rhyming couplets 
is one of constraint. In this example, such constraint underlines the 
sense of being a prisoner of time (line 1) while time yet goes 
monotonously by.
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In 'D'une prison', the effect of the rhyming couplets is quite 
different. In this poem, most lines are syntactically independent of 
each other, as here;

Touche l’air et l’eau et le feu 
Touche la peau si tu la veux 
Touche l’herbe la feuille 1’aulne

1+2/2//
4/4/

(TM /6)

The repetition of ’Touuhe’, even though it does not receive a primary 
stress, draws attention away from the rhyme and to 'Touche' itself, and 
the strings of objects. The result is a kind of rhyme in initial 
position. Furthermore, the two lines of the poem which are linked most 
closely syntactically speaking are not linked by rhyme;

Toutes les Sorgues de la nuit 1-f3-^4/
Les perdirent dans leurs meandres X%>/

In the second of these two lines, the cesure enjambante followed by a 
relatively long segment is suggestive of the smooth-flowing nature of 
the Sorgues, and also their length.

In the first of the ’Deux poemes de la vraie traque’, the 
rhyming couplet is found as part of a three-line stanza. In the third 
stanza, the two lines forming the couplet belong fairly closely 
together syntactically, heightening the impression that the third, 
blank, line, which marks an abrupt change of subject, has been 'added 
on' ;

II but 1'hiver avec l’ete 2+2/4/ 
Le chien de peur a son cote 2+2/4/ 
Le ciel a ronge son visage. 2/2+4/ (TM 27)

This collage-like effect is itself suggestive of the distorted view of 
the world brought on by fear, but also of the types of social, moral 
and temporal distortion discussed in Part I.

(iv) The end-stopping of blank octosyllables

Rhyming octosyllables, as we saw on pages 105-106 and in note 
22, are frequently linked to each other by enjambement. In contrast, 
blank octosyllables are almost always end-stopped. In both types of
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octosyllables, then, the integrity of the line is respected, though in 
different ways. In rhyming octosyllables, the rhyme itself helps to 
define the individual lines as units, even where enjambement and 
rime enjambante are present. In the end-stopped blank octosyllables, 
it is the end-stopping itself which emphasises the autonomy of the 
individual lines. These different ways of respecting the integrity of 
individual lines suggest the importance of defining the boundaries of 
the lines for the hearer (as opposed to the reader, for whom they are 
obvious).29

In ’Le systeme du ciel, I', the simplicity of the language and 
the absence of rhyme create an impression of spontaneity, as in the
first stanza:

Une journee toujours la meme 
Ouvre ses yeux, lave ses mains 
Dans ton visage se regarde

//2+lf
1-35/1+3/
4 A/ (TM 55)

This simplicity of language and structure reinforces the idea expressed 
in the poem that the universe is really immensely simple. (See in 
particular ’Le systeme du ciel, V’, discussed on page 33.) The effect 
of simplicity is increased by the internal structures of the lines, all 
of which have a stress on the fourth syllable. The effect of balance 
is most noticeable in the second line. Here, the identical rhythms 
found in the two hemistichs underline their parallelism. In the 
following lines, the cesure enjambante in -line 1, and the presence of a 
primary stress on the fifth syllable in line 3, introduce more varied 
rhythms:

Toujours pareille’ toujours nue
Elle te dit le bruit des mondes
Et tu n’entends rien que ton coeur

4A/
4/2+2/
5/-// (TM 55)

The asymmetry of the rhythm in the third line suggests a discordance 
between the rhythm of 'ton coeur’ and that of the universe. In both 
stanzas, in spite of the end-stopping, the three lines fall loosely 
into two-line groups followed by a single line.^
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The now familiar tension between fixity and expansion is seen at 
work in several ways in the poetry written in octosyllables. Many 
lines, as we have seen, are end-stopped, but the autonomy of single 
lines is frequently in tension with the presence of larger structures. 
Lines are often paired, either syntactically, or through the use of 
parallel structures, or through the presence of rhyme. Rhyme, as we 
have seen, embodies the ambivalence between fixity and expansion. It 
helps to define the lines as metrical units, while implying the 
presence of larger structures, for rhyme exists between a minimum of 
two lines. The close syntactical relationship between two lines may be 
seen in the presence of enjambement. Throughout the verse in
octosyllables, we find a tendency towards the pairing of lines which 
creates units reminiscent of lines of sixteen syllables. Even in poems 
in which the octosyllable is handled in an orthodox manner, being 
end-stopped, there is frequently, therefore, a sense of expansion 
suggestive of Seghers's later, freer, verse.

In many instances in which a certain tension is found between 
constraint and expansion, or between respect and disregard for the 
metre, this tension has a rhetorical function. Frequently, the tension 
leads to the emphasis of a particular word, for example after 
enjambement. More importantly, however, the tension may embody the 
nature of the ideas which are being expressed. In the wartime poetry, 
the idea of stasis is frequently in tension with that of turmoil, as we 
saw in Part I, while the pairing of lines may also be done in such a 
way as to convey, rhythmically, the dynamism found in the natural 
world.

3) POEMS WRITTEN IN DECASYLLABLES

The usual division for the decasyllable is 4/6, or more rarely 
• 6/4, with 5/5 as a further possibility. In the case of the first two
divisions, the six-syllable phrase will normally contain a secondary

31sttres.x Seghers’s handling of the decasyllable respects the usual 
practice of not mixing lines dividing 6/4 or 4/6 with ones dividing 
5/5.
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Poems written in decasyllables are few in number. They 
generally use rhyme.In terms of the treatment of the line, the most 
traditional of these poems is ’Le bon vin de la bouteille rousse’. In 
this poem, the lines generally have a primary stress on the fourth 
syllable, whereas in the other poems, the majority of lines have a 
stress, often a primary stress, on the fifth syllable. Here, then, is 
a stanza from ’Le bon vin de la bouteille rousse’:

Ah le bon vin! c’est la torche et la flamme 
Si haut montees que la peur les saisit 
Si haut domptees que la mort les choisit 
Folie se meurt et se meurent leurs ames...

4/3+3/
2+2/3+3/
2+2/3+3/
2+2/3+3/ (TM 35)

There are a number of elements here which are typical of Seghers’s 
poetry: the binary structure in the second part of line 1, the two 
parallel lines (lines 2 and 3), which form a more extended type of 
binary structure, and finally the binary division in the last line. In 
this line, the inversion of two otherwise parallel phrases creates a 
sense of balance which overrides the asymmetry of the line division 
(4/6).

In ’Grand Guignol' (in Le Chien de pique), the decasyllabics, 
almost without exception, divide 5/5, and there is frequently a 
secondary stress within the five-syllable hemistich. The poem is a 
satirical attack on Hitler.The repetitive 5/5 division serves to 
hammer home the attack, as in

Il buvait le feu, la foudre et la biere, 2-33/2+3/
Il buvait aussi tout son poids de plomb 2+3/1+2+3/ (p.60)

The repetitive rhythm is in part the result of the repeated phrase, ’II 
buvait’. The high frequency of stresses (four or five per ten-syllable 
line) slows down the tempo of the lines. This is particularly 
effective in the case of the second line where it underlines the sense 
of 'poids de plomb’. A further factor contributing to the insistent 
quality of the lines is the alliteration found in ’feu’ and ’foudre’.
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and in ’poids' and ’plomb’. In the following stanza from the same
poem, insistence is again a keynote:

Quittez a present le masque des fables, 2+3/2+3/
Comme des dineurs s’arrachant le cou 5/3+2/
Retrouvez vos yeux derriere les trous
Retrouvez vos voix, renversez les tables! 3+2/35+2/

The 3+2/ phrases become particularly intrusive in lines 3 and 4, where 
they coincide with the repeated impprattvve. Thh rhythm thus 
underlines the poet’s urgent call for an awareness of the need for 
renewed moral values.

A feature of ’Priere pour les vivants’, another poem in Le Chien 
de pique, ii aggii the Ofequenny with which the fifth syllable is 
stressed. There is onya neo xceptiino oa tiss, nnO hisa is in a line 
which is led into by enjambement:

Ils riront de vous et de vos paroles 3+2/5/
□’amour: Les Rois dechaux aiment les loups 2/2+2/1+3/ (p.23)

The isolation of '□’amour’ suggests the irony and derision with which 
the word will be loaded by ’Ils’. In the following lines from the same 
poem, the enjambement serves a quite different function:

Comme un Roi dechaux le denu^m’ garde 3+2/2+3/
Pour vous sa colere et pour eux ses lys 2/3/3+2/ (p.22)

The two lines are a unit linked initially by the rojapbement. This 
link is reinforced by the structure of the second line; the second term 
of the opposition is still dependent on the verb ’garde’ in the 
previous line.

Virtually all the decasyllabics I have quoted so far have four 
stresses in all; that is, one more than the norm. This is true even of 
’Le bon ' vin de la boutrvnle, rousse’, quoted on page 116, the most 
traditional of the poems in decasyllabics. The presence of four 
stresses is frequently the reflection of the binary structure of the 
lines, as in the last line quoted above, or in this one from 
’Guillaume’:

Cette attente vaine et ce bruit de chaines 3+2/3+2/ (TM 36)
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Here the binary structure is not the result of an antithesis but simply 
of the presentation of two different propositions. Seghers's treatment 
of the decasyllabic, then, shows a number of features which have 
already been seen elsewhere: the pairing of lines through parallel 
structures, or through their syntactical relationship to each other; 
and the binary division of individual lines.

When divided 5/5, the decasyllable is similar, rhythmically, to 
a pair of five-syllable lines. The effect is all the more marked when 
the five-syllable hemistichs are themselves divided into segments of 
two and three syllables. The effect of series of decasyllabics with 
these divisions combines a certain rigidity (resulting from the regular 
succession of five-syllable phrases), and a certain brokenness 
(resulting from the limping 2+3/ or 3+2/ phrases). By contrast, in 
lines dividing 4/6, there is a potential sense of expansion in the 
presence of a longer second phrase.

4) THE ALEXANDRINE

The traditional alexandrine is based on one of two models. 
First, the classical alexandrine, such as this one from Racine's 
Andromaque:

La victoire et la nuit, plus cruelles que nous 3+3/3+3/ (1,2)

The line has a clearly marked medial caesura and is end-stopped . One 
secondary stress is found in each hemistich; here, on the third and 
ninth syllables. The second model is the ternary or Romantic 
alexandrine, in which the medial caesura disappears in favour of two 
internal primary stresses. These frequently fall on the fourth and 
eighth syllables, as in this line from Hugo's poem 'Sagesse, III':

Et mes oiseaux etaient partis pour les bocages 4/4/4/^^

Alternatively, the ternary alexandrine may be divided asymmetrically, 
as in this line from 'Sagesse, V':
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Ils tiennent, quelques-uns de Cain, et tous d’Eve. 2/%+3/2+l/^

In Seghers's fixed-form poetry, the use of the alexandrine, 
compared with that of the octosyllable, is relatively infrequent.
Poems written entirely in alexandrines are also relatively few in

■5/number

Seghers's first use of the alexandrine as the predominant, but 
not necessarily exclusive, line-length in an individual poem dates from 
1940. This is no doubt not purely coincidental but linked to the 
aims of the intellectual Resistance such as those we have already seen, 
notably in Chapter 4. The use of the French language in its 
traditional forms was itself a means of defending French culture and 
language.

In the poems composed exclusively of alexandrines, many lines 
3flfollow the basic classical model. Others, however, show more complex 

rhythms, and it is on these that the discussion will centre.

(i) Binary-cum-ternary alexandrines

3;

A number of alexandrines combine elements of both the binary and 
the ternary alexandrine. For the illustration of this type of line, I 
will limit myself to one poem, 'Le carrousel'. Further similar lines 
will, however, be seen in other sections, and in Chapter 6. Here, 
then, is the first stanza of 'Le carruueel’:

4

Sans souci des amours ou mon reve s’englue 
Je m'en vais dans le ciel vivre d'autres chansons 
Dansons a cloche-pied. La vie passe, passons 
L’inconnue de l’amour s’etU peruue (Jane lee rres.

3-33/3-33/
3+3/1+2+3/
22222/22l(2l)/2/
3+3/3+3/

(TM 39)39

The lines are ail end-stopped, and each has a medial caesura. This 
superficial regularity is reinforced by the rhyme scheme. The 
regularity is superficial only, however. The second line, though 
orthodox in its basic 6/6 division, is unorthodox in its juxtaposition 
of two stresses, on ’ciel' and 'vi-'. The density caused by the 
proximity of these two stresses is countered by an effect of expansion
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resulting from the progressive spacing of stresses in the rest of the 
line: 1+2+3/. This expansion accompanies the sense of the first 
hemistich, 'Je m'en vais dans le ciel'. The third line continues the 
breakdown of orthodoxy by accumulating six stresses. In the first 
hemistich, the alternation of unstressed and stressed syllables conveys 
the sense of 'a cloche-pied’, as does the relatively slow tempo which 
results from this accumulation of stresses. In so far as the line has 
a first, regular, hemistich, it recalls a classical, binary, 
alexandrine. The rest of the line, however, presents . a further 
internal primary stress, thus creating a ternary structure in terms of 
primary stresses. The cesure lyrique after 'passe' underlines the 
meaning by creating an actual break between this phrase and the final 
'passons', aad also slows down the tempp, cceaainn a feeling of 
lassitude. In contrast with this is tth qqiicke, aammos peremptory, 
’passons'. The truc^re e ff te e iie e as a whole, then, ii both binary 
and ternary. The alternation of unstressed and stressed syllables 
creates a rhythmic parallel to ’a cloche-pied’. A similar limping 
effect is felt throughout the stanza in the alternation of regular 
lines and hemistichs (the first line and a half) and irregular ones 
(the second hemistich of line 2, and line 3). This is compounded by 
effects of repetition and echo. As well as a regular rhyme pattern, an 
echo is found in the rhyming of ’Dansons' with the word which precedes 
it, ’chansons', while 'passe' is followed by the related 'passons'. 
Further echoes are found in 'amours’ and 'amour' (lines 1 and 4); in 
'vais', ’vivre’ and 'vie' (lines 2 and 3); and in .'incoiiue', 'perdue' 
and 'rues' (line 4). Throughout the stanza, the mixing of rhythms and 
the use of irregularly recurring echoes create formal analogies for the 
disorientating effect of the carrousel’s movement. The roundabout is 
itself an image of the disorientating effects, both porlm and impporlm.
of the War. 40
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(ii) Lines with enjambement

Where enjambement is present, further rhythmic possibilities 
emerge. The following lines are from 'Invocation aux planetes. I', in 
Le Futur anterieur:

(...)
Du feu mysterieux de la lumiere, quand 2+4+4(+1)/1/
L'autre nuit vit dans l'homme environne de nuit 1+2/1+2/4+2/

(p.22)

The first line is not a classical alexandrine, although the initial two 
segments are suggestive of such a line, and there is a stress (but 
secondary only) on the sixth syllable. The primary stress falls 
unusually late in the line; on the tenth syllable. In the second line, 
a marked rise in intonation on 'homme' will help to avoid, to the 
hearer at least, a possible ambiguity: 'environne' refers to ’1’homme' 
and not 'l'autre nuit'. The enjambement results in a lengthening of 
'quand' and an apparent pause. This is unusual on a grammatical word 
such as 'quand' (which is, furthermore, a rhyme word). Throughout the 
lines, the heavy accentuation emphasises the mysterious quality of the 
light while also suggesting the dense unyielding nature of the 
darkness. The effect is further increased by the disruption of the 
metre: ‘ in the context of this poem, the first line is unusual in 
having neither a typical binary nor a ternary division. The 
enjambement introduces a further element of disruption, while, in line 
2, this is followed by an 'extra' primary stress on the third syllable. 
These factors combine in such a way that the lines' metre becomes 
obscured, this amorphousness suggesting the obscurity of the night.

In the following lines from 'Allemands beaux enfants', another 
poem in Le Futur anterieur, the enjambement occasions the presence of a 
primary stress early in the second line:

L'horloge humaine en vous ne bat plus vous etiez 2+2+2/3/3/
Une pate liee de grandeur et de biere 373+3+3/ (p.49)

The regular iambic rhythm in the first hemistich of the first line 
suggests the regular ticking of a clock. The isolation of ’ne bat 
plus', after which there is a strongly marked pause, creates a rhythmic
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parallel to the metaphorical stopping of the heartbeat. The first line 
is another example of an alexandrine which is both binary and ternary, 
having a first caesura after the sixth syllable, and a further one 
after the ninth. As in all lines where enjambement occurs, there is a 
tension between the rhythm suggested by the sense and syntax, and that 
suggested by the metre, which calls for the line-endings to be marked 
by a stress and a pause. The ambivalence ' of the rhythm continues, for 
the enjambement creates a six-syllable phrase, 'vous etiez une pate 
liee’, straddling the line-ending. The absence of a rhyme word from 
the first line (as from the first line of all earlier stanzas) means 
that the interference between metre and syntax is less in evidence in 
this case than it might be. By this stage in the poem, however, a 
certain expectation on the level of the metre has been established, as 
all lines up to now have been end-stopped.

Another example of a ternary alexandrine ending with enjambement 
is found in these lines from ’Le carrousel', a poem which has already 
been discussed in (i) above. The first of the two lines which follow 
has a symmetrical ternary division:

0 brouillard, le soleil se dechire, on dirait 3/3+3/3/
Que sa laine s'envole aux quatre draps des rrvve 3+3/222+2/

(IM 39)

In having a middle phrase of six syllables, the equivalent of an 
orthodox hemistich, the line also recalls a binary alexandrine. The 
symmetry of this line, and its adherence to a rhyme scheme which 
continues in the second half of the stanza, combine in promoting the 
perception of this line as an alexandrine. In tension with the rhythm 
of the line as a unit, however, is the rhythm created by the syntax, 
which runs over the line-ending. snis ansaonUon oesnes the movement 
into infinite space suggested by tht wardr themselves. The sense of 
dynamism, is enhanced in line 2 by the liaison over tth ccassra, whihh 
ensures a degree of continuity through the line as a i/TaXe. The 
presence of an unstable s at the end of both ’leSne’ and ’quatre' 
introduces an element of slight instability, such that the rhythm of 
the line as a whole further conveys the idea of dynamism present in the 
suggestion of the wind, and in the image of dispersal.
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(ill) The regular patterning of the alexandrine with another
line-length

A small number of poems use the alexandrine as one of two 
alternating lnne-mengths,77 In ’Poete’, the rhythmical effects gained 
from alternating alexandrines and octosyllables are quite complex. As 
can be seen in the following quotation, the lines are paired, 
syntactically;

Au monstre des secrets je plie sans jamais rompre 2+4/2+4/
Jusqu’a l'existence et la voix, 3+2/3/

Je me lie a mon temps qui roule entre mes oilt!e 3+3/2+4/
4 Comme un bracelet d’or ou d'ambre. 3+3/2/

(TM 54)

The true rhyme (’voix : doigts'), and the approximate rhyme ('rompre ; 
ambre’) further unify these lines. The effect is one of fluidity, and 
perhaps one of uncertainty for the reader as to the metre. This 
ambiguity is suited to the subject of the poem, which concerns the 
poet’s work of giving form to the fluidity of language and ideas. The 
sense of fluidity is enhanced by the variety of rhythms within 
individual lines, as in the third. Furthermore, in the second 
hemistich of this line, the slight suspension on ’enerm’ caused by the 
presence of the unstable e, followed by a dropping of the pitch on 
'doigts', will suggest a downwards sliding movement. In the remaining 
stanzas of the poem, the rhythms are equally varied, as in the last 
stanza:

Sur mes chariots la vie balance ses navnems 4/22274/'
De foin, de mers et de parfums 2/2/4/

Et je feins d^ublier le debut et la fin 3+3/3+3/
4 Il n’est de reel que de dire. 5/3/

The regular ternary division of the first line produces a rocking 
effect. This is enhanced by the cesure mnjambantm and by the 
enjambement, which call for a slight pause and suspension in pitch on 
both ’balance' and ’navnems’. This lilting rhythm conveys the meaning 
of ’balance’. The effect is continued in the second line. Here, 
rather than a fall in intonation on 'foin', resolving the suspension 
caused by the enjambement, the intonation is again a rising one as 
'foin' is but the first element of a list of three. The sense of
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impulse running throughout these two lines is countered by the 
classical regularity of the third line, and finally, in the last line, 
by the presence of a final short segment. Following as it does the 
five-syllable segment, this short segment gives an impression of 
finality. It also gives emphasis to the statement 'Il n'est de reel 
que de dire', thereby underlining the significance of language to the 
poet. The poem's central theme is that of the creation of poetry, and 
the concretisation of the self in the language of poetry.

Another poem using the same basic pattern of line-lengths and 
rhyme as 'Poete' is 'Regards', from Le Domaine public. As in 'Poete', 
the form is exploited in such a way as to express fluidity;

Aurore de mes yeux en vous memes (sic) beants 
Ouverts au ciel insaisissable,

Fuyards comme le temps dans son moule de sable 
4 Qui se coule et va s'ecoutant

2+4/3+3/
2+2.;4/'
2/4/3+3/
3/2+3/ (p.84)

Here, the fluidity is that between the outside world and that of the 
poet's consciousness. The poet's eyes are open on themselves (line 1) 
and on the outside world (line 2). (The dialectical relationships 
implied here have been discussed in Chapter 4.) The sense of fluidity 
in these lines stems as much from the syntax as from the actual 
rhythms. To the hearer of the verse, there must be some ambiguity. 
First, in the first line, 'vous memes' (sic) refers to 'mes yeux' and 
not to 'Aurore'. Second, 'Fuyards' (line 3) also refers to ’mes yeux', 
and not to 'ciel'. In the second line, the liaison in 'ouverts au’ and 
in 'ciel insaisissable' has a similar binding function. In lines 3 and 
4, the feeling of continuity stems from the rhyme (involving the liquid 
consonant [1]) and assonance in 'moule', 'coule' and ’s'ecoutant'. 
Finally, alliteration on [s] and [z] further binds the lines.

In 'D’une maison', every fourth line is a six-syllable line, and 
is thus related metrically to the other lines. In the second stanza, 
for example, the six-syllable line, metrically speaking, represents a 
return to regularity:

Ln bateau de grand ciel au-dessus des forets 3+3/3+3/
Une brume qui se dissipe et disparait 3+5/4/
Comme au jeu des images 3+3/ (TM 49)
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The second line, as a ternary alexandrine, is in contrast with both the 
first line and the third. The long, eight-syllable, phrase is 
suggestive of the nebulous quality of the mists. This is further 
enhanced by the liaison between the second and third segments. The 
liaison gives rise to an apparent pause while ensuring a certain 
continuity. The frontiers between segments and phrases are in this way 
marked, and yet also masked in so far as they do not correspond 
precisely to word endings. The line ends, however, with a four- 
syllable segment, recalling an orthodox ternary alexandrine. The 
overall progression of the line towards more orthodox structure may be 
seen as reflecting the sense: the dissolving away of mist. This 
resolution combines into the third line, a six-syllable line, which has 
the structure of a classical hemistich.

Io the same poem, the use of sojambsmsot gives rise to further 
variety of rhythm, as here:

La liaison, ce qqu ffi-t, qq’oo aSmesaSi eenssbll 3/3/42-2/
Il y faudrait unn voox upiu ffort e’ 4/322L/3>/
Bleu du coeur e’ dde moist 1/2+3/

Brulerait la (...) l+3/(...)

The first of these three lines is another binary-cum-ternary 
alexandrine by virtue of the distribution of the primary stresses. The 
asymmetry of the second line, a ternary alexandrine, is compounded by 
the rime snjaobants between this and the third line. The instability 
this occasions is not, in this case, resolved by the return of a 
regular metrical line, although it is to some extent compensated for by 
the binary structure of the final phrase, 'du coeur et des mots'. On 
the whole, in this stanza, the sense of a lack of definition on the 
level of the metre remains uppermost. This is analogous to the meaning 
of ’ce qui fuit’ and 'encens'. Dislocation and ambiguity continue, 
moreover, for ’l'mceris’ is not the object of 'Il y faudrait' but the 
subject of the verb 'Brulsraxt', which is found only at the beginning 
of the next stanza. In this instance, the syntax, too, has a shifting 
quality, analogous to the visual image of the smoke of incense.
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(iv) The use of occasional, short lines amidst alexandrines

There are a number of poems which use an occasional short line
amidst alexandrines. This feature anticipates the use of mixtures of
line-lengths found in later freed verse, discussed in the second part 
of Chapter 6, below.

The last line of ’L'etranger, III' from Le Chien de pique, has 
only ten syllables. In the context of the whole of the last stanza, 
the effects are various:

Il tendra ses mains d'herbe et de saint homme, ermite
3+g+l/3+l/2/

A la porte laissant le passe, l'avenir, 3J+3/3/
Tel un voeu de silence a sa bouche fleurir 3+3/3+3/
Pour vous, et pour le mal que ' vous lui fites. '//.+jr// (=10)

(p.37)

The first line, an alexandrine, is freely structured in accumulating 
stresses, and it ends, furthermore, with enjambement. The second line, 
too, is relatively unorthodox in having two internal primary stresses, 
on the third and ninth syllables. The third line, however, marks a 
return to regularity, suggesting the calm order of the future as 
promised by the prophet-like figure of the hermit. The fourth line 
again creates an impression of regularity, thanks to the symmetrically 
divided final phrase. The fact that the line is short (just ten 
syllables, rather than twelve) and concludes the rhyme pattern adds a 
further note of finality, suggesting that the past is being left behind 
to make way for the future.

In a poem from Le Domaine public, 'Paris-Pentecote', a shorter 
final lines serves more obviously as a concluding line, and in this 
case stands out as being considerably shorter:

Ce qu'on y voit, ce sont ses plaies et ses tortures
///+//

Ce qu'on y lit, ce sont les crimes de Juda (sic) ///+//
Les chevaux dans le ciel se cabrent. Pas et pas /+/+2(+l)/l+2/ 
Lourds, pesants, du fer et des armures... 1/2/2+// (=9)

(pp.15-16)
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After two regular ternary alexandrines, the second half of the stanza 
is rhythmically more varied. In the third line, the caesura, a 
cesure. lyrique, falls late in the line. The rhythm of the phrase 'dans 
le ciel se cabrent' is ambivalent. The segment 'dans le ciel' can be 
associated with either of the two segments which surround it, though I 
prefer t° read the phrase with a slightly stronger pause after 
'chevaux' than after ’ciel'. This throws 'dans le ciel' into relief, 
preventing it from being passed over as something quite unexceptional. 
The heavy accentuation of the line (five stresses in all) and the 
strong pause and faltering rhythm of the cesure lyrique are suggestive 
of the violent movement of the horses. The further slowing down of the 
tempo by the juxtaposition of two stresses in ’pas / Lourds' echoes the 
sense of these words. The first three segments of line 4 are short: 
the accumulation of stresses continues. The heaviness is complemented 
by the classicism of the end of the line, which has the form of an 
orthodox hemistich, and uses vocabulary reminiscent of that of 
classical drama.

(v) The alexandrine in stanzaic poems of mixed line-lenqths

A number of poems, though not written exclusively in any one 
metre, or with any regular patterning of different line-lengths, have 
the appearance of regular fixed-form poems.^3 These poems are written 
in what I term freed verse. They illustrate a type of verse in which 
orthodox prosody and free verse are in tension with each other. Freed 
verse will be further defined and discussed in Chapter 6.

One poem which falls into this category is 'Le beau travail', a 
poem which mixes lines of eight, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen and 
fifteen syllables, grouped into three stanzas of four, three, and four 
lines, respectively. In the second part of Chapter 6, we will see in 
detail the rhythmic interplay between lines of different lengths. With 
regard to ’Le beau travail’, it is, rather, the function of the 
alexandrines as such which I would like to pinpoint. The groups of 
lines are separated from each other by a refrain-like line which stands 
alone. These lines are alexandrines, as is the first line of the poem:

J'ai chante mes amours sur de grands chevaux noirs 3+3/3+3/
(TM 26)
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In being distinguished from the other lines, both on the printed page 
and by their metre (there are, however, other alexandrines in the poem 
amongst the grouped lines), and also by their syntactic independence, 
the lines are given great importance. Indeed, in their use of the verb 
’chanter’ they can be interpreted as expanding on the poem's title: 
the ’beau travail' is that of the poet. The use of alexandrines for 
these lines is therefore significant. In a poem written during the 
war, their very presence suggests an affirmation of the value of what 
is traditional.

In other poems using a mixture of line-lengths, there is a 
predominance of alexandrines.^ One of these poems is 'Le Vert- 

Galant’, from Le Chien de pique. I shall limit myself to one stanza 
from this poem to illustrate the creation of rhythmic tensions:

Des chalands descendaient sur l’eau grise et la brume
3+3+3/3/

Sur eux se refermait. Des sirenes, des cris 2+4/373/
Etouffes, l’odeur du soir humide et pauvre qui s’allume

3/2+2/2+2A4/ (=15)
4 Aux feux des derniers ponts, comme des feux pourris

2+2+2/4+2/ (p.38)

The tension arises from the overlapping of the metre, which calls for 
the accentuation of the line-ending, and the syntax, calling for 
accentuation at the end of a syntactic unit. The first of these four 
lines is apparently an orthodox classical alexandrine, and may at first 
seem complete in itself, syntax and metre coinciding. The second line 
makes it clear, however, that 'la brume’ is actually a new subject. 
Consequently, ’grise’ has a primary stress, because it is at the end of 
a clause, and an apparent pause is marked. Although enjambement is 
possible between lines 2 and 3, an actual pause after ’cris’ is 
effective in throwing 'Etouffes’ into relief. The remainder of the 
third line has the structure of a ternary alexandrine. Whether this 
structure will be perceived by the hearer of the poem will depend on 
the degree to which ’Etouffes’ is separated from both ’cris’, which it 
qualifies, and the rest of the line to which it belongs. The result of 
the enjambement in this series of lines, and of the potential 
enjambement between lines 2 and 3, is to create a number of phrases of
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nine or approximately nine syllables, ending with 'grise' (nine 
syllables), 'refermait' (nine syllables), 'Etouffes’ (nine syllables), 
'Pau(vre)’ (eight syllables) and ’ponts' (ten syllables). This itself 
creates a lulling effect in the rhythm which is perhaps suggestive of 
lapping water. Here, as in all lines with rhyme where enjambement 
occurs, the perception of the rhyme as such, and so to some extent of 
the lines as units, will depend for the hearer on the rhyme words being 
emphasised by a suspension of the voice. At the same time, awareness 
of the presence of the near-regular phrases, which span the line- 
endings, will depend on precisely the opposite; that is, the line- 
endings will have to be smoothed over, or read without a pause or 
apparent pause. Throughout these lines, the effect of the overlapping 
rhythms of syntax and metre is to create a sense of fluidity and 
uncertainty; a formal analogy to the shifting water and mist depicted 
in the lines, which also suggests the moral climate of the times. At 
the same time as it suggests fluidity, the rhythm also suggests 
stifling. This is the case in line /, where the pause following 
'Etouffes’ creates an effect analogous to the stifling of a scream.

5) LINES OF ELEVEN AND THIRTEEN SYLLABLES

The eleven-syllable line is considered by some as a curtailed 
alexandrine./^ My discussion of Seghers’s treatment of the line draws 

attention to a number of echoes of the alexandrine. Yet if Seghers’s 
eleven-syllable lines create a sense of uncertainty, this is due as 
much to the use of many different stress patterns as to any frustration 
of the expectation of an alexandrine. In the context of an autonomous 
poem, written in eleven-syllable lines, no such expectation is 
established. Echoes of alexandrines, in the structure of the lines, do 
occasionally suggest tentative alexandrines, but this effect may itself 
be undermined by the presence of enjambement.

There are just three poems which use the eleven-syllable line as 
their norm. These are ’Dans la nuit' (TM 21-22), ’Aout /1' (TM 2/-2/), 
and 'Automne' (TM 52).^ The clearest echoes of alexandrines will be 
found in those lines which have a basic 5/6 or 6/5 division; that is, 
which contain the equivalent of the hemistich of an alexandrine. Such
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lines are, however, infrequent. The following line comes from 'Aout
41':

Le pole etait hante. La-bas, la Pologne 2+4/2/3/

Mourait. (...) (TM 23-24)

Syntactically speaking, the most important break in the line is after 
the sixth syllable, but the rhythmic effect of the line as a whole is 
not simply that of a truncated alexandrine, or of a line which falls 
short of some expectation, for there is a further primary stress on 
’bas'. Furthermore, the enjambement precludes the line from being 
heard unambiguously as a truncated alexandrine. The voice does not 
fall on ' Pologne', marking a break in the sense, but rather the 
intonation rises here, and the last syllable is lengthened, implying a 
continuation of the sense, while the rhyme marks the line-ending.

In ’Dans la nuit', the line which comes nearest to a classical 
alexandrine is this one:

Et pouvez-vous toujours chanter l'avenir 2+4/2+3/ (TM 21)

Although, as in a classical alexandrine, the sixth syllable is 
stressed, the rhythm of the line as a whole is ambivalent. It does not 
indubitably fall into a 6/5 division. As an uxxliiary, ’puuooir’, 
needs another infinitive to follow, and the intervening 'toujours' 
belongs to both vvrrs aa oonc. II rreceive a primly stress for
rhetorical rather tthn syntactical reasons. 47

Before leaving the subject of ’truncated alexandrines', it is 
worth mentioning tte effect of 11x11. dividing 5/6. These are very 
rare. The following example is from 'Automne':

Le vert des feuilles, les feuilles des bouleaux 2+2(+l)/2+4/
(TM 52)

Here, the repetition of 'feuiU^' serves as a link between the 
hemistichs, to which it gives something of a classical balance. The
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context of the line must, however, be kept in mind. The line is led 
into by enjambement;

Ah! c'est peut-etre celui-la qui retire 1/3+4///
Le vert des feuilles, les feuilles des bouleaux 2+2(+l)/2+4/

The rather uneven rhythm of the line and a half preceding the final 
six-syllable phrase is countered by this phrase’s classical 
familiarity. This is not to say, however, that the reaction to these 
six syllables will necessarily be as to a classical hemistich. Both 
these lines do, however, alls rrccll the classical alexandrine in 
having four stresses.

A number of ootee iiess , whle e nno bbrdknn 6//> Ivc e soee 
degree of stress on the sixth syllable. A primary stress may fall 
before the sixth syllable in these lines, resulting in a rhythm even 
more remote from that of a classical alexandrine, particularly when 
enjaobeoeit is present. In ’Dans la nuit’, the effect achieved is one 
of meandering, of being lost in the night, or of a restless and erratic 
movement, as here;

Est-ce toi ce troupeau de nuit, la colere 
Contenue, avec des airs d’airs defendus 
Dans la nuit, est-ce toi grondant et tendu 
Vers le jour ee eeer el eii! a nouveau clairs?

//2+////
3/4/1+3/
3///2+//
3+4/4/ (JT1 21)

The enjambement between lims 1 aan 2 has thh addde effect of 
suggesting the repression of anger; or, rather, it is suddenly hate we 
realise that the anger cannot be given free reie. By contrast with 
this, in the last line, the absence of a primary stress before the 
seventh syllable combines with the enjambeoent from the previous line 
to heighten the sense of a long nomadic trek whose goal is but distant 
and vague.

Many eleven-syllable lines, particularly in 'Dans la nuit’, are 
characterised not by the near-symmetry of their structure, but by their 
asymmetry. The second of the lines quoted above is an example. Here, 
the asymmetry is linked with the enjambement e ae we haee sen,, 
enj ambient frequently leads to a primary stress falling early in the
second of the lines involved. The phrase ’Dans la nuit’ is isolated at
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the beginning of f/e t/ird dine of each ssanza, thereby cceating a 
caesura at the third syllable, as in the limf;; above, and likewise 
here:

Et pouvez-vous toujours chanter l'avenir 2+4/2+3/
Dans la nuit? 0 mon pays qui sait tenir 3/4/4/
Son drapeau (—) //(,..) (TM 21)

This example also illustrates the use of a ternary division (line 2). 
While a ternary structure can be seen as a form of rhythmic symmetry 
(or near symmetry, in this case, the first segment being only slightly 
shorter than the others), snntacticaly/ speaking, the line is
asymmetrical. The e/cond dpimarr sstres coincides with a lesser
syntactic break than the first.

'Automne' opens with a series of ternary lines:

Les chemins qui se perdaient dans la colline //////
On eut dit qu'ils s'en cllcttnt jusqu’au ciel ~$/l//"// (=10)

(TIM 52)

While the ternary structure of an eleven-syllable line is suggestive of 
that of c ternary alexandrine, decasyllabics also frequently have three 
sttrsess. The second line from ' Automne' is i^sel a ternary
decasyllabic. The overriding effect of these two lines together seems 
to me to be one of regularity, arising from the exclusive use of three- 
and four-syllable segments. In the case of a ternary eleven-syllable 
line using three- and four-syllable segments, it can be argued that the 
line is as close an approximation to a decasyllabic as to an 
alexandrine.

In 'Aout /1’, the presence of enjambement is again linked with 
cssmmttrtica structures:

(...)
Qui lis^ent a'cvtntr vert dans la trip^lle 3+3+-1/4/
Des boeufs ouverts. Les pelisses eet.te lle maCtaes
FHaie^ dans les villes bile saag. C'ettat comme 2/3+2+1/3/

Un grand irciTcn. (...) 2+2/(..))
(TM 2/-)
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The most effective reading of these lines would be to pause at the end 
of lines 1 and 3, with perhaps a slight rise in intonation. The words 
withheld would thus receive all the more emphasis. The sense of the 
sentence running over lines 2 and 3 suggests that here no pause, either 
apparent or actual, should be marked, so as not to slow down the tempo 
and contradict the sense of *FilaXent'. Paradoxically, the two ways of 
reading the enjambement both contribute to a sense of being caught up 
in a nightmarish world. In the first case, this is done by the 
dislocation of the sense and the rhythm, and in the second,by a degree 
of disregard for the line-ending in favour of the sense.

It is possible to see the eleven-syllable line as a
disintegrated alexandrine, and so its use may be seen as a further
expression of wartime disorder. Yet . to define the line, as used by 

Zl9Seghers, as an 'alexandrine manque' seems XnnadruaUa. Seeeass's
treatment of the eleven-syllable line suggests characteristics both of 
the alexandrine and of the drcasylXaSle. It may, on the one hand, have 
two roughly equal hemistichs, or it may, on the other hand, present a 
ternary structure similar to that of the decasyllabic as well as to 
that of a ternary alexandrine. The ambivalent nature of the line is 
frequently further compounded by the presence of etjambelient, which 
creates a further distance between the eleven-syllable line and the 
orthodox classical alexandrine.

In only one poem, ’Octobre 41', is the thirteen-syllable line
used as the standard line. If only because its use is exceptional, the
line merits attention, but ’Octobre 41' is also a poem to which I have
frequently referred in Part I. The line’s length and the absence of a 

enfixed caesura make the thirteen-syllable line very flexible.

Like the eleven-syllable line, the thirteen-syllable line may 
recall an alexandrine if its basic division is 6/7 or 7/6. The 
following line, with its total of four stresses, and its 6/7 division 
does have a certain classicism:

Cinquante sans iefaX0s, ils etaXent fils de chez nous 2+4/4+3/ 
(TM 19)
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This classicism is heightened by the apposition between the two 
hemistichs.

By santast, , the first two lines of the poem illustrate the 
potential distinctness of the thirteen-syllable line from the 
alexandrine;

Le vent qui pousse les Mannes de feuilles mortes 
Octobre, quand la eendsnge est faite dans le sang

2/2+4+/+2/
2(+l)/4+2/&/

Neither of these lines resembles an alexandrine. The first is 
noteworthy for the number of stresses. Whereas it is quite rare to 
find alexandrines with five stresses, such lines occur quite frequently 
in ’Octobre 41’, In the first line above, the long series of secondary 
stresses leads to a sense of restlessness. The sequence of short 
segments is suggestive of the wind blowing endlessly in successive 
gusts, the leaves only settling with the word ’mortes’. The suggestion 
is heightened by the presence of an unstable e at the end of ’pousse’, 
'cslsnnes’ and ’feu^les’, which creates a buoyancy in the rhythm.

In the absence of any fixed caesura, rhyme is important in this 
poem in preventing an impression of smosphaussess,51 This is
particularly true where cijambeoent is present, as at the beginning of 
the second stanza:

Dans la neige du monde, dans Shiver blanc, il porte
/+/(+l)/2+2/2/

Des taches rouges ou la colere s^largit 2+2/5+4/

The word ’porte’ will be echoed in ’portes’ at the end of the third 
line of the stanza. The cnjaobemcnt here helps to create a certain 
continuity, and thus a rhythmic parallel to the sense of ’e^largi-t’. 
The presence of an unstable e, in the second line, on each of ’taches’ 
and ’colere’, as well as at the cesure enjambante,' again has an effect 
on the sense of expansion by resulting in a slight lengthening of 
’ta-’, ’rou-’ and ’-le-’.^Z

The poems written in eleven- and thirteen-syllable lines are all 
wartime poems. This fact might suggest that the use of approximate
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alexandrines was a deliberate undermining of the more traditional 
line-length as a reflection of the undermining of political and moral 
order. While this is certainly a possibility, Seghers's handling of 
both line-lengths gives rise to a great variety of rhythms. As such, 
it seems unlikely that the hearer of these poems will have any sense of 
the lines being 'imperfect' alexandrines.

Conclusion

Most of Seghers's fixed-form poems date from the early 
collections, and include many of the wartime poems. The use of 
traditional forms during this period was a concretisation of one of the 
aims of the intellectual Resistance: the defence of the French 
linguistic heritage. The formal conservatism had a place in a forward
looking movement, playing its part in the drive towards the creation of 
a new, free France.

This tension is seen at work in Seghers's handling of the verse. 
Many poems, or individual stanzas, are, as we have seen, superficially 
regular. They use end-stopped lines of equal length and a regular 
rhyme scheme. There is, however, a tendency towards the creation of 
larger, particularly two-line, units. This may be done syntactically, 
with or without enjambement, or through the use of parallel structures. 
Parallel structures themselves have a paradoxical effect. In 
consecutive lines, they define each line (a definition which is 
syntactic) while at the same time creating a bond between the lines 
concerned, for they may suggest a degree of equivalence of synonymity 
between the parallel elements.

The presence of enjambement in rhymed verse embodies 
particularly clearly this tension between, on the one hand, the line as 
a unit, and, on the other, larger structures. The rhyme word may be 
seen as having a constraining effect, defining the line, pinpointing 
its end, while the syntax overflows, creating an opposite effect; one 
of expansion. Rime enjambante is a particular form of enjambement. 
Where enjambement is present in conjunction with rhyme, the metre is
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respected in so far as the rhyme is present and marks the line-ending. 
In rime enjambante, however, the metre itself undergoes a degree of 
undermining. The line-ending, as defined by the rhyme, becomes 
indistinct, for the phonemes which make up the rhyme are spread over 
the line-ending. Rime enjambante is thus another embodiment of the 
tension between prosodic conservatism (seen in the presence of rhyme) 
and a greater freedom.

The creation of units larger than the line, particularly when 
rhyme is absent, leads to a degree of rhythmic fluidity and expansion 
which often reflects the dynamism of the themes of the verse. The 
dynamism of the verse, and the use of mixtures of line-lengths in 
fixed-form poems, anticipate the later, freer, verse, which is the 
subject of Chapter 6.

Also implicit in many of the features analysed in Chapter 5 is a 
tension, in the reader’s experience of the verse, between what the eye 
sees (a certain regularity), and the dictatss ff sesee and syntax. 
Sense and syntax frequently reveal different units, and result in 
emphasis at points other than the line-endings. For the hearer of the 
verse, this tension between metrical regularity (of which he may 
possibly not be aware) and syntax seems likely to result in a general 
impression of dynamism.

We have seen that Seghers appears to have a possibly instinctive 
predilection for eight-syllable phrases. At the same time, however, 
the sense of dynamism in the verse, seen in enjambement and the 
presence of syntactic units which are longer than one line, suggests 
that the finished poem to some extent directly reflects the dynamism of 
its creation: the words, as they emerge from the poet’s subconscious, 
do not yield to purely metrical constraints, and spill over into 
further lines. , The rhythms of the poet’s language, as well as the 
language itself, thus themselves embody the dialectical relationship 
between the poet’s self and the outside world. Analogies may be drawn 
between the rhythms of the verse and the dynamism of the universe which 
the verse depicts, but these same rhythms may also reflect the poet’s 
language as it sprang from his subconscious.
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CHAPTER SIX

FREED VERSE

At the opposite extreme from regular, fixed-form poetry is free
verse. Between the two is freed verse.

Free verse is distinguished from freed verse in presenting an 
almost arbitrary aspect in regard to the length of the lines (that is, 
in terms of thehr numUmb o f fyyllable). A line of free verse may 
resemble, in Morier’s words, a ’simppl bout de pdease mis a la ligne’^ 
generally ending, then, at a break, however slight, in the syntax. 
Lines of free verse do not usually use regular rhyme, nor are they 
normally arranged in stanzas of equal or near equal numbers of lines.

In freed verse, on the other hand, we find an approximation to a
norm. The lilin a f a p opm nuigh, for example, all hover between
eleven, twelve and thirteen syllables, approximating to the
alexandrine. Alternatively, a poem might use an arbitrary mixture of
two different precise or approximate line-lengths. The lines may be
grouped to form stanzas of equal or disparate lengths, and may use some
rhyme. Some of the poems seen in Chapter 5 may be defined as freed
verse, notably those using a variety of line-lengths, such as ’Le
Vert-Galant’ (see pages 128-129). Freed verse also admits the
possibility of a disregard of certain rules, or the use of replacement 

Orules.a Between strictly regular fixed-form poems and free verse,
■5then, many degrees of relative freedom are possible.

From the first of the suites, Racines, onwards, virtually all 
individual poems (that is, sections of a suite) fall into the category 
of freed verse.^ Before concentrating on the freed verse, I will look 
first at two poems which may be considered to be free verse.
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The earliest and most readily perceptible example of a poem in 
free verse is 'Septembre 1939', which I will quote in full:

Au dela des limites de la vie, il y a toujours une vie nouvelle
3P5+4/4/3+2/ (=19)

Dont les frontieres sont inconnues. 4//3^-2r// (=9)
Au dela des jours sans souvenirs 3+2/4/ (=9)

4 Il y a toujours une condition d'un autre domaine
' 4/5/2+3/ (=14)

Il y a toujours un air plus vif, un ciel plus clair
4/2+2/2+2/ (=12)

Une aspiration immense dont tu ne te savais pas capable,
2+3+2/1+2+2/ (=17)

Une rupture 4/ (=4)

8 Elle engendre une naissance emerveillee. ~/4</41// (=11)
(TIM 14)

The notation helps to highlight the degree to which the lines diverge 
from traditional fixed-form verse. There are, however, elements which 
are reminiscent of fixed-form verse. The first line, though very long, 
is conventional in being divided, at least syntactically, into two 
almost equal hemistichs. In context, line 5 also stands out for the 
binary structure, and iambic rhythm, of *un air plus vif, un ciel plus 
clair'. The regularity of the rhythm of these phrases, and of the line 
as a whole (the line is a ternary alexandrine), suggests order and 
harmony in nature, though the dynamism of existence is the poem's 
central theme. Lines 2 and 3, which are both nine-syllable lines, 
likewise both have near-equal hemistichs, dividing, the one, 4/5, and 
the other, 5/4. Although these are not the most orthodox divisions of 
the nine-syllable line, the near-regularity does add to the sense of 
balance. Other structuring devices are present, notably identical and 
parallel phrases. A repeated element at the beginning of successive 
lines (as in lines 4 and 5) helps to define these lines as units. 
Here, the 'll y a' also recalls the second hemistich of the first line. 
The oscillation between identical elements which are separated by 
phrases that are rhythmically different from each other creates a 
dynamism in the rhythm of the ■ poem as a whole, a tension between like 
ahd unlike elements. Similar remarks can be made of 'Au dela' which is 
complemented first by 'des limites de la vie' (3+4/), and in the second 
instance by 'des jours sans souvenirs' (2/4/). There is, however, a 
degree of semantic similarity between 'des limites de la vie' and 'des
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jours sans souvenirs’ which is enhanced by their each being introduced 
in an identical way. As a result, the two propositions seem virtually 
synonymous with each other. There is a similar relationship between 
'il y a toujours une vie nouvelle / Dont les frontieres sont inconnues' 
(lines 1-2) and 'Il y a toujours une condition d'un autre domaine' 
(line 4). The.phrase 'il y a toujours' is common to both, while there 
is a semantic similarity between the remainder of each. In lines 1-2, 
the very length of the phrase 'une vii ... inconnues' (the complement 
of 'il y a') is ugggestvee f f iffintee spatial or temporal expansion. 
In line 4, on this other hann, tte suggestion of limitation in 
'condition' and 'domaine' is reflected rhythmically in so far as the 
whole phrase (that is, the complement of 'Il y a') occupies just this 
one line.

The interweaving of similar elements in different positions of 
their respective lines sets up a kind of counterpointing between the 
lines as metrical units on the one hand, and that of the parallel 
syntactic elements on the other. The tension between the two is 
similar to that created by enjambement. (Other examples of 
counterpointing will be seen in this chapter.) This counterpointing, 
and the variety of line-lengths prentne, reeitet the dynamism of 
existence which forms the central theme of 'Septembre 1939'.

A sense of dynamism is present notably in line 6. This is the 
result of its length, the infrequency of primary stresses in the line 
(which results in a relatively quick tempo), and the cesure enjambante. 
This third feature lengthens the second syllable of 'immense', while at 
the same time carrying the impetus through into the second hemistich. 
Both effects heighten awareness of the immensity. Furthermore, the 
long, six-syllable segment increases the sense of impetus by increasing 
the tempo.^ In contrast with the sense of dynamism in line 6 is the 
abruptness • of line 7. At this point, the poem's structure is closely 
analogous to the meaning, thanks to the separation of the line 'Une 
rupture' from the others. The line is even harsh, phonetically, with 
its repetition of [y].
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The one example of free verse found in the suites comes from 
Racines. Here is the whole poem;

Ce n’est pas un appel des mondes morts qui monte ici de ces
debris 3+3+2+2/2+2+4/ (=18)

Et les theorbes des arbres foudroyes ne resonnent pas comme des
jarres ' - ■

mortuaires. Le temps qui murmure ou siffle selon les vents,
la soie des nuits 3(+l)/2+3/2T$/2+2/ (=20)

4 bruissent ou se dechirent pour des amours toujoura jaarilless.
lA((+l)/4+4/ (=15)

Les millena^es qui se ssnn couches n’ont DoitaL'instant suffit 4/%/2+2/2+2/ (=18)
pour resiembler la vie passee dans un buisson toujours vivace

4+2+2/4+2+2/ (=16)
Et la balle tra^ante du martin-pecheur qui jaillit

3+3/3+3/3/ (=15)
8 Bleue 1/ (=1)

dit a la foret que la foret em^re. , 1-44/4+2/ .(=11)
(TM 98)

The very length of the lines again suggests dynamism by creating a 
sense of restlessness. A peculiarity of this poem is the tension 
created by, on the one hand, the very length of the longest lines 
(lines 2 and 3), and, on the other hand, the presence of enjambement. 
Whereas this length, in the absolute, suggests uncounted, free verse, 
the presence of the enjambemrne at the end of line 2 may suggest that 
the line has been cut off at this point because it has reached some 
required, or metrical, length.^ The enjambemene does, however, throw 
’mortua^es ’ into relief in a way which would not be possible if the 
word were simply at the end of the line. The cesure lyrique which 
follows ’mortua^es’ further throws the word into evidence by isolating 
it, the pause underlining the meaning. Lines 2 and 3 are exceptionally 
long. The first three lines are, furthermore, of approximately equal 
length. Given this combination of factors (similarity of line-lengths 
and enjapbement), the implication is, perhaps, that these lines are not 
to be considered as free verse, but as a particularly free form -of 
freed verse. The use of enj apbememe between .lines of approximately 
equal length is a relatively frequent feature in Seghers’s poetry from 
Racines onwards. The device can be related to the counterpointing seen 
in 'Septembre 1939’, where phrases which parallel each other 
syntactically are found in different positions in their respective 
lines. Both devices result in a sense of slight dislocation, or
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non-fixity. In the case of lines with enjambement, the dislocation is 
that between the lines as units, and, counter to them, the syntax.

In lines 1 and 2, there is again a tension between a certain 
orthodoxy and the very length of the lines. Both lines have a binary 
division in terms of syntax. In line 1, the binary division is seen 
also in the distribution of the primary stresses. Line 1, moreover, 
ends with a regular eight-syllable phrase, reminiscent of the hemistich 
of a sixteen-syllable line, and other eight-syllable phrases are found 
in lines 4 and 6. Line 6 is, furthermore, a typical sixteen-syllable 
line. Although in the context of this poem it stands out for its 
regularity, many such lines are to be found throughout Racines. The 
third line, while it has the same number of stresses as line 1 (seven 
in all), has a more broken rhythm. This is due to the cesure lyrique 
after ’mortuaires', and the presence of three further primary stresses 
within the line. The relative irregularity of the line in comparison 
with the preceding two lines is the result also of the presence of the 
long five-syllable segment.

The isolation of ’Bleue' (line 8) gives an appearance of free 
verse. The structure imitates the sudden flash of blue of a darting 
kingfisher.® Although it may be tempting to see this one-syllable line 
as combining with the preceding line to form a (broken) 
sixteen-syllable line, the rhythm of these sixteen syllables is not 
that of a typical sixteen-syllable line. It is not only the break 
after 'jaillit' which causes this; the eighth syllable is the 
unstressed 'du'. Line 9, on the other hand, is reminiscent of an 
alexandrine, minus a syllable in its first hemistich.

Seghers’s poems written in free verse are very few in number,
and, as can be seen from ’Septembre 1939' and the poem from Racines,
they are not without features which are found in both the fixed-form 
poetry and the freed verse.

Seghers's freed verse poems fall into three main categories: 
those which use the alexandrine, or lines of approximately twelve
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syllables, as their norm; those which use lines of sixteen syllables or 
thereabouts, and those which use a mixture of line-lengths. In all the 
suites except one, there is a predominance of one or other of the two 
basic line-lengths. In the suites which pre-date Dis-moi, ma vie, the 
alexandrine or near-alexandrine is uppermost. In those suites which 
post-date Dis-moi, ma vie, lines of sixteen, or approximately sixteen, 
syllables predominate. Dis-moi, ma vie thus marks a turning-point. In 
this suite itself, the two basic line-lengths are found in almost 
exactly equal numbers. Among the post-Dis-moi, ma vie suites, 
Commediante is exceptional, being written almost exclusively in 
regularly rhyming alexandrines. Nor, unlike the other suites, does 
this one include any poem using a mixture of the two basic line- 
lengths.

The structure of the remainder of this chapter is designed to 
reflect the development in the poetry away from the use of the 
alexandrine to an almost exclusive use of the sixteen-syllable line in 
Fortune Infortune Fortune and Fortune Infortune Fort Une. The chapter 
comprises three sections. In section 1), I will look at the treatment 
of the alexandrine and near-alexandrine, concentrating on series of 
such lines. Section 1) will focus on the suites up to and including 
Dis-moi, ma vie. It is divided into a number of sub-sections each of 
which presents a different stylistic feature. These stylistic features 
are common to all the poetry discussed in this chapter. Consequently, 
in the remaining two sections, attention will fall more on specific 
effects than on the stylistic features in themselves, and the 
quotations will be grouped accordingly. Section 2) will deal with 
poems in which alexandrines and sixteen-syllable lines are used 
extensively in combination with each other and with other line-lengths. 
Particular attention will again be given to the suites up to and 
including Dis-moi, ma vie at this point; Finally, in section 3), I 
will survey the sixteen-syllable line through from the early wartime 
poetry to Seghers's last suite, Fortune Infortune Fort Une. In this 
third section, it is those suites which post-date Dts-mot, ma vie which 
will receive the most extensive study.
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1) FREED VERSE

The term freed alexandrine verse is applied to lines which are 
of approximately twelve syllables (that is, lines which unequivocally
have eleven or thirteen syllables, or in which there is a potential 
case for a cesure epique or apocope). The term also applies to lines
of twelve syllables whose structure is that neither of the classical 
binary alexandrine, nor of the ternary alexandrine).

(i) Series of end-stopped lines

Commediante, as I have already stated, is written, almost
Qwithout exception, in rhyming alexandrines. Off the sutess, ii is 

Commediante which is the most traditional in its handling of the 
alexandrine, approximately half the lines having a classical structure. 
The first two lines are typical of the suite:

Ma tante a un cheval, ma tante a une auto 2-H//2-4/
Avez-vous entendu sa voix de contralto? 3+3/2+4/ (p.l)

The frivolous nature of the subject requires a lightness of tone. The 
jocularity is brought out by the banality of the opposition in the 
first line, and by the use of the classical alexandrine which creates a 
mock solemnity.

Of the other , suites, , Racines presents the most classical 
handling of the alexandrine, athoughh heree is no hyyeie, This 
classicism can be seen in the following lines:

- Je ne regrette rien, ni le dousain ni l’arbre 3-3/4/2/
Ni le limon mouvant que les crues emportaient 3-3/3-3/
Ni les cris des oiseaux, leurs nids, les fleurs etranges

3-3/2/2-27 (TM 97)

Each of the three lines has a perfectly regular first hemistich which 
itself has a binary structure). In lines 1 and 3, however, a second 
internal primary stress is present, and to this extent, the lines may 
be seen as presenting a divergence from strictly classical prosody. 
The binary structure present in tine first llne (’ni le ou^so!, ni 
l’arbre') creates a sense of bbalanc whiic ii iitsU typical of the
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classical alexandrine. There is thus a tension between a classical 
handling of the alexandrine and a slightly freer one.

Lines 1 and 3 may also be defined as binary-cum-ternary
alexandrines. This type of alexandrine will be discussed further in 
section (iv) below. Line 1 is reminiscent of a binary alexandrine in 
having a caesura after the sixth syllable, but the second hemistich 
itself contains a further primary stress: the line is
binary-cum-ternary in terms of primary stresses. Similar remarks may 
be made of line 3, although this line has a further ambivalence. In 
the second hemistich, 'leurs nids’ belongs more closely with ’Ni les 
cris des oiseaux’ than it does with 'les fleurs etranges’. Such 
ambivalences as this seem to reflect a certain spontaneity, similar to 
that suggested on page 136. While they may reflect the patterns of the 
poet’s language as it emerged from his subconscious, they do present an 
analogy, conscious or otherwise on the poet’s part, for the world in 
creation. In these particular lines, this is suggested specifically by 
’limon’. This world in creation is in a state between chaos and order, 
amorphousness and something more structured. Other lines which create 
effects similar to these will be seen throughout this chapter.

The following lines, from Dis-moi, ma vie, are all related to 
the ternary alexandrine, rather than to the classical model. Such a 
long sequence of lines, each of which has a primary stress on the 
fourth syllable, is.unusual for Seghers:

4

Tu viens ici, c’est pour parfaire le beau temps 4/4+4/
C’est pour l’eclair, c’est pour l’eclat dans la memoire

4/4+4/
L’or de l’instant, le scintillement d’une etoile 
C’est pour la nuit. Ecouter se lever le vent 
dans les ajoncs, fendre le bois vif de tes veines

1+3/2+3+3/
4/3+2+3/
4/1+3+1/3/

(TM 188)

The consistency with which four- and eight-syllable phrases alternate 
leads to an impression of regular constraint and expansion in the 
rhythm. The sense of expansion is in tension with the implicit brevity 
of ’eclat’, ’eclair' and ’instant’. In lines 2 and 3, there is, 
however, a sense of abruptness which emphasises the sudden brightness. 
The abruptness results from the concision of the syntax, and is
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reinforced on the phonetic level by the repeated [ekl] of 'eclair' and 
'eclat', and the further repetition of [e] in 'memoire' and ’etoile'. 
In lines 4-5, it is the sense of expansion which is uppermost, for the 
sentence starting 'Ecouter' straddles the line-ending, as if in 
imitation of a long gust of wind.

The regular alternation of short and long phrases in the last 
quotation created a sense of flux. In the following series of lines 
from the same suite, the sense of flux is even greater:

Rien ne me jusSirie, sinon d'etre. Je passe l+5/3(+l)/2/
je reiiens et m'efface et je reapparais 5+3/3-33/
toujours le meme, un ble venu des sarcophages 4/2/4-22/

4 ne pour ensemencer et faire d’autres grains 1/2+3/4+2/
du secret qui n'est rien, un homme, une misere... 3+3/2/4/

(TM 194)

The impression of fluidity in lines 1 and 2 (from 'Je passe' onwards) 
stems from a combination of features on the levels of both the phonetic 
and the syntactic structure. Each verb is in opposition to the next, 
creating an oscillation on an intellectual level, while the transition 
from one verb to the next, on the level of the sound, is effected 
through the liaisons in 'Tetens et' and 'm'gffacg et'. These liaisons 
create apparent pauses and so assure a continuity in the line while 
also creating a certain buoyancy in the rhythm. The sibilant ending of 
line 1, [s], on the other hand, suggests a fading away. In line 2, I 
have opted for a secondary stress on 'reviens', but a primary one on 
'm'efface'. This heightens the sense of ephemerality, emphasising the 
second verb. It also draws attention to the internal rhyme 'passe : 
m'efface'. Line 2 is thus binary in having a primary stress on the 
sixth syllable, but ternary on the level of the syntax. Meanwhile, the 
binary division is smoothed over by the liaison, again suggesting the 
continuity between the three actions. The third line, too, is 
metrically ambiguous, having two internal primary stresses. The first 
of these suggests an orthodox ternary structure, while another on the 
sixth syllable leaves a classical hemistich. This ambiguity is in 
contrast with the regular lilting rhythm of the previous line, 
occasioned by the succession of three-syllable segments. Line 4 
creates an impression of rhythmic looseness through the variety of the 
lengths of its segments}. This is accompanied by a certain syntactic
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ambivalence. In line 4, ’ne’ refers both to the wheat of line 3, and 
to the ’je’ of line 2, for ’un ble’ is in apposition to ’je’. The 
transitions from ’je’ (line 2) to ’un ble’ (line 3), and to ’un homme’ 
(line 5) convey the dynamic nature of the relationship between the 
individual and the outside world. There is, in lines 4-5, a degree of 
ambiguity in the syntax: is the wheat ’ne ... du secret’, or, rather, 
are the seeds to be made of the ’secret qui n’est rien’? As these 
images are an expression of cycles of regeneration, both are true at 
once. Rhythmically, lines 4 and 5 reflect the ideas of dynamism and 
regeneration. The less rigorously metrical element (the first 
hemistich of line 4, which has an ’extra’ primary stress on the first 
syllable) is countered by the other, classical, hemistichs which follow 
it. This classicism is itself suggestive of an order or plan in the 
process of regeneration.^

The following lines from Piranesi, while being end-stopped, 
again create an impression of tension between fixity and more elusive 
form:

(...) On y apprend 4/
le sens du labyrinthe et a toucher les pierres 2+4/3+3/ (=12)
qui faisaient peur. Mais dans un silence habite

4/5-3/ (=12)
4 une odeur de solen s^staHe. Chacun s^eve 3+3/2(+a)/2+2/(=13) 

lentemeot et va de palier en palier 1+2/2+3+3/ (=11)
toujours plus haut, la ou les salles sont plus vastes,

1+3/1-374/ (=12)
On y apprend encore. (...) 4+2(+a)/(...)

(TM 125)

The presence of approximate alexandrines enhances the sense of 
non-fixity by introducing non-metrical llaleyls.t'T The sense of 
shifting arises also from the fact that the major breaks in syntax fall 
ysd-linl. There is consequently a certain tension between the lines as 
units and the syntax. This is most noticeable in lines 4-7. In this 
particular sentence (’Chacun s'eleve...’) there could potentially be 
full stops at the ends of lines 4, 5 and 6, and after ’haut’ (line 7). 
The line-endings thus mark pauses rather than halts in a movement, 
echoing the meaning of ’de palier en palier’ (line 5); any impression 
of having arrived at the summit is a false one. This halting movement 
is also suggestive of the groping advance implied in lines 1-3, and is
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reflected in the possible expectation of a full stop at the end of line 
2; an expectation which is subsequently countered.

(ii) Lines with enjambement

In Piranese, certain complexities of structure may be seen as a
linguistic analogy for the complexity of Piranesi’s prisons. This is 
the case notably in the last quotation. It is also seen where 
enjambement is present, as here:

(...) Ce sont les signes 4/
d’un tresor, ou bien les chiffres d’un langage 3/4+4/ (=11)
secret. N’entre pas ici qui le veut. On y aprrnnd //+52-+3+^Z5/4-/(=14)

4 a lire, a dechiffrer, a penetrer. On entre 2/4/4/2/ (=12)
dans un monde lourd et trapu. On y apprend /+2+//4/ (=12)
a voir. (...) 2/(...)

(TM 125)1/

The use of enjambement at the end of five consecutive lines is unusual, 
and results in a total dislocation of syntax and metre; a dislocation 
compounded by the presence of an approximate alexandrine and a 
fourteen-syllable line. In the first two cases, the words withheld 
both point to the mysterious nature of the language of artistic 
creation, a theme which has already been seen in relation to Piranese 
in Chapter 4. The words withheld imply rarity or something secret. 
They are themselves withheld, as it were, from immediate view by the 
enjambement. Enjambement, as we have seen elsewhere, has the
characteristic of creating a tension between rhythmic expansion and 
constraint. The feeling of expansion stems from the running of the 
syntax over the line-ending. The feeling of constraint results from 
the checking of the flow of the syntax at the end of the line, and 
also, frequently, from the presence of a primary stress and pause early 
in the next line. The effect of expansion and constraint is 
particularly appropriate in the transition from line 4 to line 5, where 
the opening implied by the verb ’entrer’ is then countered by the 
oppressive heaviness of the ’nonde lourd et trapu’.

Neither line 2 nor line / is an orthodox alexandrine. In line
2, the eight-syllable phrase, which is composed of two equal segments, 
and in line /, the final four-syllable segment, are elements of
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stability and regularity. On the other hand, the eight-syllable 
phrases in the middle of line 3 and at the beginning of line 5 embody 
the tension between stability and a greater dynamism. Eight-syllable 
phrases are, as we have seen, typical of Seghers’s poetry. They are a 
rhythmic constant, or, particularly in the case of the sixteen-syllable 
lines, a metrical one. In the context of these lines from Piranese, 
the effect of the eight-syllable phrases in question is primarily 
rhythmic. Being composed, in lines 3 and 5, of two- and three-syllable 
segments, they introduce a degree of variety, and each has a ternary 
rhythm.

The overall effect of the lines is one of a tension between a 
certain fluidity (resulting from the enjambement, the presence of the 
different line-lengths, and the presence of ternary rhythms) and 
something more fixed. As was the case in the lines from Dte-moi, ma 
vie discussed on pages 144-145, this dynamism, which suggests both form 
and elustveness, presents an analogy for the themes. Here, the tension 
on the thematic level is between language as something ordered, by 
rules of grammar and syntax, and as something penetrable only by 
degrees. On one level, language is here being used as a metaphor 
applied to the prisons. It also refers to the language of poetry, and 
of this poem in particular. Finally, language is, as we have seen, 
that through which the self is approached; but the self is penetrable 
only by degrees.

In Piranese, the alexandrine is frequently modulated in such a 
way as to create an impression of fluidity or instability. The 
rhythmic fluidity is a counterbalance to the oppressive massiveness of 
the prisons which we find on the thematic level. In so far as the 
prisons are both inside the prisoners' imagination and yet contain the 
prisoners, the fluidity also translates the shifting relationship 
between the interior and exterior worlds. The relationship between the 
self and the outside world is sensed in the act of artistic creation, 
while it is also a subject of artistic creation. The deciphering of 
the outside world (the prison structures) is one with the deciphering 
of the inner world of the imagination and of the self.
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In so far as the vast majority of alexandrines in Dialogue have 
a traditional binary or ternary structure, the treatment of the line in
this suite retains a certain orthodoxy. Yet, as in Piranese, the 
handling of the alexandrine is such as to convey fluidity. In 
Dialogue, this fluidity corresponds to the impermanence which is 
characteristic of the world depicted in the suite.

One of the poems written in near-alexandrines, and which is 
typified by the sense of ephemerality, is ’Ce n’est que le souci’. 
Here are the opening lines of the poem;

Ce n’est que le souci d’un coeur toujours le meme
2+4+2/2+2/ (=12)

qui s’eraille a changer selon les vents, ce n’est
' ///+4/2/ (=12)

qu’une attente a demi deserte, quand le ciel //2+//4Z (=12)
4 roule bas ses marees, ce n’est sur la maison 1+2+//2/4/ (=12)

qu’un embleme criard ou les pluies luisent. Rien
/+///+l(+l)/l; (=12)

que le morne echeveau des affuts (...) /+/+//(...)
(TM 128)

The enjambement in lines 2-/ and /-4 translates the idea of rushing 
winds and rolling clouds. The fluidity of the enjambement itself is 
enhanced by a number of other features. In line 4, the absence of a 
primary stress before the sixth syllable creates a sense of 
impetuousness, analogous to the rolling movement of the skies. 
Throughout these lines, there is a lack of coincidence between full 
stops and line-endings, further increasing the tension between metre 
and syntax set up by the enjambement proper. The repetition of the 
phrase 'ce n’est que’ at different points of the various lines creates 
a type of counterpointing similar to that seen in 'Septembre 19/9’ (see 
pages 1/8-1/9). Throughout these lines, furthermore, the sense of 
instability is enhanced by the relative unorthodoxy of the lines; they 
are neither classical binary nor orthodox ternary alexandrines. They 
may, for this reason, be defined as freed alexandrines.

In Au seuil de l’oubli, on the other hand, we find a poem 
written in lines which are freed alexandrines by virtue of their 
approximation to the twelve-syllable norm, or by the presence of a
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cesure epique.^ Enjambement is a frequent feature of this poem, as in
these lines:

Nous vivons entre des dominos qu’un mal aimante
3+4+2/2+2/ (=13)

a nous chercher en vain, des chutes, des parcours
4+2/2A/ (=12)

mal definis, dans la ppuusiere des histoires 1+3/4+4/ (=12)
4 sans queue ni tete, sur les cadrans des yeux lointains

2+2(+l)/4+2+2/ (=13)
aveugles a notre temps d’horloge, aiguilles noires

2*/4+2/2+2/ (=12)
dans l’epaisseur, dans les grumeaux et le beton

4/4/4/ (=12)
(TM 200)

The metrical ambiguity created by enjambement is well illustrated here, 
translating the tension between form.and formlessness. In all three 
instances, the enjambement occurs at a point at which meaninglessness, 
or dirfffulty in perceiving form, is being preseeded. Th e nines nun 
on, llosng sharp eidgi aa it were, and the very words which 
express the obscurity are those held over to the beginning of lines 3, 
4 and 6. The enjambement creates a halting and restarting which echoes 
the shifts in meaning: the 'parcours' are not clearly marked but ’mal 
definis', the histories not clearly linear but 'sans queue ni tete', 
and the fingers of the clock, though black, do not stand out sharply on 
the clock face but are obscured.

The sense of being lost finds a further counterpart in the 
syntax. Up to ’en vain' (line 2), the syntax is clear, but from this 
point onwards, the relationship of the different phrases to each other 
is unclear. While presumably the ’nous' of the poem suffer the 
’chutes' and take the 'parcours mal definis’, these same ’chutes' and 
'parcours' could also be in apposition to ’nous’, identifying ’nous’ 
completely with the vicissitudes of existence. Alternatively, the 
'chutes’ and 'parcours' can be understood as being quite detached 
images, or impressionistic references. Similarly, it is unclear 
whether it is 'nous' who are 'dans la poussieri’ (line 3) or 'sur Its 
cadrans;’ (line 4). The latter image anticipates ’aiguilles noires' 
(line 5), which, again, is either in apposition to 'nous’, or is 
another unrelated impressionistic image. The effect of all these 
ambiguities is to create a chimera-like picture in which the
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relationships between things, and in particular between 'nous' and the
rest, are constantly shifting. Part of this shifting picture is the
reader's definition of 'nous' in terms of the rest, but the reader's
inclusion in the ’nous' is also implied. The reader is involved in the 

i 5ever-changing relationships between things.

The passage of time, which is one of the subjects of the last 
quotation, is a central idea in the following series of lines. These, 
too, are from Au seuil de l’oubli:

4

(=12)
i/2+3+2(+i)/3/(=12) 
*+.2/4+2/ (=12) 
3+3/3+2/ (=12) 
4/2+2/4/ (=12)

Nous vivons les moments de la memoire anctenne 
Nous, des blocs detaches du pole, deriiant 
sur l’ocean du temps ou notre temps ne dure 
qu'un instant de miroim, un miracle Fuyant 
et basculant. La vie s’en va pour se dissoudre 
dans ce que nous etions. Au passe, nous vivicns

8

62323/ (=12)
pour des oiseaux criards qui tournoyaient, nos iles

4+22422/ (=12)
se passmen,, s'envolaentn, les paraphes du vent 3/3/3+3/ (=12)

(TM 205

The en;jtmbemenS in these lines creates various parallels to the sense. 
In lines 2-3, the dislocation of syntax and metre reinforces the 
unorthodox internal structure of line 2 to suggest erratic drifting. 
In lines 3-4, I suggest that the phrase 'ou notre temps ... miro-irs' be 
read with a relatively fast tempo, minimising the apparent pause on 
’dure', to convey the ephemgraliSy and counter the very length of the 
six-syllable phrase before the primary stress on Umtroire'. In lines 
4-5, the suspension of the voice and a pause on ’fu/ant’ convey, in the 
intonation and rhythmically', the idea of toppling seen in 
^saslc^'-in In lines 5-6, the syntactic merging of the lines is 
analogous to the sense, while in lines 6-7 and 7-8, the instability of 
the metre reflects that of the shifting world, implied in 
'tournoyatent', ’se posaignt' and Ue’eniolaienS'. The general effect 
of these lines, rhythmically, is to create a sense of ^substantiality. 
The absence of a primary stress before the sixth syllable in lines 3, 4 
and 6 (that is, relatively late on, given the gnjambemenS) has various 
effects. The case of the fourth line has already been seen. In line 
3, it is suggestive of the expanse of the ocean and of time. Another 
effect again is achieved in line 6. The absence of any stress at all 
before the sixth syllable again speeds up the tempo, throwing the verb
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’etions’ all the more into relief and thus underlining the implication 
of futility and insignificance. These lines, then, are characterised 
by metrical instability, which conveys the instability of existence; 
the individual’s own lifespan is insignificant when viewed against the 
perenniality of creation. The instability also translates the 
individual’s consciousness of his self, as suggested in the image of 
mirrors. ’His picture • of his self is fugitive in the extreme, for the 
self, as we saw in Chapter 4, is always changing.

(iii) The binary-cum-ternary alexandrine

A number of binary-cum-ternary alexandrines were seen in Chapter 
5. The last three lines of the last quotation afford other examples. 
All three, in terms of their primary• stresses, have a ternary 
structure. At the same time, each presents a hemistich unbroken by a 
further internal primary stress.

In Les Pierres, the binary-cum-ternary alexandrine frequently 
has a binary structure in one of the hemistichs, while the other 
hemistich is more or less independent syntactically. This is the case 
in the second complete line of the following quotation:

(...) Je cree
plus loin, les oceans, les iles et leurs plages, 2/4/2+4/ (=12)
les dieux a cheveux d'or, le vent et ses chevaux 2+4/2+4/ (=12)

(TM 110)

The line presents a variation on the binary-cum-ternary structure in so
far as I have given ’vent’ a secondary, and not a primary stress. This 

17seems better suited to conveying an impression of a rush of creatiin. 
The line has, nonetheless, three elements of equal value,
syntactically, in ’les dieux’, ’le vent’, and ’ses chevaux’. The 
accumulation of nouns throughout the two lines is suggestive of 
restless activity, although the binary structures. themselves create a 
lilting effect in the rhythm, and suggest a certain order, even though, 
rhythmically, they are asymmetrical.
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In Racines, too, we find a similar lilting rhythm, in a
binary-cum-ternary alexandrine, translating the idea of cyclical 
re-creation;

(...) Le fleuve epais comme un Dieu-fleuve
qui jetait a la mer sa semence et son flux 3+3/3+3/ (TM 96)

Again, the second hemistich is composed of a binary structure). Here, 
the liquid element is translated also by the repeated [s], which is 
suggestive of the slight hissing of retreating waves. The liaison 
between the two halves of the binary structure, 'sa semence et son 
flux’, is itself effected through the final [s] of 'semence'. Together 
with the regular succession of three-syllable segments in this line, 
this binary structure is responsible for the lilting effect. The final 
[s] of 'semence’ is literally, on the phonetic level, responsible for 
the continuity between the two elements, 'semence' and 'flux', while 
these elements themselves imply cyclical continuity in nature.

In Piranese, a binary-cum-ternary structure is frequently 
related to enjambement, as here;

La nuit tombe. On dirait que des fanaux s'allument
2+1/3+4+2/ (=12)

dans les plombs des vitraux ou saigne un feu. Ni l'or
3+3/2+2/2/ (=12)

du jour naissant, ni la lumiere verticale 2+2/4+4/ (=12)
4 de midi, ne composent un tel orchestre. (...) 3/3+3+2/(,..)

(TM. 115)

In the first line, the primary stress on the third syllable lends 
gravity to the verb and creates an asymmetrical binary line-division. 
At the same time, syntactically, the line has three main elements; ’La 
nuit tombe', H3n dirait' and 'que des fanaux s'allument'. The rhythm 
of the line translates the idea of death (the initial short phrase) and 
re-birth (the longer second phrase, creating a sense of expansion). 
The second line is another binary-cum-ternary line, having a first 
regular hemistich but an overall ternary division in terms of primary 
stresses. The structure of the third line, too, is a further 
modulation of the binary-cum-ternary structure. While, in terms of the 
stress pattern, the line may be seen as an orthodox ternary 
alexandrine, syntactically, the line is clearly binary. The structure
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of this particular alexandrine, with its eight-syllable phrase, is 
characteristic of Seghers's freed alexandrine verse. Further examples
of such alexandrines will be seen in section 2). In this instance, the 
enjambement at the ends of lines 2 and 3 adds o o hhe rhythmic 
complexities. Its presence creates a sense of expansion suggestive of 
the glorious height of the midday sun, and of the prisons. This sense 
of expansion results also from the relative infrequency of stresses in 
’ni la lumiere verticale' (4+4/).

(iv) Binary structures within freed alexandrines

Binary structures, such as the parrigo ol7 liee ynntctiiaal 
elements, have already been seen as a feature of fixed-form poetry.- 
They continue to be a feature of the freed verse, as can be.seen, . for 
example, from the quotation from Les Pierres on page 152. I will limit 
the discussion to three examples in freed alexandrine verse.

The following lines from Les Pierres offer a good illustration 
of the use of binary structures:

4

Sans cesse nous roulons et nous nous refaisons 
d’une ecume ou le ciel see mire et se divise. 
Est-ce la mer ou nous, disperses eO mouvnnso 
qui deferlons sur les rochers? (...)

2/A/4+2/
^>/l^2t////
4+2/3+3/
4+4/(...)

(TM 112)

The lines well exemplify the sense of ebb and flow resulting from the
binary structures. In the first line, the division of the two verbs
between the two hemistichs creates a sense of balance and a lilting
rhythm. These verbs imply dynamism; a dynamism translated rhythmically
by the enjambement between lines 1 and 2. The run-on creates a
particular sense of breadth, underlining the continuity of the process.
In line 2, the opposition between sea (as represented by 'ecume') and
siy is. implicit, and is echoed by -the opposition, in line 3, of 'la
mer' and 'nous'. Again, in both these lines, the verbs, and the
participles, are ones of movement, or, in the case of ’se mire', imply
a dialectical relationship. In line 3 in particular, the lilting
effect is enhanced by the presence of the two stresses per hemistich, 

1 9the stresses falling on the opposed words.
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Whereas in the last quotation a certain sense of balance 
resulted, in the following lines from Racines, uncertainty is uppermost:

Etait-ce le silence ou le sang des limons 2+4/3+3/
qui bruissaient sur le fil insensible des fleuves 3/3+3/V 
jaunes et lents, ou bien le battement d’un coeur? 1+3/4+4/

(TM 96)

The binary structures work on two levels which are in tension with each 
other. Their presence creates a sense of order and regularity, but 
they are part of a question. As such, they express the search for an 
order rather than the order itself. This tension is heightened by 
several other features. First, there is a possible contradiction 
implied in the pairing of ’silence’ and the noise-making ’limons’. 
Second, the ’sang des limons’ is itself paradoxical, because of the 
linking of blood and silt. Blood suggests life, however, and the silt 
fertility. Third, the second and third lines are linked by 
enjambement. The proximity to each other of the stresses on ’fleuves’ 
and ’jaunes’ slows down the tempo and is thereby suggestive of the 
thickly flowing river. Fourth, to the hearer at least, the subject of 
’bruissaient’ will be ambiguous. Finally, while ’le silence’ and ’le 
sang des limons’ are opposed to each other, ’le battement d’un coeur’ 
is opposed to both of these. There is thus an extended structure, 
which is both binary and ternary, running through the three lines.

In these lines from Dialogue, the binary structures convey 
antitheses:

Dans ma realite, je vis en songe. Moi, 3^-35/r+-2r/.7>'//
Poussiere et vin, sang et fumees, mer et montagnes

2+2/1+3/1+3/
par un reve accordes, qui m’a fait? (...) 3+3/l+2/(...)

(TM 128)

Here, the paired words bring out the paradoxical nature of existence. 
We saw in Chapter 4 how the individual defines his picture of his self 
in terms of the outside world. This duality is suggested in these 
lines first in the countering of ’realite’ by ’songe’, and is seen more 
specifically in the series of metaphors in the second line. The 
accumulated pairs of words in this line suggest the paradoxical nature 
of existence: the combination of physical being (’vin’ and ’sang’) and
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something ephemeral and elusive (’poussiere’ and 'fumees'). While the 
physical being is itself ephemeral, the picture we have of our self is 
also elusive. At the same time, as the ’poussiere’, ’vin', and other 
things have themselves been granted by a dream, they all take on a 
degree of uncertainty. This chimerical quality is reflected in the 
oscillation between the different elements. The resulting broken 
rhythm, composed of a multiplicity of short segments, is compounded by 
the final question.

Conclusion

Like that of the fixed-form poems, the prosody of the freed 
alexandrine verse combines orthodox features and a freer handling of 
form. Many individual lines have a classical structure, but lines are 
frequently combined in such a way as to create a tension between a
degree of fixity and a certain fluidity. In end-stopped lines, the 
end-stopping itself may be responsible for a degree of fixity. In 
cases in which the end-stopping does not correspond to full stops, 
however, there is a tension between metre and syntax similar to that 
occasioned by enjambement or counterpointing. While one might expect 
the presence of a binary structure (that is, in the syntax) to create a 
certain rigidity through the suggestion of fixed order, such structures 
frequently translate dynamic relationships between things. Lines which 
combine both binary and ternary characteristics, in terms of stresses 
and syntax, are themselves a realisation of the tension between 
relative fixity and a greater dynamism.

In the sections which follow, the now familiar stylistic 
features are set aside as the subjects of the various sub-sections in 
favour of the common effects achieved by these devices.* This approach 
will help to create a more synthetic picture of the poetic technique, a 
technique which itself reflects the dynamism of the universe.
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2) VERSE IN MIXED LINE-LENGTHS

The effects of a regular alternation of different line-lengths 
in fixed-form poems have already been seen (see pages 123-124 above). 
Alongside these poems are others which use an irregular mixture of 
lines of different lengths. This form of freed verse is found almost 
exclusively in the suites, where it reflects the theme of the dynamism 
in nature; a dynamism in which man participates. The lines are 
frequently recognisable, metrically speaking, but are often 
interspersed with unmetrical lines. The high proportion of metrical 
lines distinguishes this type of verse from truly free verse. 
Furthermore, those lines which are unmetrical, in terms of their 
length, frequently bear a resemblance to metrical lines. For example, 
a fifteen-syllable line divided 7/8 or 8/7 is very close to Seghers’s 
usual sixteen-syllable line, which divides 8/8, and lines of fourteen 
syllables which divide 6/8 or 8/6 are related to both the sixteen- 
syllable line (through the eight-syllable phrase) and the classical 
alexandrine (through the six-syllable phrase). Fourteen-syllable lines 
with such structures are frequent in Seghers’s poetry, and may be 
considered as metrical. Through features such as these, there is often 
a high degree of rhythmic and metrical integration of lines of 
disparate lengths.

One extract, from Dis-moi, ma vie, will serve to illustrate this 
form of integration, though many other examples will be seen throughout 
this section. With regard to this quotation, then, the discussion will 
concentrate largely on the prosody:

Une enfance longtemps maintenue, le temps n’existait pas pour elle 
3+3+3/2+4+2/ (=17)

Meme dans les maisons devastees, quand l’ete 1+5+3/3/ (=12)
suspendait son silence absolu sur la pierraille des collines

3+/+3/4+4/ (=17)
4 et dans l’ombre portee d’un vieux fort. Les nuits melees aux jours 

3+/+//2+4/ (=15)
ne faisaient qu’un, nul ne se savait de passage 441+4+3/ (=12)
mais immortel. On s'enivrait de l’air du temps 44/+4+3/ (=12)

(™ 189)

The seventeen-syllable lines (lines 1 and /) closely resemble typical 
sixteen-syllable lines in having a basic 9/8 diiision.on The nine-
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syllable phrases in these lines are characteristically ambiguous, being 
close in length to the hemistich of a sixteen-syllable line while also 
recalling one possible structure of a classical alexandrine (3+3/3+3/). 
This is the case in line 3, where the nine-syllable phrase is led into 
by the last three syllables of the preceding line, thus forming the 
equivalent of an alexandrine. The nine-syllable phrase itself, whether 
structured 3+3+3/ or otherwise, is in these lines a rhythmic constant, 
occurring at the beginning of each of the first four lines.

Although the ’extra’ syllables present in lines 1 and 3 can thus 
be incorporated into some sort of system, it would be wrong to imply 
that such syllables are to be seen as problematic, or that they should, 
wherever possible, be , fitted into some such perhaps arbitrary system. 
The reason for pointing out features of this sort is-to draw attention 
to the rhythmic and metrical richness of the lines, and to try and 
explain why certain series of lines may leave one with an impression of 
metrical vagueness. Line 5 again combines features of both the 
alexandrine (this time the ternary alexandrine) and the sixteen- 
syllable line (through the eight-syllable phrase), while line 6 is a 
ternary alexandrine.

The technique of using different lengths for successive lines, 
and relating these lines rhythmically and metrically to each other, has 
the effect of varying the rhythmic tensions of the verse. We now need 
to look more closely at the various effects which result from the 
rhythmic tensions. The remainder of section 2) is devoted to this, and 
to the relationship between the effects and the themes.

(i) Tension between order and disorder

Throughout the preceding chapters, frequent mention has been 
made of the tension between a certain order and disorder, both on the 
thematic level and on that of the prosody and rhythms of the verse. 
This type of tension is typical of the verse written in mixed line- 
lengths. It is well illustrated by the following quotation, taken from
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Racines, where tension between order and chaos is also expressed in the
images:

Forets, fortts crepues, hautes cascades du deluge
2/2+2/1+3+4/ (=14)

Chairs molles melees d’eaux qui deviendrez des continents1+1/2+2/444/ (=14)
Iles, qui derivez sur esf eivusen rnormes l(+l)/4+3+3/ (=12)

4 Caillots de boues et d’arbres verts au fil des veines couleur
d’ argent 7^^2^^2+-2.4(7T+-2T./ (=17)

Quolles forces vous ont fixees et queOlos forces vous arrachent
1+2+//2+2+4/ (=16)

Qui vous construit et vous divise, quel architecte fou d’oiseaux
1+3+4*/l+37/+2/ (=16)

delire et cree, avec es la vase et des erness 2/2/5+3/ (=12)
8 un univers ou les forets par pans entiers tombent dans l*oau?

4/4+2+/2l/3/ (=16)
(TM 9/)

Although, in line 1, there is a primary stress on the first ’forets’, 
the phrase ’forrtt ccrppue’ is more cl^CD^t^J^yy linked with the initial 
’forets’ than with the ’hautes cascades’, creating, then, a binary 
division in the sense of the line. Such a hybrid binary-cum-ternary 
structure is present also in the secsec lise, eherh, elsaotcjo ghehe 0s 
a primary stress on ’mollee’, a mom impimport syntyneic division Ss 
found after the sixth syllable. Alexandrines of a similarly hybrid 
form were seen in section 1) of this chapter. As an alexandrine, line 
3 is unusual in having a heavily asymmetric division (though there is a 
secondary stress on the sixth syllable) creating a long, expansive 
phrase which is analogous, to the meaning of ’des fleuves enormes’. The 
long syllable of fleuves’ enhances this sense of expansion. The first 
three lines, in alternating short and long phrases, all (individually 
as well as together) iieluSfate the varying tension possible within 
longer lines. The same is true also of line 7, where a long phrase 
follows two initial short segments.

Following the lrng ssecon phrase of the third line, the staccato 
effect of the series oo Seo--yyOeabo sse^'lnele ss sOsi' s si all the more 
striking. Whiio ttii connves the violence of nature’s destructive 
forces, the shortness of the individual segments is in tension with the 
length of the phrase in which they are found, for this length itself 
conveys the broad-sweeping nature of the changes.
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The second stanza, too, makes play of various forms of tension. 
The most obvious of these is that created by the relative shortness of 
line 7, an alexandrine, in comparison with the surrounding lines. The 
rhythm of the first part of line 7 is halting, due to the proximity to 
each other of the primary stresses on ' delire' and ’cree’. The 
repeated [e] heightens this effect. Although the line is an 
alexandrine, the fact that it is not classical in structure results in 
the alexandrine as such being lost amidst the longer lines. Yet this 
line is integrated with the longer lines through its eight-syllable 
phrase. This echoes the hemistichs of the sixteen-syllable lines 
(lines 5 and 6), and the eight-syllable phrase in the middle of line 8, 
while creating a contrast with the more broken rhythm of the earlier 
part of line 7. There is also a sense of ebb and flow, stemming from 
the mixture of binary and non-binary elements. In line 5, the division 
into two eight-syllable phrases is a metrical division: it is the 
normal one, in terms of primary stresses, of a Seghersian sixteen- 
syllable line. The division is also a syntactical one: the structures 
of the two hemistichs are parallel. Their rhythms, however, are quite 
different. In line 6, the binary structure in the first hemistich is 
syntactical. The two halves of the structure are further related 
rhythmically, each occupying four syllables, and the parallel verbs 
both have two syllables. The second hemistich has a further binary 
division, though this is not concomitant with a binary syntactical 
structure.

The sense of ebb and flow in line 6, then, stems from, first, 
the binary structure in the first hemistich; second, the overall binary 
metrical division of the line; and third, the further subdivision of 
the second hemistich into two four-syllable phrases. This last feature 
is coupled with a sense of slackening resulting from the relatively 
free syntactical structure of the second hemistich in comparison with 
the first. The relative looseness of the second hemistich of line 6 
also contrasts with the binary structures, 'delire et cree' and 'avec 
de la vase et des germes', in line 7. The rhythm of the eighth line is 
ambiguous. While I have opted for a primary stress on ’univers', an 
alternative reading might be 4+4/2-+2/1/A/; but an eight-syllable phrase 

is still present. The uncertainty of this line is itself a counterpart 
to. the instability of the universe, while the 'asymmetrical* reading
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opted for in the notation given on page 159 also conveys instability. 
The sense of expansion which results from the eight-syllable phrase is
suddenly countered by the isolated ’tom-’, which is suggestive of the 
sudden crashing fall of the sections of forest.

The sense of ebb and flow present throughout these lines 
reflects the state of flux in the natural world. This state of flux is 
reflected, notably, in the oscillation, in lines 1 and 2, between 
things which are concrete and relatively stable (the ’forets’ and 
’continents’), and things which are unfixed, or quicksilver-like (the 
’cascades du deluge’ and ’chairs molles melees d’eaux’). Likewise, in 
line 3, the islands, which one would expect to be stable, are floating 
islands, while being composed of both mud (an unstable element) and 
trees (relatively concrete). This tension between the relatively 
concrete and the relatively unstable is echoed in the verbs; ’fixer’ 
and ’arracher’ (line 5) and ’construire’ and ’diviser’ (line 6). In 
line 7, ’delirer’ suggests a chaotic creation, in contrast with 
’creer’, which suggests more conscious construction.

In my next quotation, from Piranese, the tensions within the 
lines again reflect the tension between disorder (seen here in images 
of dereliction) and conscious reconstruction:

Dans les gravois et les decombres, dans les depots de materiaux
(=16)

de demolition, dans un cimetiere de vestiges 2+3/5+4/ (=14)
Ce qu’il faut: Des blocs bien jointoyes pour dresser les piliers

3/2+S/3+3/ (=15)
4 d’une demeure eblouissante, verticale. 4+4A4/ (=12)

(TM 122)

The enjambement in these lines is used in such a way as to create 
particularly long phrases. Although the verse has a clear syntactic 
structure, in the repeated ’dans’ phrases, it appears metrically ill- 
defined. This is the result of a number of features. Line 2 is 
unusual as a fourteen-syllable line in dividing 5/9. Line 3, in terms 
of total length, is unmetrical, though it is composed of an isolated 
three-syllable segment followed by the equivalent of a classical 
alexandrine. The internal alexandrine links this line, metrically, 
with the fourth, although the presence of enjambement masks this to
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some extent. Throughout these lines, the very length of the sentence, 
the phrases of which it is composed, and of the rhythmic and metrical 
units, reflects the sense of chaos. Yet at the same time, the regular 
division of the first line into four four-syllable segments is itself 
suggestive of order. The same effect is found in the presence of an 
alexandrine in line 3, and of the regular ternary alexandrine which 
closes the stanza. In the case of line 3, this return to regularity is 
significant, for it is precisely in this line, with les blocs...’, 
that the rubble is shown to be material for perfectly ordered 
reconstruction.

In the last two quotations, a sense of precarious balance 
between order and chaos was the result of the presence of certain 
constant features within lines of different lengths. The use of 
constants is again striking in the following extract, from Racines., 
where the overriding sense is one of order:

Il ne se perd pas l'homme de la nuit frappant les choses
5/1+4/2+2/ (=14)

L’aveugle tatonnant dans le chaos et dans son coeur
274+4/4/ (=14)

Il y retrouve en s’ecorchant a sa pierraille 4/4+4/ (=12)
4 Le poids du monde et les secrets de la douceur. 2+2/4+4/ (=12)

(TM 101)

A metrical constant is found in the fact that the alexandrines (and 
this is true throughout the poem) are ternary alexandrines. Both, in 
this quotation, have a primary stress on the fourth syllable and so 
have a basic 4/8 division. Even more striking is the prevalence of 
four-syllable phrases and segments throughout the lines. These 
constants both create a sense of regularity on the level of the rhythm, 
and underline the implication that there is an underlying order in the 
universe, an implication seen in the statement ’II ne se perd pas’ 
(line 1). The apparent chaos reveals 'ee poids du monde’ (lines 2-4). 
While thii phrase by itself might be negative in connotation, it forms 
a pair with ’les secrets de la douceur’. The latter phrase suggests an 
underlying piiciilee, ad, acceptanee o, the inability to understand 
fully what his, princpple mihte ee , Tine binary structure of line 4, 
then, creates a sense of balance which helps to convey the idea of 
there being a determined order.
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Elsewhere, series of lines of different lengths, even when these 
lines are end-stopped, convey an impression of breakdown. Although 
most of ‘Quarante-trois’, an early poem, is written for the rest 
largely in alexandrines, the first stanza offers a good example of an 
effect of breakdown in end-stopped lines of different lengths:

Tous les amours qui chantaient cette saison-la chantaient faux.
1+3/3+3+2/3/ (=15)

Les chiens pleuraient dans les maisons abandonnees,
2+2/4+4/ (=12)

On cardait l’avenir, la laine des annees 3+3/2+4/ (=12)
4 Sur de mauvais chardons, les fils cassaient, rien n’allait bien.

3+3/2+2/1+3/ (=14)
(TM 38)

Because the lines are of different lengths, the end-stopping creates 
the effect of something erratic. This brokenness is analogous to the 
breaking of the thread, and to the breakdown of the normal, regular 
passage of time. This particular form of breakdown, that of time, 
itself implies an element of stasis or apparent stasis. (We saw in 
Chapter 1 a number of images which presented time as frozen.) Although 
these lines are written in the past tense, they refer to the present 
(the poem’s title is ’Quarante-trois’ and it was published in 1943^). 
The rhyme at the end of lines 2 and 3 draws attention to their 
shortness relative to line 1. This, together with the broken rhythm of 
line 4 (three phrases, each composed of two short segments), 
contributes to the jerkiness of the stanza, while the end-stopping, 
particularly in lines 1, 2 and 4, followed by the changes of subject, 
adds a note of finality to the statements.

The tension between order and disorder, on both the thematic and 
the structural levels, is typified by ’Les surpris, II’, from Les Mots 
couverts, from which I quote the first four lines:

Celui qui croyait vivre en continu, il existait comme un collage
• - 2+4-+^+4/ (=18)

dans le juxtapose, baroque, flamboyant 3+3/2A4/ (=12)
Un feu de flammes rouge cerise qui devorait la vieille trame

2+275+3*74+2+2/ (=17)
4 des faits divers, papiers froisses, journaux de rien.

2+2/2+2/2+2Z (=12)
(TM 161)
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The first line of the poem sums up, both in its imagery and in its 
structure, the tensions between order and disorder, between the linear 
and disjointed. While the line’s rhythm creates an impression of 
regularity through the presence of two near-equal hemistichs, the very 
division of the line after ’continu’ is a concretisation of the meaning 
of ’comme un collage’. In the first hemistich is the underlying idea 
that the individual’s experience of his life as a continuity is false; 
existence is, rather, a series of disjointed events, or so it is 
posited in the second hemistich. The discrepancy bbeween tth two 
views, and the contiguity as opposed to continuity of eevett, are 
underlined by the hiatus at the caesura.

Contiguity or juxtaposition is again concretised in the second 
line by the presence of the two adjectives. Disjointedness is the 
hallmark of the syntax. A certain ambiguity exists: the two 
adjectives, ’barueue’ an d ’flamboytnt’, codld qualify any of ’il’, ’un 
collage’ and ’le juxtapose’, though they seem most likely to qualify 
’il’, and so create an opposition to the static characteristics implied 
in ’collage’ and ’juxtapose’. At the same time, the structure of line 
2 is again binary and ternary, and so further reflects the ambivalent, 
and paradoxical, nature of existence. The individual is separate from 
the world around him, like an element in a collage, and yet to be aware 
of this separation implies a dynamic relationship between the 
individual ana fis surroundings. Tine individual is aware of his 
individuality through his consciousness of the outside world: he is 
conscious of his similarities to, and differences from, other things. 
The paradoxical nature of becoming s e asoe impiidf lerre, hooggf the 
emphasis is not on the continuity i1 ecoming’ utl ne hee eriese of 
apparently separate events of which the individual is conscious.

The relationship of ’Un feu de flammes’ (line 3) to what has 
preceded is ambiguous, but the phrase is most likely in apposition to 
the individual (line 1)e The individual is not fixed in his 
relationship to other things, and refuses to be pinned down. This is, 
at least, a possible interpretation of the consuming in flames of the 
’vieille trame’ (which is linea, fixed and predictabee’ and of the 
’’aits divers, ppppier froisee,’ journaux de rien’ (which suggest 
verbal, printed, definitions).
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The structure of these four lines taken together encapsulates 
the iisu uO the weOt (the ’trame’) in so Our us there is u deghee uO 
syntuctic cuntinuity bbSweee tth lines. At the sume time, it ulsu 
encupsulules the ideu uO iisjfinlsinsss, Our us well us the stringing 
tugsthsr, ur juxtupusitiun, uO like grummuticul elements, the very 
ulternutiun uO lolung 1ilin and alulenuninen is ititse a form uO 
juxtupusitiun.

The lust qrututiun cunvoyoi u sense uO iislucutiun between twu 
views uO liOe: liOe as e eontlenUet, end es e e eries ef endividual 
events. Alsu imiJlPLl^d es e ht eni^^i^'l e ef e gap (ur
iisluculiun) between hhs knovuledge o f iitelOe ( e nfOleigoe hilhe ss 
incumplele) uni the t tutuliy ou hhi ssOO. Further enumplos which 
cunvsy u sooso uO ieslfcutiun will be seen in tecteun (iei) beluw.

(ii) Instdeelity

Io Rucines, the universe’s sIuIs uO Olun is seen, uverull, us 
sumeteeng pu^t^e. This is illustrutei by the quuluteuns un puges 159 
uni 162, ueuve. Elsewhere, the ussuceutiuns ure mure nagutive, uni the 
term ’iostueilily' seems mure suildele tu iescriea the sOOscI uO the 
verse. The sOOscI uO iostueility is the key Oedtuhe uO the qrututiuns 
which Oulluw. First, u quuluteun Orum Deulugre:

Que heste-t-il ie tui qui te reguries en cet instunt?
1+5+2/475/ (=15)

Ls Ouucuo, l’entenis-tu iechiher le ciel ie ses uilss,
3/5+3+2/3/ (=14)

Et iuns lu piece ie suis bruches i'ur Oin, ni le su^il
4+3/1+2+1/4/ (=15)

4 ni tui ne .retruuvsrez le breO crissement 2/5+2+3/ (=12)
Nulle trucs. Tu pusserus, pureil a ces uiseuux ie sung

l+2(+l)/4/2+4+2/ (=14)
qui n’en Ount pu^t eistfire st Orient sur lsur prfiss4+2/274/ (=12)
uu cunstrriseot iss niis. A chuque entlunt tu purs,

' 3+3/2+2/2/ (=12)
8 tun imuge se leve, uussi Oiiels que tun umbre

3+3/4+4/ (=14)
st iispuruit, (...) 4/(...)

(TM 132)

The sOOsct uO enstubility stems Orum u number uO Oucturs. First, the 
Ouct thut unly twu cunseculivs lenes (lenst 6 uni 7) ure the sums
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length means that no metrical expectation is created. This is matched 
by the fact that the internal treatment of these lines is also 
unmetrical in so far as the second hemistich of each has an ’extra* 
primary stress. On the level of the syntax, the questions denote 
uncertainty. This is compounded by the images of ephemerality, while 
rhythmically it is reflected in a number of features. First, in line 
1, the initial series of monosyllables and the repetition of [t] create 
a staccato effect, while the isolation of ’Nulle trace’ at the 
beginning of line 5 underlines the sense. In line 7, the isolation of 
the short verb, *tu pars’, at the end of the line, draws attention to 
the suddenness of the departure. A similar effect is achieved by the 
positioning of ’et disparait* at the beginning of line 9. While there 
is no enjambement, there is an element of surprise in ’et disparait’, 
which contradicts the implication of permanence in ’aussi fidele que 
ton ombre’; a phrase which could, furthermore, acceptably complete the 
sentence. Although ’et disparait’ forms a pair with ’se leve’, their 
distance from each other distracts from this. Line 6 closely resembles 
a classical alexandrine in structure, while the second hemistich is 
introduced by ’et’; the second phrase is an explanation of the first 
rather than a counterbalance to it, though with an echo of ’font’ in 
’fondent’. The latter phrase, ’et fondent sur leurs proies’, does, 
however, find a possible answering phrase in ’ou construisent des 
nids’. The two phrases complement each other in that the first 
suggests a downwards movement and destruction, while the second 
concerns construction. The presence of a primary stress on ’fon-’, 
followed by a cesure enjambante, suggests the plunging of a bird of 
prey, while the regularity of the phrase at the beginning of line 7 
(3+3/) is a rhythmic counterpart to the idea of construction. The 
relatively natural syntax of these lines creates a prose-like 
impression which complements the sense of instability which arises from 
other rhythmic features.
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In the following quotation, from Les Pierres, the verse is
half-way between suggesting something static and suggesting something 
more fluid:

Les pluies, les pleurs et l'a quoi bon des renommees,
2/1//4++/ (=12)

Que portent-elles dans leurs fichus, sous leurs chales et sous
leurs robes, 2+2/5/375/ (=17)

Un espoir chuchoteur, un vain fremissement d’epis?
3+3/2+4+2/ (=14)

4 Le vent, le sang, le temps qui change et le temps passe,
2/2/2+2/4/ (=12)

Que disent-elles dans leur silence et quelle priere a deux mains2+275/2+2+3/ (=16)
presse contre elles la longue attente dans son germe?

iT575+27S/ (=13)
(TM 109)

The effects of fluidity and fixity stem from the alternation of short 
phrases and longer ones, and also from the syntax itself. This can be 
seen in line 1. The structure of this line resembles that of a ternary 
alexandrine with an additional primary stress on the second syllable. 
The line is built around the contrast between the two short initial 
phrases and the relatively long eight-syllable one, which is itself 
composed of relatively long segments. In line 1, as in lines 2 and 4, 
the presence of a list to some extent impedes the sense of development. 
The second line, which is long, presents what is virtually the converse 
of the first line's pattern: a long phrase followed by two shorter 
ones. The alternation of longer and shorter elements is reflected on 
the level of the line-lengths, and is itself to some extent responsible 
for a sense of flux. A high proportion of the lines are non-metrical: 
line 2 has seventeen syllables, and line 6 has thirteen. Line 5, 
while having two internal primary stresses, has its most important 
syntactical break after the ninth syllable, resulting in an 
asymmetrical line. As a sixteen-syllable line, its internal structure 
is unmetrical. The lines are, however, all end-stopped, and the commas 
at the ends of lines 1, 2 and 4 could all be replaced by full stops. 
The sense of flux here, therefore, could not be related to that 
resulting from enjambement. There is a degree of syntactic and 
rhythmic similarity in the structures of lines 1 and 4, such that there 
is a sense of flux in the repetition. The two longer phrases of line 4 
themselves combine to form a binary structure, the halves of which are
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linked by the repetition of the subject, and through the liaison 
between ’change' and 'et'. The first hemistich of each of lines 2 and 
5 again resemble each other. Syntactically, they are parallel to each 
other, and their rhythms are identical. The frequent cesures 
enjambantes in this series of lines create, alternately, a drawing out 
and slight acceleration in the rhythm. This is particularly effective 
in the last line, where there is also a fairly high incidence of 
stresses. The slowed tempo of this line suggests 'la longue attente'.

Throughout these lines, the tension between fluidity and a 
degree of relative fixity is analogous to suggestions found on the 
level of the imagery. Images of the weather suggest seasonal change as 
well as the movement inherent in the wind itself, but there is also an 
implication of sameness, a suggestion of ceaseless rain and wind. It 
must also be remembered that Les Pierres is an interpretation of a 
series of photographs (fixed images) of the stones of Carnac; stones 
which are rooted in the earth as in the depths of time. Although they 
present an immutable aspect, the stones are subject to the eroding 
forces of the weather, a tension which finds its counterpart in the 
tensions of the prosody.

In the following quotation, from Q u i so mmes-no us ?, the use of a
mixture of line-lengths helps to convey the sense of being lost, and 
the doubt about the nature of human existence:

Et si 1'homme n’etait au bout, ombre d'une ombre 3+5/1+3/ (=12)
qu'une image de la persistance retinienne dans l'oeil d'un fou?

3+4+2+4/3+2/ (=18)
Sperme et salive, une supposition? S'il n'avait d'autre existence 

1+3/3+3/4+3/ (=17)
4 que celle d’un acteur dans un theatre fait de trous

2+4A+4/ (=14)
ou des armees furent conduites par des borgnes 4+4/4/ (=12)
Soldats enuclees, et des paniers d'yeux aux egouts?

2+4/3+2/37 (=14)
(TM 214)

A sense of the near static comes in particular, and paradoxically 
almost, from the very length of the first sentence. Here, the 
anticipated complement, 'qu'une image', is delayed by the presence of 
the intervening phrase, ’ombre d'une ombre’. Whereas the sentence 
could quite feasibly end at 'retinienne', creating a second line of
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thirteen syllables, the further phrase, ’dans l’oeil d’un fou’, creates 
an impression of stoppage, frustrating the expectation of a change of 
subject, and thus drawing attention to the image ’dans l’oeil d'un 
fou’. At the same time, the very length of the line and whole sentence 
reflects the idea of ’persistance'. The list of three elements at the 
beginning of line 3 also impedes a sense of progress by referring back 
to ’l’homme’ and ’image’, to which the three things are in apposition. 
The introduction of a new image, that of an actor, though it is 
parallel to the images of the first few lines, does create a sense of 
advance. Although the sentences are long, the coupling of end-stopping 
throughout with the rhyme on [u] further contains any sense of 
expansion. The horror of the imagery is underlined by the rather 
harsh-sounding nature of the last line, which is the result of the 
repetition of [e] (which, if a liaison between 'enuclees' and ’et’ is 
avoided, is all the more harsh) and the repeated [j] in 'paniers 
d’yeux’. The effect of horror is heightened by marking a pause on 
’yeux’.

Instability in these lines is the result of a sense of 
expansion, and the halting and frustrating of this. This tension is 
present also in the imagery. While ephemerality is a keynote to the 
poet’s portrayal of the individual, the poet posits the notion that the 
individual is an after-image (and so something which persists) in the 
eye of some god-like figure.

The effect of instability already seen in the quotation from ' 
Dialogue on page 165 is similarly characteristic of the following two 
quotations from the same suite. In both cases, the disintegration of
the metre, through the mixing of line-lengths and the use of 
enjambement, translates a sense of desolation or annihilation. In the
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first of the two quotations, the sense of annihilation is conveyed to a
large extent by the use of negatives:

Le devenir s’en va dans ses peripeties 4+2/3+3/ (=12)
sans eclat, le reflet des eaux n’est plus le meme

3/3+2/4/ (=12)
aux fontaines. Tout est devenu noir. Au plus profond

3(+l)/l+5/2+2/ (=14)
4 des vieux bassins, que cherches-tu? Dans une moire

2+2/4/4/ (=12)
de souvenirs, vas-tu te perdre, la ou l’enfance t’abandonne

4/4*71+3+4/ (=16)
sur ses mille miroirs qui ne retiennent rien? 3+3/4+2/ (=12)
Si difficile est le passage. On reste pris dans les ornieres,

4+4/4+4/ (=16)
8 on perd ses traces dans le temps 2+2/%/ (=8)

et la torpeur. (...) 4/(...)
(TM 131)

Here, the overall sense is one of annihilation or stagnation. ’Le 
devenir' and 'le reflet', and the images of which they are the 
grammatical susjejtc, are to some deerre parallel, but; in their
relationship to each other, given their osiitinns wiihin their
respective lines, there is a slight dislocation. The use of 
enjambement also occasions a slight readjustment of the sense. This is 
suggestive of the way in which reflections (notably of clouds) slip out 
of the reflecting surface. The dislocation between metre and syntax is 
accompanied by questions (Unes 4 aad 6 ) wilhS are themselves an 
expression of uncertainty. In contrast wthh such eentssts of 
instability is the terseness, of ’Toou est devenu . noir'. .Although 
negative in ccilnoOiStnn, ii hhs tth apeaarnces oS s ositiie e and 
definitive statement. Furthermore, it recalls a recognisable metrical 
group, the hemistich of an alexandrine. The phrase is thus a stable 
element, metrically and syntactically, in the middle of otherwise 
shifting lines. Whereas the majority of fourteen-syllable lines are 
integrated with their context of twelve- and sixteen-syllable lines by 
having a 6// oo 88/ diiision, Ilmn 3 of tLhizLs extract is integrated, 
syntactically, through the enjambement,'with line 4. The six-syllable 
phrase, in the mendle oo lwn 3, ii precisely the one which is 
isolated, and it ii tthreby ggien further emphsnns.

In this context of lines which have a degree of flniniyy . the 
orthodox ssructure of l^ne? 7 (4+4/4+4/) conveys an impression of
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rigidity, reflecting the sense of ’On reste pris’. This effect is 
continued in line 8, which has a similar syntactic and rhythmic
structure, but is curtailed, as it were, again reflecting the sense. 
Overall, however, the extract illustrates the way in which lines may 
create an impression of fluidity while yet remaining true, metrically.

In my second quotation from Dialogue, the tone verges on the 
prose-like:

II y a longtemps, entre 37° centigrades et la parole,
4/3+4+3*/4/ (=18)

On parlait d’un accord. Quel accord? Et quels chants
3+3/1+2/3/ (=12)

dont vous gardez le souvenir, dans le silence
4+4/4/ (=12)

4 d’un monde deserte? Il n’y a rien que des eclairs},
2+4/3+4/ ■ (=13)

Borborygmes de molecules}, on a desintegre les hommes
3+3+2*/3+3+2/ (=16)

et les voici, de-ci, de-la, separes d’eux-memes, dans le desert.
4/2/2/3+2(+l)/4/ (=18)

(TM 136-137)24

The prose-like quality is the result of a number of features which are 
also responsible for the sense of non-fixity. First, the first and 
last lines of the extract are particularly long and not obviously 
related, in any metrical way, to the lines of twelve, fourteen and 
sixteen syllables most frequently found in Seghers’s verse. Second, a 
cesure epique after ’centigrades’ in line 1 will enhance this prose
like quality, creating a rhythm close to that of everyday speech. 
Third, the sentences themselves are varied in length, and, with the 
possible exception of line 4, which could end with a full stop, the 
full stops all fall mid-line. Line 4 is itself an unmetrical line, 
though it is reminiscent of a classical alexandrine. Finally, the tone 
is lightened by the brief question, 'Quel accord?’, which sounds almost 
insolent. Similarly light in tone is ’de-ci, de-la’. A 2/2/ reading, 
however, rather than a more tripping 2+2/ one, underlines the idea of 
separation, as does the cesure lyrique after 'eux-memes'. These 
elements of apparent flippancy are at variance with the desolation 
suggested in the lines, and so take on a certain bitterness. While 
some lines, taken individually', may have a degree of metrical 
orthodoxy, in context they are part of a more prose-like structure.
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While line 3 is a ternary alexandrine, the enjambement links it closely 
with line 4. The effect is similar to that created in lines 2-3. 
Although line 2 is end-stopped, the last phrase, ’Et quels chants’, 
belongs to a sentence which continues in line 3. Likewise, ’On parlait 
d’un accord’ (line 2) completes the sentence started in the first line.

The sense of flux occasioned by a combination of lines of 
different lengths and enjambement is illustrated particularly well in 
the following lines from Dis-moi, ma vie:

Entre le ciel et l'eau, sur leurs pilotis, des paillotes
4+2/5/3/ (=14)

irreelles. On ntenddatt lg onondemtnt 3(+l)/4+4/ (=12)
des rraiids. an terre tarntl isdaSiisdalnn 3/++3+3l (=12)

4 promise aux crues, vouee aux chutes. Quels sommeitleux dans ces
saisons? 2+2/2+2*/l+3+4/ (=16)

(TM 192)

The enjambement at the end of the first line and the withholding of the 
adjective ’irreelles' are suggestive of the chimera-like quality of the 
’paillotes', which, being on stilts, seem suspended between water and 
sky. The cesure lylyquq after 'irreeHss ’ is suggestive almosl of 
dissolution into nothingness, while the syntax itself is suggestive of 
insubstantiality: there is no verb in either the first or the last
sentence of the extraac. In ten seondl iiee, ltthuggl aothhrr 
secondary stress on lht first yllablel fl 'ghnondnint’ ouldl be 
possible, the reading suggested makes for a quicker tempo, in keeping 
with the sense of 'rapides', but also suggestive of a duller, more 
distant, roar. A cesure enjambante after 'rapides' maintains the 
impetus and ensures the llnn between the two propositions, the 
suggestion being that the earth will be washed away by the flood of the 
same rapids. Equally possible, however, would be a cesure lyrique to 
emphasise the sense of distance. In contrast with the longer phrases 
of the earlier lnnns, the rhythmic regularity of the first hemistich of 
the fourth line appears abrupt. The staccato effect is suggestive of 
the suddenness of the engulfing.

Les Pierres is particularly rich in short passages of mixed 
line-lengths. When enjadbedent is present, the effect is to create a 
particularly free form of freed verse. This freedom.in the verse is
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again an expression of dynamism. The following lines illustrate this:

Ils sont venus d’Est et d’Ouest, par voie de mer et par les routes 
4+1+2/2+2/4/ (=15)

^pierrees du sang des idoles, ils sont venus avec le flux

4

pour quels offices rssnembles dans leur coeur

jamais ouvert, reOrsctsnaen de la parole 
qu’il fallait taire, et deguises en voyageurs

3+2+3*/4+4/ (=16) 
secret comme un livre

2+2A+3+2/3/ (=16) 
2+2/3+5/ ' (=12) 
4/4+4/ (=12)

(TM 108)

Important in the first two lines in creating a sense of fluidity are, 
again, a number of binary structures. While ’d’Est et d’Ouest' is a 
straightforward binary opposition, it falls within another extended 
structure, the two halves of which are formed on the repeated verb ’Ils 
sont venus'. The counterpointing which arises from the repetition of 
this verb in different line-positions enhances the sense of fluidity. 
Also significant here is the use of another binary structure, ’par voie 
de mer et par les routes', the latter half of which is completed by a 
phrase at the beginning of line 2. The enjaebeeent creates a sinuosity 
which may be seen as reflecting the tortuousness of the routes. At the 
same time, it detracts to some extent from the orthodox Segieasnan 
structure of this sixteen-syllable line (line 2). Line 3 presents a 
further degree of ambiguity. Here, it is unclear whether '^assemblen’ 
agrees with ’ils’ or ’offices', but my notation reflects Seghers’s 
explanation that ^assembles' refers to ’ils'. Also problematic is 
whether to mark a primary stress on ’coeur’, or not until ’secret'. 
The marking of a secondary stress, rather than a primary one, on 
’coeur' helps to avoid a further ambiguity. For the hearer, ’secret’ 
could be understood as referring to ’ils’. There is, then, a degree of 
looseness, both on the level of the syntax and on that of the metre. 
This is carried over into line 4 through the enjambement. A similar 
tension is created in the last two lines. Both are end-stopped 
alexandrines, but the first phrase of line . 4 belongs more closely with 
/the end of line 3, just as the first phrase of line 5 belongs more 
closely, syntactically, with line 4. These tensions and ambiguities 
heighten the sense of the arcane. The exact meaning of the lines is 
hidden by the ambiguity of the syntax, just as the significance and 
origin of the druid-like people and their rites are lost in time, or 
remain unknown to all but the initiated.
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In the following extract, from the last poem of Les Pierres, the
form again reflects the dynamism in nature;

4

Et nous autres, que dirons-nous? Comme la vague

Sans cesse nous roulons et nous nous refaisons 
d’une ecume ou le ciel se mire et se divise. 
Est-ce la mer ou nous, disperses et mouvants 
qui deferlons sur les rochers? Est-ce nous qui
(...)

sur^la vague
3/.+-3//+4i/ ( = 16)
244/4+2/ (=12)

(=12)
+2/3+3/ (=12)

levons les pierres 
444/3+2+3/ (=16)

(TM 112)

In these lines, binary structures operate on various levels; the 
levels of syntax, metre, and rhythm. The first line is divided 
metrically into two hemiisicch by tth main synttattccl break after 
’nous?’. TTh 4+f CVcSiitn of hem econnf minStithm is, in its
regularity, a rhythmic reflection of the image itself. The binary 
division of the second line, and the parallelism between the two 
halves, reflect a similar repeated movement, as do the accumulated 
binary structures, ’se mire et se divise’, ’la mer ou nous’ and 
’disperses et mouvants}’. While such an accumulation of binary
structures might lead to a monotonous sense of balance, the variety of 
the rhythms in the lines avoids this. Lines 1 and 3, notably, are 
ternary in terms of primary stresses. The enjimbemeni of lines 2-3 
creates a sense of breadth, underlining the continuity of the process 
of becoming, or of change in nature, while the use of questions 
maximises the sense of uncertainty, further underlining the lack of 
fixity in the relationship between the individual and the outside 
world. •

(ill) Dislocation and expansion

The sense of dislocation seen in the last quotation might be 
reinterpreted as a sense of expansion, already implied in my term 
’breadth’, and implied, in the lines themselves, in the confusion 
between the sea and ’nous'. This mingling of self and non-self may be 
seen, that is, as the extension, or expansion, of the consciousness to 
include things in the outside world.
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Again, in the following quotation from Piranese, senses of 
instability and expansion are in tension with each other:

Sur le fond noir luisent des taches de lumier'e,
4/173+4/ (=12)

Une poursuite ou un ballet. Il y a aussi un homme en croix
4/4/4+2+2/ ((H)

qu'on ne voit pas, ses genoux s'affaissent et il se tourne
4/3+2*/4/ ((=1)

4 vers l’ange devenu guerrier. Ses bras ^implore^ pas, ils
donnent, 274+2/2+2+2/2/ (=16)

Il chancelle et s'envole, il tombe et il s'en va.
3+3/2+4/ (=12)

Dans la clarte qui le delivre, il est plus grand que les tenebres
4+4/4+4/ ((=1)

(TIM 123)

The sense of tension here stems from a degree of dislocation between 
syntax and metre, though this dislocation is of a lesser degree than 
that ocasio-oned by nnjdmednnnt. A erttain breadth is created in the 
rhythm of the first line: the cureen enjambanle leain i nto a long
phrase, thereby giving rise to the anticipation of a degree of emphasis 
on the end noun or noun phrase. The line could be a perfectly 
autonomous sentence. For this reason, and because the link with line 1 
is not explicit, ’Une poursuite ou un ballet' (line 2) comes as a 
surprise, and a sense of Etbrrupness arises, despite the fact that the 
two segments of ’Une poursuite ou un ballet' (4+4/) are
long, and also identical in length. Similarly, ’qu'on ne voit pas' 
comes as a slight surprise, the negative syntax almost invalidating the 
image at ’the end of the previous line. In line 3, the sense of 
instability can be heightened by the practice of cesure epique or a 
cesure lyrique. Even without the suppression of the unstable e at this 
juncture, the line would, as a fourteen-syllable line, be irregular in 
its internal structure. I suggest that the cesure epique be 
accompanied by an actual pause, even though a liaison between the final 
[s] of 's'affaissent' and 'et' might be expected. The actual pause 
will underline the idea of collapse. The isolated, two-syllable 
segment, Ils donnent', at the end of line 4, rather than appearing 
abrupt, is given weight by virtue of its end position, and because it 
is without an object. In line 5, the two binary structures each 
reflect within themselves opposite movements. The continuity of 
movement between 'chanceler' and 's'envoler' on the one hand, and
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between ’tomber’ and ’s’en aller’ on the other, is reflected 
phonetically in the liaison between the two elements of each pair, and 
between the two pairs at the caesura, where ’s'envoler' and ’tomber' 
themselves form an antithetical pair. At the same time, the regularity 
of the verse in the last two lines itself suggests order. (These are 
not, however, the final lines of the poem.) While line 5 may be open 
to a negative interpretation, line 6 connotes, rather, an apotheosis. 
The dynamism to which the individual is subject is also an ordering 
principle of the universe.

The following lines, from ’Paysage pour un enfant a venir’, an 
early poem, are also illustrative of a sense of expansion;

(...) Toutes les herbes sous tes pas (... s/l+j??-

courbtranent leurs tetes couronneen de perles pour'ta venue
3+2A+275/ (=16)

Le ciel t’ofOrnrait ses dnsmants comme a son Roi
2+3+3/47 (=12)

4 Les grands bois s’ouvriaantnt pour qu’a travers l’ombre velue
3+375+3/ (=14)

Toutes les betes inconnues s’en aillent en cortege avec toi.
1+3+4/2+4+37 (=17)

(TM 78)

A sense of e eppasSni cciee ffroi tth gradual inc?i?^^j^;Lr^cg of the llne-
lengths in Sines 3 to 5; lines which culminate in the image off
departure (or expansion into space) in the last line. The presence of 
a regular rhyme scheme draws attention to the lengthening of the lines. 
The lengthening is all the more noticeable because of the presence, in 
line 2, of s sixteen-syllable line, by contrast with which line 3 
appears short. In line 5, the marking of secondary stresses only, 
other than on 'inconnues', creates the longest phrase (nine syllables) 
found in these lines. (A primary stress on ’cortege' would, however, 
also be possible.) It is in this phrase that the idea of departure is 
expressed. The sense of impetus in this phrase is enhanced by the 
liaisons between ’aillent’ and ’en', and between ’cortege’ and ’avec’. 
While this is the longest phrase of the extract, primary stresses are 
relatively infrequent throughout the lines. This is particularly 
effective from ’Les grands bois’ (line 4) to the end, suggesting both 
the expanse of the woods and their opening out. The long phrases
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create a certain majesty, a loftiness of tone, which complements the 
fairy-tale grandeur of the imagery.

In the following extract from Au seuil de . .l’oubli, rhythm and 
imagery again combine to create a sense of expansion;

Quand au sortir du jour je m’en irai, ne cherchant plus rien ni
moi-memm 3+3+4/5/3/ (=18)

Inscrivez mon titre et mon nom, qu’ils m’actompagtett au plus pres 
3+2+3/4447 (=16)

dans la nuit millenaire ou les paroles se poursuivent
3+3/4+47 (=14)

4 dites d’un juste souffle. Dans la memoire multiplnee
l+3+2(+l)/4+5/ (=16)

des eclairs, des echos, des eclats de phosphore
3/373+3/ (=12)

disent que les veilleurs se souviennent.(...) 1+5+3(+1/(...)
(TM 208-209)

The sense of expansion, found in particular in the first four lines up 
to ’souffle’, translates the cosmic imagery of the later lines, and is 
suggestive of the movement outwards into indefinite space implied in 
’Quand au sortir du jour je m’en irai’ (line 1). As an image of death, 
this implies ephemeral^y, but also implied is a prolongation of 
existence under a different form. While line 1 has two internal 
primary sstreses, wlilic are rtuauay fy aa cessiEd fy gen mn the line’s 
length, a sense of impetus is present, for the initial two phrases are 
long. Lines 2, 3 and 4 maintain a sense of impetus by again having 
long phrases, and also by being constructed, up to ’souffle’, of just 
one sentence. The fifth line, though a classical alexandrine, is, 
syntactically, characteristically ambiguous, at least in appearance. 
While ’des eclairs', and also ’des echos’, could be complements of 'la 
memoire multipliee’, they are, in fact, alongside ’des eclats de 
phosphore’, the subjects of Wisent’.f The rhythm of the verse also 
changes aa hism ontit, becoming mmor staccato. Thi^ ectsmots the 
smallness and suddenness of the lightning flashes. The effect is 
heightened by the assonance on [e] and the alliteration on [k] and [1], 
and is in contrast with the sense of breadth in the earlier lines.
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Conclusion

The following poem, from Dis-moi, ma vie, is in many ways a key 
one. First, it uses a mixture of metrical and non-metrical line- 
lengths, which is typical in particular of this suite. Second, it 
illustrates especially well the potential fluidity of mixtures of line- 
lengths. Third, it is a poem which explores the nature of poetry 
itself. One phrase in particular, 'les architectures du devenir', 
could be used as a definition of Seghers's poetry in general. Although 
the limited space available will not permit an exhaustive commentary of 
the poem, here is the poem in extenso. The discussion on it which 
follows will bring together many of the points made so far in this 
chapter, and will, therefore, serve to conclude this section:

Ni ^eges, ni lacets, une avcncr dentm te 2///++// (=12)
et permanente, une quete a ne ienl saxsir 4/3+3+2/ (=12)
qu'une presence eparse, tout ce qui reste d'un passage

4+2*74+4/ (=14)
4 s’il y en eut u, ’ mais emerveilantt . 1_^£5 mains d’un

OilapiOateur 4/2+3/2/3+/l (=17)
brulees dans les marches, parmi les vnctuailles

2+4/4+27 (=12)
les tables et les lits. Toujours seul. Appelant

2+4/3/37 (=12)
avec des mots enchevetres comme les chiffres des serrures

4/4+4+47 (=16)
8 pal la rouille el 1’oubii blouuect. Avare des parcurss

/+/+2/2+4/ (=14)
inscrnts dans les jour^es, on les decouvrait en ^l’grane

. . 2+4/3+2+47 (=15)
sous les portees. Aussi parfois 4/2+2/ (=8)
dans des cadastres resurgis compulses en vain pour des

parcelles 4^+^•/3+2^^+7/ (=17)
12 dans les bnens-foods perdus ou ressuscitait un pays.

4+2/2+/+/7 (=14)
Il ne se fuyait pas. Le tain des eaux anoienies

4+2/2+2+27 (=12)
le repoussait toujours plus loin. Il n'aimait plus que les

couleurs 4+2+2/4-4-/ (=16)
Le choeur violent des seves et les architectures

2+2+2*73+3/ (=12)
16 du Oevennr. Passager des aubes, en transit. 4/3+2*/3/ (=12)

(TM 193)2/

The oscillation between shorter tiiec (here, generally alexandrines, 
but also an eight-syllable line; line 10) and longer lines (up to 
seventeen syllables; lines 4 and 11) is used in such a way as to 
underline the meaning, and creates a certain sinuosity. No metrical
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expectation is established, and so, as in free verse, each line has, 
theoretically, a degree of autonomy, particularly when end-stopped. As 
can be seen from a sample series of end-stopped lines from this poem, 
'tout ce qui reste’ (line 3) to ’bloquees’ (line 8), this autonomy is 
undermined, for the major breaks in syntax (full stops or potential 
full stops, as after ’eparse’ in line 3) frequently fall in mid-line. 
This, however, adds to, rather than detracts from, the effect of 
sinuosity, by helping, in a way similar to enjambement, to carry the 
impulse over the line-ending, the impulse then being halted at the full 
stops: after 'emmrveCUlani’ (line 4), ’lits' (line 6) and ’bloquees’ 
(line 8). Such sinuosity is a counterpart to the implication of 
movement found in such words as ’passage’ and ’passager' (lines 3 and 
16), 'avatce’ (line 1) and in the phrase, 'le repoussant toujours plus 
loin* (line 14). ,

The first three lines of the poem illustrate the way in which 
combined metrical and unmetrical elements create an overall absence of 
metrical expectation. The first two lines are alexandrines. While it 
is possible that the first line may be perceived as an alexandrine by 
the hearer (the line is a classical alexandrine with an ’extra' primary 
stress on the second syllable), the second line is rhythmically 
unorthodox. There are actual alexandrines, or echoes of alexandrines, 
throughout the poem. Echoes are found notably in the presence of six- 
syllable phrases in the fourteen-syllable lines (lines 3, 8 and 12), 
and at the beginning of line 9. Such echoes, formed by the presence of 
recognisable metrical units, may be seen as a counterpart to the 
glimpses of the self, the 'presence eparse' (line 3), recognised in the 
’parcours' and discovered 'en migrane’ (line 9) in the words of the 
poem itself. (This, the poem as an expression of the self, was 
discussed as a theme in Chapter 4.) These words and expressions 
appear, moreover, in the six-syllable phrases in question.

The paradoxical effect of etjambement has already been seen on 
numerous occasions. It both undermines the autonomy of a line while 
drawing attention to the line as such through its accompanying pause or 
apparent pause. In both instances in this poem, enjaabemett is used to
expressive effect. Between lines 8 and 9, it is suggestive of the 
sinuous character of the routes. Both here, and in lines 15-16, there
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is a tension between metrically and the dynamism of the lines taken 
together. Lins s ss s ’metiiall s fou^teennyylSabes iies is thts tt 
divides 8/6. At the same time, the two phrases between which the 
tnjambement occurs, ’Avare des parcours’ (2+4/) and ’insiriis dans les 
journos’ (2+4/)s together* form the equivalent of a classical 
alexandrine. Meanwhile, line 9, as a whole, has no recognisable 
metrical identity, and it also, because of the enjambement, belongs 
with the latter part of line 8. ..

It is in the last two lines of the poem ttat the CiOnninetcc of 
form and imagery is most striking. The 'architectures du devenir' 
hesitate between fixed, tangible reality (this is suggested in the word 
’architectures') and something altogether less concrete (the structures 
are in a state of becoming, and so are not fixed). The prosody at this 
point, as it did in lines 8-9, shifts between recognisable metrical 
forms and freer ones; ’et les architectures’ is a regular alexandrine 
hemistich, but belongs to a freed alexandrine in that there is a cesure 
epique at ’seves’ in this line. This line, furthermore, is linked to 
the last line of the poem through enjambement. It is precisely at this 
juncture that a re-appraisal of the nature of the 'architectures’ is 
brought about, through the withheld phrase ’du devenir'.

In Chapter 4, we saw the complex relationships between the 
conscious and unconscious selves, the outside world, and language. 
Central to this poem is the theme of creation, and, bs inellncSton, of 
the creation of poetry. The 'architectures du devenir’ aas hteneeVess 
be seen as an image of the self (that is, of the shifting relationship 
between the conscious and unconscious selves), and of the poem as an 
expression of the poet's self. That the phrase 'architectures du 
devenir' should be split between the two lines is itself significant, 
therefore, suggesting the separation between the conscious and 
unconscious, between the self and the outside _world, and between the 
attempt to express these relationships in language and the inability of 
language accurately to do this.

It is in the poem itself, as a ioncretnsstion of the poet’s 
self, that the poet tries to approach the nature of his self, in ’une 
avance prudente* (line 1). The poem also expresses this search, again
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in the words ’une avance prudente' and in ’une quete a ne rien sbnsir'. 
The words of the poem can, however, only ever afford a partial 
revelation of the poet's self, and can never fully unlock the mystery 
of this self (lines 6-8). •

Both thematically and in its form, therefore, this poem 
concretises the tension between order and disorder. The instability 
expressed in the themes is echoed in the shifting of the prosody 
between rncognisably metrical elements and apparently less controlled 
ones. Such instability, both in this particular poem and in others, 
is, however, an essential part of the poem's dynamism. This very lack 
of rigidity reflects the individual's inability to grasp fully the 
nature of his self. Yet it is this same insubstantiality and lack of 
fixity which makes the poem a successful one. The self is’not a fixed 
relationship between the conscious and unconscious, nor is that self 
defined in any definitive relationship with the outside world.

It is in the poems written in mixed line-lnngttc that Seghers's 
view of the dynamism of the universe, and of the self in relation to 
the universe, reaches its highest expression.

It has emerged from this section that similar prosodic features, 
such as the presence of rhythmic constants within lines of different 
lengths, may lead to different effects (a tension between order and 
disorder, for example), the effect itself being a function not simply 
of the device in question, but also of the context in which it is 
found. The effect, in other words, is inseparable from the thematic 
content of the verse.

3) /ERSE WRITTEN IN LINES OP SIXTEEN OR APPROXIMATELY SIXTEEN SYLLABLES

The sixteen-syllable line has already been seen briefly in the 
introduction to Part II and in section 2) of this chapter (see page 
157). In the first part of section 3), I will look at various general 
questions relating to metre and stress, and will trace the development 
of- the sixteen-syllable line, as used by Seghers, in the poetry which
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pre-dates Racines. In section (ii), the discussion will centre on
various effects found in the verse, concentrating on the suites, in 
particular those which post-date Dis-moi, ma . vie..

(i) Development and general questions

(a) The metrical identity of the line, and questions of stress

The sixteen-syllable line is rarely mentioned in treatises on 
prosody, but may be defined tentatively as having a caesura after the 
eighth syllable. With few exceptions, Seghers’s sixteen-syllable 
lines concord, having a basic 8/8 division. The great variety found in 
the further subdivisions of the sixteen-syllable lines may be 
considered, therefore, as a reflection of the fluidity which is the 
proper of the octosyllable. Hemistichs with binary divisions (for 
example 3+5/) and ternary divisions (for example 4+2+2/) are found. 

The practice of a cesure epique after the eighth syllable when an 
unstable e is found at this point reinforces the similarity of the 
sixteen-syllable line to two octosyllables.^ Where there is a total 
of only four stresses per line, whether patterned 4+4/4+4/, 5+3/3+5/, 
or in any other possible way, this, too, may be seen as reinforcing the 
similarity of the sixteen-syllable line to two octosyllables: the
presence of three stresses in one or both of the hemistichs might, 
arguably, distract from the metrical identity of the line, possibly 
blurring the identity of the eight-syllable phrases as such. Sixteen- 
syllable lines with just four stresses are, however, relatively 
infrequent in Seghers's verse, though a number of such individual lines 
will be seen. In some of these lines, the marking of other stresses 
would, however, be defensible. This is the case in the following line 
from Au seuil de l’oubli:

Un meteorite arrache, une larme d’un ocean 5+3/3+5/ (=16)
or 2+3+3/3+5/ (TM 202)

The line illustrates another feature of the sixteen-syllable line, as 
used by Seghers. This is a general tendency towards the presence of 
four key words (words, that is, which are important semantically, as 
distinct from being grammatically or syntactically vital) per line,
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distributed two per hemistich, even though five or more stresses might 
be present. In such lines as this, we see once again a tendency
towards binary divisions. The sixteen-syllable line frequently 
presents two hemistichs of equal length, which often have a further 
binary division in terms of secondary stresses. The presence of two 
key words in a hemistich may be in tension with the presence of a third 
stress which is marked for rhetorical purposes. The hemistich of a 
sixteen-syllable line may, then, present a pattern which is both binary 
and ternary; a pattern which is found, as we have seen, in other lines, 
and which is seen in the second of the suggested notations above.

(b) Freed sixteen-syllable lines, and lines of fifteen and seventeen 
syllables

With regard to lines of eleven and thirteen syllables, I argued 
on pages 129-135 that they were to be seen, not so much as alexandrins 
manques, as line-lengths in their own right, when these lines were the 
only ones present. The position of the fifteen- and seventeen-syllable 
lines is slightly different. These line-lengths are never used as the 
exclusive, or near-exclusive line-length within an individual poem. A 
number of examples of these lines have already been seen in section 2) 
of this chapter. The quotation from Racines on page 159 illustrates 
the way in which a line of seventeen syllables may be integrated with 
others of sixteen, through the presence of an eight-syllable phrase. 
Such seventeen-syllable lines, which present one eight-syllable and one 
nine-syllable hemistich, and which are found in a context of sixteen- 
syllable lines or of mixed line-lengths, may be considered as freed 
lines, in relation to the usual sixteen-syllable line.

As I stated on age c howevan , po ape coay me y ou doaft rfter
a secondary stress in what wouod otherwibe be a seventeen-syllable 
line. Au seuil de l'oubli provides an example:

sur les colonnes et les frontons ou n’apparaissaient que des trous 
4*+4/5+3/ (=16)

and not 4+5/5+3/ (=17)
(TM 199)

The practice of an apocope in this particular case was confirmed by 
Seghers, and justifies seeing this line as internally metrical.-^
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Apocope may, however, be considered a feature of freed verse. Where a 
seventeen-syllable line with a potential case for apocope arises in a 
context in which sixteen-syllable lines are uppermost, I suggest that 
an apocope be considered legitimate.

Fifteen-syllable tnnnc in contexts of sixteen-syllable ones are 
even less frequent than seventeen-syllable lines but pose a similar 
problem. When a syllable in unstable e follows a primary stress, the 
practice of a cesure epique may be opted for, resulting in a fourteen- 
syllable line. Alternatively, the syllable may be maintained. This 
example comes from Qui sommes-nous?;

Ni palmes, ni racines. Dans ses infinis d'equations
2A(+l)/5+3/ (=15)

• or 2T^*/5+3/ (=14) 
(IM 213)

The merits of the alternative readings must be assessed individually. 
Io this particular case the difference between the two readings is 
minimal, the reading with a cesure lyrique resulting in a slightly 
longer vowel in [in], while it is difficult, in a cesure epique, not to 
pronounce the final unstable e at all.

Those lines which have a caesura at a point other than after the 
eighth syllable may, together with lines with more than one primary 
stress, also be considered to be freed lines. A small number of 
examples will be seen in the course of section 3).

(c) The development of the sixteen-syllable line in Seghers's poetry

The first poem in which lines of sixteen syllables are found is 
’Le pain blanc', published in 1942, in Pour les quatre cbicons. 
Although it is tempting to see the line's presence here as anticipating 
the later poetry, the lnoec are not without ambiguity, metrically
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speaking. The first example of a sixteen-syllable line is the middle 
one of the following three:

Quand nous reverrons flamber les tayolles dans le soleil5+2+37%/ (=15)
Quand les trois chevaux du futur iront de front sur l’aire nette

3+2+3/4+2+2/ (=16)
Alors nous ferons de colline a colline des feux 2/3+3+375/ (=14)

(TM 24)

The line divides 8/8, as do the majority of later examples of sixteen- 
syllable lines. It is, however, unrelated, metrically or rhythmically, 
to its immediate context: there are no other eight-syllable phrases 
present, and neither the first nor the third line has a clear metrical 
identity. The ’metrical' nature of this sixteen-syllable line, then, 
seems accidental, and another sixteen-syllable line, in the second 
stanza, furthermore, has no such metrical division, though it does have 
an internal eight-syllable phrase.Here is the line in its immediate 
context:

Ils avaient (...)
Jete dans l’air leurs bras casses, les durs fleaux

2+2/2+2/2+2/ (=12)
De l'avenir. On les avait battus a mort, le grain, la paille,

4/6+2/2/2/ (=16)
4 Et l'espoir demeurait vivace; leur sang coulait comme un soleil.

3+3+2(+l)/2+2/4/ (=17)
(TM 24)

’De l'avenir' belongs, syntactically, with the preceding line, creating 
an eight-syllable phrase which straddles the line-ending. In view of 
Seghers's laatr practice, the third line is potentially another 
sixteen-syllable line, though as yet there is no rosoodcc eviencee oo 
justify a cesure epique after 'vivace'.

While evidence from ’Le pain blanc’ is inconclusive in 
determining whether cesures epiques should be practised (because the 
poem is written in a variety of line-lengths), 'L'oiseau-lyre’, a poem 
which also bears the date 1942, is important in justifying the 
practice. Che p oem is wtinOen entinlo in sixteen- and seventeen- 
syllable lines. In each of the seventeen-syllable lines, there is an
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unstable e at the ninth syllable, immediately following a primary 
stress. The first line of the poem is an example:

Sur les ailes de l’oiseau-lyre que je n'ai jamais rencontre
3+3+2*74+4/ (TIM 33)

The practice of cesure epique here, brings the line into accordance 
with the unequivocal sixteen-syllable line. • hhyy, too, all have a
primary stress on the eighth syllable. The other two lines of the 
first stanza are unambiguous metrically':

Sur la cendre du souvenir et sur le sable des regrets
3+3+2/4+4/

Sur ma vie de vivre a mourir par absence et par a peu pres
3+2+3/3+3+27

The first poem in which an unequivocal sixteen-syllable line is 
used extensively is ’Le cavalier', published in 1945 in Le Domaine 
public. The argument in favour of practising cesures epiques is 
strengthened by evidence from this poem. There are three lines in the 
poem for which an orthodox syllable count gives a total of seventeen. 
In two of these three lines, an unstable e is found immediately after 
an eighth syllable bearing a primary stress. As in 'L’oiseau-lyre', 
the practice of a cesure epique in these cases standardises the lines. 
The following is one of the lines in question:

L'air cascadeur. Quand nous le vimes ce fut un grand soulagement. 
1+3/4*74+4/ (TM 48)34

From now on, I will assume that a cesure epique is standard 
practice in lines of sixteen syllables, on condition that the lines
appear in a context in which the sixteen-syllable line is in the
majority, and if the practice is necessary to square the lines 

35metrically.

(ii) Effects found in the sixteen-syllable verse

(a) Stability and coder

The repetition of a certain word or phrase in varying positions 
within a series of lines is a feature which has already been seen as
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giving rise to a certain lack of fixity. When the device of repetition 
is used at the beginning of a number of lines, however, the effect may 
be one of stability, particularly if the lines are all the same length. 
The following example is from Au seuil de l'oubli:

Pour des oboles de silence, pour des algues dans les marees
4+4*/3+5/ (=16)

Pour le varech du temps perdu, les solstices des jours de fete
4+2+2/3+3+2/ (=16)

Pour le baroque enturbanne dans des lexiques d'ossements
4+4/4+4/ (=16)

4 et l'imprecis sous l'apparence, jeux de brouillards que le vent
porte 4+4*/1+3/3+1/ (=16)

Je, sur la crete encore et en bas, regardant. 1/3+2/3/3/ (=12)
(TM 201)

The repetition of ’pour' at the beginning of successive phrases creates 
an almost religious, chant-like effect (though the imagery remains 
pagan), and it also suggests a certain equivalence between the phrases. 
It leads to the impression of a careful structuring of the poem, which 
is quite different from the impression given elsewhere of the poem as a 
direct reflection of the flow of language as it emerges into the poet's 
consciousness. The structuring of the poem in this way suggests an 
attempt to see an order in the outside world where this world might 
seem chaotic. A certain formlessness is suggested by the images of 
seaweed, while the piles of bones are seen, rather, to convey meaning, 
for they form lexiques'.

The suggestion of consciously worked language, found in the use 
of 'Pour' as a structural feature, is complemented by the play on words 
in 'jeux' (line 4) and 'Je' (line 5). The unusual use of the subject 
pronoun emphasises the self-conscious nature of the lines. The poet 
situates himself in the picture he sees (he has his place on the hill 
crest) while yet remaining separate from his surroundings (he remains 
an observer of the scene). This duality, and the mise en , abime (the 
poet’s portrayal of himself as an observer in the landscape) suggest 
the dual nature of consciousness, as discussed in Chapter 4: the 
individual is conscious of having an identity, and of being distinct 
from the rest of creation, while at the same time being aware of 
participating in creation.
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The chant-like quality of the poem is enhanced by the regular 
metrical division of each of lines 1 to 3 into two equal hemistichs. 
This itself creates a sense of balance. In contrast with this are the 
second hemistich of line 4, and line 5. The confusion suggested by 
'jeux de br^iHards ’ is echoed in the unusual distribution of the 
stresses: one on the first syllable of the hemistich, and two stresses 
in succession oh 'vent' and ’porte' at the end of the hemistich. These 
two stresses are, furthermore, followed by a primary stress on the 
first syllable of line 5, 'Je'. This further underlines the unusual 
use of Me’, and the self-conscious nature of the image.

The syntax of the lines is not without ambiguity. In line 2, 
the 'solstices des jours de fete’ might be preceded by a ’pour' which 
remains understood, but the phrase makes better sense as what the poet 
proposes in place of the silence and wild wetness; a human presence 
and pagan worship of the sun. Furthermore, the relationship between 
’Je’ (line 5) and the images introduced by ’Pour’ is also unclear. 
These ambiguities are, however, to some extent overridden by the 
general impression of regularity created by the repetition of 'Pour', 
and the metrical division of lines 1-3.3^ At the same time, however, 
the ambiguities complement the sense of uncertainty stated in line 4 
(’l’imprecis sous l’apparence') and implied in the images of fog and of 
the ’Je' who is perhaps trying to discern some order, and his own 
position in it.

My next quotation illustrates how a consistent use of parallel 
structures ii successive nescs may override the presence of different 
linr-0ivdsdons, and craaec an PmressdOno of egula^sJi?!^!:. . Te o iies o ree 
from Dialogue:

Precipite dans cette vie comme dans la chaudiere de Malraux
4+4/6+47 (=18)

Catapulte dans cette vie comme Ebrahim au coeur des flammes
4+474+2+2/ (=16)

Brule dans cette vie comme une sorciere sur le brasier
2+4/5+57 (=16)

4 Retourne dans cette vie comme le fer rouge dans la forge,
3+4/4+1+47 (=16)

Si le bucher fut ma maison, si l’inceidie fut mon ouvrage
(...) 4+4/4+47 (=16)

(TM 136)
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The parallelism of the syntax of the first four lines couples with the 
similarity of the images themselves. Yet the rhythm of each line is 
different. The presence of a total of just four stresses in line 1 
goes some way to masking the length of the line by creating a fast 
tempo. This speed is concordant with ’Precipite’. In having four 
stresses, the line is similar to lines 3 and 5. Line 3, along with 
line 4, is unusual, however, as a sixteen-syllable line, in that the 
caesura does not fall after the eighth syllable.37 There is, then, a 
tension in these lines between the syntactic similarity of the lines to 
each other and their rhythmic differences}. The sense of rigidity 
resulting from the parallel structures is itself in tension with the 
dynamism implied in the images, but the insistence of the parallelism 
does also suggest the sense of violence.

The first and third lines of the quotation from Au seuil de 
l’oubli on page 187 illustrate also the impression of stability which 
may arise from those sixteen-syllable lines which have a caesura after 
the eighth syllable and just one secondary stress in each hemistich. 
The effect of stability in these particular lines is not, however, the 
result simply of the metrical treatment of the lines. It is, rather, 
the result of the combination of this with the lines’ thematic content. 
An effect of stability over a series of sixteen-syllable lines is rare, 
but equally the sixteen-syllable verse lays greater emphasis, 
thematically, on a sense of transience, as we will see in sections (b) 
and (c).

(b) Metrical ambiguity and fluctuation

In the course of sections 1) and 2) of this chapter, various
examples of hybrid, or binary-cum-ternary lines, notably alexandrines, 
have been seen. On page 183, we also saw how individual hemistichs of 
sixteen-syllable lines can be both binary and ternary. This type of 
structure is found also in individual sixteen-syllable lines as units.
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The following lines from Les Pierres provide examples:

Par quelle foudre et par quel feu, par quelle hache divisee
4+4/4+4/ (=16)

pour cette nuit dans ma rupture ou je me cherche. Suis-je deux,
4+4/4(+1)/3/ (=16)

‘ Double et pareille, et quelles levres sans approche
1+3/4A// (=12)

me sont blessure au plus secret et me separent. Dites-moi
(...) 4/2+2/4(+l)/3/ (=16)

(TM 111)

The structure of the first line is both binary (it has a metrical 8/8 
division), aad ttenary (it has three parallel elements in 'foudre', 
’feu' and ’hache'). In this line, as in others, the structure is a 
concrete expression of the duality conveyed by the images. The second 
line is binary-cum-ternary in terms of primary stresses: the line has 
a regular first hemistich, but an ’extra’ primary stress in the second. ■ 
In both ths e lie e and the fourth, a cesure lyriqe e underlie s th e idea 
of separation by reatH-ge an ctuuae break ie the lines. Lines 2 and 4 
are otherwise ambiguous metrically. In each, u secondary, rather than 
a primary stress on the eighth syllable would be possible, thus 
following the syntax and leaving the primary stresses for the full 
stops, at 'checche’ and 'separent'. The ending of line 2 at 'deux' 
creates another ambivalence, for while 'Double et parerne’ is a binary 
structure, iit is also part of a ternary structuree of wthct ’deux’ 
(line 2) is the first element. Although from 'et quelles levres' 
onwards, there are no further binary structures, the images themselves 
imply duality: lips come in pairs, and are suggestive of the two sides 
of a gaping wound (’blessure'). While the alexandrine (line 3) is, in 
terms of its length, in tension with the longer lines, line 2 up to 
'cherchr' foollws thh pattern of a ternary alexandrine (of which, 
however, the final unstable e would be sounded). The same feature is 
found in ttih ffortiti line • Here the internal alexandrine is,
syntactically, all the more prominent because of the complete change of 
subject at ’Dites-moi’, which also marks the end of the stanza. While 
neither the hearer nor the reader of the poem may necessarily be aware 
of these internal alexandrines (+1), their presence creates a certain 
homogeneity in the rhythm, but is yet in tension with the sixteen- 
syllable lines.8
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The use of anaphora may, as we have eeen , esuul t it a sense of 
order nn t ttt^ee^lj^r^Ejs a os solemyit y. t t myt also, however, result in a 
sense of fluctuation, if the eppaledt eeemnlt ccurst tt varying 
intervals. Examples of this form of counterpointing have already been 
seen in section 1) of this chapter. The following example is from 
Dis-moi, ma vie;

Si ce n^taH que par megarde, ou par une erreur d’aiguillage
1+344/5+3/ (=16)

d’un employe ^attendf? Si c'etaied, on ne sait pourquoi,
4+4/3/3+2/ (=16)

des fleurs fraiches dans un wagon sur une voie desaffedee
2+l/$/4+4/ (=16)

4 echouees la, pour des fian^ailles, pour un voyage vers sa fin?
1+3/4*74+4/ (=16)

Si c'etait sans l’avoir voulu, si la-bas, au bout du triage
1+3+4/3/2+3/ (=16)

la solitude la plus totale, l'ardeur finale d’exister
4+3+2(+l)/2+2+4/ (=18)

accompagnaient jusqu'au butoir un chargement fait de petales
4+4/4+47 (=16)

8 Amours;, naissance et deuils, rires, parfums, beaute.
2/2+2/l(+l)/2/2/ (=12)

(TM 191-192)

The sense of fluctuation arising from the repeated ’Si’ clauses is 
enhanced by several features. Other than in the last clause, the 
subject is never defined, heightening the sense of uncertainty which 
stems from the phrase ’Si c'etait’ itself. The insertion of an 
independent clause, ’on ne sait pourquoi’, in the second hemistich of 
line 2, delays ’des fleurs fraiches’,. creating a slight suspense, and 
so uncertainty. This sentence (from ’Si c’etaient’ to ’fin’) is 
composed of separate phrases, each added to the preceding one as if as 
an afterthought. The effect is particularly noticeable in line 4, 
where the two internal primary stresses create a halting rhythm. The 
impression of afterthought comes from the disparity of the images: 
engagement flowers, a forgotten railway siding, and the suggestion of 
death in ’un voyage vers sa fin’. The last line makes a similar 
association between life and death in 'naissance et deuils’.

The sense of fluctuation in these lines stems also from the 
variety of the lengths of the segments, which range from single 
syllables to five syllables. In lines 1 and 3 in particular, this 
leads to a sense of expansion in the long segments;. In line 5, on the
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other hand, the shorter segments and the presence of a primary stress 
on ’-bas' lead to a greater rhythmic density in the second hemistich in 
relation to the first. Line 6, in relation to line 5, also creates a 
sense of greater density. Although the total number of stresses is the 
same (six in each case) the vocabulary of line 6 is richer. The sense 
of density is enhanced by the internal rhyme: ’totale ; finale’. The 
spacing of the stresses in line 7, on the other hand, again creates a 
sense of expansion, which is countered by the density of line 8; a 
density arising from the proximity of the stresses to each other and 
the high proportion of primary stresses, but also from the fact that 
the line is composed of a string of nouns. There is, then, a high 
degree of semantic density.

Through features similar to those found in the last quotation, 
the following lines from the first poem of Fortune Infortune Fortune 
also create a sense of fluctuation:

Je me plains, je ne me plains pas. Je me plains d'ane ame envolae 
3/5/3+2+3/ (=16)

je ne sais ou, et qui et qui tournoie autour de moi
4/4/4+2+27 (=16)

Je ne me plains pas de mon ciel, ni de mon temps, ni des nuages
5+3/4/47 (=16)

4 ni des sources ni des amours. Je me plains de je ne sais quoi
37^/3+57 (=16)

D’une blessure eieeiimee si loin la-bas, dans les ancetres
4+4/2+2/47 (=16)

D’une image dans un miroir que je voudrais parfois briser
3+5/4+2+27 (=16)

Mais je ne me plains pas de Toi, o Toi le chant qui m^ccompagne
6+2/2+2+47 (=16)

8 pour m’aider et m^xorciser, pour vivre et mourir avec Toi.
3+2+3/2+3+37 (=16)

(p.l)

The poem is constructed around the return of the phrases ’Je me plains' 
and ’Je ne me plains pas', the positive and negative alternating ( the 
alternation is carried through to the end of the poem). The emotional 
changes reflected in the oscillation between 'Je me plains' and 'Je ne 
me plains pas' are complemented by images of movement, and the duality 
finds a further counterpart in the binary structures which run 
throughout the poem, although these binary structures are rarely built 
around antitheses. The first of these is 'et qui m’appelle et qui 
tnurioie’ (line 2). , While there is a primary stress on 'appelle^ the
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break is smoothed over by the liaison. The rhythmic continuity 
effected by this helps to convey the sense of a continuous wheeling 
motion. At the same time, the two four-syllable segments of ’et qui 
t^appeUe et qui tournoie' create a sense of regularity as they are 
framed by two more staccato phrases, ’je ne sais ou' and 'autour de 
moi'. The staccato effect arises from the predominance of monosyllabic 
words and from the hiatus in 'ou, et' and 'tournoie autour'. Line 3 is 
another hybrid line: 'chel', 'temps' and ’nuages' form together a 
ternary pattern, but, syntactically, the second and third elements can 
be seen as a binary structure, for they are both introduced by 'ni'. 
This binary structure, furthermore, occupies the second hemistich. 
Similarly, ’ni des sources ni des amours' (line 4) is a binary 
structure occupying a hemistich, but it is also the completion of the 
list started in the previous line. Although there is no structural 
identity between ’si loin la-bas' and 'dans les ancetres' (line 5), 
both phrases qualify 'une blessure rnveiimer', and imply distance, 
either spatial or temporal. Lines 5 and 6 are both complements of 'Je 
me plains', and there is an image of duality in 'une image dans un 
mlcoir'. Finally, in line 8, we have two binary structures, the second 
of which is composed of antagonistic halves. The line itself has a 
binary structure, the hemistichs having virtually the same syntactic 
structure: 'pour' followed by two infinitives.

The sense of fluctuation in the lines stems from the oscillation 
between positive and negative statements, and from the accumulation of 
parallel elements in lists, which leads to a sense of restlessness. 
The various forms of rhythmic fluidity and tension are a counterpart to 
the changing emotional states implied in ’Je me plains, je ne me plains 
pas'. Dynamism is also implied in the image of death, 'une ame 
envolSe’ (line 2), as in each element of the list from 'chea’ to 
'sources' (lines 3-4), Along with these is the ’chant' (line 7), or 
the poet’s inner voice. The dynamic relationships implied here were 
seen in Chapter 4,

In 'Ou aalons-ious.,.’, from Fortune ^fortune Fort Une, the
sense of rhythmic ambiguity and fluctuation stems from a mixture of
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binary and ternary sixteen-syllable lines:

Ou allons-nous dans ce silence, vers quels voyages dnaerieurs
4+4*/2+2+4/ (=16)

Nous, deportes des temps passes? Sommes-nous livres sans defense
1/3+2+2/5+3/ (=16)

a des orbites iiconnues, a des nuits traversees sans fin
4+473+3+2/ (=16)

4 Des negations de la matiere, anticorps de non-existence
4+473+2+3/ (=16)

Fulgurations, eclairs eaeints a travers des milliards d'annees
4/2+2/5+37 (=16)

Ou bien trous noirs a tout jamais sans debut ni fin, vie ou mort?
3+1/473+2/1+2/ (=16)

(p.19)

The uncertainty implied in the use of questions finds a correlation in 
the relatively free syn^t. hhe phrases are frequently tacked
together without any explicit logical link. This is the case from the 
beginning of line 4 to the end. While these noun-phrases may be seen 
as complements of ’Sommes-nous livres a', and so parallel to ’des 
orbites inconnues' and 'des nuits traversees sans fin’, the 'negations 
de la mature’, ’anticorps de non-existence’, ’fulgurations’, 'eclairs’ 
and 'trous noirs’ equally all make sense as phrases in apposition to 
’Nous’. In lines 3 and 4, the parallelism which exists between each 
pair of hemistichs is reinforced by the metrical division of the lines. 
At the same time, the strings of phrases lead to a sense of the 
constant movement implied in ’sans fin’. There is, furthermore, a 
degree of rhythmic contrast between the metrically divided lines (1, 3 
and 4), and the others. Line 5, from this point of view, is 
ambivalent, as its two internal primary stresses create a ternary 
structure. There are still, however, just two key parallel nouns:
’Fulguraaions’ and 'eclairs’. The effect of this ambivalence is again 
to enhance the sense of mobility. The impetus created at the start of 
the sentence ’Sommes-nous livres..,’ (line 2) comes to a full halt only
with ’mort’ in line 6, Coming as it does at the end of the ldne, and
at the. end of such a long sentence, 'vie ou mort’ gains in
forcrfulness. The whole of line 6, moreover, is notable for its
accumulation of short stressed nouns, which adds to the sense of 
climax.
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The tensions within these lines, both syntactic and rhythmic, 
are analogous to the tension between the ephemeral and infinitely small 
on the one hand, and the infinitely great on the other. This is the 
case niOttly in line 5, a arya^y-ctmoitoyn^y e^e. Here,
’Fulguralions' and ’eclairs clints’ imply short-lived phenomena, while 
’a travers des milliards d’annees’ implies the contrary.

In the follolign errees of lines from Racines, the presence of 
an internally unmetrical line (line 35) is notable for the sense of 
uncertainty to which it gives rise:

Quel est cet homme universel qui se cache dans les racines
1+3+4/3+5/ (=16)

Quel est ce si profond secret vivant au coeur de ces Dieux morts 
• ’ . ' • • ■ • 4+2+2/4+3+1/ (=16)

Et qui, dans le silence des nuits anciennes Havant l’homme
2/4+3+3/V (=16)

4 appelle et oeconstoull le monde par le miracle de la voix?
2/4+2*74+4/ (=16)

(TM 95)

The sense of uncertainty in the third line results from the fact that 
the line is not related metrically to the three sixteen-syllable lines 
which surround it. (The four lines together form a complete stanza.) 
These three lines are metrical in so far as they all have a caesura 
after the eighth syllable, though the fourth line has an extra primary 
stress. This regularity adds to the sense of solemnity arising from 
the elevated tone of the questions and the language they use. The 
parallelism of the questions in lines 1 and 2 is itself almost 
inca^a^^. The universal scale of the becoming expressed in these 
lines finds a reflection in the construction of lines 3-4. The verb of 
which ’qui’ is the subject is delayed until line 4. The anticipation 
of a verb results in the impulse being carried over the line-ending in 
a manner similar to enjambement. Line 3 presents a time so ancient as 
to be unknown; foomless, as it were. The rhythm of the line is 
correspondingly loose. Line 4, on the other hand, presents the 
creation of order out of this chaos, and a return to a relatively 
metrical order is found in the line.
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(c) Ephemerality and disintegration

The poem 'Je nais, je meurs...', in Fortune Infor^ne Fort Une., 
is typical of the suite in voicing the poet's sense of ephemerali-ty. 
This ephemeral^y, as we shall see, is underlined by a number of 
features of the verse. Here are the first five lines of the poem:

Je nais, je meurs, je fais mon temps. Trajechohre d’un satellite 
2/272+2/3+5/ (=16)

Un meteorite arrache, une larme d'un ocean 5+j^/^Z3^23/5 (=16)
dans une immensite sans bones, un mirage sur un mirage

3+3+2*73+5/ (=16)
4 et l'etincelle d'un declic. Je suis la mesure d'un temps

4+4/5+37 (=16)
Une cellule vibrhonnanCe aussitot morte que lancee

4+4/4+4/ (=161(p.11)40

The use of bald statements in the first hemistich recalls the opening 
line of the quotation from Fortune ^fortune Fortune on page 192, 
though hee ththhmic fffects f f tth two are quite different. In this 
line ('Je nais, je meurs...')e the frequency of the stresses lends a 
sense of finality to each verb and slows down the tempo,4^ This is in 
contrast whCt the second hemistich of line 1, and with the rest of the 
lines which follow. Here, the five-syllable segments (four in all) 
create a muuc efsttr tempp. This ie accompanied by the absence of 
verbs. The composite effect ii te suggest the rapidity of the 
satellite's progress across the sky, or the suddenness of a spark. In 
line 4, the reappearance of full syntax brings a sense of- measure or 
stability: as does the presence of just fciur slsresses in the line. 
This is, however, countered by the concision of the syntax: ’Une
cellule vhbrionnaihe', in line 5, is in apposition to ’Je'. The lines 
together are a good illustration of the way in which metrical stability 
may be in tension with a sense of ephemeral^y. The suddenness and 
ephemeral^y of the meteorite and the other rreltte images is 
underlined by the recurrence of hhe.short vowel [e], which appears nine

' hlmes in lines 2 to 5.

The rather scientific vocabulary ('Trajecto^e', 'satellite', 
’meteorite', ’declic', 'mesure') adds a note of sSceCilc to that of 
ephemeral^y. Such an extensive use of this type of word is unusual in
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Seghers’s poetry. As scientific words are frequently long, the effect 
of concision may be heightened, for their presence limits the total 
number of key words possible within a ldne.

Such effects of concision and ephemerality might seem to be at 
odds with the very length of the sixteen-syllable line. Yet the 
sixteen-syllable line frequently has the structure of two 
octosyllables, the difference being that the pause alt the caesura is no 
doubt a little less than that at the end of an octosyllable.

In the following lines from Dialogue, a number of features 
already seen elsewhere lead to an impression of disintegration:

les ministres s'en sont alles, qui arnaieia les liv^s a jour 
• 3+5/3+2+37 (=16)
les forteresses et les tours sous les cris des gamins s'ebouaent

4+4/3+3+27 (=16)
et dans les coffres grands ouvrras, l’acre odeur du cypres 

pourchasse 4+2+2/1+2+3/2/
4 les parfums des soies disparues. Si le bijou qui fut lezard

(...) 3+2+3/4/47 (=16)
(TM 133)

The metrical regularity of lines 1 and 2 (their division into two equal 
hemistichs, and their end-stopping) creates a sense of balance and 
completion suggesting the ministers' definitive disappearance (line 1), 
and, by association, that the dereliction (line 2) will be total. The 
alliteration on [u] in lines 1 and 2 serves to underline the regularity 
of the lines, by falling at the ends of the lines, and at the hemistich 
in line 2. In lines 3 and 4, on the other hand, there is a rhythmic 
equivalent to the disintegration. The presence of a primary stress 
within the second hemistich of line 3, and the rijapbrmeia leading into 
line 4 are both features which create a degree of metrical 
disruption.o^ The absence of a primary stress before that on 
'disparues' throws the word all the more into relief and again 
underlines the definitive nature of the disappearance.
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In 'L’ame s’en loa-l-elle...’, in Fortune Infor^ne Fort Une, 
the definitive extinction of consciousness, as well as of physical
being, is contemplated:

L’ame s’en ira-t-elle un jour? Memento mori. Tous les livres
.  ... 1+5+2/2+3/3/ (=16)

qu’elle animait, per^ont-ils? Dans le coquillage beant
• . 4/4/5+3/ (=16)
sur les spirales du dedans, qui viendra s'entendre, et les choses

4+4/144/3/ (=16)
4 pourraienl-elles, un jour, n’etre plus? Le coing d'or du temps fut 

cueilli 3*/2/3/3+2+3/ (=16)
(p.29)43

The series of questions all concern the possibility of disappearance. 
As was the case in the last quotation, a certain accumulation of 
’extra’ primary stresses, and the presence of enjambement, create 
metrically ambiguous lines. Furthermore, although lines 2 and 3 are 
end-stopped, the line-ends are straddled by questions, which are an 
expression of doubt. The disparity between metrical and syntactic 
divisions is another element which contributes to the sense of 
uncertainty. None of the major breaks in the syntax coincides with the 
line-endings, other than at the end of line 4. Three-syllable segments 
at the ends of lines 1 and 3 create an eleven-syllable-long sentence in 
lines 1-2 (ending ’pe^ioont-lls?’) and the syntactic equivalent of a 
sentence, again eleven syllables long, ending ’n’etre plus?’. The 
result is a snaking effect in the rhythm congruent with the 'spirales' 
of the mind or consciousness. Both hemistichs of line 4 are heavily 
stressed, the broken rhythm paralleling the breakdown in confidence in 
the continuity of existence, which is voiced in the first hemistich. 
In the second hemistich, however, the frequent stresses are 
accompanied, rather, by a sense of lingering: the ’coing d’or du
temps’ is remembered with regret and nostalgia, the effect being 
heightened by the long vowels of ’coing1, 'or' and ’temps’.
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In my final quotation, from Au seuil de l’oubli, the sense of 
ephemerali-ty is the result of a combination of features:

Les apparences etaleit sauves. Mais qui tourna^ autour d'Accra
4+4*72+2+4/ (=16)

sinon le sable et le mhea, des yeux lnnombrtbaes, les notres
4+4/2+3(+l)/2/ (=16)

en regardant le temps passer? Il n’y avait plus rien que nous.
4+2+2/6+27 (=16)

4 EehaOtudages de qui s'en allaiml;, ctangealent sans cesse
4+4*74/2+2/ (=16)

selon les aubes et les vents. Nous n'appelions pas les orages
4+4/2+3+37 (=16)

Mais les mirages nous fascinalenh qui naisstleit pour s'evanu^
4+5/3+47 (=16)

en longues laisses de regrets. Pour ecouter au loin la vie
2+2+474+2+2/ (=16)

8 nous nous pensions sur nos polhrlnes ou douce eCalh la peau des
songes 4+4*/2/4+2/ (=16)

Une nacre de coquillages broyee par les vents. La maree
3+5*72+3/3/ (=16)

du sang nous avait laisses la, racines echoueei, passages
274+2/2+4/2/ (=16)

dans une ecume transparente ou c^aimt sans fin des oiseaux.
4+4/2+3+37 (=16)(TM 206)44

The inese se e a nxtc^ue e oo brief taatements, aa ii ewer oo fact (’Les 
apparrnees etaient auuees’, iiee 1; 'Il n’y vaite l^-se iene que nous', 
line 3; 'Nous a'aniHs es s es s es o^ges’, line 5). These are 
interspersed with longer sseiences. The interweaving of the two 
produces a sense of dynamism which is heightened by the structure of 
the longer sentences themselves. The addition of short phrases, one to 
the other, to form a long sentence, is reminiscent of, for example, the 
lines starting ’Si ce n'etalC que par megarde', quoted on pages 191.

In line 2, the reader's initial reaction to ’qui’ is to someone 
exterior both to himself and to the poet. When ’qui’ is revealed to be 
sand aan mica, and then ’des yeux', the effect is one of surprise, 
though the eyes may be human and so correspond to those - of the person 
suggested by ’qui'. The final implication of the reader or hearer, 
along with the poet, in ’les notres’ effects another readjustment of 
the reader's position. The sentence which follows, 'XI n'y avait plus 
rien que nous', confirms this implication. The very shortness of the 
statement gives our isolation the status of something drfhniChue.
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In lines 4 and 5, rhythm, syntax and phonetic characteristics 
all combine in a particularly effective way to suggest a mirage-like 
rphemeraliay. The lack of fixity of the 'Echafaudages de chimeies' is 
in part conveyed by the incomplete syntax (there is no article), while 
the verbs are ones of change. The passage is in the imperfect tense, 
implying indefinite duration or repetition, and making the changes 
signified all the more disturbing. The ephemerality is highlighted in 
lines 4 to 5 by the repetition of a series of fricatives: [J], [3] and 
[s]. With the addition of [f], these are almost imitative of the sound 
of the wind. An analogous effect derives from the further repetition 
of [3 ] in ’mirages' (line 6), ’songes’ (line 8), ’coquialages' (line
9) , and 'passages' (line 10), and of [s] in ’fascinadeia’, 
^a^asaim^, 's'evanouir' (line 6), 'laisses' (line 7), ’douce' and 
’songes’ (line 8), ’sang’, ’laisses', ’racines', and ’passages’ (line
10) , and in ’transparente' and 'sans' (line 11).

The recurrence of regular eight-syllable hemistichs, composed 
notably of two four-syllable segments, is also responsible for a sense 
of flux in the lines. The rhythm of these hemistichs contrasts with 
the more broken rhythms present elsewhere, as for example in the second 
hemistichs of lines 2, 4, 8, 9 and 10. The regularity of the 
hemistichs composed 4+4/ is also in contrast with line 6, which, though 
it is a sixteen-syllable line, does not divide into two equal 
hemistichs. A further counter to their regularity is found in the six- 
syllable segment of line 3. This run of unstressed syllables speeds up 
the tempo, such that the stress on the second syllable of 'rien' is all 
the more noticeable. The final two-syllable segment, ’que nous’, is so 
short in contrast with the preceding segment that it, too, emphasises 
the sense of solitude and insignificance. Both the hurriednrss of this 
hemistich and the sense of insignificance engendered are then 
complemented in line 4 by the image of the ’Echafaudages de chimeres’. 
The enjambement at the ends of lines 9 and 10 likewise creates metrical 
instability, particularly as it combines, here, with the presence of 
'extra' primary stresses in both line 9 and line 10. Here, as in many 
cases seen in sections 1) and 2) of this chapter, the move away from a 
strictly metrical treatment of the lines translates images of change; 
in this instance, the tides and flowing blood.
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Conclusion

Syntactic ambiguity, throughout a series of lines, may be 
important in conveying a sense of dynamism; the dynamism arising from 
uncertainty which provokes readjustment in the sense and the reader's 
or hearer's reaction. Such syntactic ambiguity may overlay the 
metrical regularity of the verse.

The dynamism of the verse written in sixteen-syllable lines 
differs considerably from that of the freed alexandrine verse and that 
of the verse written in mixed line-lengths. A major difference lies in 
its regularity or the relative infrequency of licence on the level of 
the metre: the types of lines defined on pages 183-184 as freed 
sixteen-syllable lines are relatively rare, as are lines with 
enjambement. The effects of dynamism come, nonetheless, as much from 
the internal treatment of the lines as from the rhythmic relationship 
between different lines. The binary-cum-ternary structure of some 
lines is one recurring feature, in the internal treatment of the lines, 
which is responsible for effects of dynamism. The division of the line 
after the eighth syllable is an almost constant feature and leads to a 
degree of rigidity. This rigidity is, however, in tension with the 
variety of rhythms possible within each hemistich; and these rhythms 
are the rhythms proper also to the octosyllable. The rigidity is also 
in tension with the dynamism of the lines as individual units, their 
length creating a sense of expansion and breadth which overrules, to 
some extent, the medial caesura.

The metrical rigidity of Seghers’s handling of the sixteen- 
syllable line is, furthermore, in tension with the thematic content of 
the verse. Particularly from Au seuil de l’oubli onwards, the poetry 
lays a greater emphasis on death and the poet’s sense of his inability 
to grasp and know his self. In such a context, the relatively rigid 
nature of the sixteen-syllable verse can be seen as countering the 
sense of fluidity and disintegration by imposing a structure on what is 
otherwise elusive and in a state of constant becoming.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTARIES

The commentaries which follow are designed to do several things. 
The discussion of whole poems will complement the fragmentary approach 
taken in the main body of the thesis, illustrating the significance of 
various features in relation to the larger context of a poem, as well 
as in conjunction with each other.

The three poems which I have chosen for commentary are from 
different periods of Segheus's career. ’Poete’, a wartime poem, is a 
fairly early poem. It is written in fixed form. The second is from 
the earliest of the suites, Racines. This suite marks the start of 
Seghers's mature output. The poem is in alexandrines, which are 
handled with some degree of freedom, though they mostly follow a basic 
classical model. The progression this marks from ’Poete’ is taken one 
step further in the third poem, which is from Au seail de a'oublh and 
in mixed lhlr-aeigCti. While these differences exist, the discussion 
of the poems will also illustrate a thematic ihuhltuhhy between them.
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12

POETE

Au monstre des secrets je plie sans jamais rompre 
Jusqu’a l’existence et la voix,

Je me lie a mon temps qui roule entre mes doigts
Comme un bracelet d’or ou d’ambre.

Je sens autour de moi la vie morte, passee 
Mon sang la polit chaque jour

Tel un ntjiu danaj s a atco!].^ et edttuur 
Aussi fluide que la pensee.

Ce qui OuI m’est leger. □’invente, j’imagine 
Je tresse la nuit, le soleil

Je reponds en ofOrant les champs ee les abeilles 
L’espoir, le jour que je devine.

2+4/2+4/
3+2/3/
3+3/2+4/
3+3/2/

( = 12) 
(=8)

(=12)
(=8)

2+4/2+1/5/ (=12) 
2+3/3/ (=8) 
4/4+4/ (=12)

(=8)
3+3/2?%/
2+3/3/
3+3+2///
2/2+4/

(=12)
(=8)

(=12)
(=8)

4

8

16

Sur mes chariots la vie balance ses navires 
De Ooin, de mers et de parfums

Et je Oeins ^oublier le debut et la Oin 
Il n’est de reel que de dire.

4/2+27%/ (=12) 
2/2/4/ (=8)
3+3/3+3/ (=12) 
5/3/ (=8)

(TM 54)
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Central to ’Poete' is the theme of language, and, in particular, 
of language as used in poetry. Throughout the body of this thesis, 
frequent reference has been made to the dialectical relationships 
implied in the process of creating a poem: the transforming of 
language from the unconscious, but which refers to the outside world, 
in the fabric of the poem; the poem as the concreaisaaioi of the poet’s 
self (itself the relationship between the conscious and unconscious 
selves) in its relationship with the outside world.

The dialectic between interior and exterior spheres, typical of 
Seghers’s poetry in general, is reflected in images found throughout 
the poem. It is implicit in the first stanza in so far as these lines 
voice the poet’s craft as poet. The poet bends and shapes language, 
but words have a hidden mystery, are rich with resonances, which escape 
any discipline he can impose. These resonances, too, affect the 
picture the poet, and the reader, has of the poet's self. This hidden 
mystery of words, the 'mnistre des secrets’, is both terrible, because 
it means that the self is ever elusive, and cannot be pinned down, and, 
for the same reason, also wonderful. Constant becoming is a condition 
of human existence, and its expression is central to Seghers’s imagery, 
but the fact of constant becoming is converted into something positive: 
without it, the poem would not exist. As is implied in these lines 
from ’Poete', the individual's becoming takes place, at least in part, 
in the language he uses. The poem thus becomes fully reflexive: it 
expresses the poet's becoming, while his becoming also takes place in 
the words of the poem. Each is like a mirror for the other; the 
interaction between them is perpetuated ad infinitum.

In lines 3-4, the mingling of inner and outer domains is 
paradoxical. The poet binds himself to his time, or the age in which 
he lives, and along with this turns through his own fingers. This 
suggests the poet's identification of himself with the times.' The 
poem's date of composition is significant to an interpretation of this. 
Resistance writers considered that it was their role both to reflect 
and to influence the society in which they lived, and to change the 
course of history. While the image of" a bracelet suggests seamless 
continuity, a bracelet is something palpable, and limited, and it is 
these qualities which suggest an ability to shape time. Also impact
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here, because of the poet's identification of himself with his himr, is 
the refashioning of himself. For the poet, language is the means 
through which history can be influenced; but his language, as we have 
seen, also embodies his self. To this extent, therefore, if a poem is 
part of written history, the poet's self is also present in history.

While a bracelet normally encircles the wrist and is, that is, 
exterior to the wearer, this bracelet runs between the fingers which 
therefore encompass it. The bracelet is thus another embodiment of the 
ambivalence between interior and exterior domains, and a further 
expression of the way in which the poet can, to some extent, dominate 
or influence Clme, while it is impossible for him to be totally 
separate from it.

The second stanza plays on similar paradoxes. The 'vie morhe' 
recalls the ’temps qui roule’ of line 3, and is external to the poet, 
though the use of the verb ’sendr' in 'Je sens autour de moi' suggests 
the poet's consciousness of, and to this extent presence in, dead life. 
The poet's blood, meanwhile, is, literally speaking, inside him, though 
it is this which polishes dead life. The implications here are 
several. First, the images bring to mind the fact that the individual 
is, through the process of becoming, the culmination of all the 
generations which have preceded him; his blood comes, literally, from 
them. Second, the images also suggest the poet's function of 
transforming, reality, including the apparently dead and sterile, 
revivifying it in the words of the poem. In order to do this, exterior 
reality must be interlorlied: it must enter into the poet's 
consciousness and then be re-expressed, transformed, by him. This is 
done, of course, in language, notably metaphor. The image of 
burnishing is a metaphor for what happens in the poem itself: the 
words of the poem express certain realities, but at the same time 
transform them. It is also, however, a metaphor for what the poet does 
to language itself. Through a careful crafted use of words, the poet 
frees words of encrusted cliches, and also revivifies language, 
suggesting new meanings and associations. Only in language can 'la vie 
morCe' be transformed into ’un bijou'.
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It is at this point (lines 7-8 in particular) that the syntax 
itself becomes ambiguous: is it the ’vie morte’ which becomes 'Tel un 
bijou’; or is the ’sang’ 'Tel un bijou’? Logically, 'Tel un bijou’ 
would seem to refer to past life, as this is what is presented as being 
polished; but blood courses through the convolutions of the body, which 
may be seen, metaphorically, as a ’coquille de detours’. It is 
precisely because of the fluidity of thought patterns, and because of 
the relative independence of words from objective reality that 'Tel un 
bijou’ can refer to both 'la vie morte’ and ’Mon sang’. The reality of 
words (’II n’est de reel que de dire’) does not always coincide with 
’objective’ reality, which can, in any case, only ever be perceived 
through the individual’s consciousness, and therefore in a subjective 
way. The use of ambiguous syntax to suggest the constantly shifting 
relationship between the poet and the outside world is a feature which 
has been seen on numerous occasions. The words of the poem are 
themselves a reality: they are a linguistic object, which, when 
completed, becomes independent of its creator. At the same time as 
expressing the reality of the poet’s self in relation to the outside 
world, the poem also becomes an independent reality in which 
associations and relationships between words are made by the reader. 
For the poet, as for the reader, the poem is an expression of the 
poet’s self, but this self remains ever elusive. The poem contains the 
poet’s self, like a shell around him, but does not impose limits: it 
is a shell which allows for development in unseen directions, notably 
because the poem is open to interpretation.

The transformation of exterior reality in the poet’s imagination 
is again stated in the third stanza. The poet opposes the past, ’Ce 
qui Out’ (recalling ’la vie morte’, line 5) ta the night, the sun, and 
so on. Here we again touch on the dual nature of language. The images 
of night and sun are in the poet’s imagination, but these and the words 
which signify them also refer to things commonly known in the outside 
world, and so refer the reader back to these. • This ambivalence is 
implicit also in the verbs used. One cannot invent or imagine any 
thing which is entirely new, but only things which are an extension or 
transformation of what is known. In line 9, the use of the verbs 
’J’invenle’ and ’j’imagine’ is ambivalent. While they are apparently 
being used as absolute constructions, they may also be parallel to 'Je
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tresse' in the next ldnr. The verbs 'inventer' and 'imaginer' are 
suggestive particularly of cerebral activity. By contrast, ’tresser' 
is much more physical in connotation; but the very use of ’tresser’ 
here is an illustration of the extension or transformation implied by 
the two earlier verbs. The usual meaning, to plait, is here extended, 
or used metaphorically, to cover the intricate weaving of words, ideas 
and associations which give rise to the poem, and which will rise from 
it. Again, the image of plaiting night and sun is impossible other 
than in words.

The poem's historical context is again relevant to an 
interpretation of this (the third) stanza. It was the Resistance 
poets' role to offer hope in a new France, to offer light in the place 
of darkness: the night (line 10), by being expressed in the words of a 
poem, an essential message of which is one of hope, becomes 
transformed. Night gives way to hope and daybreak (line 12). Daybreak 
is not simply the promise of a potential new day but is actually its 
start.

One of the functions of artistic creation for the poet, 
suggested in line 15, is as a means of keeping awareness of 
ephemeraliay at bay. We may conclude that the finished poem, as a 
condensation of the poet’s self, gives permanence to this self by 
outlasting his physical existence. The idea of permanence is implicit 
in the images of gold, amber and gems, which are used in a particularly 
successful way. Let us look first at the lines

Je me lie a mon temps qui roule entre mes doigts 
Comme un bracelet d’or ou d'ambre.

The lines are striking because of the suggestion of a similarity 
between abstract, unfixable time, and the altogether more concrete and 
durable bracelet. They are similar in that both are continuous, but it 
is a similarity perceived more through intuition than by a logical link 
between them. The expression of the intuition in the words of the poem 
fixes this intuition, but still leaves the lines open to 
interpretation. The poet's alchemy transmutes both the fleeting vision 
he has of his self and the passage of time in the words of the poem, 
giving them permanence. The lines thus themselves embody the tension
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between the ephemeral and the permanent, between what is fixed and what 
is unfixed, and between what is inside and outside the consciousness. 
The likening of time, or the age, to a bangle (a closed ring) 
emphasises the continuity of time; an image which is countered by ’Et 
je feins d^ublier le debut et la fin’ (line 15). Time is continuous 
and seamless, but individual events, notably those which make up the 
individual's lifespan, are limited in time.

The second stanza again implies the conferring of peumaieiee on 
what is ephemeral. The ambiguity of 'Tel un bijou’ (line 7) has 
already been discussed; ’la vie morte' and ’Mon sang’ are both possible 
terms of comparison. They are again images of transience or fluidity, 
but which are given permanence by being expressed in the words of the 
poem, and they are, furthermore, compared to a solid durable gemstone.

In the first stanza, the duonshre des secrets' is itself a 
combination of the concrete and abstract. The verbs ’plie’ and 
’^omprr’ are, by contrast with both the duonshre des secrets' and 
’existence' and 'voix' in line 2, partheularay physical in their 
humedhatr connotations; connotations which are especially physical 
because of the association of the two verbs with each other. They 
suggest a pliant (as opposed to a brittle) material, and physical 
resistance to a physical force. Nonetheless, they are metaphors for 
the poet's work of bending language to his will, while language resists 
having precise meaning put upon it.

Alongside images implying interior and exterior domains, and 
underlining the sense of the fluidity between the unconscious and 
conscious selves and the outside world, are images which connote 
curves. Obvious examples are found in ’bracelet' and 'coquille de 
detours'. A number of the verbs also are important in this respect, 
implying, as does ’detours', dynamism as well as a curve; a curve, as 
a line, is static. The most obvious example is found in ’nuler’ in 
line 3, here used hnCranshClvrly, though with suggestions, because it 
is between the poet's fingers, of being rolled. In the first line, on 
the other hand, the verb 'je plie’ denotes a specifically active role, 
and in the last stanza, 'la vie balance ses navhuri' suggests a rocking 
movement, but also suggests the to some extent passive role of the
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poet. He is offered images of life, in all its profusion and richness. 
His reply is to offer them, in turn, woven into the fabric of a poem 
(stanza 3). 'Je tresse’ is again an active verb. The interplay of 
active and passive modes, together with the implications of curves, is, 
then, another expression of the duality of the relationship between the 
consciousness and the outside world, and of the dual nature of artistic 
creation.

The association between ’bracelet d’or ou d’ambre’ and ’un 
bijou’ is that between crystalline, polished,• and precious materials. 
The colour association between gold and amber is echoed further in the 
images of the sun (line 10) and of bees (line 11), with another 
possible association in ’champs’, if one thinks of fields ripe for the 
harvest, and, finally, in ’foin’ (line 15). The images all imply 
riches (precious gold and amber) or fertility and bounty (honey- 
producing bees, harvests and hay).

Further associations between words arise from their phonetic 
characteristics. A cluster of words is found in lines 14-15: ’foin’, 
’parfums’, 'feins' and ’fin’. The (spatial) proximity of these rhymes 
and half rhymes to each other creates another rhythm running in 
counterpoint to that of the metre. The pattern is complicated by the 
fact that the rhyme (that is, at the ends of lines 14 and 15) is not 
true rhyme, though phonetically [foe] and [f2] are very close to each 
other. There is, however, a true, internal, rhyme in line 15 between 
the homonyms ’feins' and ’fin’. The effect of this phonetic 
accumulation is not so much one of insistence as of instability, both 
because ’foin' and 'feins' (near the beginning of their respective 
lines), and the internal rhyme ’Oeins : Oin’ run counter to the metre, 
and because these words are at unequal distances from each other. The 
phonetic density in these lines is also a counterpart to the 
accumulation of nouns in ’De foin, de mers et de parfums’.

Rhythmic structures also create a sense of dynamism. This is 
the case in the first stanza as a whole. The eight-syllable lines, in 
relation to the classical alexandrines (a longer line-length), create 
an impression of constraint and density. This lends greater weight, in 
line 2, to the key words ’existence’ and 'voix', and in line 4
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emphasises the precious nature of the materials. In line 3, the 
smaller proportion of internal primary stresses (in relation to the 
total liie-lengaT) results in a sense of greater expansion which is 
particularly appropriate in the second hemistich, where it helps to 
convey the idea of movement. At the same time, in this hemistich, the 
following of the short two-syllable segment by the longer four-syllable 
one creates an acceleration in tempo.

A similar effect is found in line 8. The presence of the cesure 
enjambante gives rise to an apparent pause, which almost contradicts 
the meaning of 'fluide', and then a slight increase in tempo in the 
relatively long five-syllable segment. The effect of dynamism here is 
heightened by the contrast with the rhythm of the preceding line, a 
regular ternary alexandrine.

Line 13 is a metrically ambiguous line, and ends, furthermore, 
with enjambement. A ternary reading of the line (in terms of primary 
stresses) creates a lilting effect which is appropriate to the meaning; 
an effect heightened by the cesure enjambante. Yet ’la vie’ is 
important thematically and may be felt to warrant a primary stress 
itself. Again, the implication of dynamism found on the thematic level 
is reinforced by a prosodic feature.

The overall prosodic construction of the poem creates an 
- impression of fluctuation. The regular alternation of longer and 
shorter lines (alexandrines and octosyllables) is underlined by the 
regular rimes embrassees, the rhyme highlighting the liie-eidings. 
There is, however, a tension in that the lines which rhyme together are 
of different lengths. This is particularly noticeable in the middle 
two lines of each stanza, where a sense of expansion results in the 
second of the two lines in question. In the first stanza, the sense of 
expansion in 'Je me lie a mon temps qui roule entre mes doigts' (in 
relation to the preceding shorter line) translates the idea of dynamism 
present in the image of passing time. The third line of the second 
stanza reflects the implication of an indefinite, extensive space in 
’detours'. In the third stanza, meanwhile, the use of ’offrant:’
implies openness on the outside world, and, in this sense, expansion.
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In the last stanza, on the other hand, the internal rhyme in 
line 15 counters the potential sense of expansion, and it is, moreover, 
at this point that the poet expresses his sense of being finite. The 
internal rhymes, and half rhymes in end position, are onfhinine• By 
contrast with lines 14 a nd 1 5, thhe, the final line, an octosyllable, 
counters this sense of tonstraint. IIt first segment is relatively 
long, but 'II n’est de r ree quu dd diir' also implies openness: for 
the poet, utterance is s tublli tec, tnd the affirmation suggests the 
poet’s intention t f continuing to give uuterance, and bearing witness 
to his beliee t n t he value of this. The use of fixed form has a part 
to play in this respect. The form of this poem is itself in some ways 
traditional. The poem uses alexandrines (the most hradhChonal of all 
lines) d td tosyl^^es, t, and a near-regular rhyme ahterne . The 
exceptions to complete regularity are the half-rhymes in the first and 
last stanzas. Resistance poets used features of traditional prosody 
both as an illustration of what they were defending (French culture in 
general, and as embodied in French poetry and the French language) and 
as a persuasive weapon with which to defend these parts of the French 
heritage}.

While the use tf tfxed tfrm in 'Poete ’ can be related to the 
forms and tius of RReShScanc pooety, an essential feature of this poem 
is its dym!^.t. Thh ddnlmUli ii both thematic and prosodic, and 
underscores the dynamic relationship which, through consciousness, 
exists between the poet and the outside world.

My second poe m fo r com^lenryet , taken from Racines, is again 
characterised by a degree of formality on the level of the prosody, and 
also, as we shall see, on the level of the expression. As I shall 
illustrate}, the Ouiehhfn of this formality is, however, dh00ruriC from 
that found in ’PoeCr'.
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Vaine puissance, o mort, qui te change en comparse?
1+3/2/1+2+3/

Qui tinsc^t dans un cycle ou rien n’est jamais clos?

4

8

Ce qui s'use en ton nom se reforme, une lampe 
s^Humera toujours dans la nuit des veilleurs. 
Toujours un homme absent renaHra de tes cendres 
Aveugle, mais vivant et te marquant du doigt •
Il mourra, mais sa voix te fera prison^^e 
Prise, l’insaisissable, a la nasse des mots.

(=12)

(=12)
(=12)
(=12)
(=12)
(=12)
(=12)
(=12)

1+2+3/2+2+2/
3+3/3/3/
4+2/3+3/
2+2+2/3+3/
2/i/3+3/
3/3+3+3/
l(+l)/4/3+3/

Tu n’es rien. Tu est (sic) blanche et noire. L’eloquence
3/327A/ (=12)

de tes ombres ne joue pas avec les saisons, 3A/5/ (=12)
Tu ignores les ciels meles, Podeur des pommes 3+3+2/2+2/ (=12)

12 Le bruit des voix, tu scies le vent sur tes violons
2+2/2+2/4/ (=12)

Tu cries comme un mauvais acteur, tu te declames 2/3+3/4/ (=12)
0 mort de mtlodoame et ton rideau t'emporte 2+4/4+2/ (=12)
Tes craies et tes Ousains, tes ongles, tes couteaux.2/4/27%/ (=12)

16 Tu prends une carcasse et dans nos cages vides 2+4/4+2/ (=12)
le soleil ru^sela^ se caille sous tes doigts 3+3/27%/ (=12)
Mais tu n’as rien, plus rien, car la seve et la voix

4/2/3+3/ (=12)
Ont rejoint nos forets par des chemins liquides. 3+3/4+2/ (=12)

(TM 98-99)
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Before I look at the poem itself in detail, there are a number 
of points to be made about its context.

The poem is the eighth in a suite of thirteen. In all the poems 
which precede this one, we find images which imply the cycles of birth 
and death in nature, but with an overall emphasis on rebirth. This is 
the first, .and only, poem in the suite to address ■Death directly and 
thereby lay emphasis on the role of Death, even if, in so doing, the 
poet reiterates that death is powerless and, in a sense, temporary. 
Just how this is true we will see presently. In its emphasis on death, 
in whatever guise, the poem is in contrast with the one which 
immediately precedes it. This poem emphasises permanence, as in the 
words 'Les mdlleiaires qui se sont couches ^ont point peri’ (TM 98), 
but a. form of permanence which is in tandem with epTemeraliay. 
Becoming implies constant change and so ephrmeraliay, while all past 
states continue in the present. We will see presently, in the poem I 
have chosen for commentary, how this poem likewise expresses the 
tension between transience and permanence.

The poem which immediately follows this one presents the whole 
of nature, including man, as a temple to be venerated. This 
complements the quasi-religious tone of the present poem (’Vaine 
puissance, 6 port...’). The poems which follow all underline, slightly 
more emphatically than do the earlier ones of the suite, the position 
of the individual as a physical being in creation. The suite 
culminates with a poem in which the poet contemplates his own death; 
’Si je m'rndormads au coeur du Rien' (TM 101). The poet sees his own 
death in the context of the continuing cycles of death and rebirth, and 
the tone is calm, and even one of wonder. The address to Death in the 
poem with which we are concerned is perhaps a defensive act, the result 
of an underlying refusal to accept mortality. But in the light of the 
last poem of the suite, and of the emphasis on rebirth throughout 
Racines., the poem seems primarily a genuine affirmation of belief in 
the continuity of existence.

As I have stated elsewhere, Racines was inspired by a series of 
photographs, by Fina Gomez, of pieces of sea-washii driftwood, some of 
which are strangely anthropomorphic. Other photographs suggest new
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life growing from these apparently sterile vestiges of the Amazonian 
forests. The photograph which accompanies this particular poem is of a 
stump of wood oo aa emptt sshore tte wood reminiscent of someone 
screaming, arms outstretched. Light and shadow are in sharp contrast 
on the surface of the wood, and the wood throws a deep shadow on the 
sand. While this visual context is not essential to enjoyment of the 
poem, ii does elucidate certain images: 'Tu est (sic) blanche et 
noire. L’eloquence / de tes ombres...’ (lines 9-10); in line 15, the 
images of chalk and charcoal, which imply pure white and black; and the 
portrayal of Death as a histrionic actor.

While the photograph casts light on the poem, I wodId gueue 
that, equally, the poem results in the eOtUooapeh bingg seen in a 
different light. Without the poem to illustrate it, the piece of 
driftwood in the photograph would not readily be seen as a 
personification of death.

The picture given of death in this poem is dual. Death is ever 
present and yet a vain force; vain because, as we shall see, life also 
is an unassailable force. The duality is summed up in the first phrase 
of the poem, ’Vaine puissance’. Death is presented in terms of an 
unconvincing and histrionic actor, a 'mauvais acteur' (line 13), whose 
grand gestures (lines 9-10) and declamatory melodramatic style (lines 
13-14) the poet decries, thereby suggesting that human preoccupation 
with death is exaggerated.

Images taken from the realm of theatre run throughout the poem. 
In the first line, the poet implies that traditionally the role of 
death is seen as the opposite of that of a walk-on or silent actor 
('comparse'). The question of mortality runs throughout Seghers's 
poetry, and is of course a universal concern. The role of death is 
therefore no minor one. But here we touch on the duality of death. 
For each individual, the moment of death is but a moment. In this, 
Death's role is indeed like that of a walk-on actor. But the result, 
of course, is permanent. When the curtain falls shroud-like on an 
individual's life, this also signals Death's own exit from the stage 
(line 14). His role is finished for the moment, but will be repeated.
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Meanwhile, Death, too, s t trood-~ufppped , eiled t Uopi human 
understanding, an apprehended presence lurking in the wings.

Death's utitiig gesticulation (lines 9-10 and 12-14) is 
contrasted with tte fleel r i chertncee , or lrngageu ejdtd ta p mere 
controlled way, as Ii tht pomm hSeaOf • It is precisely through 
language that death can be tamed (llnes 7-7): to express something in 
language is to impose an codde oo it and Ito defuse its frightening 
chtrtcterhithes. Deam is caught by language (lines 7-8) while 
language itself escapes the hold of death (lliei 18-19). The more 
usual order is thus inverted. Death it reduced to something innocuous, 
while language (iohally in the form oF the poem) lives on; andt in so 
far as the poem is the embodiment of the poet's self, he, too, lives on 
in the poem.

Death's strident clamouring is conhrtsCed with images suggesting 
greater subtlety and variety of sensation (lhir 11):

Tu ignores les ciels meles, l’odeur des pommes

Sight and smell are implied here, separately, but the image of apples 
also brings in suggestions of colour. Both images imply a certain 
mingling of colour or sensory richness. Parallel to these is 'Le bruit 
des voix’ (lhie 12): human utterance, blended voices, which are 
contrasted directly with Death's noise: 'tu sties 1(5 vent sur tes 
vifaons'. Death's own noise is devoid o t meaning; but the poem, a 
linguistic object, lives beyond its erethou's death and can be said to 
fill his void.

Part of the dynamism of the poem (any poem) is its openieis to 
hnterpuetaChoi. When the poet states, in the ltiC two lines, 'la seve 
et la voix / OiC rejoint nos forets par des chemos liquides', he 
implies that his own voice, as embodied in the poem, will continue to 
exist in this way. Because each successive reading and iiteupuehaClfn 
of the poem is a ue-euethhoi of it, and so of the poet's self, the poet 
will conChiue to be reborn. The forests themselves are used throughout 
Racines as an image of something which is in a state of conihtnh 
becoming and renewal. At this particular juncture they are being used
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sprcdfdcaaal as a metaphor for the becoming of the poem in the 
consciousness of others.

The dira of cycles is important thematically in the poem. The 
poet asks (adir 2)

Qui a'discrda dans un cycle ou rien n'est jamais clos?

It helps here to remember that Racines frequently presents images of 
tropical forests, in which all stages of seasonal change are present 
together. Cycles of life and death thus overlap with each other. 
While death might be ever present in such a context, the absence of a 
winter season as such diminishes the visible presence of death. The 
statement 'L'eloquence / de tes ombres ne joue pas avec les saisons’ 
(lines 9-10) is ambivalent, suggesting both that Death does not resolve 
the seasonal changes, in the rain forests, into any visible pattern, 
and also that Death cannot, in this context or one in which the four 
seasons succeed each other, stop the resurgence of new life: 'rim
n'est jamais clos'.

It is because the cycle of death and life is not closed that, in 
lines 3-5, what seems primarily an image of death (the watch over the 
dead) is inverted, and becomes, instead, an affirmation of the 
continuity of life. The fact that there are people to keep vigil means 
that life is present. Because keeping watch over the dead is a 
traditional act, this itself brings in suggestions of the transmission 
of tradition from one generation to the next. The presence of the 
light is as much an affirmation of the presence of life as a signal of 
the presence of the dead. The light is also what wards off the 
darkness, and may itself be seen as a symbol of life. In the very next 
line of the poem, Seghers reaffirms the phoenix-like rebirth of the 
individual from, literally, the ashes of Death: 'Toujours un homme
absent renaitra de tes cadres'. Here, the ashes of the dead are 
transposed and presented as the ashes of Death itself. In so far as 
life is reborn of the ashes. Death itself is vanquished. There is a 
further suggestion in ’un homme absent’ that the dead themselves are 
reborn in the new generations. Again, this is related to the nature of 
becoming.
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In lines 3 and 4, the images of light and dark suggest life and 
death. Related to these images are those of black and white, applied 
to Death. In their suggestion of a lack of subtlety, these images 
complement those which portray Death as a ham actor. In line 15, the 
images of chalk and charcoal also connote dryness and sterility, and 
are also .suggestive of heavily stylised makeup. A further image 
associated with that of light is found in lines 16-17. The sun’s being 
clotted by Death illustrates the power of Death, but again the image is 
undermined by the affirmation in the last line and a half. The verb 
'se cailler' suggests blood, and while physically the individual is 
reduced in death to a skeleton, a 'carcasse' or 'cage vide', the ’seve' 
(the equivalent of blood in the plant world) continues to flow, and new 
life will emerge.

The equivalence suggested here between ’seve’ and 'voix' recalls 
the association, seen in 'Poete', of ’existence’ and ’voix’. We have 
already seen with regard to the earlier poem the existential importance 
of language to the individual. Here, in the poem from Racines, the 
'chemins liquides' suggest those between consciousness and the outside 
world, and those between the poem and its reader.

Death, as we have seen, is portrayed as a histrionic actor. 
Death's exaggerated style is implied in the, at times, grandiloquent 
style of the poem itself. This is seen notably in the use of 
apostrophe in lines 1, 'Vaine puissance, o pooI’, and 14, '0 mort de 
melodrama’. Death's own declamatory style is turned against Death 
itself, and becomes mocking.

The insistence of Death's tone is further suggested in several 
cases of alliteration, found in lines 12-14. First, that on [v] in 
'voix’, 'vent' and 'violons'. Here, the fricative quality of the 
consonant suggests the resonance of both wind and violin; but the verb 
'scies' suggests that the resonance has a harsh quality. The insistent 
tone is further conveyed through the repetition of [t] and [c] in line 
13, and [m] in lines 13-14, and is further underlined by the internal 
rhyme in 'declames : melodrama’.
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The function of the rhyme proper in the last four lines is quite 
different, and is again used in such a way as to suggest an undermining 
of Death's own rhetorical style. The rhyme here is not an ironic 
mimicry of Death's maner but rather represents a measured, conscious 
use of the device as an affirmation of order. The use of blank verse 
(lines 1-15) and rhyme (lines 16-19) is, then, the opposhhr of what one 
might expect. Histrionic Death, in the firsC fhfCeei lhies, speaks, as 
ih were, through the blank verse. This might itself be seen as 
reflecting Death's sham: tradhhlonallye one would expect a true 
tragedian to speak in rhymed alexandrines. The rhyme is reserved, 
hniteai, for the poet's affirmation of the eoihhnuihy of existence, and 
again the poet's voice stands in fppfihthfn to that of Death.

A further aspect of the rhetorical nature of the poem is found 
in the different forms of opposition which run throughout. We have 
already seen httC suggestions of death as a void are countered by 
hmalheatiois of continuity. Similar oppositions are to be seen on the 
level of the choice of individual words. Lines 1 and 2 are again 
significant from this point of view, 'Vahir' being in trisifi with 
’puissance', and ’cycle’ with 'ou rim i'eit jamais clos'. In line 5, 
the ideas of presence and absence are in tension with each other in 
'Toujours un homme abieiC urna^tut de tes cendrrs': the presence of 
new life sprung from past life, the presence of alirih dead generations 
in the prrieiC one and future ones. The coicishOi of ahir 5 translates 
this coexistence: 'un hompe’, suggesting physical presence, is 
immediately countered by 'alienh', such that the 'homme' refers both to 
the living and to the dead, as well as to future generations, at the 
same time.

In line 8, 'Prise' and ' l'iniahihiialle' are opposed directly. 
Again the concision is effective. Here it is suggestive of an 
hmmeiithr capture because of the juxtaposition of two primary stresses 
on 'p^hiolihe^e’ and 'Prise’. The effect is further enhanced by the 
echo of the OicsC syllable of 'p^iifnnheue' in 'Puhse'.

The poem from Racines is characteristic of Segteus's poetry from 
several points of view. First of all, Chemthhetlly, ih lays stress on 
hhe questions of mortalihy, arhishic creation and consciousness, and
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overall emphasis is placed on rebirth, both in the continuity of 
successive generations with each other, and in the poem. Second, this 
is done by and large through concrete images. Third, the poem is 
typical of the period to which it belongs (that is, the early part of 
the mature period, which starts with Racines) in using a form which is 
still essentially classical.

In the context of Racines as a whole, the oscillation between 
relatively classical verse and verse in freer form is a counterpart, on 
the level of the prosody, to the tension between the picture of a world 
in formation and that of a world in a state of constant disintegration. 
Even within the context of this particular poem, there is a straining 
of the verse towards a slightly freer alexandrine: although virtually 
all the lines have some degree of stress on the sixth syllable, 
relatively few have a strictly orthodox awn-stresses-per-Temdsadch 
pattern, and just one internal primary stress on the sixth syllable. 
Again, this can be seen as an underlining of the portrayal of Death's 
role as an important one, but the structure of a number of lines 
reflects the poet's own affirmative voice. This is the case in line 1. 
The multiple stresses translate Death's own insistent speech but at the 
same time mock it. The same is true of line 12. In other lines, 
however, multiple stresses reflect the poet's own direct affirmation of 
Death's vain noise. Lines 5 and 8 are cases in point. In line 11, on 
the other hand, the multiple stresses translate, rather, the rich 
plurality of existence.

A further aspect of relative formality in the poem is the 
grouping of lines. The first two groups are of roughly equal length 
only, and are not defined by rhyme or by having distinct subjects. It 
would, therefore, be inaccurate to refer to them as stanzas. They are, 
however, characterised by being concluded in similar ways. Line 8 
states the ensnarigg of Death. Lines 14 and 15 pprtray■the removal of 
Death from the stage. The function of the final four ldies, which do 
form a stanza, is, as we have seen, to conclude the poem in a measured, 
but assertive, manner.

The final commentary is on a poem from Au seuil de l'oubai. The 
poem affords some of the best examples of the combination of fluidity
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and fixity of imagery, and fluidity and fixity of form. It is, then, 
one of the most successful condensations of features which, 
throughout Part II, have been seen to be typical of Seghers's poetry.

L'tchafaunage des illusions, qui Vavait dresse, quelle lum-iere
” 4+5/1+4/1+3/ (=18)

le traversait au jour na^sa^, le ptntloalt la nuit venue
4+2+2/4+2+2/ (=16)

dans Po^re exact de ses boulons, de ses colliers, de ses
structures 2+2+4/4/4/ (=16)

4 ooganistes et connecttes dans leurs dente^es ^equations?
4/4/4+4/ (=16)

Quel architecte avait ost, devant ses facades trembla^^s
4+4/5+3/ (=16)

Miroirs sans tain, glaces noytes, l’infini fou
1+3/1+3/1+3/ (=12)

des refractions, des courbes mouvantes, des coups d*eponge
4/2+3T3+2/ (=14)

8 sur les colonnes et les frontons ou n'appaoaissaient que des trous?
4*+4/5+3/ (=16)

EtaR-ce trahison, mtgaode,•iianvertaice? . Epuisement peul-elrb ou 
dtfi, dtmission 6/2/4/1+3+2/3/3/ (=24)

Formes et forces vacillalenl, et les circuits de repechage
1+3+4/4+4/ (=16)

S'tteigiaieil, s’afOaissalenl et ne otponnaieil plus.
3/3/3+3/ (=12)

(TM 199)
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This particular poem is the second in the suite as published in 
Le Temps des merveilles. (It does not figure in either the Revue des 
deux mondes (1973) or the Virgil edition (1976), details of which will 
be found in the bibliography.) It is typical of the suite in being 
written in a mixture of ldir-lengths. Thematically it is closely 
related to the first and third poems in the suite through the images of 
insubstantial structures, as seen in the first line of each of these 
two poems:

Dans des demeures de memoire battues en vain par de grands vents
(TM 198)

Les maisons dnterdeures, celles qui vont par de grands pans
sur nos jetees s^battre (...) (TM 199)

Such images as these are typical , of the whole suite, though in other 
poems they are sometimes related to images of the theatre and suggest 
stage sets, as in ’Sur les travees imaginadres d'un theatre’ (TM 200). 
Images expressing a tension between fixity and greater dynamism are 
typical of all Seghers's poetry, and in the course of this commentary 
more examples will be seen. In its thematic use of architectural 
structures, this poem, and other poems in the sudar, recall the poems 
of Piranese, while the theatre imagery is reminiscent of Dis-moi, ma 
vie.

The first poems in Au seuil de Poubli suggest that the 
architectural structures are within the imagination. They are
countered by the last two poems of the suite, amongst others, in that 
these poems suggest openness on to an immense outside, as expressed 
here:

Auras-tu encore besoin de sauvegarde dans ces passages
aoinaadis ou nebuleux (...) (TM 208)

The dialectic between interior and exterior domains has been seen on 
numerous occasions, and it is implicit in much of Au seuil de l'oubld, 
both in the relationship of different poems to each other and within 
the framework of dnOdVddual poems. In this particular commentary, we 
will concentrate less on the dialectical relationship between the 
individual and the outside world in favour of a more detailed
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discussion of the ueaathonship between hhe imagery of ftc epoe and hhe 
ways in which Che poem is structured.

Before looking in detail at hhe way in which the structure of 
hhe poem and its imagery combine, ih is souCh aoiiCiig Co the fact 
Chat, puosodheally, hhe poem belongs both with Che ihxCrrl-iyaatbar 
verse (through lines 2-5), and with hhe mixed-line verse (nfhtbly 
through lines 5 ho Che end). On this somewhat superficial level, Chen, 
hhe poem shows characteristics of whah may be seen as relatively 
orthodox verse (the sixteen-syllable lines, which here all have a 
caesura after hhe eighth syllable) and freer verse (lines of disparate 
lengths, including, in lines 1 and 9, hhe very long). The section 
which is in a mixture of lhne-lengtts ihself also embodies this 
tension, for metrical lines (6 and 8) alteunahe with unmehuictl nest (7 
and 9), and lhnr 9, furthermore, starts with what might, tere it not 
for hhe presence of a caesura after Che eighth syllable, be a classical 
alexandrine. The second half of the ahne, hoo, is the equivalent of a 
classical alexandrine, with, again, an 'extra’ primary stress on 
’deOi'. The line is not, Chen, quite so unmeCrical in character as its 
length might ah first suggest, though it does coiCthn one of the very 
few examples of a six-syllable segment. This feature itself results in 
a certain looseness, and is suggestive of free verse. Ih is Che first 
line of the poem which is Che mosh uiurtrietl in herms of ihs inCernal 
ihruetuue, and this is enhanced by hhe eijambemriCt a feature which we 
will see in greater detail presently. From the sharC, Chen, hhere is a 
sense of histabilhhy.

The firsC phrase of the poem, dL'eehtOtudage des illusions', 
implies a tension between a fixed structure and something more 
unstable. This is true also of 'Oagades huembltnhrs' (line 5). 
Similarly ambivalent phrases are found elsewhere in hhe poem. The 
phrases ,deiCrllei • d'.equtthons1 lahne 4) and 'les 'fuontoni ou 
n'tppartisitheit que des hrous' (lhnr 8) both associate Che concrete 
and an absence of physical material. The pathm of lace is made of 
Che uelahionstha between hhe threads and hhe holes between them. The 
word *denhelaei' is itself being used mehtptorieally for Che 
structures, which are the eoncrethsahhfns of equations or mathematical 
pufpouthois. The phrase ’dentelles d'equathons' is thus pauhhculauay
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striking; the delicacy implied by lace is in marked contrast to the 
massiveness, in scale, and in the material they use, of the 
architectural structures}. At the same time, there is no certainty that 
the structures described have any physical reality. They are an 
’echafaudage [d'] illusions', and the pediments (’frontons') appear, 
paradoxically, only as holes. A further possible ambivalent phrase is 
to be found in 'courbes muuvaites’ (line /): ’courbes’ most readily 
suggests fixed lines, and not things which themselves move. As 
trajectories, however, they do not have any physical solidity. Here, 
they also imply the limit between solid structures (walls for example) 
and the empty spaces on which these border. The ’glaces noytes' also 
suggest a lack of definition. The fact that the mirrors are drowned 
suggests that the images they reflect, including the one of any 
individual who looks into them, will be distorted, and so of limited 
use to the individual in defining his picture of himself.

The images of ^substantiality, and, in the last two lines of 
the poem, of the switching off of currents, suggest that a central 
concern in the poem is the ephemerali^ of human existence. Death 
seems an accidental flicking of a switch. Yet, at the same time, it is 
hard not to read the poem as being about the nature of artistic 
creation, and in particular the creation of poetry itself. The poem on 
the page has a particular structure. It is a sort of scaffolding with 
multiple possible relationships between its various elements. But it 
is also, to some degree, an illusory structure. Precise relationships 
between various elements of the poem are • not necessarily intended by 
the poet. The poem itself is like a piece of lace in which it is for 
the reader to see the pattern, to make the necessary mental leaps in 
associating the different elements: the similarity of the ’eceafaudage 
des illusions’ (line 1) to the ’frontons ou n'apparaissaieil que des 
trous' is not necessarily intended by the poet, just as the use of 
these images as a metaphor for the poem is not explicit.

The poem has a precise order (an ’□rdre exact’) in so far as its 
structure is fixed on the page and the elements are articulated in 
particular ways. But the poem also acts as a mirror for the self, 
though the self is not fixed. The ambiguous relationships between the 
different elements of the poem reflect this, implying the poet's own
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constant redefinition of his self in terms of things which are 
themselves constantly becoming. The poem becomes a ’mimir sans tain’ 
or 'glace noyee’; that is, a surface for imperfect reflections, 
reflecting light in unexpected directions. The ’echafaudage des 
illusions' is light-filled, and so reveals its structure (lines 1-4). 
If the poem is both an analogy for, and a reflection of, the self, this 
suggests that the self, too, is in some way illuminated: the poem acts 
as a mirror to the self, revealing it.

The ^substantiality implied in 'L'echafaudage des illusions’, 
and other images, is underlined by a number of phonetic features. 
First, the consonants [J], [f] and [3] in the word 'ecTafaudage’, and 
[z] of 'illusions' are all fricatives. They are suggestive of a 
certain lack of definition, no doubt because they can all be lengthened 
indefinitely. The phoneme [f] occurs elsewhere in the poem, to similar 
effect, notably in ’Formes et forces vasiHaim^ (line 10), where the 
related [v] serves a similar function. The alliteration on [f] here 
underlines the parallelism between 'formes’ and 'forces’. Although the 
first implies concrete reality, and 'forces' something abstract, both 
are apt to prove ephemeral. The effect of the repeated [ f] in 
l’infini fou / des refractions' (lines 6-7) is different. Here, it is 
in contrast with a number of relatively short vowels, [i], [u] and [e]. 
The combination suggests the excited reaction implied in ’fou', the 
speed of the darting, refracted light, and the speed of the eye as it 
seeks to encompass the complexity of the structures. The sense of 
imbalance, or change of balance, finds a counterpart also, as we shall 
see, in the presence of eijambelpent. The alldarratdni on [d], in 
association with the [t], in ’dans leurs ieiaealrs d’equatdons' (line 
4) creates a sense of lightness which is a counterpart to the image of 
lace. The tempo of this phrase (4+4/) is also slightly faster than 
that of the preceding hemistich, where the presence of two primary 
stresses leads to a slightly ponderous effect. A 'reaaadeeay slow 
tempo, is, moreover, found throughout the lines, from *L’Echafaudage 
des illusions' up to this point. There are either 'extra' primary 
stresses within individual hemistichs (the second hemistich of line 3, 
and the first of line 4), or there are a number of short segments, of 
one, two and three syllables. In contrast with what precedes, then, 
the relative speed of 'dans leurs dente^es 0'equatdOis ’ gives an
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impression of lighCness, which the tlliCeuahhfn on [d] and [C] serves 
Co enhance.

We have seen elsewhere how aauhhcuaau rhythmic effects are a 
function of the meaning conveyed. The same is true of aaahCeuathve 
effects; the sounds get their force from coming in parthcuatr words in 
a particular context, while ah hhe same hime they reinforce the 
meming.

Syntactic ambiguity is another feature of Segheus'i poetry, 
particularly hhe freed verse, which has been seen on many oeetihons. A 
OirsC ambiguity arises in line 4 where hhe relationship of 
'o^gtilieei', 'et connecteei’ and 'dans leurs denCellrs i'equahhons’ to 
each ohher is unclear. The last phrase could go simply with 
deonnecteei', or with both 'organisees' and ’coinecteei'. The past 
ptuhheialei both agree with ’structures' (line 3), buh one has the 
choice as to whether 'organisees et coinectees' should be considered as 
a closely bound binary structure, or whether one should consider there 
ho be a slightly more imporCant break in syntax after ’o^ganhiees’, and 
thus consider ’de ses structures / organises1 as one unit, and ’eh 
coinectees dans leurs irnhelles d'equaCioni’ as aifhher. The important 
Ching is not hhah one should choose one or other reading. Although a 
choice has Co be made as to how Che poem is ho be read, if it is to be 
read aloud, the richness of the verse resides, in parC ah leasC, in 
such ambiguities. A reading of the verse will, ideally, bring out such 
ambiguities. A possible way of doing this in this hnshaice might be ho 
suggest a hesitation, mahnhahnhng a relatively high pitch on the 
stressed syllables of ’organisees' and ’connecCers', in a way similar 
Co Che conveying of enjtplrmrnt.

The presence of such ambiguities suggests a degree of 
spfihtnehty in the comaoshhhoi of the poem. Through the very sense of 
slight vagueness which they engender, such features are also an analogy 
for hhe complexity of hhe aucthCechurtl structures depicted in the 
verse. This complexity is such that ih camoC all be Cakm in at a 
glance.
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The second example of syntactic ambiguity complements both the 
idea of complexity and that of instability. It concerns lines 5-8 of 
the poem. The verb 'avait ost' has as its direct object ’1'infini 
fou'; which is itself qualified by the three parallel phrases 'des 
refractions', ’des courbes mouvantes’ and 'des coups d'tponge’. 
Interposed between the verb and its object are three parallel elements, 
'facades trembla^es', ’Miroirs sans tain’ and ’glaces noytes’. The 
delaying of the object of ’avaH ost’ until after this list is 
destabilising, and it is also with ’Mirons sans tain’ and ’glaces 
noytes’ that the possible ambiguity arises. These two phrases might, 
at first, appear to be the objects of ’avaH ost’, and the resulting 
readjustment in one’s understanding of the syntax is another source of 
instability. The destabilising effect provoked by the particular 
syntactic structure of the lines is a further counterpart to the 
suggestions arising from the images themselves: suggestions of foggy 
mirror images, of iOl-nbfined pictures of the self.

Line 9 presents a certain looseness as the subject of ’Elail-cb’ 
remains unspecified. Furthermore, the line has no specific metrical 
identity, although it can, as we have seen, be related to the 
alexandrine. The accumulation of nouns results in a high number of 
stresses. Yet this rhythmic and semantic density increases, rather 
than detracts from, the sense of vagueness and uncertainty: the sense 
of dynamism which would result from more normal syntax is absent, and 
the nouns of the list are, furthermore, semantically far enough apart 
(with the exception of 'mtgaode' and ’ inanvbrlance') for them not to 
suggest a gradual homing-in on one more precise and apt word to locate 
the reason for the architect's strange treatment of the structures. 
The whole sentence is, moreover, formulated as a question. Again, the 
loose structure of this line is suggestive of a certain spontaneity in 
the writing, and again the lack of precision here, or in the other 
examples of syntactic ambiguity, is an essential part of the poem’s 
richness. There is, once more, a coincidence between what the images 
convey (a complex structure, of which the articulations are not all 
clear) and the way in which the poem itself is articulated.

Related to the syntactic ambiguity is the presence of binary- 
cum-ternary lines. Line 4, already seen above, is a case in point.
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There are a total of three primary stresses, the first two of which 
fall within the first hemistich, on the two elements of a possible 
binary structure. Line 6, although a ternary alexandrine, may be 
considered, from a syntactic point of view, to have a binary character. 
The first two phrases, 'Miroirs sans tain' and 'glaces noyces' are 
unrelated, syntactically, to the third phrase, I'infini fou’, and, 
furthermore, are related to each other semantically. Line 8 is 
similar. The first hemistich is composed of a binary structure and has 
an ’extra' primary stress on the fourth syllable. Finally, line 11 is 
composed of three parallel verbs, the first two of which occupy the 
first hemistich, and the third of which occupies the second hemistich.

Like the runs of three elements which occur in lines 3, 7, 9 and 
11, the binary-cum-ternary structures of some lines are a further 
feature of the poem which is responsible for an impression of density 
and complexity. TTt ddeniit and complexity are, henn, hytTPdCc, 
semantic and syntactic, while a further complexity arises from the use 
of metrical and non-metrical lines of different lengths. While all 
these features are themselves typical of SegTers’i poetry, the degree 
of density and complexity achieved in this particular poem is unusual.

Enjambrmena presents a fuuther cc3i^ntL^3?fD^3^tt to the tension 
between the solid and tht chimerical, and adds another level of 
intricacy by undermining the lines as units and establishing counter 
rhythms. Between llnne 1 ann 2, tth eeianmbrpei suggests spatial 
continuity between the ’echafaudage des illusions’ and the outside 
world. The structure is insubstantial enough, like lace, or a facade 
full of apertures, to let the light penetrate easily.

In lines 3-4, on the ether hand, the presence of enjambement 
underlines the density anal complexity oC the stuutUtess , lit is 
precisely through the enjambepeia in the phrase 'ses structures/ 
otgandiees' that lines 3 and 4 are connected ('connecaeri’) to each 
other, and the maintained pitch at this point creates a kind of bridge 
between the two lines. The presence of the enjnpbemeit suggests that 
while the order might be ’exact’, it is not, however, an order which is 
immediately apparent or understandable. Line 3, from 'de ses bourns ’ 
onwards, presents what seems to be a straightforward list of three
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elements, but whereas ’boulons' and deoalhrri' are rather technical 
words and are both associated with johiCi, 'structures’ is rahher more 
general. On the level of hhe imagery, then, there is a move from the 
more to the less precise. This finds a counterpart in the handling of 
the lhiri. The first hemistich of line 3 is perfectly orthodox. The 
second would be were ih not for the prhmtuy stress on ’colliers’. The 
eijamlemeih represents a further undermining of the metre.

The phrase involved in the transition from llnn 6 to lhir 7, 
’l’infini fou / des refracthoni', is abstract in uelahifi to the more 
coicuetr ’Uflri ts sans tain' and ’atees i noyees ’ 1/1^^ precede it 
(though, as we have seen, the phrase dX'lifini fou des refractions’ 
does not fouloi het aprt uapmacleta1 Uncclnlt as the ohher two 
phrases). Here, the enjambement eshtblalieit wac t s t t er^ctlyy 
regular ternary alexandrine, and the effech is a couitruptrt ho the 
image of refracted light. Whah would be a straight line of perspective 
is bent. Whah would be an orthodox line of verse is driCtlhaiied.

The poem is a particularly successful one and combines features 
which are typical of much of Seg^rs's poehry. The poem is a synthesis 
of metrical, semantic and rhythmic elements, which in conjunctim with 
each other are both an analogy for, and a reflection of, the poet's 
self.

Before I relate directly hhe three commenhtry poems ho a general 
eoiclushoi, it is worth while ueetphtuaahhng some of hhe salient 
hhematic and prosodic features found in Segters's poehry. These 
features themselves relate to hhe hriiioi between relative fixity and 
relthhve fluidity.

Dynamism, both on the thematic and prosodic levels, is essential 
to Segteus'i poetry. On the thematic level, ih is seen in the 
porCrayal of hhe constant cyclical lecomhig of hhe nahuml world. It 
is seen further in images of historical lecomhng. The iidhvhdual's own 
becoming, and his mortalihy, are implied in both of these. Man is a 
physical being who is subject ho . cycles of decay and rebirth. He is
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also a social and political being, capable of influencing the evolution 
of the society in which he lives, and history. Also central to 
Seghers's poetry is the question of the self, the totality of which is 
the synthesis of the conscious and unconscious selves. The 
individual's relationship with the outside world is also implied here. 
Consciousness of• the self involves consciousness of the non-self, 
against which to see one’s difference and individuality.

Language is the medium), for the poet, through which these 
dialectics are expressed. Language, and in particular the language of 
poetry, is itself the condensation of these dialectical 
relationships. The poem embodies language from the subconscious in 
conjunction with consciously _wrought language. While it thus refers to 
the poet's self, it also, of necessity refers to the outside world at 
large, independently of which language would not exist. One of the 
principal functions of language is as a means of imposing some sort of 
order on experience, thereby defining more sharply for oneself the 
limits between self and non-self.

Implicit in the notion of self is the idea, if not of fixity, at 
least of identity, or of being distinct. The actual prosody of the 
verse (and the verse itself gives expression to these ideas) is 
characterised by a tension between features suggesting a certain 
stability, and others which give rise to a greater sense of dynamism. 
The two types of feature are not separate from each other but function 
in conjunction with each other. It is in the tension between the • two 
that the overall dynamism peculiar to Sec^rs's poetry resides.

In the fixed-form poetry, conservatism of form and strict 
regularity of line-lengths and rhyme patterns are countered by the 
creation of larger dynamic structures. These may result from any-of 
several features: a syntactic pairing of lines, with or without 
eijtmbement; the pairing of lines through parallel structures; rime 
enjambanlb (a particular form of eiUambemenl), and bnUambbmeil between 
stanzas.

The tension between metrical and nui-meloical elements in the 
fixed-form poetry was a condensation of the aims of the Intellectual
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Resistance. The use of traditional features of prosody and an 
undermining of these was a formal parallel for the traditional values 
upheld by the Resistance (French Republican values, and the very fabric 
of the French language) and undermining of these in that particular 
political and historical context.

. A number of features are constant throughout Seghets's poetry. 
These include a tension between metre, on the one hand, and syntax on 
the other, as embodied in rijambemeia and counterpointing. Both 
features suggest a straining of the verse away from the confines of 
strict mraricaldty towards a freer form of expression. Conversely, the 
same features also suggest the imposing of some degree of order on 
otherwise continuous discourse. This is not to say that discourse is 
itself without order: discourse is language arranged according to the 
rules of grammar and syntax, but not usually according to metrical 
structures.

Two other features which are typical of Seghets’s poetry are 
eight-syllable phrases, and lines which share characteristics of both 
binary and ternary lVnei. The frequency with which both features occur 
suggests a possibly instinctive predilection for such structures. 
Seghers himself attached some importance to the question of ’souffle’ 
(this is TVs word) and the length of phrase which was natural to him. 
This vs something which emerged dn the interview' from which I have 
quoted, and from other discussions I had with Segheri, in particular 
when Fortune ^fortune Fort Une was in preparation. In the course of 
Seghers’s revision of some of the poems in this suite, I saw an 
apparently viitvictvve recognition on Beghe^'s part of eight-syllable 
phrases, and likewise an immediate recognition of anomalous phrases 
(of, say, nine syllables).

BViarl-cum-ternatl structures, found notably in octosyllables 
and alexandrines, are themselves an embodiment of the tension between 
orthodox verse forms and freer ones. This metrical ambiguity can again 
be seen as a parallel for the ordering of experience in language. 
While the expression of experience does go some way to structuring 
perception of experience, experience itself takes place independently 
of, language and is haphazard. Any order expressed is subject to the
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hiihuhiuta'i own subjective view of rxaruhrler, and language itself is 
hltirqutCr ho express the hnhtlhhy of rxaruhrlce. Binauy-cup-hruiauy 
structures themselves suggest a triiioi between a rigorous order and a 
less uhgnunus one.

The different bashe forms of poetry (fixed-form, freed 
alexandrine, mixed line-lengtt and sixteen-syllable) all embody the 
hension between fixity and greater dynamism. The freest form and the 
greatest sense of dynamism are found in the poetry which uses a mixture 
of various line-lengChs, some of shhct have no dishi.ich metrical 
identity.

We are now in a position to conclude by relating the three 
commentary poems to a feature which often aceomptiiei and is frequently 
implied by those features I have recapitulated in the preceding few 
pages. The lack of fixity on the level of hhe prosody is analogous to 
the self’s own lack of fixity. The poem is the concretiitCioi of the 
poet's self. It is also in his poetry hhah the poeh expresses his 
search to understand hhe nature of this same self, and the nahure of 
human existence. The poetry is thus quest. This gives rise to the 
presence of questions or implicit questhois. Questions are a typical 
Oeahure of Segheus's poetry. Many examples have been seen in the 
course of this thesis. The Oollowing quotations also illustrate the 
questing nature of hhe poetry. They are taken from different periods; 
from Les Pierres:

(...) Suis-je deux,
Double eh parerne, et quelles levres sans tppuoehe
me sont blessuue au plus secreh eh me seatueih? (...) (TIM 111)

Dialogue: .

Que ueshr-C-la de hoi qui he regardes en ceh insCant? (TM 132)

and Fortune IifouCuie Fort Une:

Peuh-ehre ehtht-ha un homme? Qu'est-ce qu'un homme? 
Il va vers la mort le front haut (p.81)
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The first quotation suggests a sense of the impossibility of self
knowledge. In the second, this combines with a sense of becoming: the 
self can be glimpsed only in a succession of images, and never in 
totality. The picture of the self is thus itself subject to becoming. 
In the third quotation, the poet asks more specifically what it is to 
be human, but this is answered by an expression of mortality, which 
implies further questions.

The questioning nature of poetry (that is, as giving voice to 
questions while itself being a quest towards understanding of 
existence) is illustrated in the three commentary poems.

Central to ’Poete', as we saw, is the theme of language, as used 
in poetry. The tone of the poem is confident in affirming the poet's 
transformation of language and of reality through'language. Yet this 
also implies the mystery of language, the ’munstoe des secrets’. The 
sense of the mystery of language is a field for potential questions. 
The shelving of questions is implied in line 15, 'Et je feins d’oublier 
le debut et la fin'. Yet through the very fact of stating this 
avoidance, questions concerning the nature of human existence are 
posed: where indeed do we come from? what is the nature of death?

In 'Poete', such questions are not expressed explicitly. Their 
presence in the poem is to be inferred only. The poem from Racines, on 
the other hand, opens with two direct questions concerning Death. 
Although mortality is central to the poem as a whole, the questions as 
such are not. The answer to them ('Personne’, for example) is implied 
in the questions themselves, and is to be inferred further from the 
rest of the poem. The personification of Death, in the questions and 
throughout the poem, has the effect of diminishing, rather than 
aggrandising, Death's stature, making Death a figure of mockery. In 
this poem, then, questions give way immediately to affirmations which 
belittle the importance of Death and assert the continuity of existence 
in language.

The poem from Au seuil de l’oubli is in contrast with the two 
earlier poems in being built almost entirely around questions. Only in 
the last two and a half lines are affirmative statements made; but the
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images here imply failing, while the syntax also implies uncertainty, 
in ’peut-etre’ and ’ou’. The questions themselves have several 
functions and effects. Those with reference to a person ('qui l’avaVa 
dresse', line 1; and ’Quel architecte aeaVa ose’, line 5) suggest, 
again, the personification of some supra-human force. The force is by 
and large creative, howree^, even though there are suggestions of 
devastation in ’des coups 0’epnngr’, and in the depictions of skeletal 
coisatuctVnii open on the outside world. At the same time, however, 
the ’architecte’ refers to the poet, the person who constructs the 
poem. The questions ’qui’ and ’Quel architecte' thus imply an attempt 
on the part of the poet to understand who he is: what sort of a person 
is one who can invent such structures? This question cannot, of 
course, be answered other than through such metaphorical uses of 
language as are themselves found in the poem. Questions express 
uncertainty, es ,e, re,e, ee e maaese fC iiubitantvnaC and shifting 
structures. An annalog ffo these is found on the prosodic and 
syntactic levels. Both syntax and pr^dy, e at various points in the 
poem, suggest a lack of fixity or definition. In so far as the 
’ecTnfauOages’ and other (insubstantial) architectural structures are 
formulated in language, these structures embody the poet's self. At 
the same time, the questions in the body of which these chimera-like 
structures are formulated themselves imply the search to understand the 
nature of individuality and the self. The self, as the relationship 
between the conscious self, the unconscious self and the outside world, 
is itself perpetually being redefined. It can never be fully grasped, 
but seen only in a series of fragmentary glimpses. The complex links 
between the ssel, the outside world and language Form an imaginary 
structure, or one which can only be intuited, which is in a state of 
constant becoming. The nature of the self can only be intuited, 
glimpsed in a succession of images each of which effaces the preceding 
one, and its totality can never be pinned down. Thus questions will 
always lead to more questions, and the self is seen as ’un abime de 
quest ions ’ (Fortune Infor^ne Fort Une, p. 27).
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NOTES

Notes to the Ivtuniuehhnl

1. Au seuil de l'nubli (Virgil, 1976) is illustrated by Virghleje
Qui. sommes-nous? by Ivan LackouhC Croata, and Fortune 

Infnrtuie Forhune by Gerard Blanchet.

2. A ghazel is a poem composed of five to twelve lines (Yunus Emre),
or five to sixteen lines (Hafiz), In hhe context of a qhtzel, a 
lhie is defined as being composed of two hemistichs, usually of 
sixteen syllables each. (D. Hal^ut du Tanney, Introduction to 
Yunus Emre: Le liuur de l'amour sublime (p.15), and P. Segheus, 
Hafiz: Le lluue d'or du Divan, p.165, note 6.) The following
example of a 'line' from Le ahuue de l'amour sublime will make the 
structure clearer:

0 mes amis, je ne puis dire
ou s'en est alle tout mon etre

Avec les mots, je ne puis dire
Celui qui, seul, a pris mon coeur. (p.39)

(The sixteen-syllable hemistich is then further ivi^dd yy Seghers 
into two eight-syllable phrases.)

3. For other instances in Seghers’s prose wrhtivgs of words such as 
’chaih' and 'accords’ with reference ho poetry, see e.g. ’Le 
laigage de la divine propnution' (1942);

... faire l'aaprentlssage de son art eh jouer des nombues, des 
timbres, des sons, de toutes les valeurs de son instrument ... 
c'est la le travail, le but et Isa joie. (p.3)

'"Le ChifOre sept": le plus grand poeme de Jean cce^y u va
ptuaihre' (1952):

HeuueusrmeiC, il demeure quand meme'en France ... quelques 
hommes sensibles a la poeshe, a son orchestration comme a son 
cttih. Il leur tpatutieidra d'entendre un poeme de cent 
strophes, un canto jondo, le chant punfnnd le plus pathehhque 
aeuh-etre qu’un poete ait eeuht.

‘Apprnches I'uv poete', in Psychoqevesr d’un poeme (1973):

Le poete invente le haphs-voltvh de sa puopue vie eh sa flute, 
sa partition, son intime musique ne seuovt toujours que lui- 
meme. ... Ce qu’il esh covvevu d'tppeler "son oeuvre", 
l'artisan du chant puodovd la resent comme son prnpue, son 
plus ivhhme orehestre. (p.11)

'Un nouveau laroquisme' (1984):

Si [le lecheur] saih les evtendrr et les suhvre, les mots eh 
leurs echos, leurs sens et leur pouvohrs devievvevt coppagvie. 
... Un orchesCre. Une symphonic ou chaque note, chaque 
uhbuthhon, chaque resphrahhov assumt a'homme - ou vov - de 
sa puopre existence. (p.10)
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Notes to Chapter 1

1. In the following lines, from Qui sommes-nous? (1977), ■ the sense of 
regret is for the plenitude of spring and summer, and is projected 
into a future beyond the poet's own death:

Qu'en sera-t-il de ces printem^, des longues tiges des 
narcisses

qui se t^daim^ des figues de miel de l'ett
grises et noires, mangtes comme la fin du monde (TM 215)

See also Dialogue:

N'oublie pas: nous avions des visages d'hommes, des bras 
d'hommes

et des corps qui dansaibnt et p^ngeaie^ dans la mer
sous le blanc soleil ^AouI. (...) (TM 138)

2. For other expressions of this duality, and of cycles of death and 
rebirth, see e.g. Les Pierres (1958):

(...) quand tout aura peri
Ou presque tout, par la sagesse des arbustes
des fleurs devlendroil baies qui refero^ des fleurs (TM 112)

Dialogue:

Le temps qui fait sa mousse et le grain qui pourrit
entre deux moisoonnburs. (...) (TM 133)

and 'Les cloches du passe’, in Les Mots couverts:

[l’aulomne] s’en va, ses vendanges faites, oameuter ses
morts dans les bois. (TM 175)

3. The foUlluini llnne aalo fro RRaiine, suggests the presence of 
future generations in present ones:

L^omme est un arbre et l'arbre mort est un enfant. (TM 101)

4. Sea o eso ’ Lv itti, e', p me em l^hed ees rtlr eiy after the 
Liberation, in Le Domaine public (1945):

L'hiver qui cobusait ses fosses dans l'ett (TM 46)

and ’Paois-Pentec6te', also in Le Domaine public:

Un Paris Granger qui se tend et attend
Le triitbmps, puis l'tle, puis la chute des 0eunllbs

Un Paris d'un hiver pieooeux et dur, qui dure (p.15)

5. e sPnoto^ disuulnUie oe hee sasonse se expressed in these lines 
from a considerably later poem, in Qui sommes-nous?:

As-tu vu, fourmi, les oansois se faire la guerre 
Et la pluie ne jamais cesser (...) (TM 213)
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The spring, also, may undergo defilement, as in ’Le cavalier’:

On eut dit que chaque chemin saeaVa deja
Qu'il passetaVa, broyant les pousses des fougeres,
nrtachant la mere a son fils, b^yant nos sources et nos os.

(TM 48)

An equivalence is. suggested between the young spring growth and 
the country's youth.' Nature is defiled, 'broyee', by mankind, 
just as the youth of France is wasted.

6. The twenty-seven ChnteaubtVant hostages, along with twenty-one
from Nantes, were shot on 22 October 1941, as a reprisal for the 
killing of a German officer two days earlier, in Nantes. Fifty 
hostages from Bordeaux were shot on 23 October dn reprisal for 
another assassination. The ChatraubrVaia hostages had already 
been in various prisons for a little over a year, arrested by the 
French police who acted on the Gestapo's orders. Most of the 
hostages were Communists who held positions of authority, and 
included mayors and trade-unVoiVias. They had not been arrested 
for any specific criminal acts. An account of the events up to 
and including the shooting of the hostages is given by Fernand 
Grenier in Ceux de Chateaubriant (Paris: Editions sociales,
1967). Seghers gives his own account in La Resistance et ses 
poetes (Paris: Seghers, 1974) pp.146-149.

7. See also these lines from the same poem:

Compagnois le sang qui s’ecaille fait graine
Ce n’est plus le temps des reves, mais des moissons (TM 25)

For other poems using the harvest or vintage as a metaphor for 
death, see ’Presences' (TM 15-17), and two poems in Le Chien de 
pique (1943): 'Epiphanie' (pp.12-13) and 'Priore pour les
vivar'its’ (pp.22-23).

8. In the wartime poetry in general, blood imagery serves to depict
the bloody horror of war. Being essential to life, blood also 
represents life itself. Blood imagery may also be used to convey 
moral concerns. 'Quarante-atnVs’ illustrates this. The moral
debasement of those who have become polluted by Nazi ideology is 
expressed in terms of the putrefaction of blood:

On pnuttVssaVt le sang dans les veines des hommse (TM 38)

The avie gains force from the implication that the men are still 
alive. For a similar image see ’Allemagie 1945’:

Unter den Linden, les soldats de pierre qui etaVe^ des hommes 
iritena leur sang se figer (...) (TM 62)

9. Foe nother e xammle e n e hdih e ddal e ov^ent e uggestse e riivOin 
between fluidity and fixity, see Les Pierres:

(...) Comme la vague sur la vague
• ‘ Sans cesse nous roulons et nous nous tefavsnni (TM 112)
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10. The duality of the sea, as liOe-giving and life-destuoyivg, is 
brought out in ’Ctasses, III', a poem from Les Mots couveuhs;

Qui cherche a se sauver a travers les aoinhahns
liquides, dans les eaux meres et l'etoufOoir des puoOonieuus?

(TM 169)

For tvoCheu of llnes t^i^g tth sse aa a modelling
0ouee, see Dis-moi, ma vie (1972):

(...) Immemoriales, les marees
nous ont mules sans fin l’un sur PauCre, leurs bruits 
fumt des chutes d'lnflvi. Dans l^cume de aeuus ouchestues 
Nous devinmes objets trouves, morCs l’un a l'auCre, polis et

Hancs. (TM 181)

The following example, Orom Fortune Infortune Fort Une (1984), 
expresses a transition Orom a passive uuVdrrgOnv of nature's 
forces to an active aauticlpttinn in them:

(...) Pai devale jusqu'a la mer
Orangee d'eeuur. De l’ecume petais le sel
disperse par un autre vent sur une autre herre moins rude
J'y fus laniem de mon fouet qui dechiqurhaiC les ohseaux.

(p.33)

11. For other images of the Sorgues with a similar tone, see 'D'une 
prison’ (TM 36); Dialogue, 'Peuh-ehre faudraiC-il...’ (TM 140); 
Dhs-moi) ma vie, 'Dhs-mol) ma vie...’ (TM 188), and Fortune 
^Oortum Fort Une, 'Dans ceh espace ou j'ai reve...’ (p.15).

12. f.. note 8 above. For a similar suggestion of viscosity and
stagnation cf. this mne from 'Les lepmux’ in Le Futur anCeuleur 
(1947): .... ..

Le sang comme de l’eau vieille crnuphssait (p.50)

Again, Che human domain is presented in terms of hhe nov-human. 
Viscosity is also nualird in 'Le silence des mers. I':

Le present s’enlisait dans la vase de a6veS)
Rien ne uevalh) l’eau se gatait

13. For other instances oof blood as an image of the continuity of 
rxhshevce) see the following quotations from Les Pierres:

eh quel sang reeonnu et jailli. d'avtvC houC
Entre 'Term et SoleH s'anime et se rehrouue? (TM 110)

(...) Une ehernelle vie
coule en leur coeur ^quiet qui meur, sans se ttri.r. (TM 111)
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and from ’Quand le soleH’:

Quand le soleH, un jour, ne burnera plus dans tes veines 
Quand la force qui pasoant en toi oeUoninoa son flux au creux

des mers (TM 57)

14. Qui oommeo-nuuo? presents a similar image: a rain-soaked world in 
which

(...) Sans fin, la boue se colle aux hommes
Une poudre devenue gluau (...) (TM 213)

15. See also ’Faction’ (in Le Chien de pique):

Et dans les pres flaquts de sang
Voici la lave qui descend... (p.17)

A related image is found in 'Le coeur pooI’:

Le ^ment des annees_passees, dessous 1’tcorce
s'est coule. (...) (TM 76)

The fact that cement dries implies a contradiction to the fluidity 
of 's'est coult'. For a similar example, see Au seuil de l'oubli (1976): .  -.. . .

Et, des collines tvenlrtes pour des proposes de c^ent 
s’en va le sable, une no^a, sans fin le sang, le sang

o’egoutte
que le vent seche et fait poussi^e. (...) (TM 202)

16. See e.g. ;

(...) La boue
en traine d'a^arat, primitive, luisam. (TM 96)

See also the first quotation in note 10, above.

17. -See in t^e^3^lLI^c^u^l^^ 'Les apperences etaient sauvs' ’ (TM 206), and a 
later version of the same poem in Fortune ^fortune Fort Une 
(p.49), For the theme of desolation, cf. Au seuil de l’oubli:

(...) Quand je oevaio de villes
Le desert du silence y regnait et les vents (TM 204)

See also in Fortune ^fortune Fort Une 'Nous sommes prison^e^ du 
veil...' (p.47), where the wind is purely destructive. For 
another expression of the duality of the wind, see Piranese 
(1960): ... ...

(...) sa viilonoe eclate et nevieil un nuage 
que le vent des ^^tains disperse et reunit. (TM 121)
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18. In the apocalyptic world ff Au seuil de l'ooubl, a similar image 
ds found;

(...) Les yeux devenaVena meaalaVquei
De l’acier bleu, ou bvei, brund. (...) (TM 207)

For similar examples, see also 'Poussi^es, I’, dn Les Mots 
coverts;

(...) Leurs yeux luisaVe^ d’anciens eclats
deernus pVietaux, quand les mers s‘eaaVena assechees
Des yeux de sel. (...) (TM 170)

and ’Grand Guignol', in Le Futur anaerVeu^;

Il avad^ l’m dit, de hautes paupderes
De hautes paupderes qu’on 0VsaVa de pierre (p.32)

19. The hardness and brightness of gems may add a note of exoticism,
as dn three poems from Dialogue; 'Ici uun lnpnvon sans toVa...'
(TM 133); ‘Ta robe ne sera pas de brocart...’ (TM 134-135), and 
'Comme des innocents au jatdVn...’ (TM 139). See also, dn Les
Mots coverts, ’Un parmi d’autrei, III—IV’ (TM 164-165).

20. For other instances of clay used in ambivalent manner, see 'La 
Dame de Chat ou le grand jeu’:

Tout dort
L’arbre du sang reve dans son rgdlee. (TM 63)

and ’ Ordere' :

Mon Dieu, vous m'aerz petri avec du br^iHard,(...)
Vous m’avez find dans la nuit
avec de la maueaVse argdle (TM 15)

21. ’PoussVetei, II’, dn Les Mots couverts, contains a similar image:

Le plus fin materdau i’Vneente et se ^vive
Poussi^e qud se fait eeraebre et devVena homme. (TM 171)

The lines imply the cycles of life and death already seen in 
section (i).

22. For a similar example, from 'Poussi^es, II', see note 21 above, 
an image countered by this one from 'Poussieres, III’:

(...) Rien qu’un eclat de
de feldspath, un instant illumine que la nuit gueaae
pour l’aneaiaVssement total. (...) (TM 171)

A similar duality ds implied in Racines:

(...) la fudte du sable
EaaVa-ce temps perdu ou le temps arrielle (Te 94)
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For a similar sense of insignificance, see Che following lhne from 
Fortune In0ortunr Fort Une:

eh hoi, ce grain de roche rouge, un arhsovniru qui va et
vienC. (p.15)

23. For a sense of t3^Le^£^l<n^I3e, see the first quotation in nohe 22 
above, and the following lines from Fortune Infortune Fort Une:

(...) Sommes-nous liures sans defense
a des orbiCes inconnues, a des nuiCs traversees sans Oin 
Des negations de la matheue) anhicorps de non-exisCence 
FulguuthionS) eclairs eteints a hravers des milliards i'avnees 
Ou bin Cuous voIus a tout jamais sans debuh ni fhn) vie ou

mort? (p.19)

24. A poem from Fortuny Iofortune Frcd Und alsy expresses Che idea of 
the universe living in Che individual:

Laisse ev toi l'unhueus venir, vous serez ensemble plus vastes 
Laisse en toi se lever le jour et vhure la Oin de la nuit

(p.55)

25. The rhythms of the universe are summed up in ’Le systeme du ciel':

Celui qui porte les nuages 
Celui qui fait batCre la mer

Germer pousser 0leuuhr s'eCeindrr 
Le maitre a danser des saisons 
Le grand taparlCeur demeure 

Aussi Parfait qu'au premier jour
Il regne aux cheming de ton sang (TM 55)

26. For other lines in which hhe cosmic dimension and the physical 
dimension of hhe individual are combhnei, see ’Avenir', in Le 
Futur avCeuleu^:

Nous serovs sous le soleH des dieux de chair
Molecules divines groupees pour une oeuvre divine
SrruiCeurs et libres, avec de l'amour dans vos mtivs. (p.26)

and Les Pierres:

(...) nous les fils
d'uv asCre toujours neuf, qui remit davs nos vrhles (TM 112)
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Notes to Chapter . 2

1. The lines are quoted as they appear in I 
Second World War French Poetry (London: 
Methuen's Twentieth Century Texts, p.165. 
Segeeoo's most recent wish concerning the 
quoted. Compare

Higgins, Anthology of 
Methuen, 1982) Coll. 
Teno edition reflects

first of the two lines

T’ai vu rouler dans le ruisseau ceux qui nous aUuotaieit avec 
leurs fusils (TM 62)

Compare also Seghers’s account of the event which inspired the 
poem, in La Resistance et ses poetes, f361.

2. See also the companion piece to this poem, ’Chevaliers' (TM 82). 
A number of other poems of circumstance, now dismissed by Seghers 
as naive (in conversation with me), are calls for justice and for 
respect of mankind. These include ’A mon ami americain'. Les 
LeHres franqaises, 9 mars 1950, p.3; ’A ceux qui n'ont rien nll’, 
Les LeHres franchises, 31 juillet 1953, p.2; ’Hongone) dtcepbre 
1956', Hommage des poetes fran^ais aux poetes hongrois' (Paris: 
Seghers, 1957) p.76, and 'A un ami dulgare', Le.PuHs de l’ermite, 
10 (2e trimest^ 1968) p.7.

3. See Ce Seghers, Pierre Seqhess. Un Homme couvert die noms (Paris: 
Robert Lamont, 1981) p.66, and Segeeoo's note, TM p.79.

4. For similar references in Racines, see:

(...) les marees
oeUettent en grondanl un ossua^e de gtants morts (TM 100)

Ce n’est pas un dtoaslre ici, ce sont des Rois durant leur 
halte

Chair et bucher pour ^holocauste des o6deuos (TM 100)

In Les Pierres, resistance to tyrannical religious power is 
suggested in

Ils sont dedans, et ils s’y tienne^, se^ts et forts.
Nts de l'amour, elus de la lum^re aniienie 
Traques en vain par les tglises et par les meuteo des

piqueuoo. (TM 107)

5. 'Chases,, ’’, ie Lse Moss couvoiss (TM 167—188,, aloe depccse tee
sadism of tyrannical power.

6. For another poem in which the ephemeral!ty of political power is 
implied, see Dialogue, 'Ici, une maison sans IoII..,' (TM 133).

7. For other suggestions of fallen civilisation,, see Dialogue, ’Les
idoles se sont dtgoadeeo...' (TM 139), and Les Mots ^uve^s, 
’Poussi^es, I-III' (TM 170-171). ...... ...... ..
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Notes to Chapter 3

1. For similar images, see Chapter 1, section (i) and note 2; and, in 
Chapter 2, section (d), the quotations from 'Le pain blanc’ and '25 aout 1944 (Liberation de Paris)'.

2. For another aFFirmation of continuity very ^jLnijL^L^r to that from 
Racines, see Fortune Infortune Fort Une:

(...) rien ne i’eaeVnt jamais, nd de l'homme ni du moment.
(p.37)

For an expression of becoming on a cosmic scale and which 
emphasises re-birth, see Au seuil de l'mCli:

Quand l’ephemete disparait, un fugVaVf eeaiouV
Quand le cendre obscurcit le ciel, quand les constellations

i’eteVgnrna

D'autrei iaVsieia. (TM 203)

3. For another poem in which memories are seen as impeding the 
process of becoming, see Dialogue, ’Le deeenVt s’en va...’ (TM 
131). The following lines from the same suite also suggest the 
futility of keeping memories alive:

(...) A s’en aller le long des rues
tanVmet un feu fixe eteint comme l’enseigne
d’^ maueaVi hotel, la glu vous prend. ((M 131)

4. In Le Futre anterieur f the poem hae a Further stnza, e the firte 
line of which also implies memory of the dead:

Paris vous porte en sa poVarVne 
Et vous, votre mort dans vos mains.
Saints des chemins les plus hummin'
Vous lud offrez vos lendemains. (p.44)

For an expression of the faculty of memory as perpetuating the 
memory of the dead, see Au seudl de l'oubli:

(...) Dans la memoire multvpaVee
des eclairs, des echos, des eclats de phosphore
di'ent que les veillm^ se souvVennent. (...) (TM 208-209)

5. Thae one'e sense off identity depends on memoyy is suggested in the 
following depiction of torture, found in Piranese:

(...) Ils le courbaient, 1’agenouVlaaVena,
faVsaVeia la nuit dans sa memoire (TM 117)

6. Fre similre examles, e see :

(...) Au plus profand
des vieux bassin', que chetcTes-au? Dans une moire 
de souvenirs, vas-tu te perdre, la ou l’enfance t’abaidonne 
sur ses. mille mimir' qud ne retVennrnt rim? (TM 131)
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and Dhs-moh) ma vie:

L'oullh qui marche a reculovs) l'oubli vous efface a vous-
memes (TM 195)

7. TTh same is true of Les Phrcurs, as emerges from such ahlrs as 
these:

(...) quand tout aura peri
Ou presque tout, par la stgessr des arbustes
des fleurs ievlendronC baies qui ueOeuonh des fleurs (TM 112)

8. TTh lives from 'Le reliquaire' echo closely hhe nprning lines of 
'Octobre 41':

Le vevh qui pousse les colnvnes de feuhlaes morhes 
OcCobre, quand la ueviavge est faite dans le sang 
Le vois-Cu avec ses fumees, ses feux, qui euporhr

Le massacre des InvocenCs* (TM 19)

For other Resistance poems which emphasise Che waste of France's 
youth, see 'Epiphanis' (TM 17-18); ’Carre blanc' (TM 22-23), avd 
’Le pain bltnc' (TM 24-25). The lahher two poems are quoted with 
respect ho this sense of waste in Chapter 1, sectiov (i).

9. Ffo ohher images of absence in Dialogue, see:

(...) le soleH distrait
s'ev allanh dans la brume, avec tnh) dans l'tuComve. (TM 18))

Ici, une mansnn savs toit. Et la, des huiles 
altvdovnees. Un puits sans eau. Une riviere sans moulin.

(TM 133)

10. For similar images, here of the ivihuidual beivg like a fragile 
casing, see hwo examples from Fortune Ivfoutuve Fort Une:

dans le verm vert ou je suis, prhsonvheu mais hvsaishssable 
Moi, poussieue d’uv seuil perdu, sable et sablier de mon sang.

(p.23)

La glace qui me protegeait volera ev mille morceaux (p.85)

and, Icop Au seuha de l'oubai:

La vuit s'ev vienC. Ne brisez jamais de vos doigts 
le e^hstta qui vous luh nfIeut. (...) (TM 205)

The anrm from which these lines are taken appears, in hdevthcal 
foum) iv Fortune In0outune Fort Uve (p.83).
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11. For similar uses of technical vocabulary, see Fortune ^fortune 
Fort Une:

Te suis un sac de peau fragile, un ag^cement de miracles 
Des ieooiomelobs, des complbuoo qui vont s’aroeteo tout a coup

(f41)

(II) Me laisse tleinnre ou ^amboyer ou me voue a l'tclalement 
Une supposition teut-elre. Ai-je’existt? Une hypothese...
Il m’avait trnO) il m’a jett. Rien, pas meme un derangement.

(p.53)

12. For another direct expression of the individual in terms of things 
other, see these lines from Dialogue, which underline the chimera- 
lnkb nature of the individual’s picture of himself:

Dans ma realmt, je vis en songe. Moi,
Poussiere et vin, sang et fumees, mer et pontagies
par un reve accordes, qui m' a fait? • (...) (TM 128)

13. A similar quiiksilveoiiess is • expressed in Dialogue:

(...) Epris de Lui
qui passe et flue et se rejoint dans ses mtandoes
sans jamais se samir. (...) (TM 129)

14. The poem lass inspO^de by the photgraphe oS one oS the stones of 
Carnac which is split down its full height.

15. For other of reflections which suggest complementonlym , see
the following examples from Fortune Infortune Fort Une:

(...) Te me suis rencontre sur l’eau (p.33)

Est-ce imagina^e ou reel? Illusion, un masque, une empreinte 
Une image dans un mmoir (...) (p.39)

Nous qui sommes des illusions un instant voutes a nous peodoe 
dans un reel, miroir ardent (...) (p.43)

For related images of shadow, see the quotations from Fortune 
Infor^ne Fort Une (p.63) and Qui sommes-nous? (TM 214) at the end 
of section (iii) above.
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Notes ho Chapter 4

1. From an article entitled 'Vers uve poeshe sociale', aullhstei in 
Le Figaro, 26 juilleC 1941, p.2.

2. Published in Le Figaro, 12—13 septembre 1942, p.3.

3. A similar statement is made by A. Blanchard in ’Poetes casque,.
nos camtuades’) published in Poetes casques 1940, 4 (juhllrC(?) 
1940), pp.18-20: . .. ..  .. .. .

Poetes, nous savons de schence ceutahvr que ce qui est en jeu, 
ce n'esC pas srulement noCre terue) nos villages, nos 
rhchessrs) mais noCre ame, nos croytvces) votre atngue, notre 
gevie et houC ce que eelui-cl a de plus secret, de plus 
hveommunhcalle: nohre aoesie. (p.18)

See also the ueferencrs to Domaine 0ran^?ahs in noCe 6 below.

4. The phrase 'l’unite f^an<taied’ is taken from a speech made by 
Petaiv ov 30 October 1940, avd publhstei in J. Isoni (ed.), 
Quahre avnees au pnuvniu (Paris: La Couronne LlCCeuaiur, 1949):

C'est dans l'honneuu et pour ualntenir l’uniCe fran^aise, une 
unite de dix shecaes) dans le cadre d'unr activite 
conshuucChue du nouuea oudue europeen que j'evtre aujourd'hui 
dans la voie de la eollaboraChnn. (p.70)

5. The following extract from another speech by Petal,, broadcast on 
7 April 1941, illustrates Che remarkable similarity in Che 
language used by Petain and by Che Resistance, and so the exCent 
to which the Resistance's battle was one for words:

Pour un Fran^ais, il v'y a pas d'auhue cause a de0endue ni 
a servi^ que celle de la France. Si nous devons esa£reu, 
notre rspolr est en nous. Il est dans notre aCtaehemrnt a 
notre sol, dans noCur volonte de uhvue) dans la fuateunlte 
etuohte qui vous hienC tous solidaires et unis. (Ibid., p^.)

Amovgst Che key words are 'France', ’esaoir’ and 'fraternite'. On 
Che appuopuiahion of certain words by Vichy, see H.R. Kedward, 
’Patriots and Patriotism in Vichy Frtnee') published in the 
hravstcCions of the Royal Historical Society, 5th series, Vol. 32, 
1982, pp.175-192. Other publhcathnns found useful in ueaatlon Co 
colltborthionist use of language include G. Loiseaux, La 
LitCertture de la de0ahCe eC de la collaboration (Paris: 
Publications de la Soubnnnr) 1984) and G. Miller, Les pnussr-tu- 
joui.r du pauechaa Petain (Paris: Seuil, 1975).

6. Aragon’s poem 'Le conscrit des cent village’’. published .in
Dnmahve fuan^?ahs (Geneve: Editions des hrois collines, 1943)
ap.22-25) associates the French language, recognised as Chat which 
unites the French aroale) with the conceph of ’patrie'. In this 
poem, ih is vot so much hhe French language in general which is an 
expression of Che naCinn) as place names. These are heavy with 
implications of history and culture, as well as having
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geographical reference to France. Here is just one stanza from 
the poem;

Il faut ^prendre o iaoulerVe 
Ce deroulement implacable 
Et bodre et boire les vocables
Ou flambe et tremble la patrie. (p.23)

A similar point is made in the very title of an article, 
contemporary with tth Cntago epom, bb eLoui CTatav—-ChuFfferr 'Ma 
patrie, la lungue ffrunaise', aUls in Oo^npnvn ffnananv e(p.^25-70). 
The ’patrie de la langue fra—gadse' is composed both of French 
literary heritage und the contemporary, rich, French language, 
unadulterated by VVchy, whhec tth Frrech ppoole imit a
—uain—, and expresses ’1'eiptia frui^ais'. Furthermore, the voice 
(‘voix’) of France must be used as u means of reinstating France 
to her rightful position in Europe. For another warning against 
the undermining of the French language and the consequent 
devaluing of French literature past a—d present, see Jea— 
Schlumberger; 'Propos sur le langage’. Domaine fran^ais, pp.107
114. This article makes several further points. A firm belief in 
the power of language, us in a teligin—, ca— ’soulevet l’homme au- 
0rssui de lui-meme’ (p.111). The French language is a ’bim 
commun’ which it is the writer's duty to safeguard by practising 
his skill (p.114). For a number of post-War discussions o— the 
subject of language as n weapon of Resistance, and as something 
which must iaiel0 be defended, see M. Adeteth, Aragon, the 
Resistance poems (London; Grant and Cutler, 1985); J. Gaucheron, 
La Poeinr, la Resistance (Paris: Les Editm^ Fra—gads ReunVs, 
1979), and three works by I. Higgins: ‘Shrimp, Plane and France: 
Po—ge’s Resistance Poetry’, in French Studies XXXVII (July 1983) 
pp.310-325; ’Tradition and Myth in French Resistance Poetry’, in 
Forum for Modern Langunge Studies, Vol. XXI, no. 1 (January 1985) 
pp.45-58, und Anthology of Second World War French Poetry.

7. Reflexive poems are common among the works of other Resistance 
poets. See e.g. R. Drsnni, ’Lu voix' in Co—tree (Paris: Robert- 
J.Godea, 1944) pp.44-45; P. Emmanuel, 'Sont de l'homme' in Combats 
avec tes Oefensrurs (VVlar—ruee-lei-nvng—nn: Editions Poeine 42, 
1942) pp.9-14; H. ^chaux, ’Immense voix’ in Exorcismes (Paris: 
Robert-J. Gode^ 1943) pp.13-15, und J. Tardim, ’Incarnation’ i— 
Jours petrifies (Paris: N.R.F., 1947) pp.69-76.

8. For a poem which refers specifically to the poet’s toar of 
rebuilding society, see ’Paroles en l’air’ (TM 44).

9. I— ’Un priso——net chunaaia’, the prisoner's song is again u 
defiant affirmation of confidence d— the future and a rejection of 
Nazi authority:

(...) qui chante 
que tout remitra

Qui dit l’etendarO 
sa—glana et la Fra—ce 
U—e voix immense
Qud tout recommence. (TM 60)
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The ’elendtrn oanglant’ is a quotation from the Marseillaise, and 
so by implication an affirmation of French Republican values.

10. For other wartime (but not Resistance) poems in which the theme of 
language is found, see 'D’une maiooi’ (TM 49), 'D’une poursuite' 
(TM 50-51) and ’Le systeme du ciel, III' (TM 56).

11. In the following quotation, from Dis-m□m, ma vie, tth idea of 
language as a means of illuminating something obscure combines 
with the image of transmission:

Etait-ce langage, questions et rtponses, rumeurs des mers 
Coroespondanies pour des feux et des tclnpoeo dans l'espace 
Signaux, messages (...) (TM 181)

For an image of the poet as a receiver of signals, see ’Quand le 
soleH. III’, in Les Mots couverts:

Un signal long^m^ allennu) un feu d'amers enfin captt
(TM. 162)

12. The idea of duration is found also in a poem from Les Mots 
^uver^ entitled ’Poete’. The poet aspires to

l'antantlsobmbil dans un chant qui n’a ni commencement ni fin.
(TM 177)

13. For another line suggesting the poet as an eye, see Fortune 
Infor^ne Fort Une:

(...) Te suis une conscience ardente
La pupille d'un vieux soleH a la queue de quelque train fou 

(p.9)

14. Another example is found in these lines:

(...) Aux balcons,
des grilles. Et cepbndait nulle prison ^existe
ici, mais un palais dunnant sur des Uardnns. (TM 120)

15. For artistic creation as the creating of form, see e.g. Piranesi:

(...) En eux, l’obscur
nevnent clartt, en eux le chaos o'orgainoe)
la fureur et le bruit se font oori'e^. (...) (TM 119)

and Dialogue:

(...) La masse et le maoteau
dans la pierre ont che^ht la toonim (...) (TM 139)

16. For two wartime poems which use prison imagery and which express a 
similar idea, see 'D’une prison' (TM 36-37) and 'Un poisonnleo 
chantait' (TM 59-60). For another quotation from Pnoaiese) see:

Chaque jour mOmme, a chaque juui* eJLuu ’libr (JJM 121)
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17. Iv the following ahnes from 'Quand le soleil, V’, iv Les Mots 
duvets, 'trace’, whev applied ho the porh) suggests his poetry:

(...) Ehervel
esh l'homme) la morC n’empoute que son ombre
Il vimC, dnnnr eh s'ev va, mais sa hrace suruit. (TM 165)

PART II

Notes Co the Introduction

1. From an hvteuuhew with nee, 4 April 1987.

2. Elements recognised by Seghers, ibid.

3. Ibid.

4. In Seghers's own words

[La poeshe] peut ehre lue tout seul, sans ehre diCe. Mais je 
prefere de beaucoup quand on dit la aoeshe ... si ov la dit 
bien. (Ibid.)

As I aohvCed out in Che Introduction ho this thesis, Che 
importance of peuOoumavee for Seghers is to be inferred also from 
Che numerous public readings'of his own poeCry which he gave, and 
Orom Che ’Galaxies' which he produced.

5. In noh reshrhching the term caesura Co te, t^alhlnvaad pace, of
primary stress within a llnr) my trumhnology is close ho that of 
J. Nazaley^,, in Elements de meCrique fralptise (Paris: Armand 
CnliV) 1974) pp.139-146. The term caesura cav, therefore,
designate a pause created by an unorthodox, asymmetrical division. 
Mazaleyrat is reluctant, however, ho extevd the term caesura to 
hhe hwo puincipaa breaks in a Cernary ainr) his reason being Chat 
Che herm caesura is normally associated with the term hemistich. 
He dnrs) nnvehheaesS) aceeaC the extension of the term hemistich 
to desigvate unequal ’half’ lines, as in a decasyllalle dividing 
4/6. My use of the terms segments and phrases (deOhved on page 
90) gets round the aunbaeu of what to call the ’’hemistibs' of 
heavily asymmetric binary alneS) where the term seems particularly 
hnappropri.ahe) avd of whah to call the rhythmic or meCrical 
elemevhs of ternary lhnrs.

6. The line is Orom ’Mai.ns', Bovnr-Esaerance) p.33.

7. I have translated the term ’unstable e' from hhe French 'e 
instable', used by J. Phnrau in Le Mouuement rythmique en 
frav?ais, (Paris: Klhncksieek) 1979). I auefeu this term to the 
more sttvdaud one mute e. An unstable e is unsCable in several 
ways. First, notably at the hemistich in a sixteen-syllable aive) 
a syllable in unstable e may be suppressed, as ih is at the end of 
any line. Second, hhe rhythmic eI0eet of the presence of an 
unsCable e within a line, at for example a cesure lyrique or a
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cesure rnjapbante, may be one of slight inianbilial. The same is 
true when a syllable in unstable e follows a secondary iateii. 
The general effects on the rhythm of these types of caesura, along 
with the effect at a secondary stress, are described more fully on 
page 91.

8. As a general practicee this was confirmed by Seghers during my 
interview with him, 4 April 1987. On the ce^re epique and ce^re 
lyrique, see Fr. DrlofOtr, Le Vers ftangani (Paris: S.E.D.E.S., 
1969) pp.37-38, and J. Taznleyrat, op^t., pp.153-157.

9. Not all syllables composed of unstable e plus plural s, and
followed by u word beginning with a vowel result in a cesure 
epique. There is some VnconiViae—cy in SegTrti’i practice here.
For further remarks on this question, see Chapter 6, note 14 
below.

10. While Srgheti’s own practice is generally Ito run on over a lnnr— 
ending which has enjambement, he accepts my suggested way of

• reading enjambrmena as an altetnaaier (iiaerview, 4 April 1987).

11. The special cases regarding in particular the sixteen-syllable 
line, which were menaVnned on pages 90-91, will be seen in greater 
detail in Chapter 6.

12. Clive Scott’s French verse arte a study (C.U.P., 1980) contains a 
useful, though incomplete, table of rules governing iynaeresVs and 
0Vaeteiis (pp.242-243).

13. A Feminine line—ending is one which ends in an unsounded syllable 
containing an unstable e, us for example, ’aaaente', or 
’empoiso—nees'. All other endings are masculine.

Notes to Chapter 5

1. In the most extreme casese where the stanza has neither rhyme nor 
syntactic autonomy, the stanza may, theoretically, appear nn 
arbitrary dneiiion. In practice, however, the stanza dVvninons in 
a—y o—e poem —ever all seem arbitrary. The most arbitrary use of 
stanza divisions seems to me to be i— 'Le systeme du ciel, IV':

Ils avaient voulu faire 
Une regle d’un Dieu 
Comme si Dieu n'est pas

Duns le sedn que tu touches,
Comme sd Dieu n’est pas 
Dans l'epaule et la bouche 

Comme si Dieu i'est pas
. Da—s’l'amour qui l'a fait. (TM 56)

A syntactic grouping of the lines would give stanzas of two, four 
, and two lines, or four couplets. The original arrangement of the

Mnes underlines the only rhyme ('touche : bouche') in the middle
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stanza, but the repeated line, 'Comme si Dieu n’est pas’ appears 
at irregular inlervalS) as the third, second and first line, 
respectively, of the three stanzas.

2. The strictly regular poems are: in Bonne-Esperance, 'Saint
Agri^l' (p.21) and 'L'lle du pirate’ (p.26); in Le Domaine 
public, 'Tusqu'a la fin' (p.92); and ’L'amour’ (TM 37). Other 
poems with a very high degree of regularity include, in Le Chien 
de pique, 'Faction' (p.17); in Le Domaine public, 'Regards’ 
(p.84); and '25 aout 1944’ (TM 61). • (N.B. .The first of these 
contains the line 'Sait tout va loooqub tout dort’. The line
should read ’Sait que tout va...’ (Segeers’o correction, interview 
of 4 April 1987).) A number of poems in blank verse (that is, 
which do not use a rhyme pattern) use a regular gender pattern. 
These include, in Bonne-Esperance, 'Chanson des IooIs mate^t?’ 
(p.13); in Le Domaine public, '...Du ciel’ (p.22) and 'Les dons, 
III’ (p.74); also 'Le systeme du ciel, III’ (TM 56), and ’Un peu, 
beau^u^ pas du tout, I’ (TM 70-71). Although the presence of a 
gender pattern has lUtle or no effect on the hearer of the poems, 
its presence confirms Begh^s's respect for toadilionaU prosody, 
in .particular during•the war years.

3. See e.g. Begh^s's note to Dio-moi) ma vie (TM 198). For examples 
of individual poems in the suites which are apparently of fixed- 
form, see Les Pierres, ’0u sont les filles de fu^ine...' 
(TM 110), and Pioanese) 'Dans les gravuio et les dtcombreo...' 
(TM 122-123).

4. A small number of near-regular fixed-form poems are found later. 
See e.g., in Les Mots couverts, ’La vie' (TM 177), and ’Portrait 
ltgeremeit nthancht' (TM 178), and several poems published for the 
first time in Le Temps des mbovellles; 'IL'oIsbau Anca' ^^217- 
218), 'Cyclades' (p.218), and 'Toi’ (p.220). See also two poems 
published in Les LeHres franqaises, 9-15 juin 1971, p.3, under 
the collective mle 'Deux sonnets, pourquoi pas?’. The second of 
these has thirteen lines and a number of lines of thirteen 
syllables.

5. Such memorability may be seen as important in the case of 
contraband poetry, and in that poetry which was intended 
specifically to be mooalb-bouoling. The question of memorability 
is raised by T. Gaucheron in La Po^ie, la Resistance (Paris: Les 
Edlteuoo Fran^ais R^nis, 1979) and is linked by him to another 
purely practical problem; the shortage of ink and paper (p.25). 
In 'Un grand moment de la potsie fran^aise’ (Europe, no. 543-544, 
juIllbt-aoul 1974, pt.3-38)) Gaucheron points to traditional and 
popular forms in poetry as vehicles for expressing commonly-held 
views and sentiments:

Au temps de la Rtsistance et de la Liberation s'etam realiste 
dans la potoib ... une conf^nce qui peombtlanl a la potsie de 
s^pr^er pour tous, par les voies d^ne expression dont le 
lecteur ttaH complice ou encore avec des moybno qui sont ceux 
de la po^ie populate, potsie de proverbe ou pots^ de 
chanson. (p.34)
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In the same issue of Europe (pp.176-206), M. Hussain's avd J. 
Tovar-Estrada's article, 'Rossie et chansovs populahres davs la 
Resistance', makes similar anints covcming the quantity of 
poehry, as opposed to oCher forms of literature, produced during 
the peuhod:

Mais pourquoi la poesie?
Savs doute pour des raisons mtCeuhelles: Il est plus 

■ facile de ■ dlsslmuleu une feuille de paphru que deux ou CcoIs 
cevCs, c’est aussi le genre qui se prehe le mieux a une 
impression eh a une diffusion shmpaes) peu onereusrs ... et le 
propue du poeme pnauaalue est pceelsemevt de cnncreCisec uv 
besoiv de communication, de prrmehtue une lecture rapide, une 
memorisation Oacile. (p.177)

6. Two poems only are written jli nine-syllable lines, These are
’Jeune lille, V’, in Jeune Fille (p.25)) and 'VrnrZ) les mirnirs 
du ciel s'emlrument...' (TM 75), from Six poemes pour Veronique. 
The lttteu is not a 0hxed-0oum poem avd includes lines of various 
other lengths.

7. If, Chapter 4,, notes 5 and 6.

8. See Th- Elwert, Traite de versification frangaise des arlgines a
nos jours (Paris: Klincksieck, 1965) p.120.

9. The ppom was by EZlL^En^d in Paris, iv '^tL^r^n^a^a^r Revue,
no. 1 (nuvelle serie), 1 decembre 1944, p.27, under the pseudonym 
Louis Mashe. See also Chapter 4, note 9. (Cf. the quohahion from 
'Chanson de celui qui chaigealt de noms’) on page 96.)

10. See Tli, Elwert, op, cit,, p.128.

11. Ibie), fD.,129.
12. For another poem in six-syllable 

there is pairing of llneS) see ’
line,, with rhym’,
L'amour' (TM 37).

and in

13. For a ppm ii bbaaV couplets 
hnuh) I’ (TM 70-71).

see 'Un pen, leaucoup, pas du

14. Elsewhere in the pom,, assonance 
the last stanza whem 'bilies' is

hakes -the place ol 
answered by 'midi.'.

rhyme, as in 
For anoCher

poem in wtnch six-syllable lines are paired syntactically, see ’Le 
sysheme du ehel) IV', quoted in note 1 above.

15. I, i, poss^he, the, th, pair^, o, llrse , creatin, large, unis, , 
aitlcipaCes Seghers’s later prefeuence for longer lives. Cf. note 
16, below.

16. On the metrical resemblance of* the sixteen--syllable line to two
ochosyaltbaes) see pages 90-91. This will be discussed further in 
Chapter 6. The auedomlnance of ehgth-syllablr phrases (i.e. in 
Che form of octosyllables, and as hhe hemistichs of the sixCeen- 
syllable line) seems all the mour shgnhOhctvh if ove takes into 
account, jointly, two things. FirsC, Segteus's pueference Chat

‘ verse should be heacd) avd seeovd, Cocnuliru's discovery,
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presented in TheotVe du vers: Rimbaud, Verlaine, Talaatme (Paris: 
Seuil, 1982): .. .. . . . ..... . .. ... . .  ...

(...) e— fran9nni, la rrco—nnissa—ce distinctive et sure de 
l'egalite exncte en nombre iyllabique de segments enisi—s 
tyaTmiquemena quelconquei Tc‘eia-a-Oire egaux unVquement en 
—ombre syllabique total) est limntee, selon les gers, a huit 
syalabes, ou a modis. (p.16)

X am not suggesting that Seghers co—sciousay worked to a limit of 
eight syllables, but the fact that eigTt-iyalable prrases boound 
may be symptomatic of the importance ff peffo^maneee

17. See Th. Elwert, op. cVt., p.123, and M. Grammo—^ Petit traite de 
versification OtangaVsr (Paris: Arma—d Colin, 1965) p.43.

18. The majority of the poems in rhyming ocaniyalables are confined to 
Bo——e-Eipera—ce and Le Chien de pique, and have —ot been collected 
in Le Temps des meteeilles. When asked if there was uny 
particular .reason for their —ot . being included in Le Temps des 
mervrilles, Begher’ replied that it was ho doubt- because he felt • 
that they no longer corresponded to his 'souffle' (interview, 4 
April 1987). Cf. notes 15 and 16, above.

19. The tvale, 'Lu nuit de mai‘, and the placing of the year, 1942, at 
the end of the poem, are a dual recollection of Aragon's poem of 
the same title which ends with these linese

A-t-il fait rudt si patfaVtemrna nuit jamais 
Ou sont partis Musset ta Muse et tes hunti'es 
Il flotae quelque part un parfum de cytiies 
C’est mil neuf cent quaranae et c'est ln rudt de Mai

Later collected in Les Yeux 0‘EVsu, the poem was published in 
Poesie 41, 4 (avril-junn(?) 1944) pp.7-8. The imagery of ielO- 
sacrifice in Srgheri'i poem also recalls the passage in Musset's 
poem, 'La nuit ie mud', relating the pelican's giving of its own

■ heart as food to its offspring.

20. The image of the torn flag perhaps suggests the division of France 
into Northern and Southern Zones. For the use of ’une sode’ in 
the sense of u flag, cf. Jouve's poem ’A une ioie’, published in 
Letatei, 2 (mars 1943) pp.8-9.

21. Most examples of the device are concentrated in Le Chier de pique, 
published in 1943. Seghrti’s use of the device in his Resistance 
poetry is —o doubt due in part to the influence of Aragon's 
article, ’La rime en 1940', which SegTrti published in Poetes 
casques 1940, 3 (avril 1940) pp.33-40. I— this article, Aragon 
encouraged poets to use this new form of rhyme as u— extension of 
the tradition of rhyme in French poetry. Aragon included rhymes 
extending over several words, as in this example, by Segheri, from 
'Le Vert-Galant’: 'saae : aen0ui a / la' (Le Chien de pique, 
p.39). The eatlieit example of rime e—jumbunte I have found in 
Srgheti's poetry occurs in 'Epiphanie' (TM 17-18), first published

. in Fontaine, 15 (iepaembte 1941) pp.51-52. I— this poem, the 
rhyme 'decoupe : coups / periror^t:' (TM 18) is found. Aragon
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himself used rime enUambante) as, for example, in the following 
lines from ’Les amants otparts') written in December 1939, and 
first published in Poetes casques 1940, 2 (0tvoieo 1940) pp.29-31:

(...)
Fait-elle a la fat^on des cris
Mal des cris que les vents ialmeobit
Du fremiosemenl de leurs rimes
Du fotpiosembnt de leurs crimes (p.30)

This example dinners from Segheoo’s use of the device in that the 
rime bnUambaitb is the proposing, and not the answering, rhyme. 
It is interesting to note a very similar example in Sbgeeos'o 
poem, ’Carre blanc':

C'est l’attbnte et les loups 
Qui se vetent de crimes

Et ce chant votre cri
Mes freres morts pour nous. (TM 23)

An uncertain case of rime enjambante, in which it is apparently 
the proposing rhyme which is spread over two lines, is found in 
these lines from ’Tuda’, in Le Domaine public:

Terre d'amour cache tes mains le jour est sans 
ombre, et le soleH de la vengeance
(...) (p.42)

The case is uncertain because for there to be any form of rhyme at 
the end of the first line, a very unorthodox liaison would have to 
be made between the two lines. The rhyme would, muoboveO) be only 
approximate, the s at the end of ’sans' being voiced if liaised, 
while the sibilant at the end of 'vengeance' is unvoiced. The 
presence of rhyme here would, however, tally with the rhyme 
pattern of the poem as a whole.

The individual words involved in rime eiUapbaite may 
themselves be significant. In three cases, including the example 
from ’La nuit de mai', quoted on page 105, Segheoo uses the word 
,meioonge’. Resistance poetry was resistance to the betrayal and 
lies of Vichy: the ’fausse parole’ which reinterpreted for
Vichy's own ends such words as 'patrie' and 'libertt' (cf. Chapter 
4, notes 4 and 5). The other examples in question are found in 
two poems in Le Chien de pique, 'La rose des temps:

Vieillard qui portait les menooigeo 
De nos trtsoos Inltoieurs 
Dis-moi dis-moi ou elles sont 
Te ne sais plus ni leur couleur
(...) (p.20)

and 'Les uiseaux':

Nous irons en nous-memes, noirs 
Comme fut ton premier mensonge 
BrO-lant nos images qui sont 
Teux cruels et cruels espo^s (p.31)
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22. EnUambemeit is a frequent feature also in octosyllables which are 
paired syntactically speaking, and which are found in poems using 
rhyme. For other examples, see the opening lines of ’La nuit de 
mai’, quoted on page 105, and the following lines from two poems 
in Le Chien de pique, 'Le temps':

Moins tendre ici qu’il n’est envers
Ceux qu’il eut (sic) brist (sic) comme verre

and ’Les oiseaux’:
N'oublie plus ta haine, l'amour 3+27/ 
Gerce, salgnail) mauvais a dire 2/2/2+2/

and, from ’Comme une floHe ntsaomtb’:

Entre celle qui Out et celle 3+////
qui sera, le Temps s’est perdu. 3/2+//

2+2/4/
1+4/3/ (p.29)

(p.31)

(TM 47)

The presence of enjambement increases the lines’ resemblance to 
sixteen-syllable lines.

23. Note that, in the lines from ’Les oIsbaux') ’tourne' (line 1) is 
answered by a rime eiUtmbante) ’vautours / N’oublie’, over the
stanza break.

24. ’25 aout 1944 (Liberation de Paris)' uses a further rhyme scheme.
The stanzas all rhyme -aaa, -bbb, and so on. It is also 
interesting to note that all the lines bar one follow a regular 
gender patterning. The presence of paired octosyllables in three- 
line stanzas is found, notably, in two poems from Bunne-Eottrance) 
’L’ile du pirate’ (p.^), rhyming abb, abb; and ’Place reservee' 
^^41-42), which has the irregular rhyme pattern a-a, -bb, cc-, 
-dd.

25. For another poem written in couplets of rhyming octosyllables, see 
Taction' in ’Le Chien de pique. An impression of monotony arises 
from the succession of aphoristic couplets:

Celui qui vit passer la mort 2+3+3/
Sait que tout va ^^que tout dort 1+3/3+1/

Quiconque a vu passer la nuit 2+3+3/
Connait le me^onge des bruits 2+3+3/ (p.17)

On the second of these lines, see note 2 above. Other examples of 
rhyming octosyllabic couplets will be seen in section (iii).

26. As a relatively short liib) but one which is also long enough for 
a narrative element, the octosyllable is suited to conveying, in 
respectful understatement, a discreet impression of a person, as 
in ’Portrait' and the selO-tootrail) ’Poete'. For other portrait 
poems written in octosyllables, and which also make extensive use 
of parallel structures, see ’Celui qui buvait dans les bars’ (TM 
53) and ’Un peu, beaucoup, pas du tout, IV’ (TM 71). For a
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further poem in octosyllables using the same deuhee) see ’La 
cloture’ (TM 65).

27. First published in L'E^t^^j?ne3JL2^e revue, 1 (juin 1944)) p.3, The 
firsC hwo stanzas use a sequence of phrases brghvnhvg with 
’Quand'.

28. Ternary structures are a feature of this poem, as seen iv these 
lines:

Uv jour, une teuue) une minuCe 

Les soeurs) les meurs les enfants

29. It suggest,, agaVe , that a measure of eight s’ 11 ables is in
some way natural fou Segheus. Cf. notes 16 avd 18 above.

30. Ohher examples of Che pairing of rnd-stnpped oeCosyllalles abound. 
See e.g. dPreseners' (TM 16), the eight aines beginning ’Vous 
i'enhenduez plus leur bourdon’; Che first secCiov oi ’Le grand 
beat'■ (TM 85); Che iiusC stanza oi ’PuszCas' (TM 88); Che iiusC 
stanza oi 'Vivue se conjugue au present’ • (TM 88), and, from 
’Malvs') in Bonne-Esperance, the iollowhvg lives:

0 mains Creullantes et plus pales 
Du desiu de la deenuuerte;
Shlenchruses iaruus de givre 
Nees aux caucraux de cet hiver.
Vous qui peuaaez de iaits-iiueus
La voIovCs de ne plus v^re (p.34)

31. See Fr. Deloiiur) op. ^1., pp.61-62; and M. GrammovC, op. ciC., 
p.42. H. MorlrU) in Le Rythme du vers libre symboliste (Geneve: 
SlaCki.ne Reprints, 1977), staCes that a 5/5 division is aimissnlae 
practice in Romantic verse (Vol. I, p.30, vohe 1). GrammovC sees 
this same shructure as a modern turahment oi hhe live (pp.41-43). 
The preseicr of a seeoidtcy stress wiChin Che six-syllable 
trmishich is usual (Grammovt) p.42). This is. seen also in 
Seghers's havdling oi the line. Seghers's lines dividing 5/5 also 
irequevtly have a seeondauy stress wihhin hhe hemistichs. The 
presevce oi secondary stuessrs withiv five- and six-syllable 
hemhsthcts concords with Clive ScoCt's sCahemenC:

measures of iouu and five syllables are already pushing 
towards the limit oi toleuallr accevtlessvess.

(op. ciC., p.42)

Although, hece) Scott is discussing the ochosylltlle) the 
pulnciole is of general application. Cf. J. MazaleyuaC:

a [1'] accent honlqur puinchpal tend a s'ajouCeu, dans les 
guoupes de quelque etrndue (a pauCi.u de 4 syllabes) un accent 
seconialre. (op. cit., p.110)
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u—0 J. Pnnean:

[les unites ptnsoiiques de quatre ou de cinq iyalabes] tendert 
a se subiVeiiet quand le texte a une certai—e dersite 
poetique. (op. c±-e. , p.46)

32. The exceptions are 'Chanson des trois matelots' in E^c^r^n^—
(p.13), and, from the same coalrcaio—, 'Clantiere‘ (TM 12). The 
Mnes of the former are arranged dr blank couplets, but use 
parallelisms extensively. OClaVtiere’ is not a fixed-form poem 
and includes a number of Oive-iyllabae Mnes.

33. This is Seghers's explanation, by Fr, J, Carmody in
’Pierre Segheri, Poet and Editor’, Books Abroad, Vol. 34, 1,
(winter 1960) pp.233-2-5 (p.234). .. ........

34. Oeuvres poeanques, edited by P. Albouy (Parise Gaalnmari, 1964)
Vol. I, p.1122.

35. Ibid,, p.112..

36. These are, ‘Le ca^^ousa0’ (1^39), ‘Le temps’ (TM 40)e ‘Le systeme
du ciel, V’ (TM 56); 'Les jar0nni de Tutcie' (TM 63-64); three 
poems ir Le Domaine public: ‘...Du cdel' (p.22;, 'Sepsis'’ (p.64) 
und 'Les ornierei du temps' (p.41); and three poems in Le Futur 
antetieu^: 'Invocation aux planetes, I’ (p.22); 'Lu nuit des
morts' (pp.41-42) and 'Alarmands beaux enfants' (pp.48-49).

37. The earliest poem I have found using the alexandrine as its basic 
anne-lrngah (other aVnei are present) id ’Je n’entendrai plus que 
le largage des monts loVntanns...’, published in Poetes casques 
1940, 4 (juVlaet(?) 1940) pp.27-28. The poem bears the date 20 
May 1940.

38. For alexandrines on the classical model, see e.g. these lines from 
'Le temps'e

Les pays aaialades aeanena tart dee visages 3^-33>/'5^://
Et tant de payiani se deliaVena les mains 2-40/2-40/ (TM 400)

from 'Les ornierei du temps', in Le Domaine public:

Les charrois e—nrmis ont ros corps iivniei (sic) -+3/3+3/ 
Le sol de —ntte ^podr est plus blanc que la pierre 2+4/3+3/

(p.41)

and from 'La nuit des motas', dr Le Futur arterieur:

Sainae-Ctoix—dei-Talheuti qui venez pour me prendre
1+2+3/3+3/

Lu Dame bleue des ports vous regarde et me suit
2+2+2/3+3/ (p.41)

39. In Le Domaine public, ae in Poemsc . the ordre fC tee
middle two lVnei of this stanza is the reverse.
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40. This is suggested in such lines as the following:

Les camions eioaoaibil les coeu^ dans les ruiooeaux

41. ’^eUrnnai', ne Bonne-Esperance, uese altriatiige aexxnnOniese ndS
six-syllable lines. For the most part, there is no syntactic 
relationship between the two sorts of lines, as here:

Cet amour mal venu qui si bien te oessemble
- Un casque de colonial -

Cet amour mal venu par ce soir de Dtiembre
- On s’en moquait pas mal -

3+3/3+3/
2+3+2/ (=7)
3+3/3+3/
4+2/ (p.47)

The syntactic discontinuity combined with the colloquial tone of 
the short lines create an uneven texture.

42. The reference in this line is explained by Seghers:

Ce sont les chevaux de Marly, au dtboucht des Champs-Elysees, 
place de la Concorde. Les occupants talent a l'Mctel 
CrlHon, au Mlnlstere de la Marine. Les chevaux de pierre 
paralssaieil le resoenllr) ne pouvolr le supporter, ils se 
cabral^t.

in M. Zimmermann (ed.). Occupation allemandb et Resistance
lnlelleituellb:______Pierre Seghers se souvient (Bielefeld:
Coonelsen-VIelhagen und basing, 1982) p.31.

43. For another poem which has the appearance of a fixed-Oorm poem, 
see ’La Dame de Chat ou le grand jeu' (TM. 63). The line groups 
are, however, of different lengths, and although a number of 
alexandrines are present, the interspersing of these with much 
shorter lines gives the poem a rhythm approaching free verse.

44. For other poems using a mixture of line-lengths, but with a 
predominance of alexandrines, arranged in stanzas, see Le Chien de 
pique., ’Un 28 juillbl’ (pp-14-15) and 'Basses-Alpes' (pp.56-57). 
See also ’Cantique a Milosz’, Cahill special Milosz, Editions 
Poesne 42, pp.39-40.

45. 0.. F.. De0of0be:

La ^sure de ce vers est de • 5+6. □’autres poetes, 
contempora^s, le coupent 6+5 et en font ce qu’ils appblUent 
un 'alexandr^i manque’ (Yves Bonne^y). (op. cit., p.63)

Th. Elwert is rather less dogmatic:

[le vers de onze sylUabes] peut avoir une cesure apres la 
cinquieme oyllabe ... ou apres la oeptleme ... ou n'en avoir 
at-jcune. (op. cit., p.125)

46. With the exception of the last line of ’Aout -1’’ and the seconS 
line of ^tomne', both of which have ten syllables, and one 
alexandrine ('Le jour plus fort (.).)’) in the latter poem, the 
poems are written exclusively in eleven-syllable lines.
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47. ’Automne’ oCCers tnnhhec example oi a ahne wtheh divides 6/5, at 
least as far as ihs most important synhaethe break is covcecvrd:

Que le savg glisse ev moi, comme apres a'nrtge 3/1+2/1+4/
. (TM 52)

48. CI. nntr 31 above.

49. Ov the use oi the teum 'alexandrin ptvque') see nohe 45, above.

50. Few works ov prosody discuss the llnr) buh Th. ElwerC has this Co 
say on Verlaine's handling oi Che lhve:

le vombre de syHa^s arumet uve hres grande variation de 
uyhtmes en iep1a9ant la cesure apres la 5e, 6e, 7e, 8e, 9e 
syllabe; ou en metCrnC deux cesuceS) 1’uve apres la 4e eh 
I'auCue apres la 9e. (op. cit., a•126)

51. The octosyllables which close each stanza have a similar iuvctiov.

52. I have suggested a cnuae lyrique in the firsC line to avoid a 
shutheuing eiireC of the ueaeahei [d].

Notes to Chapter 6

1. H, Morier, op, cit., Vol, I, p.18.

2. The use of hhe cesuzre epique in the sixteen-syllable line can tee 
regarded as an aidntinnaa rule. (See pages 90-91 and vote 8 of 
hhe Introduction to Pauh II, alove) avd vote 14 below.)

3. For hwio early poems written in a free form oi iueed
uecsr) see ’Puieue’ (TM 15), which lvcorpncates some rhyme, and 
groups lines iv uegular stanzas; and ’Menaces de mout, I-VII’ (TM 
73-74). .

4. For a number oi near—regular poems in the see Chapter 5,
note 3.

5. M, Gutmmont (op, cit.) states that the line usually

se presevCe avec deux coupes, la pcrmieue fixe apres la 
Ccoisheme sy1lale) et la seconde libre’. (p.45)

6. A six-syliable segment (i.e, having five consecutive unstressed
syllables) is very unusual and urpcesevCs the limit of tolerable 
accentlessvess. (Ci. ChapCer 5, voCe 31.) Significantly, one oi 
the other rare likely examples of a six-syllable segment is found 
in another Cree verse poem; hhe poem from Racives quoted ov page 
140. ..

7. C., H, Morirr:

Quant a 1’enjambement...lr vers libre v'y deurait crcnuriu 
qu’aares un alexandri^ sinon, le vombcr de mesuues etanC
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variable et ln rime Oesotdonnee, voire mal marquee, 
l'enjambemena equneaua a ln ruine de l’unite du vers.

(op. cit.. Vol. II, p.244)

If the point Vs applicable to verse with rhyme, it would seem ull 
the more relevant to verse dr which there is no rhyme.

8.

9.

Cf. these ln—ei from the last poem of Dialogue;

(...)
nilaeuri que duns ma tete ou bourdonne une mouche 2+4/3+3/ 
Bleue 1/
Qu’er vair j'acctochr a l’hnme^on du souvenir. 2/Z/4+4/

(TM 141)

The exceptions are one ten- und one fourteen-syllable lVre. In a 
further three Mnes, apocope nt the sixth syllable Vs necessary if 
the Mnes are to conform metrically, as here:

-J'uV bien dormV, Oit-eale. J’ai faim. Si l’on mangrnit?
4/2*/2/4/ (p.5)

There are, furthermore, only three alexandrines Vn the suite which 
do not have some degree of stress or the sixth syllable. Two of 
these are orthodox ternary alexandrines. The third is

"l.l^droite et roVre sur le mur blanc! Dans le verger l+2/4+l/4/ 
(...) (p.7)

10. Fore other poems Vr which the majority of alexandrines are handled
in a classical manner (but without rhyme) see, Vn Racines ’Qui 
parlaVt de linceul...' (TM 94), 'EtaVa-cr le Chani...’ (TM 96), 
’VaVre puVisa—ce, o pota...‘ (TM 98). Together with a poem from 
DVs-moV, ma vie, ’Cahotanae, bauaee...' (TM 189), these poems are 
the most traiVaVnnnL., metrically speaking, though the last cited 
has the peculiarity of being composed largely of strings of 
adjectives. See also, Vn . Les Pierres ’0u inna les filles de

, ,futainr...’ (TM 110). The majority of lines Vn this poem are
classical alexandrines, arranged Vn couplets, and closely
structured around questions and answers.

11. The line ff this poem closely resembles a classical
alexandrine. For other final lnnri which are alexandrines with an 
orthodox binary or ternary structure, see e.g. Piranese:

Et le palais secret mveM a anni les verts. 3+3/2+4/
(TM 123)

Dialogue:

er ean— ieto—a sur rous. RVen ne rous aaarnndra. 2+4/1+3+2/ 
(TM 139)

Racines:

L’Tnmme est un arbre et l’arbre mort est un enfant. 1+3/4/4/
‘ (TM 101)
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and Dis-moi, ma vie;

Segebro et toi, ein Auqbnblick) rien qu’une goaIie...
...  .. .. (TM 197)

12. It is possible that there should be an apocope in line 4 
(’s'installe’ 2*/). Cf. the first quotation from the interview in 
note 14 below.

13. The addition of ’y’ in line 3 is Segeeos’s correction (interview, 
4 April 1987).

14. If a syllable in unstable e has a final s, and an apocope or 
cesure tpique is practised, and this syllable is followed by a 
vowel at the beginning of the next word, the final s is not 
liaised in Seghbos'o toailicb. Cf. his comments on the following 
line from Au seuil de l’oubli:

(...)
sur les colomes et les frontons ou n’aptaransoaIenl que

des Ioous? 4*24/2+3/3/ (TM 199)

Pour moi, le e muet est murt, et suoIouI s’il s^ourm d’un 
s, qui est la pour ^orthographe mais qui ne l’est pas pour 
U'ooeIlle. L^renHe efface le s. (Interview, 4 April 1987)

As I stated in note 9 to the Introduction Part II, there seems to 
be some inconsistency in Sbghero’o practice concerning the cesure 
tpique and apocope. The following line was read by Seghers with 
both a liaison and a counted unstable e at 'grilles aux’:

Aux luca^es des grilles. Des grilles aux fenetreo 3+3*/2+4/ 
(TM 120)

Seghers commented:

Mais la, j'y tiens. ’Des grIllCes) aux fbnelres’: le vers
est faux. Et la liaison n’est pas a l'htmIslIcee. (Ibid.)

15. It follows from Seghers's comments quoted in note 14 that line 5 
should possibly be considered as a thirteen-syllable line.

16. The enUambemenl at the end of line 4, where one would not 
necessarily expect it, reflects Segeers’s own reading of the lines 
(interview, 4 April 1987). He stated specifically that the two 
lines were to be linked in this way, even making a liaison between 
’^yant' and 'et'. (Elsewhere, however, he corrected such a 
liaison after I had pointed it out.) Such a practice, while not 
necessarily legitimising a liaison over the linb-bnnnng, does draw 
attention to the problem, in performance, of transmitting the 
tension which exists between what the eye sees (the line) and the 
dictates of sense and syntax. For other series of freed 
alexandrines amongst which enjambemenl is found, see, in Les 
Pierres, the opening four lines (TM 104); the first five lines of 
'Quels vagabonds...’ (TM 106), and the poem 'Sec^elembnl armte de 
puissance...' (TM 109). In Piranesi, see the first seven lines of
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'Il ve resCaiC plus uien...’ (TM 117). In Dialogue, see ’Les 
idoles se sont ipgradpes...' (TM 139) from 'Le masse et le 
marteau' (line 9) Co 'sur les planetes' (lhne 15).

17. The blntcy-eum-Cerntuy stuucture is typical oi Les Pierres where 
it is voh restricted to Che alexandrine. Fou other examples, see 
the inalosing lines Ouou the inust poem oi the suiCe:

travaillee par le seul Solrl1) par les orages et leurs clans
3+3+2/4+47 (=16)

(TM 104)

qui vont eC se ceionC. Sous ses ah1rs savages
2+4/3+37 (=12)

(TM 104)

avd luom other poems:

Vous fpeovdrz vos i1ruus) PvorpeS) so1hCtiues.
4+2yZ^2A./ (=12)

(TM 106)

Les pauies, les paruus et I’a quoi bon des renommees
2/2/4+47 (=12)

(TM 109)

18. For other examples in Piuanese oi hhe combivatnon of bnvary-euu“ 
tervtry alexandrines and en,^ambe^uent) see:

(...) Le soleil
esh sa seule sagesse, il vit et il dispose 3+3/2/4/
I'inuCile attiuail (...) ' (TM 121)

(...)
etuangement iPserCe et slaeneleuse. Comme 2+4/4*/l/
des omlues (...) (TM 117)

19. For atvOCte poem from Les lrrueeu mVi,g extensive use oi bivauy 
structures, see 'Secetement armee de putvcreee:(TM ).,). For 
Iuuhtnr examples, see Racines, the fiust section of 'Je reutis de 
confivs...’ (TM 98); Piuanese, 'ans, n, puisctae, ee 
lavternetux...’ (TM 121); Dialogue, Che Cirst iouu lives of ’Epris 
de sa confusion...’ (tM 129), and Au seuil de l'oubli, 'Nous 
vIvois itvs la soliCude PloulPr...' (TM 200).

20. By unmrCunctl 1hnrS) I undecsCand those lines which aue oi av 
uncovuenCiova1 length (e.g. , llr-ine oO eleven, thirteen or fifCem

. syllables). I also include lines oi ]?^cLu;L^^ length, but hceaCed 
in uvouthodox fashion, as Cor example this shxCeev-sy1ltl1e line:

Brule dans cehte vie comme une soreiere sur le brasiec
2+475+5/ (TM 136)

This 6/10 ilvisiov is unusual amongst Seghecs's sixteen-syllable 
lines, which usually divide 8/8. Such lines may also be defined 
as iceed sixteen-syllable lines, further defined in section

' 3)(i)(b) below.
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21. The fact that the lines are not perfectly metrical Vs not 
necessarily obvious to the ear. Cf. Chapter 5, note 16.

22. In Poesie 43. 13 (F^x/i..-mars 1943) pp.19-20.

23. Even if. in line 2, there were a cesure epVque after 'chales', the 
line would be u—mrttVcal Vn its dnvninons (2+27V3*/4/). 
AaartnatVeely, a cesure epique could be practised after ’elles', 
gVvi—g a first hemniaVch of eight syllables, while the unstable e 
on ’chales’ could' be muirtaVred. The lVne suggests an 
inconsistent use of the cesute epVque or SegTeti’i part.

24. The notation for the first line corresponds to ’(...) entre 
arrnae-sept degies centigrades (...)'.

25. . 4) April 197..

26. Seghess, ibi..

27. An earlier version of this poem , ’En transi’’. was published in 
Les Mots couvrrai. See TM 177.

28 See Th. E^ett, op. cVt., p.127.

29. On the e^n^i?;L^t^y of iatucau^es possible within the octosyllable, see 
p.102 above and Chapter 5 note 17.

30. A cesure epVque may be Found at points other than aFter the eighth 
syllable. This practice was confitmed by Seghers in my interview with him, 4 April 1987.

31. , 4 April 197..

32. For other sixteen-syllable lines in series of diFferent 216^1'^^'^!',) 
and which do not have a basic 8/8 division, see ,Patoaei en l'nit’ 
(TM 44), four lVne' from the end; the penultimate line of ’Le 
pipe-lire de Bassotah' (TM 58), and ’Menaces de mott, I' (TM 73), 
four lVies from the end.

33. For another series of Five sixteen-syllable lines in which the 
same practice is called for, see the erd of ’Le mal d'aimer’ 
(TM 42). This poem was published Vn 1943, Vn Le ChVer de pique.

34. While it might tee argued that the unstable e in ’ioulagemeaO ’
could be dropped, and that nt the erd of ’vimes’ maintained, 
creating a cesute e—jambnnae (1+3/4/5+3/), the dVicou—tVng of an 
Vnterral unstable e would be at variance with SegTeri's usual 
practice. ..

35. A number ff lins,, that is, are Found in which the practice off a 
ceinre epVque would result in a falling iTora. This Vs the case 
in the following lV—e from ’Le caealier’, where a ceiurr epique 
after ‘fermes’ would result in a fifteen-syllable lire:

Le monde eett et vomVssana le sarg des 0ermei et des eVlles
(TM 48)
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36. For a much earlier poem using 'Pour' in a similar way, and using
similar imagery, see Racines ’Pour 1’eicenS) l^deur de la meo...’ 
(TM 99). For other poems written in sixteen-syllable lines and 
using anaphora, see Dialogue, ’Pour un pretexte n’exislence...’ 
(TM 127); DIs-mui) ma vie, 'Rien que l'Cclair d’un mtttore...’
(TM 190), and Au seuil de l^bli, ’Dans des demeuoes de 
memoire...' (TM 198). For a poem in Les Pierres in which a series 
of 'si’ clauses helps to create a sense of dignity, see ’Tout ce

, qui reste d^ne aomte...' (TM 105).

37. The presence of a number of other unmetrical lines in this poem 
suggests a particularly free form of freed vbooe.

38. For other examples of recognisable metrical elements within other 
structures, see pages 157-158, on an extract from Dis-moi, ma vie; 
pages 161-162, on an extract from Piranese; and page 170, on lines 
from Dialogue.

39. For other examples of poems in Fortune lifuoluib Fort Une in which
questions are prominent, see pp.29 and 39 of the suite. For 
examples in other suites, see Racines, 'Qui parlaH de lin^ul...' 
(TM 94) and ’Quel est cet homme universel...’ (TM 95); and 
Pnoanese) ’Quelles fourmis nnnaligableo...' (TM 119). The very 
title of the suite Dio-moI) ma vie implies a question to be 
answered. Through the uncertainty which they imply, those poems 
which use questions are similar to those in which 'Si' is 
prominent. The two constructions combine in P^anese, ’Et si
c'etam l'honneuo...’ (TM 115).

40. An earlier version of this poem is found in Au seuil de l’oubli
(TM 202). ..  ...  ......

41. A similar sense of finality, arising from a series of short 
segments and the presence of 'extra’ primary stresses, is found in 
these lines from P^anese:

(...) parmi les dalles de sa^an
ou les colonnes sont Cpa^es, brisks et couchtes dans la

boue. 4+4*/2/2+4/ (=16)
On a crevt le toit du temple et le soleil, qu’eclaIre-t“IU?

3+3+2/4/4/ (=16)
(TM 126)

42. EnUambelPent) in sixteen-syllable lnieO) is much rarer than in the 
freed alexandrine or mixed lnnb-lengle verse. This may, again, 
reflect a predilection for measures of eight syllables.

43. ’Memento mori'; (2+3/). This is Seghero'o reading of the phrase.
Interview, 4 April 1987.

44. A later version of this poem is found in Fortune ^fortune Fort 
Une (p.49).
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Unless otherwise stated, the place oi publicatiov fou books is Paris.

With the exception oi section 13) (reviews oi P.S.'s wouks), items aue 
listed ehronoloiieaalt within each section. Cross-ceiruevcrs in - 
section l)(ii) (poems aullhshed in aerlodicalS) preiaces etc.) sCahe in 
which collecti-ovs individual poems aue Co be found.

Where Le Temps des merurlales is referued Co in the body of another 
lhllnoicaphicaa refeuenee) it is abbueuiaCed to TM.

Iv the case oi unCiCled poems, the iiusC phrase r , iVe , ig ve-ven, 
followed by susaevilon poivti.

The iollowing albreviathoni are used;

uepu. = ueprnnted or urprinC
n.p. = vo pltcr of pul1hcation stated
n.d. = no date
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A. PRIMAVRY JAVTERIAL

I) POETRY

(i) Books

1. Bonne-Esperance, Villeneuve-les-Avignon: Editions de la Tour,
1938. [Includes the following poems not repr. in TM:

a) 'Le mal marie’ (pp.9—10)
b) 'Barbaresques’ (pp.II—I2)
c) 'Chanson des trois matelots' (p.13)
d) 'Le bateau dans la bouteille’ (pp.14—15)
e) 'Pigeon vole’ (pp.16—17)
f) 'L’lle du pirate’ (p.26)
g) 'P.L^.M.’ (p.29)
h) ’Mains’ (pp.33-34)
i) 'A Francis Carco’ (pp.37-38)
j) 'Le quartier’ (pp.39—40)
k) ’Place reservee’ (pp.41-42)
l) ’Bar’ (pp.^25-^44))
m) ’Suede’ (pp.45-46)
n) ’Florida’ (p.47)
o) ’Aveugles’ (pp.52-54)
p) ’Les jours passes’ (pp.57—58)
q) ’L'appel’ (pp.59-60).]

2. Le Chien de pique’ Neuchatll’ Ides et Calendes, 1943, Coll. Ides 
Poetiques. [Includes the following poems not repr. in TM:

a) 'La fete’ (pp.9-11)
b) 'Un 28 juillet’ (pp.14-15)
c) ’Cote’ (p.16)
d) 'Faction’ (p.17)
e) 'La nuit de mai’ (pp.1.E3—2^9))
f) ’La rose des temps’ (pp.20-21)
g) ’Priere pour les vivants’ (pp.22—23)
h) ’Le eemp...’’ (p.29)
1) ’Ls’ oseauux’ (p.31)
j) 'L'etranger’ (mp•34-37)
k) 'Ll Vert-Galant’ (pp.38-39)
l) 'Chanson’ (pp.40-4+1)
m) 'Sylvie’ (p-^Z))
n) ’Les veilleurs’ (pp.51—52)
o) ’Prisonniers’ (pp.53-54)
p) ’Basses-Alpes’ (pp.56—57)
q) ’Grand Guignol’ (p)p-60—61)
r) ’Elle viendra..’’ (p.62)
s) ’’ 1’ uossl’’ (p.63).]

3. a’ L’ Doma0ne public, Seghers, 1945, Coll. Poesie 45.
b) also Fribourg: L^.F. [identical to 3a)]
c) and Montreal: Parizeau [unverified]. 
[Includes the following poems not repr. in TM:

a) 'Revolutio’’ (pp.9—10)
b) '’ (pp• 15-1))
c) '...Du Cie’’ (p.22)
d) ’hann’ fnnbbe ’ pou ’ L ’ ouveauu’ hers’ ’ (p.^—^))
l) ’ ’Paris se liber’’ (p^pD)
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f) ’A la traverse’ (pp.39—40)
g) 'Les ornieres du temps’ (p.40)
h) 'Juda' (p.40)
i) 'Ls maisos (des sables’ (p.40)
j) 'ArS poeiique’ (pp.52-5))
k) 'Sapaue'’ (p.6))
l) 'Les doee' (pp.72—74)
m) 'Celds que j'is chantee’ (p.7))
o) 'Mdralire’ (pp.—9-80)
o) 'Du mirdir' (pp.82-83)
p) 'Regards’ (p.84)
q) ’Les qaarus flis Amdo'’ (p.8))
r) 'Lu riuo' (p.80)
e) 'Juequ'a la fin’ (p.82)
r) 'Lu rugret’ (pp.83-94).]

4. Lu Futur aoreriuur, Editions du Miouit, 184—, Cdll. ''donneur cles 
pdetue. [Iocludue thu following pdume io ouirhur 3 nrs TM:

a) 'Iovdcarido aux planetes’ (pp.22—24)
b) 'Avunii?’ (pp.25—26)
c) 'La riuit des morts’ (pp.41 -42)
d) 'Allumaods beaux unfants’ (pp.48-49)
и) 'Lus lepreux’ (p.50)
f) 'Les valeurs’ (p>p^-^25—537))
g) ’’ as rTCc’ (pp.5——50)
h) ’’ Crertids aarcaa’ s ues md'’ (pp.—--8))
1) 'Lu quai des Orfevrue' (pp.61-62)
j) ’’ Pul’ Elan?'’ ppp-.S-^))
к) 'Aux jeune'’ (pp.—0-—1).]

5. Juuou FCEEu, chez 1'auteur, 1948. [Iorludue rhu fdEEdwiog pdume 
odr rupr. io TM:

a) 'Juune rille’ I-V'’ (pp.19—26)
b) 'IrdquoiseS’ III': ’'lu pponoms' (p.36)

’Pdrtrair, I-V' (pp.41-42) appuare io TM (pp.—0-—1) wirh rhu rtrEu 
'Uo puu, buaurdup, pae du rdur, I-V'.]

6. Muoarue du mdrr, La Pruees a bras, 1848. [Iorludes one poem (IV, 
'Arthur, ^6^^ lu iquuEerru...') odr rupr. io TM.]

— . Six pciemes ppur Verdoiquu, Edirions Ppeeie 50, 1^8^230. [Iuduedes 
rhu fdEldwiog pdume odr rupr. io TM:

a) 'L'or..'’ (pp.3-4)
b) 'Quand le chat-Kuan...'’ (pp.5-))
r) 'll y a des tou^te^eECep..'’ (pp.7-))
d) 'Quand -le chant des grillon...' ’ (p.10)
u) 'Vagabond sous le pont des nuits..'’ (p.ll).]

8. Poemes ’ 1838-1852, Segher?S’ 1952 s Er^^^c^l^L^de^^ po ems from
2, 3, 4, 5 aod — , aod a oumbur df uopubliehud pdume:

a) 'L'ecd' ’ (TMs pp.75-6))
b) '!_’ coeus mcr' ’ (TM p.7))
r) 'f^oeu' ’ Ons pp.7-——))
d) 'Ou partr,’ d'ou vecc^'’ (TM p.7))
u) 'Mores dans Is vu,’ les joues (ucs ns sont plue' (TM p.——)
f) 'Paysaus pors us enaor’ s vocc' ’ (TM p.78.. ]
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9. Ln Ccnue-Vclant, Lycn: Lns Eceivains Remis, 1944. 
pcnme nci mpe. in TM:

[IncOmdne iwc

a) 'Les Peruns' , (pp.15-4))
b) 'Le chevOliet de la mort nuU', (p.17.-]

10. Poemns, Milano, Schwaez, 1944, CcOO. DiaOcghi co- 
[IncOmdns rclms fecm 2, 8, 4, 4, - and 9, and:

cnela.

a) 'Ce qit passiit ee nus' , (p'))
b) ’Le chnncie mohanon'’ (p.0))
c) 'Portrait d’une maitresse d'ecole’ (pp.99-40, repr. TM pp.102-103)
d) 'Le mre de coe' (pp.4444,, me., Tit pp.7--00)
e) 'Le mne' (p.40, nr,., MM p.80)

aOsc ihenn pcnms fecm Racines (sen 11, bnOcw):
f) ’Etaii-cn On chacs...' (p.49, enpe. tM p.94)
g) 'QmnO nsi cni hcmmn mnavnesnO...' (p.40, enpe. TM p.94)
h) 'Si jn m'nndcemais am ccnmr dm Rann...' (p.41, mpe. TM p.101).]

11. i^r^^s , Intercontinental© du Livre,

12. Les Pineens , Intercontinentale du Livre, 195..

18. , Neuchatel: Idns ni CaOnndns, 1940, coll. Hes
pceiaqiins.

14. DiaOcgue., chnz Oeaminme^, 1944. [IncOmdns 2 pcnms nci mpe. in TM:
a) 'Je nmue - nt n’sit me’ne mi....' (p.8))
b) 'Tm ns mn hcmmn dn scimd...' (p.19).]

14. Lns Mcis ccmvnets, Lis Ediinmes Fean^ais Reunis, 1970. [IncOmdns 
ihn fcOOcwing pcms nci mpe. in TM:

a) ’A^ciilecmenee ' (pp^---))
b) 'Jediis'' (p.7))
c) At nt amt ’Ogam' ' (pp.7---))

aOsc ihenn rcnms enpe. in Am smiO dn O'cmbOi (snn 17, bnOcw):
d) 'Quand On scOniO, V’: 'Aueas-im mccm bnsmii dn samvngaedn...' 

(p.21, enpe. TM p.20-)
n) 'Qmand On scOniO, VI': 'Qmani (sic) am smeiie du jcme...' (p.22,

enpe. TM pp.20--209)
f) 'Teesces, III': 'Ncus vivcns dans Oa scOiiudn ebmmOel...' (p.44,

mpe. tM p. 200). ]

14. Dis-mci, ma vie, BeuunOO^E^: Andee dn Rachn, 1972. [IncOudns 2 
rcnms nci enpe. in TM:

a) 'A ravauder le temps perdu..' (p.43)
b) 'Pciur un ordre dans ce chacs...' (p.49)

'Lns mandaeiis scni mceis...' (p.91) apples in TM (p.-0) wiih 
iiiOn 'A Feaniisnk HaOas'.]

17. Au snuiO dn O'cubli, ViegiO, 1974, [mnpaginated]. [Smiin cf 11 
pmnms aOO in TM bmi in diffnenni cedne and aninesrnrsnd wiih 
GiFnes:

a) 'Dans dns dnmnmens dn memcim...' (TM p.19-)
b) 'Aueae-im mccm bnscin dn sai^ngaed...' (TM p.20-)
c) 'Les maisons interieures..'' (TM p.199)
d) 'Pour des oboles de silenc...' (TM p.20))
n) 'Ailleurs, Sur les travees 111139103^6...' (TM p.200)
f)’ 'Nous vivons les moments..' (TM p.2O5)
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g) 'Quand les constellations s'eteignent...' (TM p.203)
h) 'Dans des histoires embourbees...' (TM p.203)
i) 'Les excavatrices...' (TM p.202)
j) 'Nous vivons dans la solitude eboulee...' (TM p.200)
k) 'Quand au sortir du jour...' (TM p.208).]

18. Le Mur du son, Sofia-Presse, 1976. [Includes 10 d); poems from 15 
and 17; 17 c), f), e), ’L'echafaudage des illusions...'
(TM p.199), and 17 g); also 'Aux liseurs de poemes', repr. in TM 
(pp.210-211).] ..

19. Qui sommes-nous?, Zagreb: Bozo Bizkupic, 1977, Coll. Arbor.
[Suite of 7 poems, repr. in TM in different order:

a) 'Qui sommes-nous?..'' (TM p.2^JL6>)
b) 'Quelle patience de pierre ponce..'' (TM p-213)
c) 'Clue la vie vous soit belle..,' (TM .2? )
d) 'As-tu vu la-bas.«'' (TM pp.213-214)
e) 'Un simulacre d'existence..'' (TM p.214)
f) 'Et si l’homme n’etait au bout..'' (TM pp.214-15))
g) 'Qu'en sera—t—±1 de nous..'' (TM p.258).]

20. Le Temps des merveilles: oeuvre poetique 1938-1978, Seghers,
1978. [Includes the following unpublished poems:

a) 'Quand, sous les cintres soubaisses---' (pp.200—201)
b) 'Les grad.ins d'un theatre fou..'' (p.201)
c) 'Je nais. je meurs, je fais mon temps..'' (p.202)
d) 'Tous ces remans..'' (p.203)
e) 'Enfutaille comme un mauvais vin..'' (p.204)
f) 'Qu’y de vrai.*.'' (p.205)
g) 'Pour hachurer le jour qui vient..'' (pp-205—206)
h) 'Les apparences etaient sauves..'' (p.206)
i) 'Etait-ce vanite de la parole..'' (p.207)
j) 'Ce n'est pas le reve d'un feu..'' (pp-207—208)
k) 'L'oiseau Anca' (pp.217-218)
l) ’Cyclades' (p.218)
m) 'L'homme froisse' (p.219)
n) • 'Toi' (p.220).]

21. Fortune-Infortune-Fortune, Lions International, 1981.

22. Commediante, Anke Kerlo, 1984.

23. Fortune Infortune Fort Une, chez l'auteur, 1984. [An augmented 
edition, minus the first and last poems, of 21.]

(ii) Poems published in periodicals, prefaces. etc.

24. 'Le bateau dans la bouteille' and 'Mains', Yqqdrasil, 32
(25 dec. 1938) p.148. [Repr. of 2 poems in 1.] •

25. Untitled poem, 'Mon Dieu, vous m’avez petri---'- Poetes casques
1939, 1 (dec. 1939) p.20. [Repr. in TM (p.15) with title ..
'Priere'.]

27. Untitled poem 'Je n'entendrai plus que le langage des montsloietains---'- Poetes casques 1940, 4 (juill.f?) 1940) pp.27-28. 
[Repr. in 2 (pp.57-57) with title 1Basses-Alpes'.]
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27. ’Presences’, Poesie . 41, 3 (fevr.-mars 1941) pp.37-39. [Repr. in
TM (pp.15-17).] .....

28. ’Le Vert-Galant’, Poesie 41, 6 (oct.-nov. 1941) pp.47-48. [Repr. 
in 2 (pp.38-39).]

29. 'Un 2.8 juillet’. Fontaine, 15 (sept. 1941) pp.51-52. [Repr. in 2
(pp.38-39).] .  ... .

30. ’Sylvie’, Pyrenees, 3 (nov.-dec. 1941) p.328. [Repr. in 2 
(p.43).]

31. R. Bertele, Panorama de la jeune poesie frangaise, Marseille; Robert Laffont, 1942 (pp.283-286). Includes 2 poems marked
’inedit’;

a) l.es captifs’ [repr. in 2 (p.53) with the title ’Prisonniers’]
b) 'Le Vert-Galant’ [see 28].

32. 'Cantique a Milosz’, Cahier special Milosz., Villeneuve-les- Avignon: Editions Poesie 42 (1942) pp.39-40.

33. ’Les poemes de l’ete’ in Pour les quatre saisons, Villeneuve-les- 
Avignon; Editions Poesie 42 (1942) pp.41-60. [Repr. in 4 (pp.ll- 
26); ’Aout’ repr. in 8 with title ’Aout 41’; whole series minus 
'Invocation aux planetes’ and ’Avenir’ repr. in TT4 (pp.20-25).]

34. ’Octbree’. Traits. 3 (jaw. 1943) p.3. [Publihedd aooyymuslyy. 
Repr. in 3 (pp.9-10), and in TM (p.19) with title 'Octobre 41’.]

35. Meridien, 6 (mars—avril 1943. p.10. Inc-lulss:
a) ’Novybrre’ [rpp.. i. . (p,0)). an. ith. till. ’Novemri. 944’’ in 8 

(pp.23-24) and TM (pp.30-31)]
b) ’L'miour’’ [rpr. , o. 3 (p.2). add-TM (p^))..

36. ’Avc. s. ePiite'. Lettres. ’ (joHlt. 1943. pp.774lV. [Ipp.. in 3 
(pp.77-78), 8 (pp.38-39) and TM (pp.51-52).]

37. ’Le silence'. Lippis, 6 (dec. 1^4^25) p.35. [Repr. in 3 (p.21) and 
TM (p.28).]

38. 'A. oup. l. mupe'. oosil. 43. . (e^vy-mars. 1943. pp.1943V.
[Series of 4 poems:

a) ’Quarante-trois’ [repr. in 8 (pp.24-25) and TM (p.38)]
b) ’Le carrouse’’ [repr. in 3 (pp.37-38. with title 'Le silence des 

mers, III', and in TM (p.39)]
c) ’l. ooete'
d) ’Le silence des mers' [repr. in 3 (pp.34-44)) in 8 (pp.19-203 and 

in TM (pp.49-90)].]

39. des poetes. Edit ions de MiniD . 1943 (pp.^^)). 
Includes, published under pseudonym Louis Mastes

a) ’O^bre’ ’ see . 44]
b) 'Paris-Pentecot’’ [repr. in 3 (pp.15-16)]
c) ’Le beau travail’ [repr. in 8 (pp.22-23) and TM ^.26)..

40. Domaine frangais, Geneve; Editions des trois collines, 1943 
' (pp)71-74)) Includes:
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a) 'Les ornieres du temps’ [repr. in 35 (p.41)]
b) ’Paroles en l’aps’ [repr. is S (pp.9—11] anS TM (p.41)r.

41. ’TroPs piemes inteaiepes*. Traits. S (feer. 1941] pp.3-’. [Repr. 
ii piVippi opdip ii 3 (pe.67-69) and TM (pp.51-51), in thr lattrp 
with thi tatli SD'eii eoepeeati'.)

42. Europe (2). . Editions de Minuit. 1944 (pp.49-50). 3Encludes, 
pebliehrd eidip eeiedoiye Robipt Reytipe:

a) ’).. Ds ciiS ’ [repr . is S (p^))’
b) ’FidliitS’ [repr . is S (pp — 19—H)).

43r ’Ls system Ds ciiS’ . PoeiRs 44 . IS (mai-juis 1444 ’ pp.4-443 . 
[Ripp. ii 4 (pp.61-64) aid 8 (pp.51-52) with titli ’Die Direx', 
aid ii TM (pp.55-56)’]

44’ ’Li eyetiei de ciil’, 2e cahiip di Poteii 44 (i’d.) ee’41-44’
[Idiitical to 44r)

45r 'Papie pr libipr’, L’Etipiilli pivei (noevrllr etpii) 1
(-eii 1144) e’4’ [Rrpp. ii 4 (ee’—5-—6)’)

46r La Treii poteii* II* Cahirp Coeordia - Chappritirp 14 (eai 1144) 
PP’45-46) Iicledre:

a) 'Lr tien’ [pepr. ii 4 (p.11)]
b) 'Sapates’ [prpr. ii 4 (p.64)]
c) 'Lr trmps’ [prpr. ii 4 (pp.54-55)]
d) 'Apt poetique’ [prpr. in 4 (pp.52-53)]
r) 'Lr iigpe Beigalow’ [pepr. in 4 (pp’87-88), 8 (p’1.3) aid TM 

(pp.54-55)]
f) ’Crllr qer -'ai chaittr' [pipp. ii 4 (pp.75-76)]’

47r ’Papie er libipr’’ Lre Lrttpre fpaiyaises, (41 eipt’-6 iov. 1144) 
P’5) [Sri aleo 45’]

48r Foep liiie of Viper (eititlrd) ii L’Hoeer de coemun. Editioie 
Poteir 44 (p’18).

41’ ’Ui ppieoiiiip chaitait’, L’Etrpiillr prver (noevilli etpir)
(1 dtc. 1144) pp’—7-—8. [Rrpp’ ii 4 (pp.46-48) aid TM (pp.51
61)’]

51’ 'Allreagir', Lre Lrttpre fpaigaiere (11-16 ftvp. 1144) P’4’
[Rrpp’ ii 4 (pp’45-46), aid TM with titlr 'Allreagir 1145’ (pp’62 
64)’]

51’ ’Daeae’, Lre Littpre fpaigaiere (16-22 -eii 1145) p^. [Rrpp’ ii 
4 (pp.51-61), aid with titlr ’Lr pipr-liir dr Baeeopah' ii 8 
(pP’25-26) aid TM (P’58).]

52. ’Lie eoeetnte’, L'EtrpiRllr prver (noDVilli etpir) 4, (-eii(?) 
1145) P’—^ [Rrpp. ii 4 (pp.48-41) with titlr 'Allrrnaide braex 
rifants’.]

54. ’Allreagir’, Aerpica, 1 (-eillrt H45) p.57’ [Srr aleo 51.]
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54. ’Liberation de Paris', Solstice, 1 (automne 1945) pp.5-6. [Repr. 
in 4 (pp.51-52) and TM (pp.61-62).]

55. Les Poetes de la vie, Correa, 1945 (pp.137-140). Includes:
a) 'Les valurss’ [rerr. in 4 (pp.53-54]]
b) 'Damss1 [ses 51]
c) 'Allemanes ’ [ses 500 and 53]
d) 'Variations sus Hllnes’
e) 'lahti''
f) ’L'oiseau-lyre' [repr. in 9 (p.11) and TM (pp.33-34)].

56.
a) 'Octobre' in Nouvelle poesie epique de la France, Singen 

(Hohentwiel): Haut-Bade, 1946 (pp.24 and 26). [Repr. of 34. 
Bilingual edition.]

b) also Zurich/Geneves Parti du Travail, n.d. (pp.26 and 28). 
Identical to 56 a).]

57. 'Iroquoises', Poesie 47, 38 (avril-mai(?) 1947) pp.50-52. [Series 
of 4 poems, repr. in 8 (pp.35-37), and, minus 'Les pronoms', in 
both 5 (pp.33-37) and TM (pp.69-70).]

58. 'Les bestiaiess. I. II. Les Lettres frangaisss (2s mai-S juin 
1948) p.3. [I repr. in 5 ((-13), 8 (pp.39—40), Exposition Jean 
Luryat, Maison de la pensee franeaise, 1952 (unpaainated) and TM 
(p.66).]

59. 'Les epovinnaalSs's Lss Letrrss fran<[isess (9S juillet—4 aott
1948) p.3. ......

60. 'Automes 194’’s Ls Preses S bas,s 9948.

61. 'Mencess es rort' s ns iehhoOairs es as junes oasies fj^^es omes 
second, 1944 (pp.64-66). [Supplement to Septembre. Repr. of 6, 
and repr. minus 'Arthur, c'etait le iqueleeee' in TM (pp.73-74).]

62. 's mns ais mmiiiaais’s ess ettrris raanaaieis (9~5s arss 9500)
p.3.

63. Untitled poem s 'Entre...’s in rorevaord to Ms Taymyr, La L_e^(qg^r^<^e 
de St. Germain-des-Pres, La Roulotte, 1950 (uipaatnated).

64. 'Us pimes ours Vronaiues’s ess Leeieis r^anaiiess (19-5s ct..
1950) p.5. [Repr. of 'Il y a des eourerrrllei...', in 7 (pp.7
8).]

65. Untitled fragments in 'Les Gehennas’’s Les Lettres tran^aisea (31 
mai-6 juin 1951) p.8.

66. Poetry Vo8s LXX,s Vs (Septs 1952s pp.322-328s Includse:
a) 'Mreis anss as ie’s ess oorss uis es onts pis''s [psos ns s 

(p.53) and repr. in TM (p.77).]
b) 'feco' s [psos ns s (8.5o).]

67. J s RoussemeI s Panorama critique des nouveaux poetes f^2?a^ng^[^iL^s 
Segers, 1952, 2nd ed. 1953 (pp.321-323). Includes:

a) ’ L_s tie9pines es assmrahS ' sees H]
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b) 'Vagabonds sous le pont des nuiSs--' ' [repr . (ff 7 (p.l)) and repr.
in 8 (p.72)].

78. Untitled poem, ’La nuit franchit le snuil---', in Exposition Jean 
Luryat, Maison de la pensee fran^aise, 1952 (unpaginated). [See 
58.]

79. 'A ceux qui n’ont rien dit'. Les Lettres franyaises (31 juill.-7 
aout 1953) p.2.

70. 'Automne’, Les Lettres franyaises (8-15 oct. 1953) p.10. [Repr. in 
9 (p.21) and TM (p.90).]

71. 'Automne', Imprvmnpin Union, oct. 1953. [Printed as poeme-objet. 
Poem same as 70.]

72. 'Le Mur du son', Seghers, 1953. [Published anonymously. Repr. in 
18 (pp.7 and 9) and TM (pp^-BC).]

73. ’Poeme a Rene-Guy Cadou', (Paris, 1954?) [Printed as poeme-orjnt- 
. Also in 9 (pp.18-20), and in TM (pp-89-90)-]

74. Untitled poe,, 'La ville n’etait pas ruinae...', La Presse a bras, 
1954. [Also in 9 (p.23) with title 'Paris', and repr. in MM 
(p.82).]

75. 'Pusztas', Le Point XLVIII (jui.n 1954) p.24. [Repr. in 9 (p.22) 
and TM (p.88).]

77. 'Automne,' (Paris' 1955?) [Printed as poeme-objet. Poem same as 
70 and 71.] ...  .

77. 'Alice Ozy' in Les Poemes de l'annee 1955, Seghers' 1955 (pp.176— 
179). [Repr. of 9 (pp.24-28).]

78. 'Portrait d'une maitresse d’ecole.' Les Lefctres franpaises (12—
18 janv. 1957) p... [Rer.. in 10 and TM (pp.102-103).]

79. Le journal des poetes, 2 flex/. . 197) , p.7' Includes:
a) 'am vem uiM asses'
b) 'em uv' pasait' n. nous' [repr' in 10 and TM (p.103)]
c) 'A l’ecole' [same poem as 78]
d) 'L'amour vient d. sM linn'
e) ’Poet’' [rep.. fM M (pp.4644). and in TM (pp.77-77)].

80. Photographed extract of 11 in Les Lettres franyai-ses (1—7 nov. 
1957) p.7. [’Je ne regrette pvnn--)’, repr. in TM (pp.97-98).]

81. 'Hongr!,. decembre 197'' in Hommaqe des poetes -Fran^ais aux poetes 
hongrois, Seghers, 1957 (pp-77-77)-

82. Poem from 11 in Max-Pol Fouchet, De l'Amour au voyage. Anthologie 
thematique de la poeavn franyaise, Seghers, 1958 (pp-457—457)) 
[’Quel est cet homme universel’, repr. in TM (p.95).]
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83. Untitled poem, ’Avec l’eau vive des ruisseaux...’, in preface to 
Exposition Richard de Bas, Bruxelles, 1958. [Catalogue, 
Bibliotheque Royale.]

84. J. Rousselot, Les Nouveaux poetes frangais: Panorama critique, 
Seghers, 1959, Coll. Melior (pp.345-347). Includes:

a) ’Le pipe-line (de Basorahh ’ Esee 51]
b) ’S’ je rn’enorrmais au coeue du Ree’’ [extract of 11, rep. in TM

(p.101)]. .

85. 'Celle que j’ai chantee’ in J. Grassin, L’Encyclopedie poetique, 
Vol.I, La Femme, Jean Grassir^, 1960 (p.331). [Repr. of 3 
(pp.75-76) and 8 (pp.42-43).]

86. Poem from 12 in La France a livre ouvert, Seghers, 1965 (p.52). 
[’Tout ce qui reste d'une armee...’, repr. in TM (p.105).]

87. ’A ne ame bulgre’' , Le Puite de l’ermite , 1. (2’ trimestre 1968) 
p.7. [Repr. in 15 (pp.67-68).]

88. 'D’un voyage’ in Rene Myrha, 1969 (unpaginated). [Catalogue of 
exhibition. Galerie Jacques Massol. Repr. of a poem in R. Myrha,
L’Avventura, published in Switzerland, 1963 (unverified). A later 
version of this poem is found in 14, repr. in TM (pp.136-137).]

89. Pierre Seqhers par 1’auteur, Seghers, 1967, Coll. Poetes 
d’aujourd’hui. [Includes poems from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 
12, 13, 14 and 34.]

90. ’Deux sonnets, pourquoi pas?’. Les Lettres franqaises, (9-15 juin
1971) p.3. .. . ..

91. 'Pour une lle’, La Revue des deux mondes (aout 1971) pp.319-321.
[4 poems repr. in 16, and in TM:

a) ’Entete devant les enigmes...’ (p.195)
b) ’J’ai vu les yeux des caimans...’ (p.192)
c) ’Rien que 1’eclair...’ (p.190)
d) ’Pour un exces d'eclat..'’ (p.192).]

92. ’Pour Fe Halas'e Les Lettres franyaises (17-23 nov.1971) p.8. 
[Repr. in 16 (p.91) and in TM (pp.80-81) with title ’A Frantisek 
Halas’.]

93. ’Dis-moi, ma vie’. Sud, 5-6 (nov.-dec.(?) 1971) pp.110-112. [3 
poems repr. in 16, and in TM:

a) 'Di^^moiL, ma vie’ t ’aurals—je traversee..' ’ (p.179)
b) ’Qui de nous deux fut le pi-ege?." ’ (p.180)
c) ’Du labyrinthe’ j'ai fait man chemin))'’ (p.194).]

94. ’Visages'’ Le Puits de l^t^e no.17 (1971) p.l3e [In three
sections. I and II repr. in Pierre Seqhers par l’auteur, Seghers, 
1973 (pp.155-156).] . ........ '  ~  ....

95. ’Aux liseurs de poemes’. Creation, II (juin 1972) p.73. [Repr. in 
18 (pp.41 and 43) and TM (pp)210-211))]
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96. Le Livre d'or de la poesie frangaise contemporaine, Verviers: Les 
Nouvelles Editions Marabout, 1972, Coll. Marabout Universite,
2 vols. [Vol.2, pp.285-292, includes poems from 4, 9, 11, 13, 14, 
and epigraph to 15.]

97. Untitled poem, 'Si ce n'etait que par megarde...', Le Puits de 
l'ermite, 20 (1973) p.26. [Repr. of poem in 16, repr. in TM 
(pp.191-192).]

98. 2 untitled poems. Le Puits de l'ermite, 21-22 (1973) pp.12-13:
a) 'Une machine a decerveler...’
b) 'Dane le poitrine (de (gurrilrr..'’

99. 'Au seuil de l'oubli'. La Revue des deux mondes, 7 (juillet 1973) 
pp.51-53. [Series of 7 poems:

a) 'Lee maioone inteiiuu^sr... ' [rep. . ie 7e ane TM (p.999)]
b) 'Ailleurs. Sur les travees imaginaires...' [repr. in 17 and TM 

(p.200)]
c) 'Pour des oboles de silence...' [repr. in 17 and TM (p.201))
d) 'Etait-ee vnntte de le apoolr...' repr.. ie TM (p.07))]
e) 'Lee gladinM d'ne theatee 0or...' Lepr.. ne TM (p.01))]
f) 'Nose ivonse esa modinSr...' Lepr.. ne 7M ndM JM (p»25))]
g) 'QundM ese costtellaiinnM s'eteignent..'' Ptpp.. ne 7M ndM TM

(p.203)).) ..

100. Pierre Seqhers par l'auteur, Seghers, 1973, Coll. Poetes 
d'aujoupd'hun. [Augmented edition of 89, including also poems 
from 15 and 16, 94, and an unpublished poem, 'Criez, noirs' 
(pp.155-156).)

101. La Resistance et ses poetes, Seghers, 1974. [Includes 35 a), Ton 
coeur' in 2 (p.55), 39 c) and 'Le pipe-line de Bassorah (see 51).)

102. 'Paris' in A. Hardellet, Paris, ses poetes et ses chansons, Seghers, 1977, (p.52). [Repr. of 2 (p.65), and in TM (p.32) with 
title 'Paris 43'.)

103. Untitled poem, 'Dis-moi, ma vie, t'aurais-je traversee...'. Creer, 
32 (juin-sept.1978) p.11. [Repr. of 93 a)).

104. La Resistance et ses poetes, Verviers: Nouvelles Editions 
Marabout, 1978, 2 vols. [Revised and augmented edition of 101. 
Vol. 2 (p.282) includes also 'Aout 1942' (sic). See 33.)

105. 'Joe Downing' in Joe Downing, 1979(?) (unpaginated). [Catalogue 
of exhibition. Galerie Bellint.)

106. Untitled poem, 'II n'y a rien de plus ptel...', in preface to J.-M. Drot, L'Enfant fusille. Stock, 1979 (pp.16-17).

107. 'Sans bruit j'avancd', Poetes du Monde, 1 (oct. 1979) p.29. [Repr. 
in 21 (p.2) and 23 (p.17).)

108. Poem from 11 in L'Arbre en poesie, Gallimard, 1979, Coll. Folio 
Junior (p.133). ['Quel est cet homme universel...' repr. in TM 
(p.95).)
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109. ’D'une prison’ in La Liberte en poesie, Gallimard, 1979, Coll. 
Folio Junior (p.20). [Repr. of 2 (p.45) and TM (pp.36-37).]

110. 'Celui-la dit’ in Instruments etranges, Stockholm: A.H. Grafik, 
1980 (p.67). [Repr. in 21 (p.11) and 23 (p.71).]

111. Poem from 16 in Les Voyages en poesie, Gallimard, 1980, Coll.
Folio Junior (p.27). [’Dis-moi, t’ai-je aperyue...' repr. in TM

. (p.193).]

112. ’Paris-Pentecote’ in Paris en poesie, Gallimard, 1981, Coll. Folio 
Junior (p.141). [See 39 b).]

113. 'La torche’, Sud, 39-40 (mai(?) 1981) p.285. [Repr. of poem in 
15, and in TM (p.167).]

114. 'Poeme a Bahia' in C. Seghers. Pierre Seghers: Un Homme couvert 
de noms, Robert Laf-Font, 1981, pp.86—87. [Repr. of unbraced 
poeme-objet.]

115. 2 untitled poems, Artere, 5 (printemps 1982) pp.33-34:
a) 'Je ne suis que le satellite...', [repr. in 21 (p.53)]
b) ’Ou allons-nous dans ce silence...', [repr. in 23 (p.19)].

116. Poem from 13, ’Quels fourmis infatigables’, in Poesie franyaise 
(Anthologie critique). Bordas, 1982 (p.459).

117. Creer, 47 (mai-juillet 1982). [Includes poems from 3, 9, TM
(p.216), 13, 16, 21 and 23.] .

118. 3 untitled poems. Carre magazine 3-4 (nov. 1982) p.9:
a) 'J’ai pris mon billet pour l’eternite...’
b) 'Dans les ornieres de l'obscur..’’ [rrp r. in 23 (p.59)]
c) 'La poesie, ce sont paroles d'envoutes..>' [repr. in 3. (.,11)..

119. I. Higgins, Anthology ff Second World Wa r Frenc h t30^t^I?r» London, 
Methuen, 1982, Coll. Methuen’s twentieth century French texts 
(pp.160-166). Includes:

a) ’Octobre 41. [see 34]
b) ’Aout 41. [see 33]
c) 'D’une prison. [see 109j
d) 'Automne. [repr. of 3 (pp.65-66)']
e) 'Paroles en Pair. [see 40 b)]
f) 'Poete. [repr. of 3 (p.81)]
g) ’Liberation de Parss. [see 54]
h) 'La verite. Crep.. ff 3 (p^p^.

120. Poem from 12 in La Campagne en poesie, Gallimard, 1982, Coll.
Folio Junior (p.141). [’Pour l’aubepine...' repr. in Tm (p.108).]

121. 'A Lech Walesa’, Nota Bene, numero special: A la Pologne les 
poetes franyais (1984?) p.88.

122. Untitled poem, 'Je ne suis que le satellite...’, Phreatique, 32 
(printemps 1985) p.89. [See 115 a).]
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123. Repr. of 83 in preface (unpaginated) to M. Pdraudeau, Richard de 
Bas; Les Papetiers et leurs moulins, Ambert; Le Moulin de 
Richard de Bas, 1985.

124. ’Le vieux chene'. Poesie 87, 20 (nov.-dec. 1987) pp.6-7.

125. Fragment, ’Aime la vie, aime ta vie...’, ibid., on back cover.

126. Untitled poem, 'Le soleil ne decline paS).)’) Poesie 88, 21(janv.-fevr. 1988) 'p.6-. '

127. Untitled poem, ’Dans le retrait du coeur distant)).’, ibid., p.47

128. 'Trois poemes pour Fina Gomez Revenga', ibid., pp.48-49.

129. ’Un corps evide qui flamboie’. Poesie 88, 23 (mai-juin 1988) p.78 
[Repr. of 98 b).]
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2) SONGS

130. ’2 chansons pour la guitars’, Les Lettres frangaises (28 oct.-4
nov. 1954) p.3; . . . “ ..  ..

a) TV±vre en atutrui...’ [[repr. in 131, (p.101)]
b) ’Si mon coeur die noir est v^tu...’ [repr. in 133 (p.11) with title 

’Le triste mari’].

131. Chansons et complainnc’, Seghers, 1958.

132. Chansons et eomplaintes . I3C, Seghers, 1961.

133. Nauvelles chansons et , 2 vols (I Parolss’ II
Musiques), Seghers, 1964.

134. Douze chansons mises en musique par Leonce Marquaan, Seghers,
1969. ""... . ... . '
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3) RECORDINGS [unverified; based on discographies in TM and Pierre 
Seqhers par 1'auteur, Seghers, 1973, Coll. Poetes d'aujourd'hui.]

(i) Poems
Laurent Terzieff (Ades P. 37 A. 10 001)
Jacques Doyen (0rehed-Pacifnc 150 048 81)
Jean Negroni (Chant du Monde, LDX S 6027)
Nicole Louvier (SM 45 72)
Poemes (dits par l’auteur). Coll. Vox poetica, Monteiro 
La Resistance, ses chants et ses poetes (Ades)

(ii) Sonqs
Jacques Douai chante Sdqhdrs (BAM EX 235)
Marc Oqeret chante Seqhers (Orpl^ee-Pacific 150 024)
Aime Doniat chante Seqhers (Vega 2016)
Jean Borredon: Petite musique a la guitare pour six chansons de 

Pierre Seghers (Pathe EG. 148)
Marie-Claire Pichaud chante Seqhers (S.M. 45-72)
Beatrice Arnac chante Seqhers (Opphte-Pacifnc 155 055 B)
Serqe Kerval chante Pierre Seqhdps (1973) (disque SEP no. 14 008) 
Leo Ferre: ’Merde a Vauban’ (Barclay 80 133)
Marc Ogeret: ’Merde a Vauban' (Orplnee-Pacific 150 008)
Francesca Solleville: 'Merde a Vauban' (BAM EX 274)
Jacques Douai: 'L'Amour sans amour' (BAM LD 370)

'La Riviere de ton dos' (BAM LD 370)
'Les Douces Dou^um’ (BAM LD 354)
'Chanson a tuer le temps’ (BAM LD 391)
'Les Voyageum’ (BAM 260)

Germaine Montero: 'Chanson des Beaux Enfants' (Pathe AT 1090 M)
Les Trois M^est^ls: ’Des filles, il en pleut' (Fontana 660 220) 
Aime Doniat: 'Des filles, il en pleut' (Vega 2016)
Pia Colombo: ’Les Beaux Amoureux’ (Festival FLD 334)
Marc Ogeret: ’Les Beaux Amoureux’ (Orehte-Pacifnc 21 060)
Michele Arnaud: 'Les Beaux Amoureux’ (Pathe EG. 635)
Catherine Sauvage: 'Adios Amigos' (Philips 77892)

Helene Martin 
Simone Bartel

Marc Ogeret

Aime Doniat 
Beatrice Arnac: 
Simone Bartel: 
Michele Arnaud: 
Marcel Rothel:
Helene Martin:•:
James Olivier: 
Jacques Douai:

Monique Morelli:
:

Beatrice Arnac: 
Juliette Greco:

'Noel des Ardents' (Orphee-Pacific 150 051)
'Les Gisants' (Orpl^ee-Pacific 150 024)
'Les Gisants' (Vega 2016)

’La Rue Saint-Jean’ (Orphee-Pacific 150 009) 
’La Rue Saint-Jean' (BAM EX 282)
’Le Coeur felon' (Pathe 45 EG. 635)

'Le Coeur felon' (Pathe EGF. 857)
’Bel-Abbes' (Ades 591)
'L'Auberge Toi ee Moi' (Ades 591)
'Poil du Chien, Poil du Chat' (Bel-Air 11 054) 
'L'Amour nous a quittes (BAM Fine Fleur no.3) 

Marie-Claire Pichaud: 'Revenant, fou de guitare' (BAM LD 417)
Marc Ogeret: 'Li'mo 111:^-^(101.11’' (Pacific LDO B 21 060)

: ' Un nouv el am'.]?' (Pfcif*ic L DO 21 076 B)
’Rives defendues' (Arion 30 T 075)
'Les Amours ltgeinanres' (Arion 30 T 075) 

'Sans amour' (Vogue CLVLX 360)
’La Panthere' (Philips 849 457 BY)

Francesca Solleville: 'La Gl^re' (BAM Fine Fleur no.5) 
Catherine Sauvage: ’Fruits et primeurs (Philips 336248 BFF)
Dominique Walter: ’Beau visage' (AZ EP 1252)
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4) BOOKS B\y P.S.

135. du Comtat, Ll .siyy: Stols, 194..

136. LLHomme du commun ou Jean Dubuffet. Editions e 4., 1944.

137. Considerations ou Histoires sous la lanque, ghersr., 194., Coll. 
des 150.

138. Pierre Seqhers par l’auteur, Seghers, 1967, Coll. Poetes 
d’aujourd’hui.

139. Augmented edition of 138, 1973.

140. Clave, Barcelona: Poligrafa, 1974.

141. La Resistance et ses poetes, Seghers, 1974. [Includes an 
anthology of Resistance poetry.]

142. La Resistance et ses poetes, Verviers: Les Nouvelles Editions 
Marabout, 1978, 2 vols. [Augmented edition of 141.]

143. Louis Jou: architecte du Livre et des Baux, Poppy Jou et Pierre 
Seghers, 1980.

144. Monsu Desiderio ou le theatre de la fin du. monde, Robert Laffont 
1981, Coll. L’Atelier du merveilleux.

145. Victor Hugo visionnaire, Robert Laffont, 1983.
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5) ANTHOLOGIES ETC. EDITED BY P.S.
146. Avignon et Villeneuve-les-Aviqnon, Intercontinentale du Livre, 

1955, Coll. Magie du Monde.

147. L’Art poetique, Severs, 1965, Coll. Melior.

148. L’Art de la pdirtu^e, (with J. Charpier), Severs, 1965, Coll.
Melior. , .

149. La France a livre ouvert, Seghers, 1965.

150. Le Livre d’or de la poesie frangaise contemporaine, 2 vols, 
Verviers: Nouvelles Editions Marabout, 1969, Coll. Marabout 
Universite.

151. Le Livre d’or de la poesie frangaise des origines a 1940,
Verviers: Nouvelles Editions Marabout, 1972.

152. Augmented edition of 150, 1972.

153. Poetes maudits d’aujourd’hui, Seghers, 1972.

154. Des Diverses possibilites de rapprochement entre publics et
poesie. Conseil du developpement culturel (groupe "Creation- 
poesie"), 1973.

155. Augmented edition of 153, 1978.

156. Anthologie des poetes maudits du XX® siecle, BelTond, 1985.
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6) TRANSLATIONS AND ADAPTATIONS BY P.S.
157. Adalgisa Nery, Au dela de Toi, Seghers, 1952, Coll. P.S. 

[Adaptation of translation by Fr. Rio-Branco.]

158. Nicolas Vaptzarov, Poemes choisis, Sofia: Narodna Kultura 
[unverified] and Seghers, 1954.

159. Hommage a Attila Jozsef par les poetes francais, Seghers, 1955, 
[Includes ’Les ombres’ by A. Jozsef, adaptation of translation by 
L. Gara (p.83).]

160. Repr. of 159 in Les Lettres franyaises (8-14 dec. 1955) p.12.

161. Gyula Illyes, Poemes, Seghers, 1956, Coll. Autour du Monde. 
[Adaptation, in collaboration with Fr. Biro, A. Kepes and G. Pap, 
of translations by L. Gara.]

162. Norma Young, Chrysalis, Seghers, 1962. [Translated and adapted by 
Lyna Hugonnet and P.S.]

163. Omar Khayyam, Les Roubaiates, Seghers, 1965. [Adaptation by 
J.-P. Vibert and P.S. of translation by J--.. Nicolas']

164. Dragomir Petrov, Poemess Seghrss. 1999. Col.. Autour du Moe.e.

165. Adaptations of medieval poems in 148: Guillaume IX, Due 
d’Aquitaine et Comte de Poitiers, ’Chanson’ (pp.15-16); La 
Comtesse de Die, ’Chanson’ (pp.16-17); Philippe de Thaun, ’La 
sirene’ (pp.17-18); Jaufre Rudel, 'Chanson de l’amour courtois’ 
(p.19); Bernard de Ventadour, 'Ce n’est merveille si je chante’ 
and ’Le temps va et vient et vire’ (pp.22-23); Bertran de Born, 
'Sirvente’ (pp.23-24); Le Chatelain de Courcy, ’Chanson’ (pp.24
25); Helinand de Froidmont, 'Les vers de la mort’ (pp.25-27); two 
anonymous songs (pp.28, and 28-29); Gace Brule, 'Chanson* (pp.29
30); Colin Muset, 'Chanson' (pp.34-35); Philippe de Beaumanoir, 
’Les oiseuses' (pp.35-36); Rutebeuf, ’La complainte de Rutebeuf’ 
(pp.37-41); Watriquet Brassenal de Couvin, ’Fatras’ (p.43), and 
anonymous,’Renaud ou la belle Erembour’ (p.70).

166. Lubomir Levtchev, Le Chevalier, la mort, le diable, Seghers, 1975. 
[Adaptation by J. Gaucheron and P.S. of translation by
Y. Bossolava.]

167. Gulistan: Le Jardin des roses de Saadi, Seghers, 1976.

168. Lubomir Levtchev, Lapidarium, Seghers, 1977, Coll. Autour du 
Monde. [Includes ’Le lapidarium' (pp.9-14) adapted by P.S.]

169. Hafiz, Le Livre d’or du Divan, Seghers, 1978.

170. Sagesse et poesie chinoises, Robert Laffont, 1981, Coll. Miroir du 
Monde. [With Hu Pin Ching and M.-T. Lambert.]

171. Omar Khayyam: Les Rouba’iyat, Seghers, 1982. [’Nouvelle version 
fran^ise', not same as 163.]
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172. Saadi Gulistan ou Le Jardin des roses, Robert Laffont, 1982, Coll. 
Miroir du Monde.

173. Hafiz, Le Livre d'or du Divan, Robert Laffont, 1982, Coll. Miroir 
du Monde.

174. Le Livre d'or du haika'i, Robert Laffont, 1984, Coll. Miroir du
Monde. [With Cl. Gertler.]

175. Omar Khayyam: Les Quatrains Ruba'iyat, Severs, 1987, Coll.
Miroir du Monde.

176. Yunus Emre, Le Livre de. l'amour sublime, Sdlhdri, 1987, Coll. 
Miroir du Monde. [With D. Halbout du Tanney.]
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7) INTRODUCTIONS, PREFACES ETC. BY P.S.
177. 'A mes camarades’ in Poetes er.nsonnie^s, vol.I, Villeneuve-lei- 

Avignon: Editions Po^ie 43, 1943, pp.7-12.

178. Priere d'instrer for A. Frenaud, Les Rois Mages., Villdneuve-les- 
Avignon: Editions Pitsie 43, 1943. [Repr. in Sud, 39-40 
(juillet? 1981) p-282.]

179. Preface in P. Chaulot, Contreterre, Nantes; Le cheval d,tcume,
1949. [Uneaginated.]

180. ’Richaud du Comtat' in A. de Richaud, La Creation du Monde, Les 
Exempla^-res, 1949, pp.XI-XVI.

181. Preface in Poetes polonais, Seghers, 1949, pp.7-8.

182. Foreword in 67, pp.7-10. [Both editions.]

183. Foreword (with A. Bosquet) in Les Poemes de l'annee 1955, Seghers,
1955. [Unpaginated.]

184. Prrefac ii 111 > pe.r-10.

185. FForwrooP (l'UiSngnd) (with 1. Boosqut?) ii Mee 'pOmme dd 1lLaiit
1956, Seghers, 1956. [Unpagnnated.]

186. Pprffac in R. RRias, HHtte dd 1st mete0nr, SSegees, 1995, Cool. 
P.S., pp.V-B.

187. FfopwooP 1uniSnged; P... tand/i A. Boosuet?) ii Mee 1o0mee dd 
l'annee 1958, Seghers, 1958, pp^-S.

188. FForeood in A.M. dd Noia, Ll PrPire: Anthilogie des prieres de 
tous les temps et de tous les peuples, Seghers, 1958, pp^-H.

189. Pppe±m±na3?y ttxt in H. Deleuze, Noel POtim,- Seghers, 1158, Coll.
Au seul plaisir. '

190. See 83.

191. Foreword (unsigned; P.S. and/or A. Bosquet?) in Les Poemes de 
l'annee 1959, Seghers, 1959, pp^^.

192. Foreword in D. Te^e^oim, Le Vent me parle Yiddish, Seghers,
1963, Coll. Autoup du Minde, pp.9-12.

193. Preliminary text in 133, vol.I, pp.5-6.

194. Foreword, with A. Bosquet, in Les Poemes de l'annee 1966, Seghers,
1967, pp.7-9. . ... ... ..........

195. ’Aveptinsemenh' in M. Elskamp, Oeuvres completes, Seghers, 1967. 
[Unpaginated.]

196. Foreword, with A. Bosquet, in Les Poemes de l'annee 1968, Seghers, 
‘ 1968, pp.7-9.
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197. Foreword, with A. Bosquet, in Les Poemes.de l'annee 1969, Severs, 
1969. [Unpaginated.]

198. ’Proemes’ in 134, p.7.

199. Preliminary text in 163, pp.7-8.

200. ’Sur la poesie’ in 150, pp.5-30. [Repr. in 152 (pp.5-30) and TM
(pp.142-159).]

201. ’Ransard vu par Pierre Seghers’ in Ronsard, Les Amours, Le Club 
des classiques, 1971. [Unpaginated.]

202. Foreword, with A. Bosquet, in Les Poemes de l’annee 1971, Seghers, 
1971. [Unpaginated.]

203. ’A mon seul desir' in 151, pp.5-13.

204. Introduction to 153, pp.5-18.

205. 'Lettre-preface’ in H. Pouzol, La Poesie concentrationnaire, 
Severs, 1975, Coll. P.S. [Unpaginated.]

206. ’A Marcel Thiry’ in M. Thiry, Toi qui palis au nom de Vancouver; 
oeuvres poetiques (1924-1974), Seghers, 1975, pp.7-9.

207. ’A Lubomir Levtchev’ in 166, pp.7-13.

208. Preliminary text in G. Beart, Couleurs et coleres du temps, 
Severs, 1976, pp.11-13.

209. Introduction and ’note liminaire' in 167, pp.9-13 and 14.

210. ’Le vert paradis’ in A. Hardellet^, Lourdes, lentes))), Union 
general’ d'editions^, 1977, Coll. 10/18.

211. Priere d'inserer for 168.

212. Introduction in 20, pp.7-8.

213. Introduction in 169, pp.7-44.

214. Revised version of 204, pp.5-18.

215. Postface in 155, pp.353-366.

216. Preface in J.-M. Drot, L’Enfant fusille. Stock, 1979, pp.11-17. 
[See 106.]

217. Preface in P. Fanlac, Ferveur du Periqord, Pierre Fanlac, 1979. 
[Unpaginated.]

218. Preface in Instruments stranges, Stockholm; A.H. Grafik, 1980, 
pp.9-11.

219. Introduction in 170, pp.5-7.

Poemes.de
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220. Introduction in 171, pp.8-36.

221. 'A Jean-Louis Depierris’ in J.-L. Depierris, Bas-Empire, Editions 
Saint-Germain-des-Pres, 1982, pp.5-15.

222. Introduction in 172, pp.5-14.

223. Introduction in 173, pp.5-58.

224. Preface in Y.-P. Boulongne, Memoire rayes, Editions Saint-Germain-
des-Pres, 1982, Coll. Chemins profonds, pp.5-8.

225. ’Avant-dire' in 23, pp.7-8.

226. Introduction in 174, pp.5-28.

227. Preface in M. Peraudetu, Richard de Bas: Les Papetiers et leurs 
moulins, Ambert; Le Moulin de Richard de Bas, 1985.
[Unpaginated. Text identical to 182.. See also 83.]

228. Introduction in 156, pp.9-28. [Augmented version of 204 and 214.]

229. Introduction in 175, pp.5-52.

230. 'D'un ardent' in 176, pp.19-36.
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8) ARTICLES, REVIEWS, TRIBUTES ETC. BY P^.
231. 'Peguy', Poetes casques 1939, 1 (dec. 1939) pp.1-3.

232. 'Alan Seegdr’, Poetes casques 1940, 2 (fevr. 1940) pp.3-6.

233. 'Courrier des poetes’, ibid., pp.38-40. [Unsigned.]

234. ’Apollinaire', Poetes casques 1940, 3 (avril 1940) pp.3-6.

235. ‘Signaux des tours', ibid., pp.53-57.

236. 'Courrier des poetes', ibid., pp.59-64. [Unsigned.]

237. ’Y aura-t-il une poesie de guerre?'. Fontaine, 9, (mai-juin 1940)
p.213. [P.S.’s reply.]

238. Untitled editorial, 'Mai-Juin-Juillet 1940)))’, Poetes casques
1940, 4 (jaille^?) 1940) pp.1-2. .... . .. .

239. ’Signaux des tours', ibid., pp.29-30. [Unsigned.]

240. 'Courrier des poetes', Poetes casques 1940, 4 (juillet(?) 1940) 
pp.31-32. [Unsigned apart from letter, 'Mon cher Guibert’, signed 
P.S.]

241. 'Maintenir’, Poesie 40, 1 (oct.-nov. 1940) pp.3-5. [Signed 
'Poesie 40'.]

242. ’Incidences', ibid,, pp.19-20,

243. 'Signaux des tours’, ibid, pp.37-40. [Unsigned.]

244. ’Signaux et courrier’. Poesie 41, 2 (dec. 1940-j’anv. 1941) pp.48
64. [Unsigned, apart from review of Fontaine, signed P^.]

245. ’Signaux et courrier', Poesie 41, 3 (fevr.-mars(?) 1941) pp.68-88. 
[Unsigned.]

246. 'Aux Baux, avec Louis Jou', Poesie 41, 4 (avril-juin(?) 1941) 
pp.31-34.

247. 'Frans Masereel', ibid., p.67.

248. 'et ccurriev', ibbd.. pp.83-104. [Unsigned.]

249. ’’era une poesie sociale', Le Figaro, 26 juillet 1941, p.2.

250. ’'Sgnaux et courrier’, Pc^e^E^j^e? 41, 5 (aout-sept. 1941) pp.72-95. 
[Unsigned, apart from repr. of 246 Ipp'93-95))]

251. 'Note' in Poesie espagnole, special number of Poesie 41. 
[Unpaginated.]

252. 'n^O^c^n^^l^x et courriej?’. pQesid 41, 6 (oct.-nov. 1941) pp.64-84. 
[Unsigned.]
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253. 'Signaux et muroier’, Pot-Ssie 42, 7 (dec. 1941-janv. 1942) pp.76
95. [Unsigned, apart from review of R. Lacite, Metamorphoses 
(pp.77-78).] . ... .. .. .

254. ’Le langage de la divine proportion'. Le Figaro litteraire,
17 fevo. 1942, p.3. ..."  ... .. ....

255. ’Maillol ou la France’, Poesie 42, 8 (fev^amnes 19A2) pp.27-34.

256. 3 .reviewy lnii.. ee.r8--6:
a) R..-. Mooyn, 1ee lenvpet id lmannoPn
b) Les Cahiere de la main enchantee
c) N. Arnaud^, Semis sur le ciel.

257. ’Guy Levis Mano’, ibid., p’69.

258. 'A propns d’un jeune poete', ibid., pp.76-78.

259. Review of P.-L. Matthey, Alcyonee a Pallene, ibid., pp.82-83.

260. Review of Messages, Pnesie 42, 9 (eai-juin 1942) pe.75-76.

261. Review of L'Arbalete (no.5), ibid., pp.79-82.

262. Review of J. Rny, Toois poieres pour des pilotes, ibid., p.86.

263. Review of P. Schaeffer, Canta-te a Alsace, ibid., e•89.

264. Review of FI. Ddlhirbd, Poemes du figuier, ibid., eP•91-92.

265. ’’a radio’, mid., p.95.

266. ’’e ddrnier cours de poetique'. Poesie 42, 10 (junlldt-sdet. 1942) 
ep.66-68.

267. ’’icjnaux de Paris', ibid., p.75.

268. RRetiW if Me? 1omee ppePd, mid., pp.r7-^-^S?.

269. ’’Tois livres', ibid., pp.81-83. ^Reviews of E. Triolei, Mille 
regrets, D. Rolin, Les Marais, and M. 0ourin, Le Sel ese ndrpenr.]

270. ’Memento', ibid., ee•99-94. [Unsigned.]

271. ’Poesie a hauteur d’homme'. Le Figaro, 12-13 sept. 1942, p.3.

272. ’Les entretiens d'Oron', Poesie 42, 11 (nov.-dec. 1942) pp.77-79.

273. 2 reviews, ibid., pe.81-84;
a) Suisse contemporaine
b) Traits.

274. ’Signaux des camps', ibid., pp.84-86.

275. 2 reviews, ibid., pp.87-91;
a) Profil politique dee la France
b) ’ R. . Desnos, Fortunes.
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276. 2 reviews, Poesie 43, 12 (janv.-fevr. 1943) pp.89-92:
a) Cl. Roy, L'Enfance de l'art
b) R. Ganzo, Poemes.

277. ’Les revues’, ibid., pp.95-98. [Reviews of Fontaine, no. 24; 
Fusees, nos.4 and 5; Meridien, no.4; Confluences, no.14; Cahiers 
du Sud, nov. 1942; and L’Arbalete, automne 1942.]

278. Review of J. Tardieu, Le Temoin . invisible, Poesie . 43, 13 (mars-
avril 1943) pp.89-92. . . . .... . ..

279. 'Trois livres’, ibid., pp.92-94. [Reviews of D. Rops, Ou passent 
des anqes, anon., Rilke et la France, and M. Alexandre, Holderlin 
le poete.]

280. ’Revue des revues', ibid., pp.95-105.

281. Review of La Semaine litteraire, ibid., pp.106-107.

282. ’’Rnnad et PPosie 43, 14 ((tt-juin 1943) pp.73-.8.

283. ’’Signaix dd Pears', it>id., pp(P7-80.

284. 'Signaux de Belgique’, ibid., pp.93-95.

285. ’Signaux de Paris’, Poesie 43, 15 (juillet-acut 1943) pp.74-75.

286. Review of Florilege Saint-Pol-Roux, ibid., pp.97-98.

287. Review of E. Triolet, Le Cheval blanc, ibid., pp.103-106.

288. 'Signaux de Suisse’, ibid., pp.111-115. [Includes ’Les poetes des 
Cahiers du Rhone' and review of Lettres.]

289. ’La pature ardente’. Les Cahiers de liberation, 1 (sept. 1943) 
pp.20-24. [Published under pseudonym Poldi P.]

290. Review of J. Bousquet, Mon frere l'ombre. Poesie 43, 16 (oct.-nov.
1943) pp.95-96. . .  .. . .. . ..... .

291. RRe^ie^w .o .. MMalaux, Lu .uutt aave .’’ange ibid., pp.100-103.

292. RoeVen of r’S^ratatt: it^i^ci.., pp(P10-106.

293. ’’Sgnaux de Paris', Poesxe 44, 17 (dec. 1943-fevr. 194.) pp.712.2.

294. RRevew oo .1. Roy, 015^ comme lee jour, pp.77-.8.

295. 3 reviews in Poesie 44, 18 (mars-avril 1944) pp.96-97:
a) Fr. Dodat, Piiqen
b) L. Estang, InnVnatinn a la ppesxe
c) L. EEsang, Lu? Myssere aapprivCit.

296. Review of M. Lecomte, L’Accent du secret, Poesie 44, 19 (mai-juin
1944) pp.100-101. . . .  ... ...... .

297. Review of H. Daienson, Le Livre des chansons, ibid., pp.111-112.
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298. ’De P.C.39 a Poesie 44’, Poesie 44, 20 (juillet-oct. 1944) pp.3-8. 
[Signed Poesie 44.]

299. ’Signaux et courrier', ibid., pp.128-136. [Unsigned.]

300. ’Litterature et proprete' [in two parts]:
a) Le Parisien libere, 7 sept. 1944, pp.1-2
b) Le Parisien libere, 8 sept. 1944, p.l.

301. ’Les incontenances verbales de M. de Montherlant’, Les Lettres 
franyaises (7-13 oct. 1944) p.2.

302. ’Monsieur Sorlot continue... : l’audacieux editeur d’Au pays des 
sables’, Les Lettres franyaises (2-8 dec. 1944) p.2. ~

303. Review of L’Eternelle revue. Les Lettres franyaises (23-29 dec.
1944) p.5.

304. ’Avant-propos’, Poesie 45, 25 (fevr.(?) 1945) pp.3-5.

305. ’Poesie 45 supplement publie les premiers textes des jeunes poetes 
et ecrivains’. Poesie 45 supplement, 1er cahier, (fevr.(?) 1945) 
pp.1-2.

306. Review of R. Menard, Granit des eaux-vives, Poesie 45, 26
27 (mars(?) 1945) pp.148-149.

307. 'Vitalite de la poesie’. Les Lettres franyaises (25-31 aout 1945)
p.3.

308. Review of L. Deharme, Cette annee-la, Poesie 45, 28 (oct.-nov.(?)
1945) p.122.

309. ’Ou Lautreamont et Poesie 46 vous posent quelques questions’. Poesie 46, 29 (dec. 1945-janv. 1946(?)) pp.3-4.

310. 'Poesie contemporaine’, La Nouvelle releve, vol.IV, 7 (ianv. 1946)
pp.589-596. • •

311. ’L'Egypte ou la crue de la bienfaisance'. Les Lettres franyaises 
(21-27 juin 1946) p.3.

312. ’Faubourgs’, America, 3, ’Villes et Maisons’, (juin(?) 1946) 
pp.39-41.

313. 'Portinari: Peintre des hommes et de la vie’. Les Lettres 
franyaises (30 aout-5 sept. 1946) p.5.

314. ’Quelques poetes', Poesie 46', 35 (oct.-nov.(?) 1946) pp.113-128.

315. ’La terre, les hommes', America, 4, 'La Terre, les hommes’
(oct.(?) 1946) p.5.

316. ’Chewing—gum', Esprit, 127 (nov. 1946) pp.731-737.

317. ’Quelques poetes’. Poesie 47, 36 (dec 1946-janv. 1947(?)) pp.106- 
‘ 111.
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318

319

320
a)
b)c)

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

332

333

334

335

336

337

'Les jeunes’, ibid., p.151.

'Quelques poetes', Poesie 47, 37 (ftvo.-leors(?) 1947) pe.126-133.

’Cinq semaines en Afoique noire' [in three parts]:
Les Lettres. fpan^aises (11-71 avrll 194)) pp.1 and 7
Les Lettres franyaises (18-24 avrll 197) ) p.3
Les Lettres fPanQaxses (21 avril-1 mil 194)) p.,.

’JosephJJeuui DetenlL') Les Lettres rrancpaises (13—19 juin 1947)
p.4.

'Les jeunes, la pitsie'. Poesie 47, 39 (juii-juillet(?) 1947) 
pp.97-105. . .

'La pitsid: le sublime amour’. .^sie 47, 40 (aout-sept.(?) 1947) 
pe.119-124.

'Quelques livoes', ibid., pe.145-150.

'Les jeunes, la pitsie', Poesie 47, 41 (oct.-nov.(?) 1947) pp.82
85. . .

*Pitsne 48 dispara^t'. Les Let^es frangaises (26 fevo.-3 maos 
1948) p.2.

'Du nouveau dans la littera-tupe foangais^'. Les Le^oes franchises 
(5-11 aout 1948) p.2.

^'avenir du livre foangais’, Les Lettpes fpoigaises (14-20 oct.
1948) pp.l and 5.

'L'enth^siasme et le toipioheur', Les Lett^s foangaises (23-29 
dec. 1948) p.2. . .. . ~..

'"Pitsie 49" repaoaih', Les Lettres frangaiies (5-11 mai 1949)
p.l.

'’ossie 49. Pour Robert Desnos,. Ibid.. p.3.

'Poesie 49, Les Lettres frajgaises (12-18 mai 1949) p.3.

'Poesie 49. Pour Louis Parrof. Les Lettres frangaises (19-25 mai
1949) p.3.

'Poesie 49: Buffalo’, Les Lettres frangaises (26 mai-1 juin 1949)
p.3. .... .. ‘ “..

’Poesie 49. De la plaquette1. Les Lettres frajgaises (9-15 juin 
1949) p,3,

'Poesie 49. Lorsque Maria Cara...,. Les Lettres frangaises (16-22 
juin 1949) p.3.

'Poesie 49. La oeponse de Buffalo, Les Lettres frangaises (23-29 
juin 1949) p.3.
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338. 'SpCste 49: Bataille de fleurs’, Les Lettres franca^es (7-13 
juillet 1949) p.3.

339. ’'posI- 49: Le poete Mao tse Tounq’, Les Lettres franyaises (14
20 jumet 1949) p.3.

340. 1'77 eii 49: Paul De^oulees', Les Lettres f^s (211-^2^77
juillet 1949) p.3.

341. ’Corse toujours present', Les Lettres fran^ises (8-14 sept. 1949) 
pp.l and 5.

342. ''poss.- 49: Sont-ils morts deux fois?’. Les Lettres Uranyaises 
(15-21 sept. 1949) p.3.

343. ’D.D.T. sur la Chine’, Les Lettres franyaises (6-12 oct. 1949) 
pp.l and 3.

344. ’’possc 49: Le poete mineur’, Les Lettres franyaises (27 oct.-2 
nov. 1949) p.3.

345. ^£3^ 49: Ara. on-Pleyol-, eye 'e tLes . ftarea ifea nov.
1949) p.3.

346. ''posi- 49: Pie.re philosophale et pimt. n ra’irLea Lettett
franytises (1-7 dec. 1949) p.3. ....

347. ’Le Livre et le bossu’. Les Lettres frtnyaises (16-22 mars 1950)
p. 1.

348. ’Les Gabonnait’, Les Lettres franytites (31 mai-6 juin 1951) p.8. 
[See also 65.]

349. ’La belle jeunessn’. Les Lettres fralyaises (11-17 oct. 1951) pp.l 
and 7.

350. ’'puII- .t poesie’, Sim.. ru m uj,in (j5i) 19.33-pp.

351. ’’t rprOteSttiin .d .ierre SegherS’, L ettr et Franyaf-ran 4
juin 1952) p.4. ..........

352. 'Diversite de Jean Luryat’, Les Lettres franyaises (25 iuin-1
juillet 1952) p.7. . " ..

353. ’"te chiffre sept": le plus grand poeme de Jean Cocteau va 
paraitre’, Arts, 382 (24 oct. 1952)

354. ’Homtage r Paul Eluard’, Les Lettres Uranyaises (20-26 nov. 1952)
p.2.

355. 'Joseph Delteil decouvre un jeune poete: Evelyne Floret’, Les 
Lettres fralyaises (5-12 dec. 1952) c3.

356. ’Lucas Cranach a invente le poeme-objettes Lettres Uranyaitet
(8-14 oct. 1953) p.10. ......... .... ....
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357. 'Lettre a Paul Eluard’, Les Lettres franyaises (19-25 nov. 1953) 
pp.l and 10.

358. 'L'auriez-vous retenu?'. Club Poesie 54, 2 (1954) pp.9-11. [Month 
of publication unknown.]

359. 'Poesie 56', Les Lettres franyaises (12-18 janv. 1956) p.l.

360. 'Chere Helene’ in Rene-Guy Cadou, L’Herne, 1961, pp.4-5.

361. 'Une lettre', Mercure de France, tome 345 (mai-aout 1962) pp.37
38. •

362. Untitled tribute to Paul Gilson, Les Lettres franyaises (30 mai-5 
juin 1963) p.6.

363. 'Vingt-cinq ans d’edition'. Les Lettres franyaises (27 mai-2 juin 
1965) pp.l and 6.

364. Untitled reply to poetry survey. Points et contrepoints, 73 (juin-
juillet 1965) pp.34-35. . ................

365. 'Terre solaire de Jacques Prevert’, Parler, 19 (1965) p.4. [P.S. 
inter al. Month of publication unknown.]

366. Chansons de poetes, Pierre Seghers et Societe phonographique 
Philips, 1966.

367. 'Preface a une anthologie’, Le Monde (des livres) (8 fevr. 1969) 
p.VIII. [Extracts from 197.]

368. ’Vieux frere'. Les Lettres franyaises (5-11 nov. 1969) pp.5 and 
11.

369. 'Elsa de...', Les Lettres franyaises (24-30 juin 1970) p.6.

370. ’Poetes d’aujourd’hui sur les ondes: Donner a voir la poesie!'.
Les Cahiers litteraires de l’ORTF, 4 (8-21 nov. 1970) pp.32-34.

371. ’De l'Afrique ancestrale aux poetes d’aujourd'hui'. Les Cahiers 
litteraires de l'ORTF, 9 (31 janv.-13 fevr. 1971) pp.5-6.

372. 'Eisa Triolet au present', Europe, 506 (juin 1971) pp.45-48.

373. ’Eisa au present’. Les Lettres franyaises (23-29 juin 1971) p.3.
[Repr. of 372.] . ......... ....

374. 'Rene Lacote', Les Lettres franyaises (25-31 aout 1971) p.5.
[P.S. inter al.]

375. 'Approche d'un poete’, ibid., pp.5-6.

376. ’Clave et l’alchimie du verbe'. Les Lettres franyaises (22-28 sept. 1971) pp.22-23. [Extract from 140.]

377. ’Papa et la suite’, Les Lettres franyaises (20-26 oct. 1971) p.5.
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378. ’Les poetes "maudits" d'aujourd’hui', Le Monde (des livoes) (17 
mars 1972) ep.18-19. [Extracts from 153, 204 and P.S.'s text on 
Andre de Richaud in 153. (See 379 below.) Publication of 
extracts here predates publication of 153.]

379. 'Andre de Richaud' in 153, ep•164-144.

380. 'Ce feu s’apeelle la jeuness^', L' Huleanitt-Dimanche (27 sept. 
1972. p.7.

381. ’Aiisi le rissigiil s'est tu’. Les Le^oes frangaises (11-17 oct. 
1972) p.7.

382. ’Teeiignage', Europe 525, ’Colloque Paul Eluaod', (janv. 1973) 
pp.77-78.

383. 'Approches d'ui poete' in G. Aigriss^, R. Bidoot, P. Segheps, 
Psychiqdnesd d'un poeme; La Route du sel, Bruxelles: Andre de 
Rache, 1973, Coll. Mains et chemos, pp.9-18.

384. 'Allocution de M. Pierre Seghers [pour feteo Marcel Thioy]', 
Bulletin de l’Acadteid Royale de Langue et de Litteoature
fooigaises, vol.LIII, 3-4 (1975) pe.201-202.

385. 'La finelite nncaonte' in B. Lecherbiinieo (ed.) Les Critiques de 
notoe temps et Apaqon, Garnieo, 1976, pp.168-171. [Extract from 
380.]

386. Repr. of 379 in 155.

387. Review of R. Mallet, L'Espoce d’une fenetre in La Nouvelle revue 
des deux mondes (juin 1979) pp.627-634.

388 Untitled tribute in form of letter to Max-Pol Fouchet, Poetes du 
Monne, VII (aout(?) 1980) p.3.

389. ’Quatre lettres qui n'en font qu’une', Sud, 39-40 (mai 1981) 
pe.268-285.

390. Letter to Yves Broussard, Sud, 41-42 (1981) e.100.

391. L. Scheleo, La Grande Esperance des poetes 1940-1945, Temps
Actuels, 1982. [Includes correspondence between P.S. and Paul 
Eluaod and Louis Parrot.] ,

392. 'Rtpinse de Pierre Seghers a Marcel Jullian', Vagabondages, 46 
(maos 1983) pp.13-16.

393. ’Lettne-interview de Pierre Seghers a Blaise Cennoaps', 
Vagabondages, 54 (janv.-mars 1984) eP•4-27.

394. 'DeciaeiS ayer...', .^sie 84, 1 (jaiv.-fevo. 1984) pp.7-12.

395. ’Norge', ibid., p.43.

396. Untitled text, 'Aout 1944. Paris...', ibid., p.93.
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397. 'Jacques Zwcbada’' ibid., pp.100-101.

398. SPreatbule’, Poesie 84, 2 (mars-avril 1984) pp.7-10.

399. ’Victor Segalm’, ibid., p.m.

400. ’Louise de Vilmorin’, ibid., p.84.

401. ’Poesie et•calligraphic’, ibid., p.95.

402. ’L’eoriture est um passion’, ibid., p^.

403. ’La poesi’ se porte bim’. te Figaro (23 mai 1984) p.32.

404. ’Avertissement', Poesie 84, 3 (mai-juin 1984) po.7-1O.

405. 'Max Jacob’, ibid., pp.99-102.

406. 'Un nouveau baroquiste'. Poesie 84, 4 (juillnt-oct. 1984) op.7-1O

407. 'A Pierre Emmanuel', Poesie 84, 5 (nov.-dec. 1984) po.7-15p

408. ’Jean Pauahtn’, Poesie 85, 6 (jani.-fevr. 1985) oP.7-9.

409. ’Maurice Chappaz', ibid., p.m.

410. 'LO Ta-kang’, ibid., pp.69-71.

411. ’Raymond Godefroy’, ibid., pp.99-100.

412. 'Ce vieux de la montagne et de la poesie' in Victor Hugo et Paris 
Mairie de Paris, 1985, pp.20-25.

413. ’Erasm et les poetes’. Poesie 85, 7 (mars-avril 1985) op•7-10.

414. ’Slavic MihtliC; Un poete croate ooltntoorain’, ibid., pp.85-86.

415. let inimitable olaitir’. Poesie 85, 8 (mai-juin 1985) pp.7-8.

416. 'Loys Masson’, ibid., pp.29-n0.

417. ’Somtaire d’ete’. Poesie 85, 9 (juialet-oct. 1985) op.7-1O.

418. ’Marc Pessin', ibid., pp.n2-3n.

419. ’Francis 1hautorcnl’, ibid., p.95.

420. Repr. of 376 in 153.

421. 'Poesie 85, Echographie^ Poesie 85, 10 (nov.-dec. 1985) po.7-10.

422. ’Robert Goffin et le jazz’, ibid., pp.73-74.

423. 'Jean Dubuffet/Alain Pai^ie', Poesie 86, 11 (jtnv.-Uevr. 1986) 
0p.7-11.

424. 'Un coup de sang’. Poesie 86, 12 (tart-avria 1986) op.7-8.
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425. 'Francois Dodat', ibid., pp.83-84.

426. Review of Ph. de Rothschild, Au qre de l'inconqru, ibid., pp.114
115. .

427. 'Robert Desnos’, ibid., pp.116-117.

428. 'D’un furtif'. Poesie 86, 13 (mai-juin 1986) pp.7-14.

429. 'Andras Beck’, ibid., pp.53-58.

430. 'Joyye Mansour’, Poesie 86, 14 (juillet-oct. 1986) pp.7-9.

431. ’RRgee Druet/Michel Butor’, Poesie 86, 15 (nov.-dec. 1986) pp.7
17.

432. 'Henry Bauchau’, Poesie 87, 17 (mars-avril 1987) pp.88-90.

433. ’Autour de Fenosa’, Poesie 87, 18 (mai-juin 1987) pp.83789.

434. ’Salut, Jacques!’, Poesie 87, 19 (juillet-oct. 1987) pp.8-16.

435. ’A Andre Hardellet’, ibid., p.55.

436. 'Marc Bastier', ibid., pp.104-106.

437. Fragment, ’Si la poesie ne vous aide pas a vivre,..’, Poesie 88,
21 (janv.-fevr. 1988) p.9.

438. 'Un nouveau romantisme’, ibid., pp.30-31.

439. Leette to Marie-Claire Bancquart, ibid., p.46.

440. ’’Autr est la poesie’, ibid., p.62.

441. 'Qui chante son mal l’enchante’, ibid., p.67. [Extract from 
P.S.’s unpublished doctoral thesis, 'Culture/Inculture, creation 
et action des poetes dans la societe d'aujourd'hui’. University of 
Paris, 1975.]

442. Letter to Guy Beart, ibid., p.68.
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9) INTERVIEWS
443. With H. Th^onier, ’Pourquoi tdihez-vius?', Les Lettres 

foangaises (30 aout-5 sept. 1946) p...

444. With J. Parot, ’’is jeunes poetes vus van l,editeu:r Pieeor 
Seghers', Les Lettres frangaisen (20-26 oct. 1955) p.6.

445. With anon., ’’e C^utb international dn poesie'. Le ^onaa) des 
poetes, 28® annee, 1 (janv. 1958) p.2.

446. With E. Mora, 'Potsid vivante: Pierre Seghers', Les Nouvelles 
litttrairds (5 mars 1959) p.4.

447. With J. Gaugeard, 'Pierre Seghers veut imposer aux poetes un 
sermon de vtrnht'. Les edhtpen foangaisei (4-10 avoil 1963) p.5.

448. With G. Rolin, 'Enhoehien avec Pierre Seghers, poete et editeur de 
poetes'. Le M^de (des livoes) (23 aout 1967) p.V,

449. With E. Mora, 'Beghem en toois personies'. Les N^velles 
aihttraires (31 aout 1967) p.3.

450. With P. Kyoia, 'Pierre Seghers passionne de pitsie’, Magazine 
lihttoai^e, 34 (nov. 1969) pp.38-39.

451. With J.-L. Maxence, 'Ent^tieri, a mots (^^verts, avec Pierre 
Seghers', Le Ceof-volant, 80 (4e tpimestoe 1972) pp.13-18.

452. With Cl. Fl^enti,, 'Pierre Seghdrs/Piehe d’aujiupd’hui’, Le Puits 
de l’ermite, 21-22 (1973) pp.7-8.

453. With R. Sabatier, 'Pierre Seghers soutient sa these devant Robert 
Sabatier’, Le Figaro lnthtraipe (21 juin 1975) pp.11-12.

454. With M. Zimmermann, 'L'action et le reve vont ensemble, pouo un 
poete', Lendemains, 21 (Februar 1981) pp.3-28.

455. 'With aroi., untitled interview on Blaise Cendoaos, Magazine
litteraire, 203 (janv. 1984) p.28.

456. With V. Lonnd|, 'Hugo Peintre', Magazine litttrai^e, 214 (jarv.
1985) p.45. . .. .... . .
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10) TRANSLATIONS OF P.S.'S POETRY

457. H. Muhlestein, ’Blutherbst in rrankreich’, in Nouvelln poesie
epique de la France. [See 56 a) (pp^ and 27) and 56 b) (pp.27
and 29).]

458. M. Tavriger, English parallel text in La Legend’ de Saint-Germain 
des-Pres. [See 63,]

459. W. Fowlie, ’Dead in life, the days which are no morn’, and 'Echo’ 
[Parallel texts to 66 a) and 66 b).]

460. J. tiscanO' Raices, Intercontinental’ du .1^’, 1956.
[Translation of Racines.]

461. Cl. Goll, Wurzeln, Bad Hersfelc^: Der Karlsruher Bote. [n.d. 
(1957?) Translation of Racines.]

462. J. Litoano' Las Pi’dras., Intercontinental’ du Livre, 1958,
[Unverified; translation of tes Pierres.] -

463. Poemes., Sofia: Narodna Altura, 1968. [Unverified.]

464. Choix de poemes, Zagreb: te Pont. [i.C. Unverified.]

465. Racines, Zagreb: Le Pont, 1970. [Unv’rtUt’d.]

466. D. P’trov, A. D^tchey/, A. Muratov, Bulgarian parallel texts in 
Le Mur du son. [See 18.]

467. D. Sinko-Depierris, Tko Smo? [Translation into Croat of Qui 
somtet-lous? See 19.]

468. R. Lucchese, Piranesi in Villa Medici; Journal de voyage, 1 anno 
0 (maggio 1986) pp.4n-55. [Italian translations in para’’’’ to 
Piranese.]
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B. SECONDARY MATERIAL

11) BOOKS, SPECIAL ISSUES OF PERIODICALS ETC. ON P.S.

469. G. Morel, 'De la drole de guerre a la guerre froide; une revue de 
resistance, "Poetes casques 1939" - "Poesie 47"' (unpublished 
doctoral dissertation. University of Paris, 1973).

470. C. Seghers, 'Pierre Seghers; Un homme couvert de norms’, Robert
Laffont, 1981. . . . ’

471. M. Zimmermann (ed.). Occupation allemande et Resistance 
intellectuelle. Pierre Seghers se souvient, Bielefeld; 
Cornelsen-Velhagen und Klasing, 1982.

472. Poesie 88, 21 (janv.-fevr. 1988). [Includes poems from 1, 11, 13, 
15, 16 and 23; 34, 38, 72, 105; 'Berceuse pour Virginie' (TM 253
254); extracts from 138, 140, 143, 144 and 145; 169, 171 and 176; 238, 241, 255, 304 and 392; repr. of A. Fontainas's review of 1 
(see 522 below); an extract from 470; and repr. of subscription 
form for Poetes casques 1939. The articles on P.S. are listed in 
section 12) below.]
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12) ARTICLES ON P.S. IN PERIODICALS

473. G. Audisio, 'Pierre Seghers', Cahier Cotoedia-Cha^pentie^, 13
(juin(?) 1944) p.45. .... . .. ...

474. F. HeMms, ’Pierre Seghers’, Le Oraoeau rouge (18 dec. 1946) p.4.

475. Anon., biographical not’. ComprenOr’, 10-11 (mai 1954) p. 230.

476. G. Norge, 'Pierre Seghers, un poete de la chaleur’. Le Journal des poetes, 2 (fevr. 1956) p.6.

477. F.J. Carmody, ’Pierre Seghers, Poet and Editor’, Books Abroad,
voa.34, 1 (winter 1960) pp.2n3-235. .... .  ...

478. J.-P. Saint-Aubin, 'Pierre Seghers/ou le silence de l'ete'. Le 
Puits de l'ertite, 21-22 (1973) p^.

479. R. Momeux, 'SRsSstance et poesie', ibid., p.6.

480. Ch. Razanajao, ’’Pirre Seghers/ou le don de 1’altruism',. ibid., 
pp.8-9.

481. G. Matlobier, 'Seghers e 1'Oocitanit', ibid., p.10.

482. J.-P. tesieur, ’Merde a Vauban', ibid., 0P•10-11.

483. G. Morel, ’Maint’nir; Poetes casques 39-40, Poesi’ 1940...1947' Europe 543-544 (juill.-aout 1974) pp.10n-11.8.

484. J. Gaucheron, 'Pierre Seghers et ’’ Romancero des annees noires', ibid., 0P•27l-279.

485. Cl. Morgan, 'La poesi’ a la television’. Creer, 32 (junn-seot.
1978) pp.7-9. ....

486. J. Bouhier, ’’es poetes ont toujours raisn.. De Pirtnese au 
Greco’, ibid., op.n6-37 and 39.

487. A. Gascht, ’Pour remercner Seghers', Revue generate, vol.CXIV, 8-9 
(aout-teot. 1978) pp.37-44.

488. Repr. of 485 in Carte blanche a Pierre Seghers, Centre Artistiqu’ 
et Littertire de Rochechouart, 1979-1980. [Unpaginated.]

489. Anon., ’Presence de Pierre Seghnrt’, ibid.

490. Anon., 'Pierre Seghers en poesie', ibid.

491. M. Zimmermann, 'Poet, Verlager, Mittler. Seghers zum 80’, 
Lendemains, 40 (1985) pp.107-112.

492. R. Lucchnse, ’Il "Piranesi” di Pierre Seghers’, Villa Medici; 
Journal de voyage, 1 anno, 0 (maggio 1986) p.40.

493. R. Lucchete, ’Nota su Pierre Seghers’, ibid., p.41.
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494. J. Hurtin, biographical note in ’Dichiiniaipe des piehei''
Magazine lntttoai^e, 247 (nov. 1987) p.56.

495. A. Bosquet, ’Pierre Seghers, I'ami et l'editeuo des poetes'. Le 
Figaro (5 nov. 1987) p.38.

496. G. Guillot, untitled, 'Toute moot iiuleverse...’, Le Figaro (5
nov. 1987) p.38. ........

497. Anon., 'Moot de Pierre Seghers', Fpaicd-Siio (5 nov. 1987) p.4.

498. J.-P. Leonaodini, ’Poete et resistant', L'Humanite' (5 nov. 1987) 
p.24.

499. Verc^s, untitled, letter to Colette Seghers, ibid.

500. R. Leroy, ’Un Chevalier de la poesie', ibid.

501. A. de Gaundeao, ’La Moot d’un poete n'aujourn'hui’. Liberation (5 
nov. 1987) p.39.

502. Ph. Boyer, 'Pierre Seghers: l’homme sans concessions’, Le Matin (5 nov. 1987) p.2.

503. N. Casanova, 'Sa derniere stance’, Le Quotidien de Paris (5 nov,
1987) p.32. .. . ... .....

504. P. Daix, 'Il a su faire face'. Le quotidien de Paris (5 nov. 1987) 
p. 32.

505. A. Velter, ’L'hieme de Babel', Le Monde (6 nov. 1987) pp.l and 15.

506. Anon., 'Les reactions de MM. Chirac et Leotard', ibid., p.15.

507. Anon., ’"Gagnant ou pepdant, on est quitte"', ibid.

508. J. Orizet, 'Adieu a Pierre Seghers', Le Figaro Magazine (21 nov.
1987) p.59. ... .. .. .

509. Fo. Mayor, ’Un Seghers dans la eiche...l’autoe dans les thiiaen'. 
Pages, 0 (experimental) (nec. 1987) p.19.

510. Anon., ’Un ami nous a quihtts’, Ville de Paris, 93 (dec. 1987)
p.23. .

511. C. Seghers, ’Certains etoes ne dtclnnent pas', Po^ie 88_, 21 
(janv.-ftvr. 1988) p.6.

512. A. Lochenal, ’Le clandes-tin et l'ami’, ibid., pp.24-29.

513. G.-E. Clancier, 'Un inlasnaile combat', ibid., pp.50-53.

514. S. de Gooter, ’Le poeme d'une rupture', ibid., p.55.

515. M.-Cl. Bancquart, ’Dedans/dehors: Racines., Pioanese', ibid., 
pp.57-61.
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516. P. Dubrunquez, ’La preuve par le poeme; Fortune Infortune Fort 
Une', ibid., pp.63-66.

517. M. Zimmermann, 'Pierre Seghers - un "uomo universale" de notre 
epoque', ibid., pp.80-81.

518. Fr. Ponge, ’Quel temoin!' ibid., p.82.

519. F. Gomez, 'Les racines et les pierres', ibid., p.96.

520. A. Velter, 'Dans les miroirs de l'orient', ibid., pp.104-105.

521. J.-M. Drot, 'Absence et presence de Pierre', ibid., p.109.
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13) REVIEWS oF P.S.’S WORKS
(i) Poetry

Bonne-Esperance [see 1]:
522. A. Fontainas, Mercure dee France (1 aout 1939) pp.630-631,

Le Chien de pique [see 2]:
523. C. Mavromichalis, Traits, 4e annee, 1 (janv.(?) 1944) p.11.

524. J. Starobinski, Suisse contemporaine, 6 (1944) pp.578-579.

525. L.-G. Gros, Les Cahiers du Sud (janv.-fevr. 1945) pp.114-115.

Le Domaine public [see 3];
526. P. Delisle, Les Cahiers du Sud (2e semestre 1945), and 272 p.549.

527. R. Massat, Poesie 45, 23 (dec. i944-janv. 1945(?)) p.113.

Le Futur anterieur [see 4]:
528. in R. Lacote, ’Du cote des poetes'. Les Lettres franyaises ((27 

juin-3 juill. 1947) p.4.

Jeune Fille [see 5]:
529. in S. Chabot, ’Popularity de la poesie’. Les Lettres franyaises 

(29 juill.-4 aout 1948) p.3.

Poemes choisis [see 8];
530. R. Lacote, 'Pierre Seghers, ou dix ans de poesie'. Les Lettres 

franyaises (15-22 janv. 1953) p.3.

’Le Mur du son' [see 72];
531. in E. Noulet, 'Chronique de la poesie', Syntheses, 8e annee, 92 

(janv. 1954) p.438. [Repr. in Alphabet critique. Tome IV, Presses 
Universitaires de Bruxelles 1966, pp.102-103.]

532. F. Hellens, La Derniere heure, 49e annee, 97 (7 avril 1954) p.7.

Le Coeur-Volant [see 9]:
533. in E. Noulet, ’Chronique de la Poesie’, Syntheses, 9e annee, 104 

(janv, 1955) p.377. [Repr. in Alphabet Critique, Tome IV, Presses 
Universitaires de Bruxelles, 1966, pp.102-103.]
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534. in iR. Lacote, * Une poesie qui coule de source'. Les Lettresfoangaines (10-17 fevo. 1955) p.3.

Poemes [see 10];
535. H. Gastaud, ’’ierre Seghers ou le temps du desenchaitement', Le

Puits de l'dreite, 21-22 (1973) p’5.

Racines [see 11];
536. in R. Laco-te, 'La Pitsne au Vel' d'Hiv’, Les Let^es frangaises (8-14 nov. 1956) e.!.

537. E, Noulet, ’Segheos Pierre et Fina Gomez', Alphabet Critique, Tome 
IV, Presses Urivdrsihaioes de Bruxelles, 1966, ep.104-105.

Les Pierres [see 12];
538. R. Lacote, ’’eghers heureux avec les pierres', Les Lettres 

fraigaisds (31 juill.-6 aout 1958) p.3.

Pioaiese [see 13];
539. R. Laco-te, 'Pierre Seghers', Les Lettres frongansdn (18-24 mai

1961) p.2. . .. ............

540. Anon., in Recent French Books, III (1961) p.5.

Dialogue [see 14];
541. in R. Lacote, ’Pieroe Seghers, Rene Guy Cadou, Jean Rousse^t', 

Les Le^oes frangansds (3-9 fevo. 1966) p.8.

542. in A. Bosquet, 'Pierre Seghers, poete'. Le Monne (12 fevr. 1966)
p.13. .  ...

543. in M. Alyn, 'Une foesque, des cuivoes et un dialogue'. Le Figaro 
lithtrai^e, 21e anrte, (3 maos 1966) p.6.

544. in A. Aygudseaose, 'Toois poetes: Edmond Vordepcameei - Pierre 
Seghers - Roger Bodaot’, Marginales, 107-108 (juir-juila. 1966) 
pp.94-100 (pp.96-98 for P.S.).

545. Anon., 'Qui parle? Qui rep^d? Qui cheoche?', La Voix des 
poetes, 28 (mai-junll. 1966) pe.84-86.

Les Mots couverts [see 15];
546. in R. Lacote, ’Pierre Seghers; Aragon', Les Lettres frangaises (27 

mai-2 juin 1970) p.8.
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547. A. Bosquet, ’Les Mots couverts’. Le Mond’ des livres (25 juill.
1970) p.12. .. ... .  .... .

548. in M. Alyn, ’La Poesie: Chant des mers et des forets'. Le Figaro 
litteraire (31 aout-6 sept. 1970) po.2O-21 (p.21 for P.S.).

549. G. Bree, French Review, XLIV, 2 (Dec. 1970) p.505.

Ois-ton, ma vie [see 16]:
550. A. Ayguntptrse, ’Pierre Seghers: Ois-toi, ma vie'. Marginal’s,

150 (dec. 1972) pp.48-49. ' . . ....

551. A. Bosquet, Magazine litteraire, 73 (fevr. 1973) pp.65-66.

552. A. Bosquet, ’Un bilan spiritunl de Pierre Seghers’, te Monde des
livres (1 fevr. 1973) p.19. ... .......

553. in C. Oobzylski, ’Trois poetes: Char, Seghers, Rousselot', 
Europe, 51® annee, 527 (mars 1973) pp.190-195, (pp.192-19n for 
P.S.)

te Temps des tnrvnnalns [see 20]:
554. G. Pudaowski, tes Nouvealns . litteraires (2 mars 1978) o.25.

555. in P. Chabaneix, ’Les Poetes et la ooetie’. La Nouielae revue. des deux mondes, 7 (juill. 1978) pp.170-171.

556. N. Catanoy, World Literature Today, vol.52, 4 (autumn 1978) 
00.593-594.

557. A. Ayguesptrse, Marginales, 184-185 (nov.-dec. 1978) pp.70-72.

Fortune Infortune Fort Une [see 23];
558. G. Sedir, Phreatique, 36-37 (printemps 1986) p.25.

(ii) Songs

Chansons et complaintes [see 131];
559. in E. Mora, 'La poesi’’. tes Nouvelles lntteranres (22 janv. 1959)

p.3.

560. Anon., ‘Quand Pierre Seghers ecrit des chansons’. Les Nouv’ll’t 
litterair’t (5 fevr1 1959) p.9.
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(iii) Books by P.S.
Pierre Seghers par 1’auteur [see 138];

561. R. Lacote, ’Pierre Seg^-ies'', Les Lettres. franyaises (1-7 juin 1967) 
p. 16.

562. E. Mora, ’Seghers en trois personnes’. Les Nouvelles litteraires
(31 aout 1967) p.3. ... .... . ...... ... ..

563. A. Ayguesparse, 'Seghers vu par Seghers’, Marginales, 115 (sept,
1967) pp.94-95. .....

564. J.-B. Morvan, Points et Contrepoints, 85 (mars-avril 1968) pp.56
57. . ..  ........

565. L. Becker, Books Abroad, vol.42, 3 (summer 1968) pp.396-397.

566. J. Minar, Casopis pro modern! filoloqii, 50 (1968) pp.126-127.

La Resistance et ses poetes [see 141];
567. Ph. de Rothschild, Le Monde (des livres) (14 juin 1974) pp.15 and

17. .

568. J. Mambiiino, Etudes, CCCXL.I (juill: 1974)) p.306..

569. P. Bearn, 'Au fil des lectures: Pierre Seghers: La Resistance et 
ses poetes’, La Passerelle, 19 (ete 1974) pp.47-49.

570. A. Bosquet, Magazine litteraire, 91-92 (sept. 1974) pp.86-87.

571. G. Jean, ’La Resistance et ses poetes; a propos du livre de 
Pierre Seghers’, Le Franyais aujourd'hui, 27 (oct. 1974) pp.9±—9P.

572. A. Bosquet, 'Pierre Begher'': La Nouvelle revue . 266
(fevr. 1975) pp.^-HD. . .

573. P. Roux-Fouillet, Bulletin des Bibliotheques de France, vol.19,
11 (nov. 1974) pp.825-827.

574. A. Ayguesparse, Marginales, 163 (dec. 1974) ppL53755.

575. M. Riquet, La Nouvelle revue des deux mondes (janv. 1975) pp.247
251. ..... ....

576. R. Gerlach, Beitrage ' zur Romanischen Philoloqie, XV (1976) pp.169
172. ' ' .... ~

Victor Hugo visionnaire [see 145]:
577. G. Spiteri, ‘Les dessins animes de Victor Hugo', Les Nouvelles

litteraires (28 avril 1983) pp.48-49.

578. A. Miguel, Marginales, 207 (juill-sept. 1983) pp.35-36.
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579. V. Lande’, 'Hugo peiltre‘, Magazine littertire, 214 (janv. 1985) 
p. 45.

580. J.-Cl. rizaine' Studi francesi, XXIX anno (gen.-apr. 1985)
pp.192-1S^3^. ... . .. .

(iv) Works edited by P.S.

Poetes casques 1940:
581. J. Wahl, La Nouv’al’ revue frangaise (1er mai 1940) p.706.

Poesie 42, Poesi’ 43:
582. in C. IMav^ortichtlns, ’Deux revues franyaises de poesie'. Traits., 

3® annee, 6 (junn 1943) pp.7-8.

Les Poemes d’ l’annee 1955; .
583; in R. Lacote, ’Les poetes au C.N.E.', Les Lettr’s frangaises (10

16 nov. 1955) p.7. .  .. .......... ..

t'Art poetique [see 147];
584. Anon., Poetes y 1 (mars 1957) p.6.

Les Poemes de l’anne’ 1958;
585. R. Lacote, Les Lettres f(4-10 juin 1959) p.2.

La France a livre ouvert [se’ 149];
586. A.V., Les Lettres f(30 dec. 1965-5 janv. 1966) p.7.

Les Poemes d’ l'annee 1967;
587. Anon., Bulletin critique du livre frangaiSs Tome XXIV, 1 (janv. 

1969) p.6. ...........

te Livre d'or de la poesie fralgaise contemporaine [see 152]:
588. Anon., 'Quand Pierre Seghers definit la poesi’', Le Monde (des 

livres) (8 fevr. 1969) p'.VnI.

589. R. LacSt’, tes Lettres frangais’s (26 fe^.-A mars 1969) p.12.

590. J. Breton, Magazine litteraire, 28 (avril-mai 1969) p.58.

591. M. Alyn, ’Les cent fleurs'. Le Figaro ’itteraire (30 juin 1969) 
. p.25.
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592. Anon., Bulletin critique.du livpe fpoigois, Tome XXIV, 7 (juill.
1969) p.618.

593. R. Quinot, Nos Lettres, vol.33, 1 (juill. 1969) ep.!-8.

594. L. Somville, Etudes litttraires., vol.3, 1 (avril 1970) ep•144-145.

595. G. Bote, French Review, XLIV, 2 (Dec. 1970) p.904.

596. P.F. Cintas, ibid., p.423.

Poetes maudits d'aujourd’hui [see 153]:
597. R. Sabatier, ’Des poetes maudits qui le sepon-t moim'. Le Figaro 

lithtraioe (13 mai 1972) p’15.

598. A. Marnssel, Esprit, 415 (juill.-aout 1972) pp.164-165.

599. Cl. M. Cluny, Magazine lihttoan^e, 67-68 (sept. 1972) p.59.

600. in J. Breton, ’Le coupler dd la pitiie', ibid., p.^.
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14) REFERENCES TO P.S. IN OTHER WORKS
601. R. Bertele, Panorama de la .eune poesie frangaise, Marseille: 

Robert Laffont, 1942, pp.281-282.

602. P. Robin, La Poesie franyaise au service de la Resistance, 
Beyrouth: Societe d'impression et d’edition, 1944, p.36.

603. J.L. Brown, 'Poets of the Resistance', The Commonweal, vol.XLII,
19 (24 Aug. 1945) pp.450-453 '(p.450 for P.S.).

604. Vercors, 'Clandestine Literature', World Review (Oct. 1945) pp.34
38. . . . ..

605. J. Peuchmaurd, 'Voici les serviteurs de la poesie d'aujourd'hui'. 
Arts (26 juin-2 juill. 1952) p.7.

606. W. Fowlie, 'Postwar French poets'. Poetry, vol.80, 6 (Sept. 1952)
pp.311-315. . ..

607. J. Rousselot, Panorama critique des nouveaux poetes franyais, 
Seghers, 1952, ppL320-323L [Repr. 1953.]

608. G. Bachelard, La Poetique de l'espace. Presses Universitaires de 
France, 1957, pp.67-68.

609. J. Rousselot, Les Nouveaux poetes franyais; Panorama critique, 
Seghers, 1959, Coll. Melior, pp.344-347. [Revised version ' of 
607.]

610. J. Grassin(?), biographical note, L’Encyclopedie poetique, Jean 
Grassin, 1960, vol.I, p.^^

611. Anon., biographical note. Bibliographie de la France; Edition 
franyaise (1961) pL260L

612. Anon., biographical note. Dictionnaire des auteurs franyais, 
Seghers, 1961, pp.379-380.

613. A. Bourin, J. Rousselot, biographical note. Dictionnaire de la 
litterature franyaise contemporaine, Larousse, 1966, pp.231-232.

614. R. Lalou, Histoire de la poesie franyaise. Presses Universitaires 
de France, 1967, Coll. Que sais-je?, p.125.

615. J. Rousselot, Dictionnaire de la poesie franyaise contemporaine, 
Larousse, 1968, ppL225-226.

616. J.-L. Depierris, biographical note and bibliography, Qui sommes- 
nous? [see 19].

617. J. Gaucheron, La Poesie, la Resistance: du Front Populaire a la 
Liberation, Les Editeurs Franyais Reunis, 1979, passim.

618. G.-E. Clancier, ’Pierre Seghers: ou la lumiere des jours', Dans 
l'aventure du langage. Presses Universitaires de France, 1987,

’ pp.20l7203.
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619. Anon., ’Reperes iiigoaehiques', Potsie 88, 21 (janv.-ftvo. 1988)
p.8.

620. Anon., ’Bibliographii des oeuvres de Pierre Seghers', ibid., p.71
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pp^-m. ... .... ... ...

L. Aragon, ’La rime en 1940’, Poetes casques 1940., 3 (avriK?) 1940)
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